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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Whoever has compared the Septuagint text of the 
books of Samuel with that of the Hebrew Massoretic text has 
been struck immediately by the large number of pluses and 
minuses in each of these texts with respect to the other. 
What is perhaps even more striking than their sheer number, 
however, is the great length which many of these pluses at-
tain, extending sometimes over the space of several verses 
(e.g., 1 Sam 17:12-32, absent entirely from a large number of 
LXX manuscripts), whole verses (e.g., 2 Sam 11:22, where LXX 
contains at least one verse absent from MT), or, which is 
more frequently the case, large segments occurring within or 
at the end of verses (e.g., the description of the Urim and 
Tummim at 1 Sam 14:41, absent from MT). 
With the discovery at Qumran of fragments of three 
different Hebrew texts of Samuel, not only were many of the 
pluses and minuses of LXX found to agree with these scrolls 
extending from the third to the first centuries, B.C., 1 but 
other pluses, found neither in MT nor in LXX, were discovered 
as well. 2 
Cf. F. M. Cross, "A New Qumran Biblical Fragment Related 
to the Original Hebrew Underlying the Septuagint," BASOR 
132 (1953) 15-26; idem, "The Oldest Manuscripts from 
Qumran," JBL 74 (1955) 147-172; idem, The Ancient Library 
at Qumran, 2d. ed., (Garden City, 1961); Eugene C. Ulrich, 
"4Q Same: A Fragmentary Manuscript of 2 Sam 14-15 from 
the Scribe of the Serek Hay-yabad (lQS)," BASOR 235 
(1979) 1-25. --
2 F. M. Cross, "The Ammonite Oppression of the Tribes of 
Gad and Reuben: Missing Verses from l Samuel 11 Found in 
4QSamuela," in The Hebrew and Greek Texts of Samuel. 1980 
Proceedings IOSCS - Vienna, ed. E. Tov, (Jerusalem, 19rn-
[ HGTS.l , l 05-119. 
2 
While it is generally recognized that the text of 
Samuel which was chosen to become the official Massoretic 
text was deficient in many ways, and that the LXX may be used 
to emend errors which have crept into the text of MT, 3 the 
extent to which these pluses or minuses are tobe taken as 
original readings, and the extent to which a variant in their 
regard in MT or LXX (or 4QSam) witnesses to an accidental or 
deliberate insertion or omission, is far from agreed upon. 
This will become clear in the pages which follow as we examine 
each case individually. By way of introduction, however, it 
is necessary to see the general tendencies which authors 
have followed with regard to the emendation of the Hebrew 
text of Samuel. 4 
Although interest in the use of the LXX for text-
critical purposes is found already in the critics of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 5 the first to use the 
LXX systematically to correct the Hebrew text was Otto 
Thenius in his commentary on the books of Samuel which ap-
peared in 1842. 6 After comparing the Codex Vaticanus and 
Codex Alexandrinus with MT, he concluded that the LXX "as it 
appears in the edition according to the Vatican manuscript, 
was executed according to an essentially better and especially 
fuller Hebrew manuscript than that which lies at the basis 
of MT, and that because of its nature it is tobe considered 
as a Hebrew manuscript, and it is tobe used as the chief 
means for criticism of the text." 7 
3 Cf. B. J. Roberts, The Old Testament Text and Versions, 
(Cardiff, 1955), p. 1 
4 For the complete references to the frequently cited com-
mentaries occurring throughout this study, see List of 
Abbreviations. 
5 E.g., Jean Morin, Exercitationes Biblicae de Hebraei 
Graecique Textus Sinceritate (Paris, 1633); Louis Cappel, 
Critica Sacra (Paris, 1650); C. F. Houbigant, Biblia 
Hebraica cum Notis Criticis (Paris, 1753). 
6 Die Bücher Samuel (Leipzig, 1842; 2d. ed., 1864). 
7 Thenius 1 , p. xxix. 
With the double affirmation that the Greek text of 
Codex Vaticanus was equivalent to a Hebrew manuscript and 
that it contained a text which was essentially superior to 
that of MT, Thenius laid the foundation for most subsequent 
use of the LXX in text-critical studies of Samuel. However, 
the wholesale and massive correction of the MT which Thenius 
undertook in 1842 could not benefit from the caveat enun-
ciated in 1863 by Paul de Lagarde, who observed that before 
the LXX could be used for critical purposes, the original 
Old Greek translation had tobe separated from recensional 
variants which had found their way into the manuscripts. 8 
In 1871, Julius Wellhausen, in his study of the 
text of Samuel, 9 refined Thenius' work, showing greater dis-
crimination in his use of the Greek text and a.more precise 
understanding of the inner-Greek variants on the basis of 
Lagarde's admonition. He agreed with Thenius, against 
Fraenkel, 10 that the Old Greek translation of Samuel went 
back to a recension of Samuel which was vastly different 
from MT, but warned that "if one is in a situation where a 
version must be used as a critical tool, then first of all 
the nature of its translation style must be sought. 1111 This 
use of LXX, as pioneered by Thenius and refined by Well-
hausen, was followed by the majority of text critics and 
commentators of Samuel who succeded them. 12 
Two exceptions to this general tendency are found 
in Carl Friedrich Kei1 13 and David Erdmann 14 who neither 
8 Paul de Lagarde, Anmerkungen zur Griechischen Ueberset-
zung der Proverbia (Leipzig, 1863), p. 2. 
9 Der Text der Bücher Samuelis (Göttingen, 1871). 
10 Z. Fraenkel, Vorstudien ~u der Septuaginta (Leipzig, 
1841). 
11 Wellhausen, p. 9. 
3 
12 Cf. Böttcher (1863); Driver ( 11890; 2 1913); Budde (SBOT; 
KHAT); Smith ( 11898; 2 1912); Nowack (1902); Dhorme (1910). 
13 Biblischer Commentar Über die Prophetischen Geschichts-
bucher des Alten Testaments. zweiter Band: Die Bucher 
Samuels. (Leipzig, 1864). 
14 Die Bücher Samuelis (Bielefeld und Leipzig, 1873). 
4 
refer to the LXX as a critical tool in the Introductions to 
their commentaries, nor accept Thenius' suggestions for e-
mending the text of MT. 
In a long review of Wellhausen's book on Samuel, 15 
Th. NÖldeke, noting that Wellhausen's goal was the establish-
ment of the original text, commented, "I certainly hope that 
no one will be induced to put his or any similar readings in 
an edition of the Hebrew text. I most certainly do not share 
the disdain for the 'fashion' of seeking in the editions the 
establishment of the text of a definite period, and am of 
the opinion that an edition of the Hebrew Old Testament 
should never go beyond the Massoretic text. After all, that 
is a text which at one time was actually in use •... The 
introduction of individually more or less certain corrections 
into a unified text of a later recension results in any case 
in a motley form, which as such never existed and which causes 
my philological sense to shudder." 16 
This same concern for the "philological sense" was 
shared by Max LÖhr, who, ironically enough, was the editor 
of the third edition of Thenius' commentary. 17 In his Intro-
duction he laid down the principle that "the goal of Old 
Testament text criticism is a philologically correct edition 
of MT, if we want to maintain common and sure ground under 
our feet." 18 He issued the admonition that when one goes 
beyond this in searching for the "original text", "the door 
is opened to even greater subjectivity than is the case in 
the situation [of the text itself], and it soon happens that 
each one sets up his own text." 19 
15 Th. NÖldeke, review of Der Text der Bücher Samuelis, by 
Julius Wellhausen, in Zeitschrift fur Wissenschaftliche 
Theologie 16 (1873), pp. 117-122. 
16 NÖldeke, p. 118. 
17 Max LÖhr, Die Bücher Samuels von Otto Thenius3 (Leipzig, 
1898). 
18 LÖhr, p. xc. 
19 LÖhr, p. xci. 
H. P. Smith reacted strongly against this approach 
of LÖhr's in his own commentary on Samue1, 20 pointing out 
that sin~e the MT itself came from a probably single, de-
fective manuscript and "swarms with errors", "it forms no 
natural stopping place in the history -- or at least it 
forms no stopping place of which the exegete can say 'this 
is the goal of my labours' n 21 Commenting on LÖhr's canon 
that pluses in LXX should be accepted only where the context 
impels us to do so, 22 he maintains that "it cannot be shown 
that the translators of G made insertions in their text. All 
the evidence goes to show that they tried to render the 
text before them.« 23 
The extent to which LXX's Vorlage may have differed 
from MT lies at the basis of A. Schulz' more cautious accept-
ance of LXX as a tool for emending the text. 24 While recog-
nizing the frequently poor state of MT, he claims that it 
can not always be clearly ascertained, when a divergency 
exists between it and LXX, whether LXX has simply not trans-
lated literally or whether a different Hebrew text formed its 
Vorlage. He distinguishes between variants in LXX which 
seem to have come from a Hebrew text different from MT and 
those which seem tobe Greek originals, 25 and concludes, 
more cautiously than Smith, that each case must be decided 
on its own merits. 26 
The usefulness of LXX for emending MT was further 
criticized by H.S. Nyberg who, in an article on the text-
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
A Critical and Exegetical Commentar~ on the Books of 
Samuel (Edinburgh, 1898; 2d. ed., 1 12). 
Smith2 , p. 397. 
LÖhr, p. xci. 
Smith2 p. 400. 
Die Bücher Samuel. Erster Halbband: Das Erste Buch Sam-
uel(MÜnster in Westf., 1919); zweiter Halbband: Das 
Zweite Buch Samuel (Münster in Westf., 1920). 
Schulz II, pp. 319f. 
Schulz II, p. 323. 
5 
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critical problems of Hosea, in 1934, 27 andin a book on the 
same subject in 1935, 28 pointed out that the study of OT text 
tradition is not different from, and should not be separated 
from, ancient oriental text tradition study in general. He 
accused the OT critics of having proceeded too quickly to 
the emendation of the Hebrew text without having first taken 
sufficient time to understand the text, and proposed the 
recollection of "eine gute alte philologische Regel": "When 
one does not understand a passage, one should first mistrust 
oneself and not the text.« 29 
The most trenchant position against the use of LXX 
for Hebrew text emendation is found in F.A.H. de Boer, who 
concluded in the chapter on the LXX in his Research into 
the Text of Samuel r-xvr3D that "on the grounds of our re-
search, this part of G can be considered of little value 
for the determination of the •original' Hebrew text. The 
divergencies give important material for the determination 
of the intrinsic value of the translation and point out the 
difficulties which M has not smoothed out, but they cannot 
amend the Hebrew text.«3 1 
In what might be called diametrical opposition to 
this approach ofde Boer's, F. M. Cross, on the basis of 
27 "Das Textkritische Problem des Alten Testaments am 
Hoseabuch Demonstriert," ZAW 52(1934) 241-254. Although 
Nyberg's study was not of the books of Samuel, his posi-
tion influenced later Samuel commentators. See below, 
H. J. Stoebe. 
28 Studien zum Hoseabuch. Zugleich ein Beitrag zur Klärung 
des Pr6blems der alttestamentlichen Textkritik (Uppsala, 
1935). 
29 Nyberg, "Das textkritische Problem ... ", p. 247. 
30 Research into the Text of 1 Samuel I-XVI (Amsterdam, 
1938), continued in Öudtestamentische Studien I (1942) 
and VI(1949). 
31 de Boer, Research, p. 69. This attitude is mirrored 
in the apparatus criticus of the text of Samuel in BHS 
(1976), wh1ch was prepared by de Boer. 
the texts of Samuel discovered at Qumran, which are fre-
quently in accord with LXX where the latter differs from MT, 
has emphasized the relative fluidity of Samuel traditions 
before the establishment of the Massoretic text and the need 
to take the divergent LXX and Qumran traditions seriously in 
"more nearly original text" than 
Continuing a suggestion made by 
attempting to arrive at a 
that which MT provides.32 
Albright in 1955, 33 Cross has accounted for the divergencies 
between MT, LXX and 4QSama by his "Theory of Local Texts", 
7 
which identifies the Vorlage of the LXX as an Egyptian text, 
the text of Qumran as Palestinian, and that of proto-MT as 
Babylonian. 34 The high value which Cross places on the text 
of LXX and 4QSama for restoring MT to a "more nearly original" 
text is mirrored in the most recent commentary on Samuel to 
appear, that of P. Kyle McCarter.35 
H. J. Stoebe,in his commentary on 1 Samue1,36 is 
more reserved with regard to LXX and does not exclude the 
possibility that divergencies in LXX vis-a-vis MT may have 
come from the translator. He maintains, against Cross, that 
"the text type from G and from Qumran does not necessarily 
have tobe better.37 He claims further that it is not 
possible to establish a line of development according to 
which MT would be the latest and poorest of the texts, but 
rather it is necessary to remember that "each recension must 
be taken first of all for itself, and, insofar as possible, 
be understood through itself." 38 Stoebe refers approvingly 
32 Cross, BASOR 132, pp. 24f. 
33 W. F. Albright, "New Light on Early Recensions of the 
Hebrew Bible," BASOR 140 (1955) 27-33. 
34 F. M. Cross, "The History of the Biblical Text in the 
Light of Discoveries in the Judaean Desert," HTR 57 
( 1964). p. 297. 
35 I Samuel. A New Translation with Introduction and Com-
mentary (Garden City, 1980). 
36 Das Erste Buch Samuelis (Gütersloh, 1973). 
37 Stoebe, p. 30. 
38 Stoebe, p. 31. 
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to Nyberg's principles that "up to a relatively late period 
the border between oral and written tradition was not yet so 
sharply drawn as one frequently imagines, and also the fixed 
written form was still for a long time the basis for live 
narration." 39 As a result, the more ample text is not ne-
cessarily the more original, and the fuller LXX text which 
was present in Egypt could be the result of the fact that 
there the tradition no longer remained ora1. 40 Thus he 
attributes many of the differences between MT and LXX to the 
different traditions, without seeking one original text 
whose variations from MT would necessarily signify corruptions 
in it. 
In a recent conference on the text of Samuel, D. 
Barthelemy41 has suggested that, while both MT and LXX 
contain evidence of textual corruption, LXX shows a higher 
degree of literary initiative, either on the part of its 
translators or already in its Vorlage, than MT especially in 
passages which LXX seems not to have understood or felt in 
need of clarification, whereas the text of MT has frequently 
preserved more difficult, but more original, readings. 42 
The degree, therefore, to which LXX may be used to emend a 
supposed corruption in MT is reduced and, before such an 
emendation is introduced, the literary particularities of 
LXX or of its Vorlage must be taken into consideration. This 
same concern for the literary qualities of LXX, and their 
subsequent non-use for the correction of MT, is seen as well 
in the Final Report of the Committee of the Hebrew Old Tes-
tament Text Project as we11. 43 
39 Stoebe, p. 32. Cf. Nyberg, "Das textkritische Problem ... ", 
p. 243. 
40 Stoebe, p. 32. 
41 "La Qualite du Texte Massoretique de Samuel," in HGTS, 
pp. 1-44. 
42 Cf. Earthelemy, "La Qualite ... ," p. 44. 
43 D. Barthelemy et al., Critique Textuelle de l'Ancien 
Testament. 1 .Josue, Juges, Ruth, Samuel, Chroniques, 
Esdras, N~hemie, Esther. (Fribourg/G~ttinge~ 1982). 
9 
To my knowledge, the only study devoted exclusively 
and specifically to the question of the pluses and minuses 
in the MT and LXX texts of Samuel is that of Norbert Peters. 44 
Having examined 71 pluses in MT and 123 pluses in LXX "which 
form an independent sentence or are at least relatively 
lengthy,"45 he concluded that: 1) the tendency to expand is 
greater in MT (54 cases) than in LXX (31 cases); 2) there is 
no tendency to shorten texts in Greek while MT has eight 
instances (1 Sam 1:8.11.18; 10:21; 2 Sam 11:22a.22b; 14:33; 
19:43a); 3) in both MT and LXX there are absences due to 
scribal error, but the state of MT is much poorer than that 
of LXX (43 cases of omission in MT versus 16 in LXX); and 
finally, 4) the Greek text contains by far the better re-
cension of the books of Samuei. 46 
Peters has rendered a real service in having 
gathered in one place this large number of variants, but his 
results are open to a certain amount of criticism. First of 
all, although the stated object of his study was those pluses 
"which form an independent sentence or are at least rela-
tively lengthy", of the 71 pluses for MT, 29 are only three 
words or less, and of the 123 for LXX, 38 are three words or 
less. A judgment on such small units is much more difficult 
than for the lengthier pluses as, on the one band, a smaller 
unit is more likely to have fallen out accidentally, although, 
on the other band, such small units are highly characteristic 
of midrashic-type additions. 47 
44 und Literarkritik sowie zur Erklärun 
reiburg im Breisgau, 1 
45 Peters, p. 101. 
46 Peters, pp. 158-163. 
47 Cf. J. Weingreen, "Rabbinic-type Glosses in the Old 
Testament" JSS 2(1957), p. 150, where he cites brevity 
as one of the characteristics of such glosses. On the 
presence of glosses of this type in MT, cf. R. H. 
Pfeiffer, "Midrash in the Books of Samuel," Quantulacumque. 
Studies Presented to Kirsopp Lake, ed. R. P. Casey, 
(London, 1937), pp. 303-316. On the possibility that 
such glosses might be found in LXX, cf. E. Tov, "Midrash-
type Exegesis in the LXX of Joshua," RB 85(1978) 50-61. 
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Secondly, Peters has subjected most of his cases 
only to a very cursory examination which, especially in the 
case of those phrases which he considers textual accidents, 
do not take sufficient note of the context in which they are 
found. 
Thirdly, although he mentions the difficulty of 
distinguishing between LXX variants which were found already 
in its Vorlage and those which are due to the Greek trans-
lations itself, his list of results makes no attempt to dis-
tinguish between these. He claims that the LXX plus at 2 Sam 
24:25 is, in his opinion, attributable to the Greek trans-
lator,48 yet goes on to say on the next page that, for seven-
teen cases in LXX where an addition was inserted "out of the 
context", "the whole translation technique does not permit 
the hypothesis of an insertion by the translator."49 
Finally, and most damaging for his overall con-
clusions, his presumption is in favor of the Greek text since 
it is the older of the two. He admits this bias himself when 
he asserts that "the first question must continually be: How 
could MT arise from Gr?", 50 and this although he takes L~hr 
to task for having the same bias toward MT.5 1 
The work of Peters, therefore, must be re-done, 
especially with emphasis given to a more thorough analysis of 
the cases treated, which is what will be attempted in this 
study. 
The foregoing brief history of the fortunes of LXX 
as a critical tool for the correction of the Hebrew text of 
Samuel serves as an introduction to and justification of yet 
another examination of many of the same pluses and minuses 
which have been discussed since the onset of modern criticism. 
This study has as its point of departure, however, an obser-
vation resulting from a survey of the various commentators' 
48 Peters, p. 159. 
49 Peters, p. 160. 
50 Peters, p. 165. 
51 Peters, p. 165. 
positions with regard to those pluses and minuses whose 
absence from MT (or from LXX) is ordinarily attributed to an 
accidental omission caused by homeoteleuton. The frequency 
11 
of such cases in Samuel has been noted by virtually all 
commentators, and the usefulness of LXX for their restoration 
is commonly accepted. There are, however, a certain number 
of cases of apparent homeoteleuton, for which some authors 
have nonetheless opted for the originality of the shorter 
(andin most cases MT) text. One of the most striking ex-
amples is 1 Sam 14:42, where, although the LXX text suggests 
that its plus has accidentally fallen out of MT through an 
accident due to homeoteleuton which would have extended over 
the last five words of the verse, Wellhausen chose to accept 
the shorter MT as the original text, and called the homeo-
teleuton-like plus in LXX an insertion in the text. 52 Al-
though many authors appear to accept the unwritten rule that, 
if the form of a plus indicates that it can be attributed to 
an error through homeoteleuton, then it must be, the example 
noted above suggests the rather disquieting possibility that 
even in those cases in which an apparent homeoteleuton occurs, 
the plus may still be the indication of a later editorial 
insertion into an originally shorter text. The possibility 
of this phenomenon, as a literary technique, was pointed out 
for the Hebrew text by Harold M. Wiener who wrote in 1929 that 
An important formal trace of compilation which meets us 
in many of the O.T. narratives gives useful help in the 
work of disentangling the early material. It may be 
called the practice of resumptive repetition. Where an 
editor desired to incorporate something, he frequently 
inserted it, and then resumed the original narrative, 
repeating the last phrase before the break with more or 
less accuracy.53 
52 Wellhausen, p. 95, followed by Driver, Nowack, Ehrlich, 
Kittel, Fernandez, Schulz, Hertzberg, Stoebe, RSV, NEB, 
NAB, BJ, Osty, TOB, EÜ. 
53 Harold M. Wiener, The Composition of Judges II,11 to 
I Kings II,46, (Leipzig, 1929), p. 2. 
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He then went on to note that "it is particularly common in 
the books of Samuel 11 • 54 Same years later, Curt Kuhl noted 
the existence of this literary procedure in the prophetical 
books as well, terming it 11 Wiederaufnahme 11 • 55 
In the light of this literary technique of "re-
sumptive repetition", the texts of MT, LXX and 4QSam must be 
examined with a view to determining whether it might account 
for some of the divergencies between these texts when a sig-
nificant plus (or minus) is found in one of them. 
When an editorial addition has been inserted into 
the text in this way, so that the first and last ward or 
phrase are identical, and when the absence of the addition 
in the other texts would lead one to think that this absence 
might be explained by haplography, such a text may be desig-
nated "haplogenic". Its form is such that it could have 
generated the accidental omission of all that stands between 
the repeated ward or phrase. 
The purpose of the following study is to examine 
the significan t pluses and minus es found in the text of MT, LXX, 
and 4QSam as well, in order to determine, where possible, the 
more original reading in each case, with special attention 
given to those cases in which a haplography might be the 
cause of its omission. For each of the cases considered we 
will attempt to determine, as well, the degree of certitude 
which may be obtained as to the original reading, 56 the 
motives for a textual change in the cases of those pluses or 
minuses which are judged not tobe original, and the ~ of 
textual accidents in those cases where one appears to have 
taken place. 
54 Wiener, Composition, p. 2. 
55 Curt Kuhl, "Die 'Wiederaufnahme• 
Prinzip?" ZAW 64 (1952) 1-11. ein literarkritisches 
56 Here again, Peters' study is deficient in that, although 
in his discussion of certain cases he qualifies them only 
as "wahrscheinlich", they are counted in his conclusions 
on the same level as those about which he is certain. 
The First Part of this study consists of an ana-
lysis of those pluses which do not appear in "haplogenic" 
form,that is, whose absence from a text may not be attribut-
able to a simple error due to homeoteleuton or homeoarcton. 
These are divided into, first of all, those instances in 
which a plus occurs in LXX which is "non-haplogenic" in form 
(Part 1.1), then those in which a plus occurs in MT which is 
"non-haplogenic" (Part 1.2), and, thirdly, those in 4QSam 
which are "non-haplogenic" (Part 1.3). A final section in 
Part 1 ( 1.4) is reserved for the pluses in the Greek text which 
are due to a double translation, as these are basically of 
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a different nature, showing evidence of inner-Greek editorial 
activity. 
The Second Part consists of those pluses in LXX 
(Part 2.1) and MT (Part 2.2) which are "haplogenic" in form. 
In the General Conclusions the conclusions from 
each section will be compared in order to determine the 
nature of the texts of MT, LXX and 4QSam as far as these 
pluses or minuses are concerned. Further, the conclusions 
drawn from the examination of "haplogenic" pluses will enable 
us to determine whether all such cases are merely textual 
accidents, or whether, and to what extent, we may discern in 
them evidence of deliberate editorial activity. 
This analysis is intended tobe a partial contri-
bution to our understanding of the nature of the texts of 
Samuel represented by MT, LXX and 4QSam. It is partial, 
first of all, since the only phenomenon under consideration 
here is the occurrence of significant pluses or minuses in 
one or more of these three texts. 57 It is partial, secondly, 
since only the lengthier and more significant pluses or 
minuses will be treated here. All of the one- or two-word 
pluses and many of the three-word pluses which Peters in-
cluded have been omitted in order to concentrate on those 
which add significantly to the text. 
57 Fora disc~ssion of the differences between MT and LXX, 
see Driver , pp. lv-lxix. For the text of 4QSam see 
the articles by Cross and Ulrich referred to in notes 
1 and 2 above. 
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Textsand Versions 
The Hebrew Massoretic text is that found in the 
Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS), 58 which is based on the 
Leningrad Codex B 19A (dated 1008/9 A.D.). 
The texts of the fragments of Samuel discovered in 
Cave IV at Qumran which are accessible at present are found 
in various publications by F. M. Cross59 and E. C. Ulrich, 60 
as well as, for 1 Samuel, in P. Kyle McCarter's commentary. 61 
For the Greek Septuagint translation (LXX) of 
Samuel, I have used the Cambridge edition of Brooke-McLean-
Thackeray,62 which reproduces, where not otherwise specified, 
the text of Codex Vaticanus B. For other books of the Bible 
in Greek, both the Cambridge 63 and the Göttingen64 editions 
have been employed. The degree to which the "Old Greek" 
translation is actually accessible through manuscript evi-
dence has been a subject of discussion ever since Lagarde's 
warning on the state of the Greek text found in the manu-
scripts.65 For the non-kaige66 sections of Sam-Kgs, Codex 
58 Edited by K. Elliger and W. Rudolph (Stuttgart, 1967-
1977). 
59 Cf. the articles by Cross cited in notes 1 and 2. 
60 E. C. Ulrich, Jr., The Qumran Text of Samuel and Jos-
ephus ( Ann Arbor, 1978) [ QTSJJ , in addi tion to his art-
icle cited in note 1. 
61 
62 
Cf. note 35. 
The Old Testament in Greek According to the Text 
Vaticanus, Vol II.: The Later Historical Books. 
I and II Samuel, edd. A. E. Brooke and N. McLean 
H. St. J. Thackeray, (Cambridge, 1927). 
of Codex 
Part I: 
with 
63 The Old Testament in Greek According to the Text of Codex 
VatJ.canus (Cambridge, 1906-1940). 
64 Septuaginta: Vetus Testamentum Graecum Auctoritate Aca-
demiae Scientiarum Gottingensis Editum (Gottingen, 1931-
197 
65 See above, page 2. 
66 On the kaige and ~on-kaige sections of the books of Sam-
Kgs, see D. Barthelemy, Les Devanciers d'Aquila (Leiden, 
1963). 
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Vaticanus Bis generally considered the best guide here, 67 
while for the sections where Codex Vaticanus B contains the 
kaige recension, the "Antiochian" text (Ant) found in mss 
b o c2 e2 must be used as the starting point for this inves-
tigation.68 In either case we must be content with the 
"oldest available Greek text 1169 based on manuscript evidence. 
The 0ld Latin fragments are those cited by Ver-
cellone (OLv), 70 by Sabatier, 71 and those appearing in the 
critical apparatus of the Cambridge text and of BHS. 
For the Vulgate, the text edited by the monks of 
San Girolamo in Rome has been employed. 72 It will be cited 
only infrequently as it does not form an independent witness, 
but is occasionally a valuable guide to St. Jerome's under-
standing of the MT. 
The text of the Targum Jonathan is that of Sper-
ber's edition. 73 Here again, its usefulness is minimal 
67 E. Tov, "Lucian and Proto-Lucian. Toward a New Solution 
of the Problem," RB 79(1972), p. 109. 
68 For the text of these mss, I have followed Barthelemy's 
designation as "Antiochian" (Les Devanciers, p. 92) 
rather than Cross' "proto-Lucianic" ("History of the 
Biblical Text ... "). Since both authors now agree that 
the 0ld Greek is lost for these sections (cf. Barthelemy, 
"Prise de Position sur les Autres Communications du 
Colloque de Los Angeles," in Etudes d'Histoire du Texte 
de l'Ancien Testament (Fribourg, 1978), p. 273), one 
must in any event examine each reading on its own merits 
in order to establish to what extent it represents the 
oldest available Greek text no matter which terminology 
is used. 
69 Cf. Barthelemy, "Prise de Position ... ," p. 273. 
70 C. Vercellone, Variae Lectiones Vulgatae Latinae Bib-
liorum 2 Vols., ( Roma, 1860 and 1864). 
71 P. Sabatier, Bibliorum Sacrorum Latinae Versiones 
Antiquae seu Vetus Italica 3 Vols., (Paris, 1751). 
72 Biblia Sacra juxta Latinam Vul atam Versionem ad Codicum 
Fidem, Vol. V: Liber Samuhelis, Romae, 
73 The Bible in Aramaic, Vol II: The Former Prophets 
accörairig to Targum Jonathan, ed. A. Sperber, (Leiden, 
1959). 
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except as a confirmation of MT, but its occasional inter-
pretative expansions are instructive. 
The Syriac text is that prepared by the Peshitta 
Institute. 74 Driver noted that it "not infrequently" c~ncurs 
with the text of Lucian. 75 As with the Targum Jonathan it 
is more important for its interpretative renderings than as 
witness to a text independent from MT. 
Finally, the text of Josephus• Jewish Antiguities, 
important as a witness to the pre-Massoretic state of the 
Greek text, is that of the edition of Thackeray and Marcus. 76 
74 The Old Testament in S riac accordin to the Peshi ta 
Version, Part II, : Judges - Samuel, Leiden, 19 
75 Driver2 , p. lxxi. 
76 Josephus, Jewish Antiguities. Boks V-VIII. Vol V, 
tr. H. St. J. Thackeray and R. Marcus (London and Cam-
bridge, MA, 1950). Cf. Ulrich, QTSJ, for a thorough 
analysis of Josephus• textual affinities and for his 
importance as a witness to the "proto-Lucianic" text. 
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P A R T I 
"NON-HAPLOGENIC" PLUSES 
1.1 "Non-haplogenic" pluses in LXX 
In this section we will examine those readings in 
which a plus is found in the Greek text vis-a-vis MT whose 
absence from the latter may not be ascribed to a simple error 
of homeoteleuton or homeoarcton. 
1 Sam 1 : 5f. 
MT: 
LXXAnt: 
nnn, ilo n,n,, ~nM nln-nM ,~ c,nM nnM nlD ,n, nln?, 5 
nnn, ,v~ n,n, ilo-,~ nnyin ,,~v~ oy~-ol nn,~ nnov~, 6 
5xaL ,n Avva €ÖWX€v µEpLöa µLav, o,L oux nv au,n 
RaLöLov, R\nv o,L ,nv Avvav nraRa E\xava UR€P ,ag,nv. 
xaL KupLo~ aR€XA€LO€v ,a R€PL ,nv µn,pav au,n~, o,L 
oux €ÖWX€V au,n KupLO~ RQLÖLOV, xa,a ,nv 6\L~LV au,n~ 
xaL xa,a ,nv a6uµLav ,n~ 8\L~€w~ au,n~· xaL neuµ€L 
ÖLa ,ou,o, O,L OUV€XA€L0€V KupLO~ ,a R€PL ,nv µn,pav 
au,n~, ,ou µn öouvaL au,n RaLöLov. 
5 ,n ÖE Avvn EÖWX€V µEpLÖa µLaV xa,a RPOOWROV, O,L oux 
nv au,n RaLöLov· R\nv o,L nraRa o E\xava ,nv Avvav 
UR€P ,nv ~€vvavg, xaL KupLO~ QR€XA€L0€V ,a REPL ,nv 
µn,pav au,n~- xaL RapwpyL~Ev au,nv n av,L~n\o~ 
au,n~ xaL y€ RapopyLoµw ÖLa ,o €tou6EvELv au,nv. 
xaL oux EÖWX€V KupLo~ au,n RaLÖLOV xa,a ,nv 6\L~LV 
au,n~ xaL xa,a ,nv aeuµLav ,n~ ~uxn~ au,n~, xaL 
neuµ€L ÖLa ,ou,o XQL €XAQL€V, O,L OUV€XAEL0€V KupLO~ 
,a R€PL ,nv µn,pav au,n~, ,ou µn öouvaL au,n RaLöLov. 
In these two verses we find a series of pluses in 
LXX which serve to emphasize the cause of Hannah's distress 
(v.5: o,L oux nv au,n RaLÖLov; E\xava UR€p ,au,nv [~€vvava -
Ant]; v.6: O,L oux €ÖWXEV au,n KupLO~ RaLÖLOVj [xaL €XAQLEV -
Ant]; ,ou µn öouvaL au,n RaLÖLov), plus a double translation 
of v.6b in Ant: xaL RapwpyL~€v -- ÖLa ,o €tou6€VELV au,nv and 
xa,a ,nv 6\L~Lv -- ,n~ ~uxn~ au,n~-
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While Thenius noted in 1842 that the pluses of 
LXX were "appropriate", and suggested that they be taken 
into the text, 1 he dropped all reference to them in his 
second edition. 2 Even Peters, while claiming that they could 
have been intentionally dropped from MT, calls them additions,3 
and no author has accepted them as original. Vg, Tg and Syr 
all follow MT here as well. 
The repetitiousness of these pluses is a clear 
sign that they are editorial additions, designed to under-
score Hannah's plight of barrenness. In v.5 MT merely says 
that Elkanah gave Hannah only one portion while LXX spells 
out that Uhe reason for her barrenness was that the Lord had 
not given her a child. This serves not only to dramatize her 
plight further, but also toset up the coming story in which 
Hannah will make her vow to the Lord if he gives her a child. 
LXX has also heightened the contrast and rivalry between 
Hannah and Peninnah by adding EAxava unep ,au,nv, which Ant 
made even more explicit by inserting Peninnah's name. 
LXX translated the problematic o,nN, which it ap-
parently found obscure, 4 as RAnv while Ant, trying to approx-
imate MT, added xa,a npoownov before the plus and preserved 
the OG RAnv after it. 
While the Greek text of v.5 is quite literal vis-a-
vis MT once the pluses have been eliminated, v. 6 in cod Bis 
problematic. A plus found only in mss b d g h o p q t z c 2 
ec, xaL napwprL~ev au,nv n av,L~n\o~ au,n~ xaL re napopyLoµw 
ÖLa ,o e~ou6eveLv au,nv, provides a literal translation of MT 
nnyin ,,~y~ oy~-ol nniY nnoy~,, followed, after the insertion 
O,L oux €ÖWX€V au,n KupLO~ RaLÖLOV, by xa,a ,nv 6\L~LV au,n~ 
xaL xa,a ,nv aeuµLav ,n~ ~uxn~ au,n~, which, by its position 
in cod B appears to render nniy nnoy~,. After this, xaL neuµeL 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Thenius 1 , p. 3. 
Thenius 2 , p. 5. 
Peters, p. 117. 
Cf. McCarter: "LXX8 , then, probably reflects a corruption 
of a text identical to MT, after which the explanatory plus 
... arose." (p. 52). He goes on to point out that "it is 
unlikely that a straightforward conjunction like 'pes (ki) 
ÖLa ,ou,o in cod B (+xaL EXAaLEV in Ant) seems tobe OG's 
attempt at noyin iiJyJ. 
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Wellhausen has rightly observed that LXX's xaL xa,a 
,nv a6uµLav ,n~ 6AL$Ew~ au,n~ is a second translation for 
xa,a ,nv 6AL$Lv au,n~. 5 With xaL neuµEL ÖLa ,ou,o translating 
iiJyJ oyj-Cl, LXX appears simply to have left the difficult 
noyin untranslated. Klostermann and Dhorme have suggested 
nnn, iJiyJ and Smith nnDin iiJYJ, but Driver has pointed out 
the meaning "to murmur, complain" for the root cy, in Tg and 
"tobe indignant, complain, lament" in Syr, as well as "to 
anger" in Arabic, 6 and thus obtains a good meaning for MT. 
If OG here, therefore, read xa,a ,nv 6AL$Lv au,n~ 
xaL neuµEL ÖLa 1ou,o, it appears to have known a Hebrew 
Vorlage which was the same as, or similar to, MT, and its 
translation, as for c,nN, shows that it tried to approximate 
the meaning as best as it could. Ant preserved the unintelli-
gible text but first gave its own literal translation. Where 
the pluses occur in LXX, there is no clear indication of 
whether they show literary creativity on LXX's part or whether 
they were already found in its Vorlage. In any event, it is 
clear that the simpler MT narrative was embellished by several 
additions, whose absence from MT cannot be accounted for by 
textual accident, designed to emphasize Hannah's misery and 
to prepare the reader for the Lord's intervention later in the 
narrative with the birth of Samuel. 
1 Sam 1 • 11 
MT: ,1n,jt, 1noN 'lYJ nNin nNi-cN niNJ~ n,n, inNni ,,1 ,,n, 
-,j n,n,, ,,nn1, c,w1N yit 1noN, nnn1, 1nnN-nN njwn-N,, 
.,wNi-;y n,y,-N; n,,n, ,,,n ,o, 
could become altered to the obscure expression in MT 
(p. 54), which constitutes a good argument in favor of 
the obscure C'DN, even if it does not explain its meaning. 
5 Wellhausen, p. 36. 
6 Driver, p. 10. Cf. Schulz, "widerwillig sein"; Hertzberg, 
"to humiliate her"; McCarter, "complain aloud," based on 
cy, "to thunder". 
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xaL nu~ato Euxnv KupLw \Erouoa AöwvaL KupL€ E\w€ 
taßaw8, €aV €ULßA€UWV €ULßA€~n~ tnv taU€LVWOLV tn~ 
öou\n~ oou xaL µvnoen~ µou xaL öw~ tn öou\n oou 
OU€pµa avöpwv, xaL öwow autov €VWULOV oou ÖOtOV €W~ 
nµEpa~ eavatou autou· xaL OLvov xaL µ€8uoµa ou 
uLEtaL, xaL oLönpo~ oux avaßnoEtaL ERL ,nv X€~a\nv 
autou. 
LXXAnt: xaL nu~ato Euxnv tw KupLw twv öuvaµEwv A€youoa AöwvaL 
KupL€ EAWL taßawe, €aV €ULßA€UWV €ULßA€~n~ €UL tnv 
tauELvwoLv tn~ öou\n~ oou xaL µvnoen~ µou xaL µn 
€UL\a8n tn~ öou\n~ oou xaL öw~ tn öou\n oou ou€pµa 
avöpo~, xaL ÖWOW autov €VWULOV oou ÖOtOV €W~ nµEpa~ 
Savatou autou, xaL oLvov xaL µ€8uoµa ou UL€taL, xaL 
OLönpo~ oux avaßnoEtaL ERL tnv XE~a\nv autou. 
4QSama: 7 [i,rl ,,ln]~ ,n,nnli ;[,wlM [iwM, ,]y ,,jy, M, n,,n[, nnw, M, ,~w, ,,,, ,n,n o,, iy] 
In Hannah's prayer for a son and her promise to con-
secrate him to the Lord, cod B omits 1nnM-nM n~wn-N~l, which 
is present in Ant. Further on, the Greek text contains a 
plus, xaL oLvov xaL µ€9uoµa ou UL€taL, found in all Gk mss, 
OLv and 4QSama, although it is absent from the Greek text of 
Origen. 8 By far the majority of authors has opted for the 
MT reading here, considering the OG minus tobe either a 
haplography or a deliberate omission, and the LXX plus a 
deliberate insertion, inspired by Num 6:3 and/or the promise 
of Samson's birth in Judg 13:4. 9 Houbigant maintained the 
originality of the LXX plus, based on the argument that this 
detail concerning wine and streng drink is usually not 
omitted when a Nazirite vow is referred to. 10 Böttcher 
attributed both the plus and minus in LXX to his "Laienre-
cension", 11 and Thenius, along the same lines as Houbigant, 
retained the plus of LXX as being appropriate in the context 
of a Nazirite vow. 12 
7 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 39. 
8 Origen, De Oratione, in Omnia Opera I (Paris, 1733~ p. 203. 
9 Keil, Erdmann, Wellhausen, Klostermann, Hummelauer, Graetz, 
Budde, Smith (although he omits the MT plus), Nowack, 
Dhorme, Driver, Ehrlich, Schulz, Kittel, Hertzberg, 
Stoebe, RSV, NEB, BJ, Osty, TOB, EÜ. 
10 Houbigant, p. 285. 
11 Böttcher, p. 90. 
12 Thenius 2 . p. 5. 
More recently, Cross, Ulrich and McCarter have ac-
cepted the originality of the plus on the basis of its pres-
ence in 4QSama. 13 Cross points out that 4Q contains an 
addition at 1:22 which explicitly refers to Samuel as a 
nazir and goes on to suggest that it may have been derived 
from 1:11. 14 Ulrich's reconstruction of 4Q here (see above) 
follows LXX, and the space considerations seem to warrant the 
presence of the plus in 4Q. LXX's öo,ov, further, appears 
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to suggest an original ,,r), in its Vorlage, although the word 
is a hapax in LXX. 15 Thus, LXX and 4Q seem tobe in agree-
ment on the presence of ,,t), on the phrase "until the day of 
his death" instead of MT's "all the days of his life", and 
on the plus concerning the abstention from wine and strong 
drink. 16 
In MT, Samuel is not specifically referred to as a 
nazir, although the vow that "no razor shall touch his head" 
seems clearly to have been inspired by either Num 6:3 or 
Judg 13. The only Biblical text which refers to Samuel as 
nazir is the Hebrew Ben Sira 46:13. 17 
If we look carefully at the three principal textual 
witnesses here, MT, LXX and 4Q, we can see a clear progres-
Sion in the portrayal of Samuel as ~- In MT, Hannah 1s 
vow mentioned only that no razor would touch the head of the 
child. The promise of abstention from wine and strong drink, 
13 Cross, BASOR 132, p. 18; Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 40; McCarter, 
PP. 53ff. 
14 Cross, p. 18, although McCarter maintains that for v.11 
"the insertion of nzyr, though entirely appropriate, is 
probably secondary, under the influence of v.22" (p. 54). 
15 For ,,r) in Judg 13:5.7 and 16:17 cod B reads vatELP in 
13:5, but ayLov in 13:7 and 16:17. The majority of mss 
contains vatELpaLov in all three places. In the other 
uses of 1'T): ayLatw(Lev 25:5.11 Am 2:11f.); EuxoµaL 
(Num 6:13.18.19.20.21); nrnaa,o (Gen 49:260; ayvELa (Num 
6:3); öo~aa8EL~ (Deut 33:16); vatLpaLOL (Lam 4:7). 
16 Note, however, that the nazir's abstention from strong 
drink is found only at Num 6:3. In Judg 13:4.7.14, the 
order to abstain is given to Samson's mother, not to the 
future nazir. 
17 Barthelemy points out that the Mishna (Nazir IV,5) also 
applies the term nazir to Samuel (Barthelemy, CTAT). 
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along with the formula "until the day of his death" (Cf. the 
same phrase in the context of the Samson narrative at Judg 
13:7), which LXX contains, is clearly intended to enlarge the 
picture of the Nazirite. In LXX, in addition, öo,ov, which 
may indicate an original ,,T) in LXX's Vorlage and which 
certainly strengthens the notion of giving the child to the 
Lord, emphasizes the Nazirite even more. The "naziritazion" 
of Samuel becomes complete in 4Q, with its explicit reference 
to nazir in v.22. Given the gradual inflation of references 
to Samuel as nazir, we should consider MT, where the reference 
is the most discreet, tobe the earliest of the texts. This 
is especially true since there seems tobe no textual accident 
which would account for the MT absence of the reference to 
wine and drink, nor for the variant in LXX "until the day of 
his death". 
Further confirmation that LXX and 4Q have colored 
Hannah's vow in order to specify or intensify its Nazirite 
nature is found in 1 :23, where for MT ,,~i-nM n,n, op, 1M 
LXX reads QAAa MaL o,~OaL KupLO~ ,o E~EA8ov EM ,ou o,oµa,o~ 
oou, which is found in 4QSama as well: ,,nn N~i,n n[,n,J .18 
The expression ,~i-nM o,pn occurs twenty times out-
side of 1 Sam 1:23, and is used to indicate the establishing 
of the Lord's word in all cases but one. 19 As far as the 
LXX and 4Q variant is concerned, non M~', while it is used 
sixteen times where it refers to a vow made by an indi-
vidual, never appears with the verb oip. 20 On the other hand, 
we find the expression in the Babylonian Talmud, in the 
treatise Nederim, which cites the formula in Num 30:3, as an 
equivalent to a Nazirite vow. 21 Further, the treatise Nazir 
18 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 71. 
19 Num 23:19; Deut 9:5; 27:26; 1 Sam 3:12; 15:13; 2 Sam 7:25; 
1 Kgs 2:4; 6:12; 8:20; 12:15; 2 Kgs 23:3.24; 2 Chr 6:10; 
10:15; Isa 44:26; Jer 28:6; 29:10; 33:14; 34:18; Neh 9:8; 
Dan 9:12. Only at Neh 5:13 is it question of a man per-
forming his own, and not a divine, promise. 
20 Num 30:3; 32:24; Josh 6:10; Judg 11:36; 1 Sam 2:3; Isa 
45:23; 48:3; 55:11; Jer 44:17; 51:44; Ez 34:10; Lam 3:38; 
Job 15:13; 37:2; 41:13; Est 7:8. 
21 Nederim 2b in Babylonian Talmud (London, 1936), p. 5. 
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decrees that "A man is able to impose a Nazirite vow on his 
son, but a woman cannot impose a Nazirite vow on her son~22 If 
Hannah's vow for Samuel was indeed Nazirite, or ifit was 
intended tobe specified as such in LXX, Elkanah, in keeping 
with the spirit of later tradition, would have had to confirm 
the promise which his wife was, of herself, unable to make. 
As far as the problematic ,,~, in MT is concerned, 
since it appears tobe in contradiction with the fact that 
the Lord has not yet spoken, many have suggested relieving 
the difficulty by correcting to ,,~,. 23 This, however, cannot 
be justified on the basis of LXX for, as we have seen, the 
reading there was quite different, and, further, it is hard 
to see how, if ,,~, had been original in the text, it could 
have become the more difficult ,,~1. 24 
Keil maintained MT here by suggesting that it 
probably referred to the ward of Eli in v.17. The fact that 
Eli's ward there refers to the confirmation that a son would 
be born, however, seems to discount this since in 1 :23 Samuel 
has already been born. Schulz points out, against LXX and 
against an emendation to ,,~,. that a vow must be fulfilled 
by the one who makes it, and it would not be right to ask 
Yahweh here to fulfil Hannah's vow. 
The other uses of this expression concern Yahweh's 
fulfilling what he has promised and, in this light, Elkanah's 
prayer here, "But may the Lord establish his ward", appears 
tobe an equivalent to "May the Lord's will be done". If 
this is true, then the immediate context is important for the 
understanding of the prayer here. In v.22, Hannah has begged 
off going up to Shiloh with the child until he is weaned, which 
is certainly a legitimate reason for delay. In v.23, Elkanah 
agrees with her, but then adds the problematic phrase. 
22 Nazir 28b in Babylonian Talmud (London, 1936), pp. 99f. 
23 Cappel, Wellhausen, Klostermann, Driver, 1Graetz, Budde, 
Nowack, Smith, Kittel, Dhorme (1910), BJ , NEB. 
24 Keil, Erdmann, Schulz, Hertzberg, Dhorme (1956), BJ 3 • RSV, 
Osty, TOB, EÜ read with MT. 
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In this context, this could be a gentle reminder to Hannah, 
in case the reason for her delay in bPinging the child up 
might be an excuse in order to put off handing the child 
over to the Lord, that the condition of the Lord's giving 
the child to. her was that it would be consecrated to him. 
When Elkanah says, "May the Lord's word be established" --
"May his will be done", he reminds her that she must go 
through with her promise. This would seem tobe borne out 
as well by the use of 1M here by Elkanah, which otherwise 
does not seem to fit the context but, in the light of this 
interpretation, sets up a contrast between his agreeing with 
Hannah that she delay, but that she not forget that Yahweh's 
"word" must be accomplished. 
Thus, for .1 Sam 1 • 11, LXX has transformed or 
emphasized this verse by specifying the Nazirite nature 
of Hannah's promise, a process found in 4Q as well. This 
transformation is borne out by LXX and 4Q v.23, where 
Elkanah gives the necessary confirmation to Hannah's vow in 
the formula which was considered as an equivalent to the vow. 
MT's shorter text at v. 11 seems tobe less explicit and less 
loaded down with the Nazirite overtones and, therefore, the 
earliest of the texts. 
1 Sam 1:28 and 2:11.a 
MT: 28 Hln7Mll/il '.'.))M Dll 
illi1'7 DIii ,nnlll'l11a 
nnn,n il)i77M 17'l 
LXX8 : 28xayw XLXPW auLov LW KupLw Raoa~ La~ ~µgpa~ a~ ~~ auLo~, 
XP~OLV LW KupLw. 
11 xaL XQL€ALR€V QULOV €X€L €VWRLOV KupLOU, XQL 
QR~A8€V €L~ Apµa8aLµ. 
LXXAnt: 28xaL Eyw XLXP~µL auLov LW KupLw Raoa~ La~ ~µgpa~ a~ 
~~ QULO~, XP~OLV LW KupLw, XQL RP00€XUV~Oav LW 
KupLw. 
11 xaL XQL€ALROV QULOV €VWRLOV KupLOU €X€L, XQL Rpoo-
€XUV~Oav LW KupLw XQL QR~A80V €L~ Apµa8aLµ €L~ LOV 
OLXOV QULWV. 
4QSama: 25 D[,]n,;, 0 !),.:, ill [;,,!) Pn7Mlllil ,.:,)M Dll l 
illi1'7] ,nnlllnl DIii l~[.:,tynl illi1'7 7lMII/ ,n 111/M] 
25 Cross, BASOR 132, p. 26. 
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As may be seen from the texts provided above, 
the witnesses to four major text traditions each present a 
slightly different reading for these two verses which describe 
the leaving of young Samuel at the sanctuary of Shiloh and 
his parent's subsequent departure. Scholars are in wide agree-
ment that the Song of Hannah, 1 Sam 2:1-10, did not always 
occupy this place in the text, but was inserted at some date 
after our text had already been established, thus separating 
l:28 from 2:11. 26 An eloquent indication of this is that 
the canticle is situated in a slightly different position in 
MT, LXX and 4Q. Since Wellhausen, authors have noted that 
n1n,~ ow 1nnw,1 of MT v.28b is lacking in the majority of 
Greek mss, that XQL xa.EALREV au.ov EXEL EVWRLOV KupLOU is 
lacking in MT 2:11, and that the subject of the verbs in LXX 
2:11 is Hannah, whereas in MT Elkanah suddenly reappears at 
2:1'1 as the subject of ,~,,. Wellhausen, claiming that LXX 
has preserved the more original text, reconstructs nnlnl 
... ,~nl n1n, ,)~~ o~ and points out that the LXX would not 
deliberately have lessened Elkanah's r6le in the proceedings, 
which it had so greatly enlarged in v.24. 27 Further on, in 
MT 2:11, he explains the mention of Elkanah's name as an 
"explicitum" in the text and, therefore, not original, since 
there is no corresponding name in LXx. 28 
Klostermann suggested that the ow of 1 :28b is 
a remnant of ~Nlnw and, therefore, the subject of 1nnw,1, 
but, as Budde pointed out against this, throughout this section 
Samuel is only referred to as "the boy", and has no active 
role in the narrative. 29 
26 Cf. Thenius, 1, p. 7. 
27 Wellhausen, p. 42, followed by Driver, Budde, LÖhr, 
Nowack, Ehrlich, Smith, Dhorme, Kitt11, Schulz (who proposes 1n,,Nwn1 for xa,EALREv), BJ . 
28 "Where an 'explicitum' [i. e., explicitly expressed nameJ 
in the Hebrew text appears over against an 'implicitum' 
in LXX, in general the bias should be against the 'ex-
plicitum'," Wellhausen, p.23. 
29 Budde, KHAT, p. 13. 
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A certain number of authors, and most modern 
translations, have preferred the MT for these verses, although 
occasionally with slight modifications. Keil opted for MT as 
is, claiming that Elkanah was the unexpressed subject of 
,nn111,, . 30 
Erdmann followed MT as well, reading however a 
plural for 1nn111,,. 31 Stoebe retained the MT masc. sg., 
without, however, specifying who the subject might be. 32 
With the publication of the fragment from Qumran 
containing these verses (or at least 1:28), the possibility 
that some form of both 1nn111,, and xaL xa,EALREv was original 
in the text must be taken into consideration, although in 4Q 
unmistakably reads inn111n, and, although 2:11 is not present 
in this fragment, and there is no more than the suffix of the 
verb which precedes 1nn111,,, Cross reads ,nn111n, 0111 in(jTJnlJ 
n,n,~,basing his reconstruction on LXX and suggests this as the 
original reading. 34 He is followed by McCarter, who notes 
that "the presence of §am in MT indicates that the tradition 
behind it had some ref;;;nce to the leaving of the child. 1135 
For 2: 11, McCarter accepts Hannah as the subject of ,~<n)i. 
Of all the texts for these two verses, that of 
Ant is the fullest and most unified --npoOEXuvnoav ,w KupLw 
occurs in both 1:28 and 2: 11; all the verbs, npooExuvnoav, 
xa,EALnov, and annA6ov are in the plural, as well as EL~ ,ov 
oLxov au,wv. This overloaded text form of Ant, however, belies 
its attempt at both fidelity to OG and accommodation to MT, 
as well as a desire to harmonize the contradictory elements, 
and may, therefore, be eliminated as a possible original 
reading. 
30 Keil, p. 22. 
31 Erdmann, p. 57. Cf. a3so Hummelauer, Fernandez, Böttcher, RSV, Dhorme (1956), BJ , Hertzberg, NEB, EÜ, TOB. 
32 Stoebe, p. 98: "und er erbetete dort ..• " 
33 Cross, BASOR 132, pp. 15-26. 
34 Cross, BASOR 132, p. 26. 
35 McCarter, p. 58. 
After Ant, both cod Band 4QSama present unified 
texts, and although they do not agree on word order, seem 
both to have considered Hannah as the subject of xa,EALREV 
and annA6Ev in Greek, and ,n ~Tyn] and ,nn~n in 4Q. This 
follows the logic of Wellhausen's reasoning that LXX en-
larged Elkanah's role in other places (Cf. 1 Sam 1:19; 
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2:20), and so, seemingly, would not have deliberately re-
duced it here had it been original in the text. What Well-
hausen overlooked, however, is that LXX seems to have been 
interested not simply in enlarging Elkanah's role, but rather 
in harmonizing and clarifying what appeared to it as ob-
scure or contradictory statements. Furthermore, Wellhausen's 
explanation seems to pass over the possibility that the in-
sertion of the Song of Hannah in 2:1-10 might have resulted 
in giving her a larger role in the verses immediately pre-
ceding and immediately following her song. The text of cod 
B seems clearly to make her the subject. The mss c x have 
increased her presence even more, as they read: v.28 xaL 
npooexuvnoev au,w Avva; and 2:11 xaL xaTEALREV Avva EXEL ,ov 
EaµounA E~OOilLOV KupLOU XQL annA6Ev EL~ Apµa6aLµ EL~ TOV OLXOV 
au,n~- Thus, if we take, in the Gk manuscript tradition, 
cod B as our point of departure, the other mss seem to go 
in two directions. Ant tends to bring the text closer to 
MT and to harmonize with plural subjects; mss c x tend 
to push OG even further toward reading Hannah as subject. 
If this second process is a result of the presence of the 
song, we should consider that any text which moves away 
from this tendency has the greater likelihood of being 
closer to the original. If Hannah had been the original 
subject of the verbs in 1:28 and 2:11, there is no reason 
why she should have been abandoned in later editions. MT 
is certainly the lectio difficilior in both verses with 
,nn~,, in 1:28 and the sudden mention of Elkanah alone in 
2:11. By this very fact, however, it seems more logical to 
consider LXX and 4QSama as various attempts to relieve this 
tension in the text and to make it conform more closely to 
the presence of Hannah's song. The same reasoning may apply 
for xa,EALREV in LXX: the emphasis on Hannah may have stimulated 
an editor to specify the fact that she left Samuel there with 
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Eli. The fact that evidence of this verbis found in 4QSama 
would suggest that this modification of the text was present 
already in LXX's Vorlage rather than being a sign of the 
translators' activity. The change in word order in 4Q may be 
seen as an attempt to make the narrative more logical as well. 
In LXX (Ant) we read xaL RpOOEXUV~Oav ... xaL xa,EALUOV 
xaL RpoaExuvDaav, whereas 4Q reads ,nnwn, cw ln [~Tynl]. Ant, 
as we have seen, has filled out the text, but perhaps 4Q 
thought it more logical for Hannah to leave the child before 
her prostration, which becomes then a sign of leave-taking. 
As far as MT ,nnw,, is concerned, if Hannah is 
excluded as the original subject, there are still four 
possibilities -- Elkanah, Samuel, Eli or, reading the verb 
as plurai, 36 Elkanah and Hannah together. The rnajority of 
recent translators prefers the plural here. 37 Keil opted 
for Elkanah as subject, and Klostermann for Samuel. Barthe-
lemy, following the grammarians Japheth ben-Ali and Joseph 
Qara, takes Elias subject, his prostration being a gesture 
of acceptance of the chilct. 38 None of these suggestions re-
quires a Change in the consonantal text, and the choice must 
be based on one's appreciation of the scene. That both 
parents are involved in the sacrifice accompanying the offer-
ing of the child (v.25), along with the plural llnnw,, in 
v.19, makes it seem more likely that this verb in v.28 should 
read as plural as well. This, at least, was how both Vg (et 
adoraverunt) and Syr ( wsgdw) understood the text. 
There seems therefore, tobe no reason for accept-
ing any other text than that of MT as the original reading 
here for these two verses. The other textual traditions have 
rnodified the scene in order to make it appear more logical 
and to fit its surroundings by giving Hannah a larger role 
in the proceedings. Because of the similarity between LXX 
and 4Q here it is likely that LXX's reading goes back to its 
Hebrew Vorlage. 
36 Cf. Gen 27:29; 43:28; 1 Kgs 9:9, ,nnw,, is read as plural 
and translated as plural in LXX as well. 
37 Seenote 31. 
38 Barthelemy, CTAT. 
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1 Sam 3:20-4:1a 
MT: n,n,; N')l; ;NlOW )ONl ,) Y)W 1N)-,Yl 1,0 ;Niw,-;J y,,,~~ 
n,n,i)i) ,;w) ;k,ow-;N n,n, n;ll-,J n;w) nNin; n,n, qo,, 1 
... ;Niw,-?J? ;NlOW-1), ,n,, 
LXX8 : 20xaL Eyvwoav na~ IopanA a~o ~av xaL Ew~ BnpoaßEE o,L 
RLO,o~ raµounA EL~ npo~n,nv ,w KupLw. 21xaL npooE8E,o 
KupLO~ önAw8nvaL €V rnAwµ, O,L aREXaAu~en KupLO~ npo~ 
raµounA· xaL ERLO,Euen raµounA npo~n,n~ yEvEo8aL ,w 
KupLw EL~ nav,a IopanA an' axpwv ,n~ rn~ xaL Ew~ axpwv. 
xaL HAEL RpEoßu,n~ o~oöpa, XaL OL ULOL au,ou ROPEUO-
µEVOL EROPEUOv,o, XQL novnpa D oöo~ au,wv EVWRLOV 
KupLOU. 1xaL EyEvneD EV ,aL~ DµEpaL~ EXELVOL~ xaL 
ouvaepoL~OV,aL QAAO~UAOL EL~ ROAEµov ERL IopaDA, 
The sizeable plus in LXX and the divergencies 
between MT and LXX (Anthere contains no significant variant 
from cod B) present us with several textual problems at once 
for these verses. An inventory of the variants shows that: 
1. 3:21: LXX contains a plus which is, in reality, a double 
translation (xaL ERLO,Euen •.. Ew~ axpwv) of v.20. 
2. 3:21: LXX contains another plus (xaL HAEL ... EVWRLOV KupLou). 
3. 3:21: MT contains a plus (n1n, 1)1) ,;w)). 
4. 4:1a MT and LXX contain different readings here. 
1. Already Thenius had seen that xaL ERLO,Eu8n ... 
Ew~ axpwv is another translation for v.20, 39 and Wellhausen 
furthered this observation by showing that the additional 
sentence in v.21 formed part of the original LXX, while it is 
further away from MT (v.20) grammatically and it is connected 
with what follows in the Greek (xaL HAEL etc.) 40 The literal 
Greek translation of v.20 would thus, according to this rea-
soning, be a later one. The double translation in v.21, how-
ever seems tobe more of a paraphrase than an actual trans-
lation of the MT. Budde suggested that LXX v.21 presumes as 
original Y1Nn nypo ;Niw,-;J-;N n,n,; N')l n,,n; ;NlOW )ON'l 
41 
nYp iy1. Klostermann, however, suggested that this phrase 
was originally written as a marginal note for the "ausserpa-
lästinische Leser", 42 which may well have been the case. The 
39 Thenius 1 , p. 16. 
40 Wellhausen, p. 54. 
41 Budde, KHAT. p. 29. 
42 Klostermann, p. 12. 
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phrase viNn nyp 1y1 viNn nYpn occurs at Deut 13:8; 28:64; 
Jer 12:12; 25:33 (cf. also Gen 47:21), but never in the con-
text of defining the borders of Israel. On the other hand, 
y~w-,N~ 1y1 11n occurs, sometimes with slight variations, at 
Judg 20:1; 2 Sam 3:10; 17:11; 24:2.15; 1 Kgs 5:5; 1 Chr 21:2; 
2 Chr 30:5, andin each of these places LXX has translated 
literally according to MT. It may be, therefore, against 
Wellhausen, that this LXX plus is not a remnant of OG which 
had been displaced by a second translation, but rather an 
addition inspired by the apparent similarity to the classical 
phrase "from Dan to Beer-Sheba" which delimited Israel's 
boundaries and which was intended to specify what was meant 
by the phrase for readers who were not familiar with the 
terrain, as Klostermann suggested. There is, therefore, no 
reason to accept LXX here as a preferable or more original 
reading. 
2. The second plus in LXX v.21 here gives us 
an historical note on Eli's great age and on the wicked con-
duct of his sons. Thenius relocated the plus after 4: 1a (MT), 
and then suggested that the sentence, joined with what ap-
pears in LXX 4: 1a, fell out through a scribe's error in pas-
sing over from ?Niw,_,~, to ?Niw,-,y43 . This explanation is 
unsatisfying, however, as it requires the rearrangement of 
the order of verses so. that they correspond to no known text-
ual •itness. If the order in MT andin LXX is held to, no 
simple textual error can account for the plus' absence from 
MT. 
Eli and his sons are first introduced in 1 :3, where 
they are simply identified as priests of the Lord at Shiloh. 
Then in 2:12-17 they reappear in an interlude which des-
cribes the malpractice of the sons with regard to the offer-
ings made to the Lord. This interlude is circumscribed 
by vv. 11 and 18, both of which describe the boy Samuel minis-
tering to the Lord. In 2:22-25, Eli hears of the wickedness 
of his sons, followed by, in v.26, the notice of Samuel grow-
ing in stature and favor before God and man. Then 2:27-36 
43 Thenius 1 , p. 16. 
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contains the prophecy by the man of God against the hause of 
Eli, with the promise of raising up a faithful priest. By this 
time, because of the alternating and contrasting scenes which 
oppose the wicked conduct of Eli's sons to the goodness of 
Samuel, it is obvious to the reader that at least the immediate 
intention of the series of oppositions is that Samuel is in-
dicated as the faithful priest. 44 The call of Samuel follows 
in 3:1-18, along with the Lord's message to him (3:10-14) which 
confirms the condemnation of Eli's house. Then 3:19-21 (or to 
4:1a) is a description of Samuel's prophetic activity. This, 
in MT, is a summary statement which rounds out the story of 
the beginning of Samuel's prophetic career, which is not re-
sumed until 7:3, after the ark narrative. In LXX, however, 
the mention of Eli and his wicked sons serves to continue the 
series of alternating contrasts between them and Samuel. In 
this context, especially as Samuel departs from the scene until 
7:3, it would seem more natural that the narrative "wind down" 
with a summary statement rather than with the continuation of 
the oppositions which marked the text all along. A later 
scribe's sense of symmetry, however, may have inspired him to 
insert the plus here where Samuel is mentioned for the last 
time in this narrative. Hophni and Phinehas, however, are 
sufficiently dealt with in 4:11 so that a reminder of their 
wickedness is not needed at 3:21. Further, MT's rapid trans-
ition from Samuel the Prophet in 3:21-4: 1a to the Philistine 
war and capture of the ark, beginning in 4:1b, contrasts with 
LXX's apparent desire toset the scene for chapter 4 by calling 
attention in LXX 3:21 to Eli's advanced age and to his sons' 
extreme wickedness. By the very rapidity of its transition, 
the MT is more likely tobe the original form here. 45 
3. The phrase n,n, ,j,j l~~j has caused difficulty 
because it is hard to see either how it can be the contin-
uation of what immediately precedes or how it can intro-
duce what follows. Wellhausen pointed out that, as an ex-
planation of "for the Lord revealed himself to Samuel" in 
44 Although this does not appear tobe the final intention of 
this passage. See on 1 Sam 2:31f., below. 
45 Cf. Barthelemy, CTAT. 
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v.21, it is a phrase which seems to "prevent anthropomorphic 
misunderstandings." 46 He claimed, further, that if it fol-
lowed immediately from what precedes, a personal suffix would 
have been used instead of the repetition of n,n,. Houbigant 
had already rejected n,n, 1J1J while maintaining l7WJ 47 and 
Wellhausen went on to reject the originality of all three 
words. 48 Dhorme omitted l?WJ as a repetition of its first 
occurrence, and then saw in n,n, 1J1J a remnant of LXX's plus 
concerning Eli and his sons, without, however, explaining 
how the latter might have given rise to n,n, 1J1J. 49 
The phrase is defended by Keil, who understood 
it as an explanatory statement, and is maintained in its 
integrity by Stoebe, who claims that l?WJ serves to underline 
the fact that these events concerning Samuel were closely 
connected with Shiloh. 50 Neither of them make any comment, 
however, on the seemingly exaggerated triple repetition of 
Yahweh in the verse. 
Kittel reads n,n, 1J1J (along with 3 codd of 
Kennicott and 11 of de Rossi) and transposes it after 4:la. 51 
Hertzberg adopts the same reading, although he relocates it 
slightly differently: "4:la. Thus the word of Samuel was as 
the word of the Lord to all Israel". 52 
Thus, no completely satisfactory sense is made 
out of this phrase unless its position is changed somehow. 
In order to arrive at what may have been the original reading 
here, it is necessary to surmise that, since only this phrase 
and 4:1a MT are actually missing from LXX, despite all the 
other differences between the two texts for these verses, the 
lot of these two variants should be thrown in together. 
46 Wellhausen, p. 54. 
47 Houbigant, p. 289. 
48 Followed by Smith, Budde, Schulz, McCarter. 
49 Dhorme (1910), p. 45. 
50 Keil, p. 39. Stoebe, p. 123 
51 Kittel, in BH 3 • In BH 1 (1905) he omitted the words with 
LXX. 
52 Hertzberg, p. 40. 
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Neither ,;w~ nor n,n, ,~,~ seems a likely way to begin not 
only a new sentence but a whole new section in the narrative, 
and it may have been this difficulty which led the early in-
terpreters of the text to place the words with v.21b (cf. the 
Massoretic text division), even though they are tautological 
and seem to overload the text. Taken with 4:1a, however, 
the phrase serves both to locate Samuel's word to all Israel, 
at Shiloh, and to specify the fact that Samuel's word was 
indeed that of the Lord. For these reasons, therefore, it 
seems best to put n,n, ,~,~ ,;w~ with 4:1a MT, although an 
examination of the latter is necessary in order to determine 
its originality in the text. 
4. 4:1a presents us with two different texts in MT 
and LXX: ;Niw, ;~; ;M,nw-,~, ,n,, and xaL eyevD6D ev taL~ 
DµepaL~ €X€LVaL~ xaL auva6poL~OVtaL aAAO~UAOL €L~ ROA€µov €RL 
IapaDA- As we saw above, Thenius claimed a textual accident 
here, in which the sentence of LXX would have fallen out 
through homeoteleuton. lt does not seem necessary, however, 
to have recourse to an imaginary, rearranged text in order to 
explain the MT-LXX variant here. A comparison of the two 
texts shows a much greater likelihood that the MT is the 
more original. The expression ;Miw•-;); ;N,nw-,~, ,n,, is 
rather surprising here since one would expect "the word of 
the Lord", not that of Samuel. The formula n,n,_,~, ,n,, 
x-;M occurs eighty-eight times in the Bible, 53 while ,~, ,n,, 
with a human person occurs only here. 54 The preposition is 
usually ;M, although in some cases we find ;N,w•-;);. The 
frequency of the expression with nin•-1~1,plus the absolute 
singularity of its use here with a human regens for ,~,. 
makes it hard to see how the expression in Mt could not 
be original, since it hardly would have been invented 
and introduced at a later date. What one would 
53 Gen 15:1; 1 Sam 15:10; 2 Sam 7:21; 14:7; 1 Kgs 6:11; 
13:20; 16:1; 17:2.8; 18:31; 21:17.28; 2 Chr 11:2, plus 
once in Isa, 21 times in Jer, 41 in Ez, twice in Jon, 
three times in Hag and seven in Zech. 
54 In 2 Sam 3:17 we have ;M,w• •JPT oy n•n 1J~M ,~,,. but 
the formula is not the same as in 1 Sam 4:1. 
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rather expect at a later date would be modification of the 
expression, either by the (perhaps originally marginal) 
notation n,n, 1J1J, in order to assure the orthodoxy of the 
phrase, or by a complete change such as we find in LXX. Its 
form of 4:1a does indeed provide an introduction to what fol-
lows, but it is hard to see how a more common introductory 
formula could have been replaced by the theologically pro-
blematic 7Mln~ iJi. 
Against the view that MT 4:1a is merely the contin-
uation of the general description of Samuel's prophetic 
activity from 3:19-21, it may be pointed out that the use of 
the inverted imperfect ,n,, in order to introduce a new scene 
is found as we11 at 1 Sam 1:1; 8:1; 9:1; 15:10; 28:1. 
A final point in favor of the originality of MT 
4:1a is that, when taken as a call to arms addressed by Samuel 
to the Israelites, while in the LXX form the Philistines are 
the first to amass against Israel. It is much more plausible 
to see a change in the text which would seek to exculpate 
the Israelites and place the fault with the Philistines rather 
than vice versa. 
For these reasons, therefore, we can accept the MT 
form of 4:1a as the more original and as a call to arms by 
Samuel addressed to all Israel. The LXX editors (or already 
its Vorlage), shocked perhaps by the formula which elsewhere 
is reserved only for Yahweh, replaced it with another intro-
duction which both eliminated the theologically offensive 
phrase and at the same time gave the initiative in the war 
to the Philistines. The final phrase of MT 3:21 would then 
be a later addition to the Hebrew text designed to explain 
and justify the unusual 7Min~-,Ji ,n,,. 
1 Sam 8: 18 
MT: nly,-M,, c~7 cn,nJ ,~M c~~,n ,l~7n Mlnn c,,J cn~YTl 
Minn c,,J c~nM n,n, 
xaL ßonaea6€ €V ,n nµEpa EXELvn €X RpOOWROU ßaaL-
AEW~ uµwv ou E~EAE~aa6E EaU,OL~· xaL oux ERaxou-
OE,aL KupLO~ uµwv €V ,aL~ nµEpaL~ EXELVQL~, O,L 
uµEL~ €~€AE~aa6€ EaU,OL~ ßaaL\Ea. 
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LXXAnt: xaL ßonoe:,e: e:v ,n nµe:pa e:x€Lvn e:x npoownou ,ou ß«oL-
Ae:w~ uµwv ou npe:,Loaoee: e:autoL~, xaL oux e:naxouoe:taL 
uµwv KupLO~ e:v lOL~ nµe:paL~ €XLVOL~, OlL uµe:L~ 
n-rnoao,e: e:au,oL~ ß«oLAe:a. 
When Samuel points out the difficulties that will 
result from Israel's desire to have a king, the LXX text 
repeats the phrase, "for you have chosen for yourselves a 
king."55 Thenius accepted it as "wholly suitable" to the 
original text, 56 while Wellhausen styled it as the same type 
of addition as is found in 1 Sam 1:5. 57 Peters suggested that 
it might have been excised from the text because the plus 
contains "acute irony", 58 although he offers no reason why 
MT might not have wanted to maintain the irony here. The 
majority of authors either reject the plus or simply take no 
notice of it, 59 while McCarter points out that it does not 
appear in 4QSama with this verse. 60 
There is no discernible reason why the plus, if it 
had been original, should have been omitted, nor is there any 
indication of a textual accident here. On the other hand, 
it seems to have been inspired by the context, especially by 
v.18 itself where almost the same phrase occurs in the first 
half (o~~ on,n~ iwN). The Greek text seems simply to have 
repeated the phrase in order to emphasize Samuel's opposition 
to the establishment of a king over Israel. Ant, which had 
already translated on,n~ differently from OG (npe:,Loaoee: 
e:~e:Ae:~ao8€), used still another verb, n,noao8€, having per-
haps wanted to vary the repetitiousness of the Greek. 
The lack of apparent conditions for a textual ac-
cident plus the nature of the phrase as a near repetition of 
55 The plus is found in all Greek mss, but placed under ~ 
in c 2 . That it was in OL as well is attested to by its 
presence in a large number of Vg mss (AL2nrBEeHASMGp2HK 
rq,QSM). 
56 Thenius2 , p. 29, followed by Klostermann. 
57 Wellhausen, p. 70. 
58 Peters, p. 124. 
59 Thus Keil, Erdmann, Nowack, Graetz, Driver, Smith, Fer-
nandez, Schulz, Kittel, Stoebe, HOTTP, RSV, NEB, NAB, BJ, 
Osty, TOB, EÜ. 
60 McCarter, p. 155. 
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v.18a in order to give emphasis are signs that the plus is 
an addition to the text and should not be taken as original. 
1 Sam 12:23 
MT: ,n,,,n, o~,,~ 77onn7 7inn n,n,7 Nunn ,7 n7,7n ,~lN Ol 
n,w,n, n~iun ,,,~ o~nN 
LXX8 : xaL gµoL µnöaµw~ ,ou aµap,€LV ,w KupLw avLevaL ,ou 
npo0€UX€06UL R€PL uµwv· XUL ÖOUA€UOW ,w KupLw, XUL 
öeL~w uµLv ,nv oöov ,nv aya6nv xaL ,nv €U6€Lav. 
LxxAnt: eµoL öe µn revoL,o ,ou aµap,eLV ,w KupLw, ,ou öLa-
ALR€LV npoOEUXOµ€VOV UREP uµwv ,w KupLw. XUL ÖOUAEU-
owµ€V ,w KupLw, xaL önAwow uµLv ,nv oöov ,nv ayaSnv 
XUL ,nv EU6€Lav. 
While the people repent of having ~sked for a king 
and Samuel encourages them to continue serving the Lord, LXX 
contains a small plus, xaL ÖOUA€Uow ,w KupLw, which only 
Thenius, Peters and Schulz have held as original. Thenius 
points out the "excellent contrast with n,n,7 Nunn"; 61 
Peters suggests that an original n,n,7 ,n,Jyi might have 
fallen out due to the similarity with o~iyJ; 62 and Schulz 
notes that "only under the supposition that he is a true 
servant of Yahweh does Samuel believe he is in a position to 
teach the people the right way.« 63 Most commentators pass 
over the plus in silence, although Klostermann suggested that 
it may have arisen from an original ,Jy1,, 64 and Dhorme 
proposed an inner-Greek misunderstanding, arising from an 
original önAwow in the Greek text. 65 Both of these sugges-
tions, however, are based on the Ant form of the text (öou-
AEUOWµEv and onAwow) and could not have arisen from that of 
cod B, which is the older text here. 
61 Thenius 1 , p. 42. 
62 Peters, p. 126. 
63 Schulz I, p. 174. 
64 Klostermann, p. 39. 
65 Dhorme (1910) p. 106. 
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In vv. 20 and 24 Samuel exhorts the people to serve 
the Lord, and this exhortation may be sufficient to account 
for the LXX form in v.23. In v.19, when the people impute 
evil to themselves in having asked for a king, Samuel re-
assures them (v.20) by telling them to serve the Lord and 
all will be well. Thus, for him, the only context in which 
it was acceptable for Israel to have a king was one in which 
service of the Lord was paramount, The plus in LXX serves 
to emphasize this attitude. There is no reason to suspect 
a textual accident here, and the addition emphasizes Samuel's 
condition for a tolerable kingship by having him proclaim 
his own service of the Lord. 
1 Sam 14:23b-24 
MT: IOÖIÖI DP:l l!lll ;N"ll!l,-1!1,l'(l 24 PI'< n,::i-nl'< ol"l:l)I ollln;1Jo11 23b 
••• :l"l)lol-1)1 on; ;~1'(,-"ll!/1'< l!l'l'<ol "ll"ll'( "lllN; D)lol-ßl'( ;ll'(l!I ;1'(,l 
LXX8 : 23bx~L O UOAEµO~ ÖLDA6EV ,nv Baµw6, XQL ua~ 0 AQO~ nv 
µE,a raoUA w~ ÖEXa XLALQÖE~ avöpwv· xaL nv O UOAE~~~ 
ÖLEOUapµEVO~ EL~ OADV UOALV EV .w OPEL .w E~paLµ. 
xaL raouA nrvonaEv ayvoLav µEyaAnv EV ,n nµEpa EXELvn, 
xaL apa,aL ,w Aaw AEywv, EuLxa,apa,o~ o av6pwuo~ o~ 
~ayE,aL ap.ov EW~ EOUEpa~ ... 
~t: XQL o UOAEµo~ ÖLDA6EV BaL6wpwv, xaL IapanA nv µEta 
raouA wOEL öExa XLALaÖE~ avöpwv. [then, as cod B] 
The MT and LXX present us with two different texts 
describing the battle against the Philistines and Saul's in-
terdiction against eating until he avenges himself of his 
enemies. LXX contains a plus at the end of v.23, after which 
its reading differs from MT. The majority of exegetes has 
accepted the originality of the plus, 66 while others, along 
with most of the recent translations, have preferred the 
shorter MT. 67 Wellhausen offered the following retroversion 
66 
67 
Houbigant, Thenius, Wellhausen, Klostermann, Driver, 
Peters, Budde, Nowack, Smith, Dhorme, McCarter, NAB. 
Graetz, Keil, Erdmann, Hummelauer, Ehrlich, Hertzberg, 
Schulz, RSV, NEB, BJ3, Osty, TOB, EÜ. 
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for vv.23b-24: non7on ,nn, W'M o,n7M n,wy~ 7iMw oy n,n oyn-7~, 
Minn o,,~ n71l nllW nlw 7iMwi .o,,nM ,n~ 68 n~inJ. He himself 
expressed uncertainty about the final clause, since nllW 
occurs only in the Pentateuch and Ecc1, 69 and Smith pointed 
out that it is "a technical term conveying a distinction not 
emphasized before the Priestcode." 7° Klostermann conjectured 
that ~yvoncrev äyvoLaV was originally ~YVL0€V ayVELav, which 
he restored as ,~~ ,2~. 71 Budde, while accepting Kloster-
mann's Greek conjecture, suggested either i!J ,,1~ (based on 
Num 6:1ff.) or iJJ iJ~. 72 Driver, although he agreed that 
"committed a great error" fits poorly in the context, pointed 
out that Budde's conjecture, which would mean "separated a 
great (ceremonial) separation," i.e., imposed a great absti-
nence, is weak because "though it might perhaps have borne 
the meaning proposed, does not actually occur with it."73 
The problem of retroversion here is difficult, as ayvoELV 
occurs with six different Hebrew verbs at its base. 74 
The conjecture of Wellhausen is based, as Dhorme 
pointed out, on a confusion in MT of 7iMwi with the abbre-
viation of 7Miw, w,M, and on discerning vestiges of nllW nlw 
in WlJ, 75 both of which are rather precarious procedures. 
Schulz suggested that nrvoncrev ayvoLav might have come from a 
double translation in Greek, in which 7M,, was first trans-
lated as nipha1. 76 This does not explain why LXX omitted the 
previous sentence, but at least has the merit ·of being a 
68 Here Thenius had included ,,,n-7~~ for EL~ oAnv ROALV, 
where a copyist's error had produced ,,yn. 
69 Wellhausen, p. 90. 
70 Smith, p. 117. 
71 Klostermann, p. 48. 
72 Budde, SBOT and KHAT, followed by Smith and BJ 1. 
73 Driver, p. 112. 
74 OWM, 7M' niphal, 7~0 niphal, yw,~ llW~ nlW. 
75 Dhorme (1910), p. 119. 
76 Schulz I, p. 203. Cf. Num 12:11, where iJ7MiJ is trans-
translated as nyvoncraµEv, "We have acted foolishly." 
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conjecture based on w-hat is actually found in the text. LÖhr 
objected to the procedure of reading with a widely divergent 
Greek text simply because of a difficulty in understanding 
one word in Hebrew (Wll), and concluded that v.24 in MT con-
tains a corruption, but one which cannot be corrected on the 
basis of the LXX, which contains a different recension. 77 
Among the ancient versions, v.24 has been rendered 
by OLv: Et Saul ignoravit ignorantiam magnam in illa die, 78 
and by Vg: Et vir Israhel sociatus sibi est in die illa, 
having read ~~~- "draw near". Tg follows MT with p,n,M -"be 
distressed", while Syr has changed the text substantially: 
"When the battle moved between Aven and the men of Israel, 
Saul, arriving on that day, said to the people, 'Accurs-
ed ... 1 " 79 The majority of modern translations have followed 
MT's shorter reading, and have rendered ~ll with MT. Seebass 
has proposed the following correction in the text: ~M,w, W'Ml 
Mlnn c,,~ nllW nlw ;,Mwl w,M c,~;M n,wy~ ,,Mw cy ~ll and 
attributed the loss in MT to an accident through homeo-
arcton.80 
It is clear from the emendations proposed for v.24, 
leaving aside the intervening LXX plus for a moment, that the 
question turns around Wll in MT and the alternate reading for 
Mlnn c,,~ Vill ,M,w,-w,Ml which LXX contains (XetL IaOUA 
ll)'VOrJ0€\I Ct)'\IOLQ\I µ€)'CtArJV €\1 •Tl rJµ€pa €XE:LVrJ). If Vill means 
"tobe distressed", the logic of MT seems tobe perfectly in 
order. Although God "delivered Israel that day" (v.23), the 
war was not over and, as the battle spread to Beth-Aven, the 
Israelites could well have found themselves still in trouble. 
77 
78 
79 
8G 
LÖhr, p. 61. 
OLv also contains the plus at the end of v.23: Et proelium 
transit Bethoron, et!:.!_ Israel erat ~ Saul quasi XII. 
millia virorum. et erat proelium aispersum tota civitatae 
in monte Ephrem, whichfollows LXX except for the twelve 
Tiiousand men instead of LXX's ten thousand. 
wgrb' cbr wlhwn byt •wn lgbr' d'ysr'yl wgrb ~•wl kywm' hw. 
w•mr 1°m• lyt. 
H. Seebass, "Zum Text von 1 Sam XIV, 23B-25A und II 29, 
31-33," VT 16 (1966), pp. 74f. He rejects LXX XQL Tl"' o 
ROA€µO~ ÖL€0Rapµ€VO~ €L~ 0All\l ROAL\I €\1 1:W OPEL 1:W E~paLµ 
as a "mere repetition and elucidation of v.21f" (p. 74). 
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Another occurrence of w2~. in 1 Sam 13:6, describes precisely 
the same kind of situation. The problem herein 14:23f. is 
not so much justifying a difficult MT, but rather explaining 
LXX, for the possibility of a textual accident from which MT 
could have resulted from LXX does not seem plausible here. 
While LXX appears to flow smoothly, its text never-
theless contains a certain number of problems. The sudden 
increase of Saul's forces from six hundred (14:2) toten 
thousand seems unlikely. Further, the accusation that Saul 
acted stupidly does not fit in well with the rest of the nar-
rative. A striking literary resemblance to LXX's plus here 
is found in 2 Sam 18:3.6.8. In v.3, David's men tel1 him, 
"You are worth ten thousand men to us"; in v.6, David's 
army goes out against Israel, led by Absalom, "in the forest 
of Ephraim"; and, in v.8, we are told that "the battle spread 
over the face of the whole country." 
The number ten thousand men occurs in Sam only at 
14:23 (>MT), 15:4 and 2 Sam 18:3, so it is hardly a commonly 
used round figure in Sam to describe Israel's forces. The 
"forest of Ephraim" occurs only at 2 Sam 18:6, and the term 
n~oJ, as applied to a battle which is scattered over the 
country, is found only at v.8. The literary resemblance here 
seems too close tobe overlooked, although why this scene from 
David's war against Absalom should have been evoked herein 
1 Sam 14 is not immediately evident. 
As we saw above, Wellhausen had proposed inJ n,~oJ 
o,,oN in his retroversion, as he considered EL~ 0A~V noALV a 
double translation of Ev .w opEL .w E~paLµ. 81 Based on 2 Sam 
18:6, o,,oN ,y,J, however, the reading in LXX 1 Sam 14:23b 
may attest to a corruption already in its Vorlage from 
,y,n ,JJ to ,,yn ,JJ, as Thenius had suggested (see note 68). 
If a forest had originally been referred to in LXX's Vorlage 
this may shed light on vv.25ff. as well, where a play on 
the words for "forest" (iz2) and "honeycomb" (iz2) seems to 
81 Wellhausen, p. 90. 
be intended. If such is the case, then the moving of the 
battle into the forest of the hill of Ephrairn in LXX 14:23 
may have served as an introduction in order to explain why 
all of a sudden the scene shifts to the forest where Saul 
irnposed the restriction against eating on the people and 
where the honey was the occasion of their temptation. 
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The interdiction against eating, which led to Jon-
athan's downfall as well as to the silence of the oracle in 
14:37, may have been the occasion of the additional com-
rnentary in LXX's text that Saul acted stupidly, again serving 
as an introduction to those scenes. 
The lack of conditions that could have led to a 
textual accident seems tobe a clear sign that this plus was 
not in proto-MT. The great literary similarity with 2 Sam 18, 
plus the fact that LXX's text srnooths the way for the incident 
of the honey in the forest in 14:24-30, are strong indications 
that LXX, or more probably its Vorlage, had added this plus. 
1 Sam 19:22 
MT: ••• ilnll1il N1i1-Cl 1?', 22 :illlil-Cl HClJn•i. .•. 21 
LXX8 : 21 xaL ERPO~~•EUOav xaL au,OL. 22xaL E6uµw6~ opy~ 
taOUA, xaL EROpEU6~ xaL au,o~ EL~ Apµa6aLµ. 
This short plus of LXX, where there is no variation 
between cod Band Ant, has been accepted as original by 
Thenius, Klostermann, Smith, Peters and Dhorrne (in 1910, but 
rejected in 1956), on the grounds that it is a suitable clause 
in this context. Budde noted the suitability as well but 
did not cornmit hirnself on its authenticity, while Kittel (BH3 ) 
merely noted fortasse. Wellhausen, in giving his opinion 
against the plus, laid down a principle for others of this 
type: "The only thing not understandable is the occasion of 
its disappearance in MT; the insertion is, as almost always, 
so here also, much easier to understand." 82 This plus was 
82 "Man begreift nur nicht die Veranlassung ihres Ausfalls 
in MT.; die HinzufÜgung ist, wie fast immer, so auch 
hier, viel leichter zu verstehen," Wellhausen, p. 114. 
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rejected as well by Nowack, Driver, Ehrlich, Schulz, McCarter 
and all modern translations. Stoebe maintains that LXX has 
followed a different recension, so that the words, while not 
part of MT's text, were nevertheless already in LXX's Vorlage. 
It is found in both OLv (et iratus factus ~ iracundia Saul) 
and OL 8 (et iratus iracundia Saul), and has made its way into 
a large number of Vg mss as we11. 83 
No textual accident can be invoked for an eventual 
loss from proto-MT, while the plus appears tobe an addition 
according to the sense of the context, showing Saul's in-
creasing frustration at not being able to catch up with David. 
LXX has supplied what the reader expects in the context, 
although it is not possible to decide here whether the LXX 
translators inserted the plus or whether they found it 
already in its Vorlage. 
1 Sam 30:16b-17a 
MT: 
~~ ... xaL EX rD~ Iouöa. xaL DA6Ev En' au,ou~ ßaUELö, 
xaL Ena,a~Ev au,ou~ ano Ewa,opou .•• 
A small plus in LXX tells us that "David went 
against them", that is, against the Amalekites, before smiting 
them. Thenius claimed that the words on,,y M~,, fell out of 
MT through an oversight from on- to o~-, 84 but this neither 
reproduces the LXX faithfully nor explains why M~,, is missing 
from MT as well. Budde (SBOT) read with LXX, but then aban-
doned it in favor of MT (in KHAT), claiming that Judg 8:11 
shows that the shorter form is tobe preferred. Klostermann 
reconstructed the text as qwln~ ,,, ,,, on,,y M~,,, and 
suggested that the .!!!!:.!!!. was erroneously joined to ,,, to give 
MT o~,, and LXX au,ou~, while then the first clause fell out 
of MT. 85 He does not say, however, how it could have fallen 
83 AH2rrra~PEeH2AM*G*p2HKr*rAB2~Q. 
84 Thenius1 , p. 122, followed by Peters. 
85 Klostermann, p. 124. 
out. The other commentators are either silent on the plus 
or read with MT. 
LXX seems here to have filled in a logical step 
which was left unsaid in MT. It is reported in v.16 that 
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David took the Egyptian who had defected from the Amalekite 
camp down to where they were feasting off the spoil they had 
taken. V.17 MT begins, "And David smote them from twilight 
until the evening of the next day," while LXX apparently found 
it necessary to specify that David went against the Amalekites. 
Within the flow of the narrative, however, this small plus is 
not necessary and appears to show LXX's desire to spell out 
what MT's more elliptic text leaves up to the reader. 
2 Sam 8:7 
In its plus here, LXX for 2 Sam 8:7 supplies infor-
mation about the future of the shields which David had taken 
from Hadadezer's men, telling us that Shishaq, King of Egypt, 
carried them off with him during his campaign against Jeru-
salem under Rehoboam. In the passage in 1 Kgs 14:25f. which 
describes this campaign, the LXX there also contains a plus, 
which gives the background of these shields, as the following 
synopsis of these verses shows: 
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2 Sam 8:7 
MT LXXB 
nj)n 
,,, 
't,;l!I nM 
:lil T il 
11!/M 
1'il 
;M 
,,:i:v 
,r:v,,n 
DM':l'l 
D71/Jl1' 
J<(H E:AllßE:\I 
f.aUE:LÖ 
,:ouc; XALOW\/ll<; 
,ouc; xpuoouc; 
ouc; 
E:ltO L T)OE:\I 
E:lt L 
1:(1)\1 ltll L ÖW\/ 1:W\/ 
Aöpaa?;;ap 
ßaOLAE:W<; Ioußa 
xa L rp;e:yxe:v 
MCXL E:ACXßE:\I 
f.CXULÖ 
,ouc; x >,. L öwvac; 
,ouc; xpuoouc; 
OL 
T)OCX\/ 
E:lt L 
1:(1)\/ ltll L 0(1)\1 
Aöpaal;;ap ,ou 
ßllOLAE:W<; Ioußa 
J<CXL ltCX\ITCX Tll OltAll 
,a xpuoa xaL ,a 
öopa,a 
l<llL T)\/E:'YXE:\/ 
llUTll au,a 
e:Lc; Ie:pouoa\T)µ e:Lc; Ie:pouoa\T)µ 
xaL e:\aße:v J<aL e:\aße:v 
au,a 
LOUOllJ<E:Lµ 
ßaOLAE:U<; 
AL'yU1t1:0U 
E:\I 1:W ll\/ll-
ßTJ\/ll L CXUTO\I 
e:Lc; Ie:pouoa\T)µ 
E:\/ T)µe:paL<; 
Ie:poßoaµ 
ULOU 
Io\oµwv,oc; 
au,a 
Iouoaxe:Lµ 
ßaOLAE:U<; 
ALyU1t1:0U 
e:v ,w ava-
ßTJVllL CXUTO\/ 
e:Lc; Ie:pouoa\T)µ 
E:\I T)µe:pa L <; 
Poßoaµ 
ULOU 
Io\oµwv,oc; 
1 Kgs 14:26 
MT LXXAnt 
86 
4QSama 
n~[ 'l ;, ,, 
, u; l!I n] M 
:lil T il 
1YJM 
Pil 
; y 
,,:i:v 
1r:v,,n 
~[,J~[l!ll1' 
cn,i:i [ J Dl 
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j) l!I l YJ 
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7M 
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,13, :i 
cy:in, 
, :i 
[illl] l 70 
LXX8 
xä°Le:>..aße:v xa L e:\aße:v 
et haec 
accepit 
postea 
Susac 
rex 
Aegypti 
in diebus 
Roboam 
filii 
Salo1110nis 
cum ascend-
isset in 
Jerusalem 
nj)'l 
nl1YM-nM 
illil,-n,:i 
nl1YlM-nMl 
1!lnn n,:i 
1tav,ac; ,ouc; 6T)oaupouc; 
OLJ<OU KupLOU 
1tav1:ac; ,ouc; 6T)oaupouc; 
OLJ<OU KupLOU 
7:> il -nM l 
np; 
np,, 
')~ll-7:>-nM 
:lilT il 
1YJM 
il YJ )1 
illl;l!I 
xaL ,ouc; 6T)oaupouc; 
OLJ<OU TOU ßaOLAE:W<; 
xaL ,a öopa,a ,a 
XPUOCX a e:\aße:v 
t.aue:Lö e:x xe:Lpoc; 
,wv 1taLöwv Aöpaa?;;ap 
ßaoL\e:wc; Ioußo: 
)((XL e: LOT) ve:yxe: \/ 
au,a e:Lc; Ie:pouoa>..nµ 
TCX ltll\/1:ll 
o: e:\aße:v 
OltAll 
,a xpuoa 
86 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 45. 
xaL ,ouc; enoaupouc; 
OLJ<OU TOU ßaOLAEW<; 
xaL ,a öopa,a ,a 
xpuoa a e:\aße:v 
ÄCXUELÖ E:J< XE:LpO<; 
TW\/ ltllLÖW\/ Aöpaal;;ap 
ßaoL\e:wc; Ioußo: 
xa L e: L OT)\/E:'Yl<E\I 
llUTll E:L<; Ie:pouoa\T)µ 
TCX ltll\/1:ll 
e:\o:ße:v 
XllL TCX OltACX 
,a xpuoa 
a 
EltO L T)OE:\/ 
I:o\oµwv 
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Thenius alone suggested that the LXX plus at 2 Sam 
8:7 might be original in the text, attributing its loss to 
an oversight from 0711111'> to öHl71!1. 87 Among the modern trans-
lations, NAB alone includes the plus of 8:7 (although not 
that of 8:8), placing it in brackets in the text. All other 
commentators are in agreement that the plus material in 2 Sam 
has come from 1 Kgs 14:25f., 88 although Ulrich has suggested 
recently that that theory, on the basis of the presence of 
the plus in 4QSama, should be set aside. 89 
The synoptic presentation of these texts shows that 
a certain amount of "cross-fertilization" has taken place. 
Beginning with the LXX plus as 1 Kgs 14:26, although it does 
not reproduce 2 Sam 8:7 verbatim, it tells us that the golden 
spears (öopa,a) which Shishaq carried off were those which 
David had taken from (the hand of >MT) Hadadezer's men. Here 
1 Kgs LXX agrees with 2 Sam LXX in including his title as 
King of Soba. LXX8 for 1 Kgs, however, has omitted the final 
phrase of its MT which says that the golden shields had been 
Kgs retained in its text. 
in cod Bis found as well in 
made by Solomon, which Ant for 1 
At 2 Sam 8:7, the plus 
4QSama, Ant, OLs and Josephus. 90 Although it gives the same 
basic information as 1 Kgs 14:25f., the text is quite dif-
ferent and is more a paraphrase than anything else. 
Ulrich has shown rightly that the text of OLs, be-
ginning with haec in a position of emphasis, implies a 
Vorlage such as 4Q provides, with Ol in the same position. 
87 Thenius2 , p. 181. 
88 Peters claimed that it was possible that the plus had 
fallen out of the text through homeoteleuton, from 071111'> 
to n~71!1, but the presence of the plus in 8:8 as well 
makes him decide in favor of the plus as an addition 
(p. 138). 
89 QTSJ, p. 47. 
90 "These were afterwards taken by the Egyptian King Susakos, 
who marched against David's grandson Roboam and carried 
off much other wealth from Jerusalem. But these things 
we shall narrate when we come to their proper place" 
(Ant.VII, 105). 
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4Q's longer text certainly indicates, further, that there 
existed a Hebrew text containing the plus which constituted 
the Palestinian text of Samuel (at least in the first century, 
A.D.). This may be a good indication that the plus was present 
in LXX's Hebrew Vorlage as well. 
LXX for 2 Sam has translated ,070 as ,ou~ XALÖwva~ 
while in the LXX plus at 1 Kgs we find ,a öopa,a. In 2 Sam 
8:7 LXX has rendered DM'~,, as xaL ~VElXEV au,a and, in its 
plus, reads xaL EAaßEv au,a even though grammar demands 
au,ou~ in both places, as they refer to XALÖwva~. Thus, LXX 
2 Sam seems to have been influenced by LXX 1 Kgs in both 
places, for the double au,a is otherwise inexplicable. The 
Ant text of 2 Sam seems to have relieved this grammatical 
difficulty by adding xaL nav,a ,a onAa ,a xpuaa xaL ,a öopa,a, 
which appears to have been taken from 1 Kgs, for it is found 
neither in cod B nor in 4Q for 2 Sam and thus may be con-
sidered a later addition. 91 
Further, EROL~OEV in 2 Sam 8:7 for MT ,,n, and where 
Ant reads ~aav, makes no sense in the context, for David did 
not make the shields, and may perhaps be explained by MWY 
of 1 Kgs 14:26 even though the subject there is Solomon. So 
much borrowing seems to have gone on between the two texts 
that a confused or careless scribe may have had the text of 
1 Kgs in his ear, the text which says that Solomon made the 
shields. ,,n in 4QSama shows that this text did not undergo 
the same influence. 
A comparison of MT for 2 Sam 8:7 and 1 Kgs 14:25f. 
shows that these two texts do not refer to the same set of 
weapons. In 2 Sam David has taken the shields (,070) from 
Hadadezer•s men while in 1 Kgs the only shields spoken of 
are those which Solomon is said to have made (,Jln). It is 
difficult to see, therefore, how either of the pluses could 
have been originally in the text. LXX (or, more probably, its 
91 The parallel to 1 Kgs 14:26 at 2 Chr 12:9 was kept free 
from all harmonization. For MT ~nrn 'Jln-nM its LXX text 
reads ,ou~ 8upEou~ ,ou~ xpuaou~ with no additions at all. 
Vorlage) borrowed from each of the places in order to har-
monize the readings. The Greek texts of 2 Sam and 1 Kgs 
have undergone further harmonization by the agreement of 
auta in 2 Sam with oopata in 1 Kgs and by the suppression 
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of the mention in 1 Kgs that Solomon made the shields. These 
two pluses, therefore, witness to the harmonizing literary 
activity of LXX or its Vorlage. 
2 Sam 8:8 
MT: ,No n.:1,n nwn1 ,,, ,;on np; iry,,n ,,y >ni.:101 no.:101 
LXX8 : xaL Ex ,n~ Maaßax EAaßEv o ßaOLAEU~ äauELO EX twv 
EXAEXtWV UOAEWV tOU Aopaasap XaAXOV UOAUV O~oopa• 
Ev autw EuotnaEv raAwµwv ,nv 0aAaaaav ,nv xaAxnv 
xat tOU~ OtUAOU~ xaL tOU~ AOUtnpa~ xaL uav~a ta OXEun. 
LxxAnt: xaL EX tn~ MatEßax xaL EX tWV EXAEXtWV UOAEWV tOU 
Aopaa,ap EAaßEv O ßaOLAEU~ äauto xaAXOV UOAUV a~oopa· 
EV autw EuotnaEv roAoµwv tnv 0aAaaaav ,nv xaAxn~ xat 
tOU~ OtUAOU~ XQL tOU~ AOUtnpa~ xaL uavta ta OXEUn 
ta xaAxa. 
OL 8 : de terra machinas ex electis civitatibus Adadez~r 
regis ..•. de quo fecit Salomon omnia vasa aerea in 
temple, et mare aenum, et columnas et altare. 
1 Chr 18: 8 
MT: nwy n.l 1No n.:1, nwn1 ,,n np; ,,y,,n ,,y 11.:101 nn.:1001 
nwn1n ,;.:1 nNl o>,1oyn-nN1 nwn1n o>-nN no;w 
LXX8 : xaL EX tn~ MEtaßnxa~ xat EX tWV EXAEXtWV UOAEµwv tWV 
Aopaasap EAaßEV ÄaUELO XQAXOV UOAUV a~oopa· Et autou 
EuotnaEv taAwµwv ,nv 0aAaaaav ,nv xaAxnv xaL tou~ 
OtUAOU~ xat ta OXEUD ta xaAxa. 
This plus in LXX 2 Sam 8:8 explains that the bronze 
taken by David from Hadadezer was used by Solomon to make 
the temple furnishings. As indicated above, the plus is found 
in OLs and appears almost verbatim in Chr 18:8. Although 
the fragment containing this verse from 4QSama reads only 
, J NO n.:1, n111n1 ,,n ,;on np; iry1,n, and breaks off just 
before the plus would appear, Ulrich maintains that, since 
no manuscript which contains the plus at 8:7 lacks that of 
8:8, it is likely that 4Q contained it as we11. 92 
92 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 47. The fragment containing 8:7 has not 
preserved 8:8 but, as Ulrich notes, "It is plausible, how-
ever, that 4Q has the second plus, for no ms which has 
the first plus lacks the second" (p. 47). 
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All commentators except Thenius and Klostermann 
recognize that the plus here was an insertion from 1 Chr 18:8. 
Whether this took place on the level of the Greek, 93 or was 
already present in the Hebrew Vorlage, as Peters suggestect, 94 
and as Ulrich claims because of its presence in 4QSama, it 
seems clear that direct borrowing has taken place. Kloster-
mann hesitated in accepting this plus as a later insertion 
on the grounds that xaL ,ou~ AOU,~pa~ in LXX Sam, absent from 
Chr, shows that the text was not taken from Chr. 95 We may 
see in the mention of the basins, however, an example of the 
initiative of an editor of Sam who, knowing of the bronze 
basins from 1 Kgs 7:30 and 2 Chr 4:6.14, as well as the 
bronze basins in the Tent of Meeting (Ex 30:18.28; 31:9; 
38:8; 40:30; Lev 8:11; Num 4:14), had no difficulty in in-
serting what he felt tobe a lack in the text of Chr. The 
text of Ant for Sam completes what may have been an oversight 
in Greek by adding the final ,a xaAxa as found in Chr. 
In the text of OLs, the final item mentioned, et 
altare, corresponds neither to Sam nor to Chr, and the trans-
lator seems to have taken the same liberty as LXX Sam in 
adjusting the text to his own interests. 
This plus shows the Chronicler's interest in things 
pertaining to the temple, 96 which is not particularly 
evidenced in MT Sam, but which accounts for the harmonization 
by a later editor, either in its Vorlage or in the Greek 
translation. As for 8:7, the shorter MT is tobe preferred 
as the more original text, into which the historical note 
on the destiny of David's bronze was inserted. 
93 Cf. Smith and Budde. 
94 Peters, p. 139. 
95 Klostermann, p. 166. 
96 Cf. Smith, p. 307; Martin Rehm, Textkritische Untersuch-
ungen zu den Parallelstellen der Samuel-Konigsbucher und 
der Chronik (Munster, 1937), p. 25. 
2 Sam 11:22 
xaL €ROpeuen O ayy€AO~ Iwaß IlPO~ TOV ßa0LA€a €L~ 
IepouaaAnµ, xaL RapeyeveTo xaL aRnYY€LA€V Tw AaueLö 
RavTa oaa aRDYY€LA€V aUTW Iwaß, RavTa Ta pnµaTa TOU 
ROAeµou. xaL eeuµwen AaueLö Rpo~ Iwaß, xaL ELRev 
RPO~ TOV ayyEAOV Iva TL Rpoa~yayET€ RPO~ TDV ROALV 
TOU IlOAeµnaaL; oux nöeLT€ OTL RADYDOE06€ aRO TOU 
T€LXOU~j TL~ €RaTatev TOV AßELµEAEX ULOV Iepoßoaµ; 
OUXL yuvn eppL$€V ett' auTOV MAaaµa µUAOU aRO TOU 
TELXOU~ xaL aRe6avev €V eaµaaL; LVa TL RpoanyayET€ 
RPO~ TO TELXO~; 
LXXAnt: xaL RapeyeVETO O ayyEAO~ Iwaß RPO~ TOV ßaOLAEa EL~ 
IepouaaAnµ, xaL aRDYYELAEV TW AaULÖ IlQVTa Ta pnµaTa 
TOU ROAEµou, XaL e6uµw6n opy~ AauLÖ ERL Iwaß, xaL 
ELREV RPO~ TOV ayyEAOV Iva TL RpoanA6ETE RPO~ TDV 
ROALV TOU IlOAEµ~aaLj oux DÖELTE OTL IlADrnaeaee aRO 
TOU TELXOU~; TL~ ERaTatev TOV AßLµEAEX ULOV Iepo-
ßoaAj OUXL yuvn EPPL$EV ER' aUTOV XAaaµa µUAOU aRO 
TOU TELXOU~, xaL aRe6avev EV SaµeaaeL; LVa TL Rpoa-
nyayETE RPO~ TO TELXO~j 
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A large plus at 2 Sam 11:22, which describes Joab's 
report to David that Uriah had been eliminated during a battle 
with the Ammonites, has led most commentators to correct the 
text in varying degrees according to the Greek text. 97 Joab's 
prediction to the messenger, in vv.20f., that David will get 
angry at the news of the loss of some of his soldiers and will 
evoke the case of Abimelech's death at the wall, is fulfilled 
by the plus in LXX v.22 although completely absent from MT. 
Thenius noted that the ,~ in v.23 with which the messenger 
begins his report indicates that something is missing from the 
text. He suggested that the text of v.22 originally read as 
LXX8 , but that the sentence nn,nn-7N ... ,n,, fell out because 
of the great similarity between its final word and nnn7n 
(from the phrase RavTa Ta pnµaTa Tou ROAEµou) which originally 
preceded it. Then for some unknown reason ("aus unbekannter 
Veranlassung"), the phrase nnn7nn ,,~,-7~-nN itself was 
97 Keil, Erdmann, Hummelauer, Barthelemy, RSV, NAB (with a 
note to say that the Greek text is, in fact older), TOB, 
EÜ, HOTTP, BHS read with MT but all others suggest at 
least some correction in the text. 
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overlooked and disappeared from the text, to produce the 
present corrupt MT. 98 When Böttcher criticized his explana-
tion, Thenius refined it in his second edition, saying that 
the entire section nninn-?H ... ,n,i :nnn?nn ,,), ?~-nH is 
indeed tobe restored to v.22 according to LXX, but that v.21 
up to nninn-?H is tobe omitted, a scribe's eye having 
wandered down to v.22 and erroneously put these words in v.21 
after the nninn ?Yn which was too similar. The scribe then, 
realizing his error, simply continued on in v.21 with ninHi 
and then purposely left David's speech in v.22 out. 99 
Böttcher's own explanation was that the LXX form of 
v.22 was the original one but that everything between e6uµwe~ 
and npo~ .o •ELXO~ was lost through homeoteleuton. This 
sentence was then later re-introduced into the text but in 
the wrong place, in v.20f. The words of LXX v.22, ,,),-?~ nH 
nnn?nn "must have stood after )Hi, in?w in MT a long time, 
but then later were taken out since it seemed unnecessary in 
the light of v.19." Then a later reader included the now 
erroneous vv.20f. in the Greek translation. 100 Thus, ac-
cording to Böttcher and Thenius2 , in the original text of 
2 Sam 11:19ff, the reference to Abimelech's death under the 
wall was evoked not by Joab in his instructions to the mes-
senger, but by David upon hearing the report of the battle. 101 
Wellhausen, while noting Thenius' ingenious explana-
tion for the missing text in MT, is content to say simply that 
MT purposely shortened the text since it was felt that 
)Hi, in?~ ,~H-?~ nH ,,,? ,l,i was sufficient. 102 
98 
99 
Thenius 1 , p. 176. The ,~ in v.23 does not necessarily 
imply a reponse to a question by David, but may be taken 
as a subordinating conjunction introducing the direct 
object after a verbum dicendi (cf. Joüon 157c; Gesenius-
Kautzsch 157b). 
2 Thenius , p. 195. 
100 Böttcher, p. 168. 
101 This is, in fact, Josephus' order ofthe account (Ant. 
VII, 141f.), and has been followed by Budde and Hertzberg. 
102 Wellhausen, p. 182, followed by Smith, LÖhr, Peters and 
Nowack. 
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Many commentators have restored the text according 
to LXX8 , so that the story of Abimelech occurs in vv.20b-21 
andin v.22. 103 Klostermann is the only one to suggest 
reading the entire text according to Ant, which contains not 
only the plus of cod B, but also anticipates, in v.21, the 
messenger's description of the battle as found in MT and LXXB 
v.24, as well as including the mention that eighteen men were 
killed. 104 Dhorme includes the eighteen men in v.24 (found 
only in Ant), but neglects to mention the long Ant plus at 
v.21. 105 
In order to unravel the difficulties here it is 
necessary first of all to examine the various forms of the 
Greek text. 2 Sam 11 occurs in the section designated as 
ßy' and therefore, cod B here contains the kaige recension 106 
while the text of Ant that of OG, even though most commen-
tator have corrected the text according to cod B. 
In v.19 for non~on ,,~,-~~ nM cod B reads Rav,a~ 
,ou~ A0Y0U~ .ou R0AEµou, and Ant nav,a ,a PDµa,a ,ou R0AEµou. 
Further on, in the plus in v.22, both Band Ant agree on 
RQV,a .a PDµa,a ,ou ROA€µou. 
In v.20 for ,,, cod B has ,0~€UO0UOLV and Ant 
RADYD0€09€ while in the plus at v.22 both agree on RADYDOE09€. 
Later on, in v.24, for lM1'l, cod B has e,o~euoav, and Ant 
xa,eßapuv9D (as well as in its plus in v.21). From Thenius 
on, most commentators correct v.20 ,,, to l~n, but, while 
the presence of RADYD0E09€ in Ant andin the plus of cod B 
at v.22 confirms that it was the original Greek reading, 
there is nothing to indicate that it was the more authentic 
Hebrew, nor does it yield a superior meaning. 
103 Thus Driver, Schulz, Kittel, BJ, Osty, Dhorme (1956), 
NEB. 
104 Klostermann, p. 177. 
105 Dhorme (1910), pp. 356ff. 
106 Barthelemy, Les Devanciers d'Aquila. 
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For ~yn, v.20, cod B has aRavw8ev and Ant aRo. In 
v.21, for MT ~yn, cod B has ERavw8ev while Ant again has aRo. 
In the plus in v.22, cod Band Ant agree on aRo, andin v.24, 
for ~yn, cod B once again has ERavw8ev for Ant aRo. Barthe-
lemy has shown that ano or ERavw for the compound preposition 
~yn is standard for 0G, while aRavw8ev/eRavw8ev is a charac-
teristic of the kaige recension, aRo occurring in kaige only 
where there was no Hebrew base to correct to. 107 
In v.21, MT n~~,1 becomes Iepoßoaµ in Band Iepo-
ßoaA in Ant. 108 Cod B, against both MT and Ant, then adds 
UL0U Nnp. 
At this point in v.21, after EPEL~, and therefore 
forming part of the message that is supposed tobe delivered 
to David, Ant adds o,L xa,expa,ouv 0L avöpE~ e~• nµa~, xaL 
e~nA8ov e~• nµa~ EL~ ,o REÖLov, xaL ouvnAaoaµev au,ou~ ew~ ,n~ 
RUAn~ -n~ R0AEW~, xaL xa,eßapuven ,a ßEAn ERL ,ou~ Ö0UA0U~ 
oou aRo ,ELX0U~, XQL ERE8avov aR0 ,wv ÖOUAWV ,ou ßa0LAEW~ 
woEL avöpe~ öexa ox,w, which anticipates the Ant form of 
the messenger's account of the battle as told in v.24. That 
this was not incorporated into the kaige recension is a good 
sign that it indicates even later recensional activity. It 
could have been omitted by kaige on the grounds that it was 
not found in MT, but the presence of the plus in v.22 shows 
that kaige was willing to preserve the langer Greek text 
even where it found no Hebrew base. 
Still in v.21, xaL ye for Dl (and for 01, in v.24) is 
the sign of the recension by that name in cod B, whereas 
Ant has xaL in both places. Finally in v.21, cod B aRE8avev 
versus Ant ,e8vnxev for nn appears again for the same verb 
in v.24. 
In v.22, aside from the large plus in all Greek 
texts which describes David's anger, MT, cod Band Ant each 
contain a different reading: 
107 Barthelemy, Les Devanciers, pp. 55ff. 
108 Thus Lagande. Only ms o has IepoßoaA here, while b has 
Iepoßoaµ, c 2 IepoßaaA and e 2 IepoßaA. In the plus of 
v.22 mss b o have IepoßoaA, and b' c e IepoßaaA for 
cod B Iepoßoaµ. 0Lv here reads Iero6oa~, the only in-
stance in this verse where 0LV agree with B against Ant. 
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MT: •.. ,l,, N)'l 1N;nn ,;,, 
LXX8 : xaL EnopEu6n O ayyEAO~ Iwaß npo~ .ov ßaOLAEa 
EL~ IEpOUOaAnµ xaL napayEVE,o, xaL annr'YELAEV ••. 
LXXAnt: xaL napEyEVE,O O ayyEAO~ Iwaß upo~ .ov ßaOLAEa 
EL~ IEpouOaAnµ xaL annyyELAEV .•. 
Schulz recommended the restoration of ,;nn-;N )Nl' 1N;n ,;,, 
·••N)'l o;w,,,, blaming the absence in MT on parablepsis 
between )Nl' and N)'l with the compensating addition of the 
article with 7N;n after the rest of the sentence had fallen 
out. 109 This is not possible, however, if Ant is seen to 
represent OG since that text does not contain napEyEvE,o in 
the place which corresponds to MT N)'l• Klostermann, Budde 
and Nowack, even though they follow LXX in the main for these 
verses, explicitly reject the originality of this longer form 
of v.22a as being a LXX expansion. 110 Since these extra 
words in Greek could not have fallen out through a simple 
textual accident, we may accept MT as the more original form, 
and see in the plus LXX's own expansionist activity. This, 
of course, also increases the likelihood that the rest of the 
plus in v.22 is an expansion as well. 
In v.24, 1)Y appears three times in MT. In cod B 
the first two are translated naL~ while the third is ÖOUAO~. 
Ant has öouAo~ for all three. 111 
109 Schulz II, p. 121. Cf. also, Thenius, Peters, Dhorme and 
Smith. 
110 Klostermann called it a "blosse Verbreitung in exeget-
ischer Absicht" (p. 177); Budde, "ÜberflÜssig" (KHAT, 
p. 258), and Nowack, "eine erklirende Weiterung" (p. 193). 
111 The evidence for modification of öouAo~ ,o uaL~ in the 
~ recension is present but sporadic, as the following 
f'Igi:ires show: naL~ in B = ÖOUAO~ in b o c e : a) 0/22; 
ßß) 3/16[ 2Sam 10:2.3.4]; ßr) 7/28 [2 Sam211~24.24; 14: 
30.30.31; 15:14; 19:19]; n) 0/17; rö) 3/19 [2 Kgs 5:26. 
26; 10:5]. On the other hand, again for MT ,)y, öouAo~ 
in B = naL~ in b o c2 e?: a) 0/36; ßß) 0/26; ßr) 9/44 [2 Sam 11:9.11; 12:18, 18:29; 19:5.7.14.26; 21:22]; rr) 
0/44; yö) 3/42 [2Kgs 14:5; 21:8.10.l. These figures 
show that the variation is hardly systematic, but when 
it does occur, it occurs in the sections ßr and yö only 
(with the exception of three instances in 2 Sam 10, which 
may have come under kaige influence; cf. James D. Shenkel, 
"A Comparative Study""""oT'"tbe Synoptic Parallels in I 
Paraleipomena and I-II Reigns," HTR 62 (169), pp. 63-85). 
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The result of these observations is that, where 
there is a Hebrew base in MT, cod Bis closer to it than to 
Ant. Where no Hebrew text is present, cod B follows Ant, 
with the exception of Ant's plus at v.21. We may conclude, 
therefore, "that Ant gives us the more original Greek text, 
except for its plus in v.21. Whether the Greek text repre-
sents a Vorlage that was different from MT, or whether the 
text was modified by OG itself is difficult to decide for 
these verses. 
Considering the totality of the plus in v.22, LXX 
seems to have expanded its text in order to bring about the 
angry reaction on David's part which Joab predicted. It 
is hardly likely that Joab could have predicted that David, 
in his anger, would allude to Abimelech's death and that 
thus the speech would be repeated. Those who suggest a dis-
placement of the verses (cf. Thenius and Böttcher), and Place 
the speech in David's mouth alone, have a point as far as the 
logic of the narrative is concerned, but in the overall nar-
rative this would seem tobe excluded by the fact that David 
does not know that the battle took place under the wall until 
v.24. Joab had predicted that the account of the battle 
would cause David to get angry, but that the news of Uriah's 
death would appease him. The messenger was intelligent 
enough to know how to avoid David's anger by getting right 
down to the information that he wanted, that Uriah had been 
killed. 112 LXX, unsatisfied that Joab's prediction of David's 
anger did not come to pass, and not having understood the 
cleverness of the messenger, added the plus to v.22 so that 
Joab's words were fulfilled. Once again, therefore, LXX 
witnesses to a text into which an insertion has been made, 
whose form indicates that it could not have fallen out of 
proto-MT through a textual accident, in order to provide 
what it felt necessary for the smooth flowing of the narrative. 
112 Cf. Keil, who noted, "The messenger informed David of 
everything, as Joab had instructed him, but cutting it 
short in such a way that he also mentioned Uriah's death" 
(p. 280). On the messenger•s cleverness in doing so, 
cf. Barthelemy, CTAT. 
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2 Sam 14:27 
MT~ nn,n N'n ,nn nnvi, nnM n~, D')) nWl?W Dl?W)M? ,,~,,, 
nMin n!P nviN 
XClL €,€x8noav ,w Aß€00ClAWµ ,p€L~ ULOL XClL auya,np µLa, 
xaL ovoµa au,n enµap· au,n nv yuvn xaAn o~oöpa, xaL 
YLV€TClL yuvn .w Poßoaµ ULW raAwµwv XClL TLXT€L au,w 
,ov AßLa8ap. 
LXXAnt: XClL €T€X8noav .w Aß€0ClAWµ •P€L~ ULOL XClL 8uya,np µLa, 
xaL ,o ovoµa au,n~ Maaxa. xaL au,n n yuvn xaAn o~oöpa, 
XUL YLV€TClL yuvn .w Poßoaµ ULW roAoµwv,o~, XClL ,LXT€L 
au,w ,ov AßLa. 
OLv: ..• nomen erat ei Moacha et haec puella erat bona 
specie valde; et fuit mulier in matrimonium Roboam 
filio Salamonis, et peperit ei Abiam. 
4QSam0 : [n)l o,n nvil?YJ Dl?YJ)tö l17l'll 
[n,1Nr.i nMin n!l, nvi1<] nn,n nM,n1 ,r.in nnvi[1] nn[M] 
In spite of 2 Sam 18:18, whe~e it is reported that 
Absalom had no son, our-text here attributes three unnamed 
sons 11 3 and a daughter to him. In MT, cod B, 114 Vg, Tg and 
Syr, the daughter's name is Thamar while in Ant and OLv she 
is called Maacha. Further, the entire Greek text tradition 
and OL give the additional information that she became the 
wife of Rehoboam, son of Solomon, and bore him a son, Abiathar 
in codd B a2 and Abia in the rest of the mss and OL. 
11 115 Thenius called the plus a "very old Hebrew gloss, 
and Klostermann maintained that it was probably original in 
the text, as was the name Maacha, but was removed when the 
name was changed to Thamar. 116 All other commentators con-
sider the plus an addition to the text. 
113 Thenius2 (p. 214) suggested that the fact that they are 
unnamed may indicate that they died very young, which 
would explain 2 Sam 18:18. 
114 Along with mss Ac de f m p q s t w x a 2 and Brooke-
McLean's OLh (Vienna fragments of OL according to the 
edition of M. Haupt (Vienna, 1877]). 
115 Thenius2 , p. 215. 
116 Klostermann, p. 195. 
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In 1 Kgs 15:2 we read that Abijam's mother was 
Maacha, the daughter of Absalom. At 2 Chr 11:20, Rehoboam 
took Maacha, daughter of Absalom, as his wife whose firstborn 
son was Abijah, although 2 Chr 13:2, the parallel to 1 Kgs 
15:2, relates that Abijah's mother, Micaiah, was the daughter 
of Uriel of Gibeah. Further, 2 Sam 3:3 tells us that Absalom's 
mother was Maacha, daughter of Talmai. This gives the fol-
lowing genealogy: 
David f Maacha (2 Sam 3:3) 
Absalom T ? 
(Thamar) Maacha j Rehoboam 
Abijah/m = Maacha (1 Kgs 15:2) 
Thus we have three Maacha's spread out over four 
generations. Pre-MT may have mistakenly put Thamar in 14:27, 
confusing the girl's name with that of Absalom's sister. OG, 
or its Vorlage, corrected the text on the basis of 1 Kgs 15:2 
and then added the plus, again based on 15:2. in order to 
confirm the modification and clear up the confusion. Thamar 
is thus probably the earliest, if erroneous, reading in 
proto-MT, for if Maacha had been in the text originally, it 
is not likely that it would have been modified to Thamar in 
the face of so many texts which give the contrary. The kaige 
recension, faced with the contradictory readings, must have 
deliberately changed its Greek text in order to read Thamar 
in conformity with MT, but further confused her identity by 
preserving the now contradictory LXX plus. 
The text of 4QSam0 , according to Ulrich's recon-
struction, follows MT's shorter text, along with the name of 
Absalom's daughter as Thamar. 117 
Josephus relates that "Thamara", daughter of Ab-
salom, married Rohoboam, 118 and later, that Jeroboam took 
117 Cf. Ulrich, "4QSam0 : A Fragmentary Manuscript ... ", p. 170. 
Ulrich makes no mention anywhere in this article of the 
agreement between MT and 4QSam0 on this shorter reading 
against the LXX plus. 
118 Ant. VII, 244. 
"Machane" as his second wife, "whose mother was Absalom's 
daughter Thamara. 11 9 
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On the basis of the contradictory evidence, in 
which MT, 4QSamc, LXX8 , and Josephus read Thamar, while Ant 
(OG), OLv, and the tradition in both Kgs and Chr read Maacha, 
it is probably not possible to determine what the daughter's 
name actually was. What seems clear, however, is that at 
2 Sam 14:27 LXX or its Vorlage has modified the name of 
Absalom•s daughter and added the information from 1 Kgs 15:2, 
most likely in order to make the text of Sam agree with that 
of Kgs and thus harmonize the narrative. 
2 Sam 19:11b.12b 
MT: 0,1,nN ,,nn nn, 12aßb ... ,,nn-nN ~,wn, o,w,nn onN nn, nnyi11 b 
,n,J-?N ,,nn-,N MJ ,Miw,-,~ iJ,, ,n,J-7M ,,nn-nM J,wn, 
Lxx8 : 11 bxaL vuv, LVa TL UµEL~ XW~EUETE TOU ERLOTPE$aL RpO~ 
TOV ßaOLAEai xaL TO pnµa RaVTO~ IapanA nA0EV RPO~ TOV 
ßaOLAEa •.. 1~aßbrva TL YLVE00E EOXQTOL ,ou ERLO,pE$aL 
RPO~ ,ov ßaOLAEa EL~ TOV OLXOV auTou; xaL AOYO~ navTO~ 
IopanA nA0EV npo~ ,ov ßaOLAEa. 
LxxAnt: 11 bxaL vuv LVa TL OLWRa,E uµEL~ ERLOTpE$aL (Rpo~ 120 ) 
TOV ßaOLAE~~ X~L TO pnµa navTO~ IapanA nA0EV RPO~ TOV 
ßaOLAEa ... ,~aßbrva TL yLVE00E EL~ EOXQTOU~ TOU ERL-
OTPE$aL ,6v ßaOLAEQ EL~ TOV OLXOV au,ou; 
13bxaL AOYO~ RaVTO~ IapanA nA0Ev RPO~ ,ov ßaOLAEU. 
In these verses which describe the Israelites' 
decision to return to David's authority and David's invita-
tion to the Judaeans to do the same, an entire sentence is 
located differently in MT and LXX. The first part of MT 12b, 
"And the word of all Israel came to the king," appears twice 
in LXX: at the end of vv.11 and 12 in cod B, 121 and at the 
end of vv.11 and 13 in Ant. The end of MT v.12, "to his 
hause", is missing from LXX here and is found in both Band 
Antat the end of v.13 (where it is absent from MT). 
119 Ant. VII, 249. 
120 npo~ was omitted by Lagarde and is absent from ms o, but 
present in mss b c 2 e2 as well as in BA g z a2 . 
121 I have followed the Hebrew text•s numbering system for 
LXX as well throughout the discussion of this verse in 
order to avoid confusion. 
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Most commentators follow LXX here and place ~he dis-
located sentence after v.11, 122 which Wellhausen identified 
as the original Greek location by the use of p~µa where cod B 
in v.12, and Ant in v.12, have Aoyo~. 123 In such a position, 
the sentence introduces v.12, as it relates that the deliber-
ations of the Israelites were made known to David, which then 
inspires him to invite the Judaeans not tobe the last to 
accept him as king. 
Keil objected to transferring the half-verse on the 
grounds that in such a position, v.12 should begin with 
,,, 17Dn n7w,,. 124 At the end of v.12, as MT reads, the 
clause forms part of David's argumentation tobe presented 
to the Judaeans: Why are you, Judaeans, the last to bring 
back the king? The Israelites have made known to the king 
their desire to return under his authority. 125 
That this text was problematic early on is shown 
by the versions, for, while Vg and Tg follow MT, OLs reads 
with LXX for v.11: Et consilium totius Israel venit ad regem, 
and at the end of v.12 reads ... pervenerunt ad regem, ut 
reducerent ~ in domum ~• quia dixerat rex: Haec dicitis 
ad populum, which provides a transition to v.13. 
Syr, on the other hand, adds at the end of v.11, in 
the mouths of the Israelites, "Come, let us bring him (the 
king) back to his house" (tw nhpkywhw lbytw~ followed by "and 
the word of all the Israelites went in to the king. And the 
king said to them, 'You are my brothers and my flesh and bone 
etc.,'" Thus Syr has either suffered a haplography, which 
eliminated "And King David sent to Zadok and Abiathar the 
priests, 'Say to the elders of Israel: Why should you be the 
122 Houbigant, Thenius, Böttcher, Wellhausen, Klostermann, 
Nowack, Budde, Driver, Smith, Dhorme, Peters, Kittel, 
Hertzberg, NEB, NAB, BJ, Osty, EÜ, Barthelemy (Les 
Devanciers, p. 122 ). --
123 Wellhausen, p. 204. 
124 Keil, followed by Ehrlich and Schulz. 
last to bring the king back to his house?"', 126 or else 
the material was deliberately suppressed because of its 
repetitiveness. 
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Ulrich has shown that the displaced clause was 
present in 4QSama in the same position as in LXX, at the end 
of v.11. 127 Since the argument is based on space considera-
tions within a fragment and the text is not attested to di-
rectly, it is impossible to know if the final words of MT, 
,n,J-;~, were present in 4Q or not, although the spacing 
seems to indicate that they were not. 
When Thenius first suggested reading with LXX on 
the position of MT v.12b, he originally proposed the cod B 
form, i.e., reading the clause both at the end of v.11 and 
of v.12. 128 He abandoned this, however, and it seems clear 
that a choice must be made. As it stands in LXX, it serves 
to form the transition between the Israelites' deliberations 
and David's message to the Judaeans. 129 If, on the other 
hand, it forms apart of David's message to the Judaeans, as 
in MT, it provides a way of forcing their hand in re-accepting 
him as a king. If its original position was at the end of 
v.11, it does not seem possible that it would have been 
deliberately relocated to v.12, whereas it is not impossible 
that LXX could have misunderstood the flow of narrative and 
changed its pcsition since, if it occurs at the end of v.12 
it is certainly the lectio difficilior. Here, however, if 
125 Thus Keil, Erdmann, LÖhr, Ehrlich, Schulz, RSV, TOB, 
BHS, HOTTP. 
126 Restored in one Syr ms, Codex Leningradensis Bibl. Publ. 
NS n. 2 (5th cent.), along with "and the word of all 
Israel came to the king", as in MT (cf. The Old 
Testament in Syriac II,2, ad loc.). 
127 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 89. 
128 Thenius 1 , p. 217. 
129 Although rejected by Barthdlemy as "prosaic" in 
CTAT. 
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its original place was in v.11, the possibility that it was 
accidentally dislocated must not be excluded since the word 
17nn occurs no less than five times in vv.11-13, and is fol-
lowed by ,n,J-7N in vv.12 and 13. The occurrence of ,n,J-7N 
at the end of MT v.12 seems tobe the sign that a corruption 
has taken place in its text. The original Hebrew text, 
following LXX Ant for vv.11f. would have read: 
-7M MJ 7Miw,-7~ iJ11 .17nn-nM J,wn7 .. } 1 
17nn-nM J,wn7 ... n7w ,,, 17nn, 12 .17nn 
... DnM ,nM13 .,n,J-7M 
A scribe's eye wandering from 17nn nM to the 17nn, which 
begins v.12 would have eliminated everything in between. When 
its absence was missed, it was inserted after the 17nn-Mn of 
v.12 instead of that of v.11, which would account for the 
,n,J-7M at the end of the present MT v.12 which makes no sense 
in the context. ,n,J-7N was then added again after 17nn-nM 
in its rightful place, without, however, removing it from its 
erroneous position after 17nn-7M in MT v.12. That even cod B, 
here the kaige text which has been corrected according to MT, 
does not include the phrase either at the end of v.11, where 
it follows LXX, or at the end of v.12 where it follows MT 
otherwise, shows either that it recognized the alien nature 
of the words at the end of v.12, or that the phrase crept 
into MT at a later date. The fact the Tg here follows MT 
literally, including the erroneous ,n,J-7M, may be a sign 
that it was on kaige's own initiative that it omitted the 
misplaced phrase. Later on, at the end of v.13, MT reads 
simply 17nn-nN J'Wn7 while LXX adds €L~ ,ov OLXOV au,ou. 
Here, however, it is not possible to decide if MT is again 
at fault or if LXX has harmonized its reading. 
If we take LXX tobe the original position of the 
notice that the word of Israel come to the king, this reduces 
the content of David's message to the Judaeans, but the con-
text of the narrative seems to require that David somehow be 
apprised of what the Israelite tribes had been discussing. 
In its LXX position, the phrase 7Miw,-7~ 1J11 is a clear 
reference to their decision to bring back the king. If it 
forms part of David's message to the Judaeans, as MT would 
have it, it seems far too vague for them to know what the 
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content of this 1)1 might be. 
We may see in these verses, therefore, an accidental 
dislocation of an entire clause in MT whose original position 
was maintained in LXX. The kaige recension both maintained 
the LXX form as it found it and added the clause at the end 
of v.12 as well. That these verses have been a source of 
confusion is futher shown by the variants in OL and Syr, as 
well as by the fact that Ant repeats the misplaced clause 
again at the end of v.13. In this case, however, we read with 
the texts shared by LXX and 4QSama. 
2 Sam 24:15 
MT: ovn-1n nn,, 1v1n nv-,v1 1p)nn ,M1w,) 1)1 n,n, ,n,, 
W'M q;M O'Y)W V)W 1M)-,yl 11n 
LXX8 : xat etEAEta.o eau.w 6auetö .ov eava.ov· xaL nµepaL 
0EpLoµou nupwv, xaL eöwxev KupLo~ ev IopanA eava.ov 
ano npwL0Ev Ew~ wpa~ apLo.ou· xaL npta.o n 0pauot~ 
Ev .w Aaw, xaL aneeavev ex .ou Aaou ano 6av xaL ew~ 
Bnpoaßee, eßöoµnxov.a XLALaÖE~ avöpwv. 
1 Chr 21:14 
MT: W'M q;M O'Y)W ,M1w,n ,ip l ,M1W') 1)1 nliP ,n, l 
LXX8 : xaL EÖWXEV Kupto~ eava.ov EV Iopa~A, xaL EnEOOV Et 
IopanA eßöoµnxov.a XLA~aöe~ avöpwv. 
In these pluses in LXX for 24:15, where there is 
essentially no difference between cod Band Ant, David is 
said to choose the plague from among the possibilities offered 
him by the Lord, the season is specified as the time of the 
wheat harvest, and explicit mention is made that the plague 
began among the people. The majority of commentators has 
either inserted the LXX pluses as part of the original text, 130 
or else replaced MT, which would have come from the parallel 
in 1 Chr 21:14, with LXx. 131 Most have follawed Wellhausen's 
130 Thenius, Graetz, Budde, Kittel, BJ, Osty (who eliminates 
"and the plague began among the people", but otherwise 
follows LXX). 
131 Wellhausen, Klostermann, Smith, Driver, Peters, Nowack, 
Dhorme (1910; in 1956 he retained "and David chose the 
plague", but otherwise followed MT), NAB. 
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lead in rejecting MT as a colorless insertion from 1 Chr in 
favor of LXX's more specific and dramatic account. Those 
who read with MT, on the other hand, point out that David's 
choice is sufficiently clear in MT without the need to 
specify, as does LXX; that no reason is given how MT could 
have come about if LXX were original here; and that the men-
tion of the harvest time was an insertion in order to prepare 
the way for the episode of Araunah and the threshing floor in 
24:16ff. 132 Barthelemy, in rejecting the plus, stresses the 
fact that 4QSama for 24:20 133 along with 1 Chr 21:20 mention 
that Araunah was threshing wheat when David came to him. 
That the reference to the harvested wheat should appear in 
different places in LXX Sam, 4QSama and 1 Chr shows the se-
condary character of the reading as an insertion. 134 
The suggested retroversions for xaL E~EAE~a.o Eau,w 
ßaUELÖ ,ov eava,ov, and xaL ~p~a.o ~ 6pouaL~ Ev ,w Aaw have 
provided no problem: i)in-Hn ,,, 17 in),,, and cy) nnlnn 7nn, 
respectively. KaL ~µEpaL 6EpLaµou nupwv, however, is pro-
blematic. Thenius suggested, for xaL ~µEpaL, ,n,,, 135 which 
was later modified to ,n, c,n,n, by Driver. 136 The phrase 
xaL ~µEpaL 6EpLaµou nupwv by itself, however, cannot express 
a time within which something took place, nor has any attempt 
been made to ameliorate it in any Greek ms beyond the addition 
of the article aL. 137 Klostermann alone suggested ,n,)l, 138 
but was followed by no one. Nowhere else in Hebrew does ,n, 
or ,n,, occur without preposition to indicate the time at 
which something took place. At Gen 30:14 and Judg 15:1 we 
132 Keil, Erdmann, LÖhr, Hummelauer, Ehrlich, Schulz, Rehm, 
Hertzberg, RSV, NEB, TOB, BHS, HOTTP. 
133 Cf. Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 158. 
134 Barthelemy, CTAT. 
135 Thenius2 , p. 290. 
136 Driver 1 (1890), p. 287. 
137 Added by Made f g h i j 1 m n p q s t w y z b2 . 
138 Klostermann, p. 258. 
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read o,un ,,yp ,n,), and 2 Sam 21:9 O'JWM1) ,,yp ,n,). The 
phrase ,,yp ,n, ,~ at Josh 3:15 seems disqualified as an ex-
ample because of its use with ,~. Turning to Driver's sug-
gestion, we find O')JY ,,,~) ,n, o,n,nl at Num 13:20, where 
LXX has translated as xaL aL nµEpaL nµEpaL Eapo~ npooöpoµoL 
o.a~uAn~, whose time indication is perfectly clear in both 
Hebrew and Greek. There is, however, no evidence of a second 
nµEpaL in 2 Sam 24:15 to justify o,n,n. OLv here has trans-
lated according to the sense: Et erat tempus messium frumenti, 
but this does not presume a different Greek text than that 
of LXX. If the plus were a Greek addition, we should presume 
that it would have been grammatically correct, and thus, it 
appears that this plus goes back to a Hebrew Vorlage which 
was problematic in itself but from which LXX slavishly 
translated. 
As to the more original reading for this verse, we 
must either accept MT's shorter text, the longer, combined 
form as found in LXX, or, following Wellhausen, the OG form. 
Wellhausen based his suggestion that MT is a later 
text on the observation that ,y1n ny-,y1 ip)nn anticipates 
the later developments in the narrative, and thus, xaL 
EöwxEv .•. wpa~ apLo,ou had been added to the original LXX 
which read xaL E~EAE~a.o ... Ev ,w Aaw, and which was based 
on a Hebrew Vorlage. The fact that ,y1n ny-1y1 ip)nn is 
absent from Chr was a further indication for him that it was 
not original. 139 
Wellhausen's observation is valid up to the point 
that we are dealing with two different, and originally sep-
rate, texts here. The phrase in LXX, "And the plague began 
among the people," following as it does upon MT's "And the 
Lord sent a plague in Israel from the morning to the appointed 
time," appears tobe superfluous. If we put the LXX pluses 
side by side, however, they forma perfectly coherent se-
quence, albeit parallel to and not compatible with that of MT. 
An indication of which of these is more original is found, 
however, in different points of view expressed. MT reads "And 
the Lord sent a plague ... ", while LXX tells us, "And David 
139 Wellhausen, pp. 219ff. 
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chose the plague " David's cry in v.14, "Let us fall 
into the hands of the Lord, for his mercy is great," appears, 
on first sight, to exclude only the second of the three 
choices, that of pursuit by David's enemies. More profoundly, 
however, David's response may be seen as a refusal to choose 
any one of the proposed punishments, and shows his desire to 
throw himself on God's mercy. 140 In MT v.15, the Lord him-
self takes the initiative in sending the plague, whereas in 
LXX it is David's own choice. It is less likely that, if 
LXX's form were the more original, it would have been changed 
later to give the initiative to the Lord. MT's form seems to 
respect David's desire in v.14 to leave the choice up to him. 
It appears, therefore, that we have two separate traditions 
dealing with the coming of the plague upon the people, and 
MT's tradition both respects the context more closely and 
constitutes a sign of being the earlier of the two in giving 
the initiative to the Lord rather than to David himself. 
The translation of ,,,~ ny-,y, in LXX by ew~ wpa~ 
apLOTou indicates that the Vorlage of LXX already knew of a 
Hebrew text at least similar to that of MT. The word apLOTov 
in LXX is a translation of cn~ in 1 Kgs 5:2, but where it 
appears elsewhere it has no Hebrew base (Tob 2:1.4; Bel and 
the Dragon 34:37; Susanna 13). The verb apLOTav translates 
cn~ ,~~M, at Gen 43:25, appears without a Hebrew base at 1 Sam 
14:24 and Tob 2:1 [S], and translates n,yo, at 1 Kgs 13:7. 
This last occurrence shows that LXX apparently read ,yo for 
,,,~. either accidentally or deliberately, at 2 Sam 24:15. 141 
140 Cf. Hertzberg (p. 413), "As the text now stands, it is 
the Lord who determines the duration of the punishment, 
just as it was he who appointed its character." 
141 Cf. also, the treatise Yoma 75b in the Babylonian Talmud, 
where n,,yo is used to indicate the meal given by Moses 
at Ex 16:8, as well as at Num 11:33, when, while the 
Israelites were eating, the Lord smote them with a 
plague. The text of Syr for 2 Sam 24:15 seems to have 
been influenced by LXX as it translates, "from the 
morning to the sixth hour." 
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Wellhausen objected to MT here since it took away the tension 
in anticipating later developments, but, as the text stands 
in LXX, which specifies that the plague lasted "until dinner-
time", this more specific indication of its duration, based 
on an apparent misreading of the text, only serves to destroy 
this tension even more. MT's "until the appointed time", on 
the other hand, simply sets the stage for the sequence of 
events in which David sacrifices to the Lord to avert the 
plague, in 24:25, without specifying ahead of time when its 
cessation will come about. 
In 2 Sam 24:15, therefore, MT's shorter text is to 
be preferred as the more original, while the text of LXX in-
dicates that its Vorlage joined another tradition concerning 
the sending of the plague to the text witnessed to in MT. 
2 Sam 24:25a 
MT: 
LXX8 : xaL wxoöoµnoev EXEL 6auELÖ euoLaotnpLov KupLw, xaL 
avnverxev oAoxautwaEL~ xaL ELpnvLxa~· xaL npooe8nxev 
EaAwµwv ERL to euoLaotnpLov En' EOXatw, otL µLxpov 
nv Ev 1tpwtoL~. 
LXXAnt: XQL wxoöoµnoev €X€L 6aULÖ 8uOLaatnPLOV ,w KupLW, XQL 
avnverXeV 0AOXQUtW0€L~ XQL €LPnVLXa~. XQL 1tpoae8nxev 
EOAOµwv €1tL ,o 8UOLao,npLOV €1t 0 eoxa,w, O,L µLxpov 
nv Ev 1tpw,0L~. 
1 Chr 21:26 
MT: 
LXX8 : XQL wxoöoµnoev 6aU€LÖ €X€L 8UOLao,npLOV Kuptw, XQL 
avnverxev oAoxautwµa,a xaL awtnptou. 
The Greek text contains a plus here, found in OLv 
as well, 142 which tells us that Solomon enlarged David's 
altar built on the threshing floor of Araunah because it was 
too small. In the verbatim parallel to MT found in 1 Chr 21: 
26, there is no mention of Solomon, either in MT or in LXX. At 
142 OLv: Et imposuit Salomonern super sacrarium in novissimum, 
quoniam pUsTIIus erat in prI'iii'Is:'" 
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2 Chr 3:1, where Solomon begins to build his temple, we are 
told that it was "on Mt. Moriah, where the Lord had ap-
peared to David, his father, at the place that David had 
appointed, on the threshing floor of Ornan, the Jebusite," 
although in its parallel at 1 Kgs 6:1 there is no mention of 
the threshing floor nor of David's altar there. Opinion is 
uniform that at 2 Sam 24:25 we have a later addition to the 
text, 143 although the majority of commentators do not even 
mention the plus here. 144 Peters maintained that the plus 
goes back to a Hebrew text which LXX found in its Vorlage, 
even if it is clearly an addition, 145 while Rehm claimed 
that this plus is of the same nature as those of 2 Sam 8:7 f, 
and shows the same solicitude over things concerning the 
temple which is manifested by the Chronicler. 146 
Since 1 Kgs makes no reference whatsoever to the 
threshing floor of Araunah in its account of the building of 
the temple in chapters 5-8, and since 2 Chr 3:1 does include 
this information, we may see in the plus of 2 Sam 24:25 an 
addition, not directly quoting, but inspired by the Chron-
icler's account of the temple construction. It appears 
highly likely that, because of the construction of the clause 
o,L µLxpov ~v EV npw,oL~, this plus goes back to a Hebrew 
text which was found in LXX's Vorlage, but it is clearly an 
addition whose purpose was to harmonize this mention of 
David's altar with Solomon's temple. 
Conclusions 
The results of this examination of non-haplogenic 
pluses in LXX show that in almost every case MT represents a 
more original text, and that the plus in LXX are attributable 
to literary activity on the part of LXX or of its Vorlage. 
143 
144 
145 
146 
Even Thenius admits here the possibility that it may 
have been added by "the earliest copyist" (Thenius2 , 
p. 293). 
Thus Keil, Erdmann, Wellhausen, Graetz, Driver, Budde, 
Dhorme, Ehrlich, Kittel, Hertzberg. 
Peters, p. 158. 
Rehm, Textkritische Untersuchungen, p. 25 
In two instances only, the text of MT shows signs 
of later redactional activity as far as the pluses are con-
cerned. At 1 Sam 3:21, the short phrase n,n, i),) ,~w) does 
not appear to have been part of the original text, but was 
a later addition designed to explain the anomalous -i), ,n,, 
~MlDW which the original text contained. At 2 Sam 19:11 f., 
Mt seems to have been at fault in omitting, and then later 
re-inserting erroneously, an entire clause, whereas LXX wit-
nesses to its more primitive form and position. 
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In every other case LXX contains a significant plus 
whose absence from MT may not be attributed to textual error, 
but rather to an insertion into the text. A number of these 
pluses seem to fall into categories which may indicate the 
reasons why such additions were made in the text. 
1. Completing the "unsaid". 
One characteristic of the insertions is that they 
appear tobe an attempt to complete what in MT was left up 
to the reader's imagination, or else show the fulfillment 
of what has been predicted, or the logical sequence to a 
particular action or situation. Thus, in 1 Sam 30, v.16 
tells us that the Egyptian servant had taken David down to 
the place where the Amalekites were feasting, and v.17 begins, 
"And David smote them." LXX supplies the logical "And David 
went upon them," although the original reader was expected to 
supply this himself. In 2 Sam 11:19-24, where Joab gives his 
instructions to the messenger in order to inform David of 
Uriah's death, LXX, having misunderstood the sense of the 
narrative here, repeats the story of Abimelech's death, which 
the messenger in fact replaced with another message designed 
to avoid David's anger. At 2 Sam 24:15, the LXX apparently 
brings in another tradition herein order to spell out for 
us that "David chose the plague," as well as to harmonize the 
coming of the plague with the purchase of the threshing floor 
of Araunah by specifying that it was the wheat harvest season. 
2. Changing the point of view. 
A whole series of insertions or modifications of 
the text in 1 Sam 1:5.6.11.23.28 and 2:11 in LXX serves to 
emphasize Hannah's sterility but also enlarges Elkanah's role 
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in the proceedings, as well as giving the impression that 
Samuel's consecration to the Lord is in the form of a 
Nazirite vow. This latter tendency, while only suggested in 
LXX's insertions, comes to full bloom in 4QSama which ex-
plicitly mentions the nazir at 1 :22, a process which probably 
mirrors a progression in Judaism•s understanding of the nature 
of Samuel's consecration. Again, at 1 Sam 4:1, LXX's modifica-
tion of the text serves to change the initiative in beginning 
the war against the Philistines. 
3. Added emphasis to the text. 
In 1 Sam 8:18, LXX reiterates the fact that it was 
the people themselves who had chosen a king. Likewise, in 
1 Sam 12:23, a small plus emphasizes Samuel's service of the 
Lord. Again, at 1 Sam 19:22, LXX emphasizes Saul's anger, 
which in MT was already clear from the context. 
4. Material from external sources. 
Another series of pluses indicates that LXX has 
harmonized its narrative by including material from Kgs and 
Chr in order to show later historical relationships of events 
in Sam. Thus, at 2 Sam 8:7 f., we are told what happened 
to the bronze taken from Hadadezer by David through the in-
sertion of material inspired by or directly quoted from Kgs 
and Chr. At 2 Sam 14:27, the future marriage of Absalom's 
daughter is included into the LXX text. At 2 Sam 24:25, a 
text inspired by Chr tells us of Solomon's enlarging of 
David's altar when he builds the temple. 
This tendency to harmonize and explain the text 
is found at 1 Sam 3:21 as well, where the addition of "from 
one end of the land to the other" clarifies the meaning of 
the geographical "from Dan to Beersheba" for those unfamiliar 
with the Palestinian terrain. In the same verse the addition 
of the note on the wickedness of Eli's sons serves to join 
the text more closely to their tragic end in chapter 4. The 
plus at 1 Sam 14:23 f. shows again LXX's desire to smooth 
over a more abrupt MT transition, here from the battle scene 
at Beth-Aven to the forest in which the tempting honey was 
found. 
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As far as the degree of certitude for these cases 
is concerned, except for the places indicated at 1 Sam 3:21 
and 2 Sam 19:11 ~. I have attempted to show through the 
examination of each case in the preceding pages that LXX's 
text has added to the shorter MT in all the verses where a 
LXX plus is registered. Whether this took place on the level 
of the Greek translation itself or whether the pluses were 
already present in its Vorlage is not always possible to 
determine. When the Hebrew text of 4QSama agrees with LXX's 
longer text, this is a good indication that these readings 
were already present in Hebrew at the time of LXX's trans-
lation as well. In two other cases, 2 Sam 24:15 and 24:25, 
the grammar of the Greek may indicate a Hebrew Vorlage also. 
Whether these additions were already in the Vorlage 
or not, these pluses in the Greek text clearly show ad-
ditional literary activity which was performed on a more 
primitive text resembling that of the shorter MT. 
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1.2 "Non-haplogenic" pluses in MT 
We will examine in this section those readings in 
which a plus is found in the text of MT vis-a-vis the Greek 
text whose absence from the Greek may not be ascribed to a 
simple error of homeoteleuton or homeoarcton. 
1 Sam 2:22 
MT: 7N1~,-,~, l'l) ,,~y, 1WN-7~ nN ynwl iNn i?T ,;y, 
iy,n ,nN nnn nlN)Yn o,wln-nN ,,)~w,-,wN nN1 
LXX8 : XQL HAEL npEaßu,n~ a~oöpa, XQL nxouOEV a EROLOUV OL 
ULOL au,ou ,OL~ ULOL~ IapanA. 
LxxAnt: XQL HAEL npEoßu,n~ o~oöpa XQL nxouOEV a EROLOUV OL 
ULOL au,ou ,OL~ ULOL~ IapanA nav,a, XQL O,L auv-
EXOLµwv,o OL ULOL au,ou µE,a ,wv yuvaLXWV ,wv 
napEo,nxuLwv napa ,a~ aupa~ ,n~ oxnvn~ ,ou µap,upLou. 
LXXAcx: xaL HAEL npEoßu,n~ a~oöpa, xaL nxouaEv ouv nav,a 
(ouµnav,a -Ax) a EROLOUV OL ULOL au,ou ,OL~ ULOL~ 
Iapan\, xat w~ EXOLµL,OV (EXOµL,OV -A; EXOOµL,OV -c) 
,a~ yuvaLxa~ ,a~ napEa,woa~ napa ,nv aupav ,n~ 
axnvn~ ,ou µap,upLou. 
4QSam8 : 1 [o,lw nllnw1] nlw o,ywn ,) iNn i?t ,;y, 
... on, 1nt-Pl] 7N1W' 'l)7 l'l) o;e,[1y] 1WN [nN] ynw,, 
The MT plus here, which tells of the scandalous 
behavior of Eli's sons, is absent from cod Band 4QSama, but 
appears in the hexaplaric (mss Ac x) and Ant texts, as well 
as in Josephus in a slightly different form. Since Well-
hausen, most commentators have considered the plus a later 
addition, indicated by its separation from the other ac-
cusations against Eli's sons, by the use of the term "tent 
of meeting" rather than "temple", and by the desire of a 
Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 57 
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later age to discredit the priesthood. 2 Barthelemy maintains 
that "the omission of the two ,~ [in LXXJ is much more diffi-
cult to explain than their addition," which leads him to 
conclude that the text of MT attests here to a literary crea-
tivity which would have added as well the note on the sins of 
the Elides in order to bring charges against the priesthood 
of Shiloh. 3 Thenius observed that the plus was lacking in 
B, but made no comment upon its originality. Geiger, 4 fol-
lowed by Böttcher, claimed that it was LXX which had pur-
posely dropped the sentence out of respect for priesthood. 
Along the same lines, Peters, leaving the question open as 
to its originality, suggested that the Jews of Alexandria, 
aware that the Greek translation of the Bible would be read 
by Gentiles, could have omitted the passage because of its 
unseemly nature. 5 Fernandez, citing LXX's propensity for 
smoothing over difficult passages, accepted the MT plus as 
original. 6 Most modern translations include the plus in their 
text. 7 
As there is no indication that a textual accident 
could have caused the omission, it seems clear that we must 
posit a deliberate modification of the text, either an ad-
dition in MT or a deletion in LXX. 
Josephus knew of the accusation against Eli's sons 
although he put it in a different place than that of MT, as 
he used this story to introduce the section on Samue1. 8 
2 Wellhausen, p. 46, followed by LÖhr, Klostermann, Driver, 
Budde, Smith, Nowack, Dhorme (1910 but not 1956), Stoebe, 
McCarter, NAB, BJ, HOTTP. 
3 Barthelemy, CTAT. 
4 A. Geiger, Urschrift und Uebersetzungen der Bibel 
(Breslau, 1857), p. 272. 
5 Peters, p. 103. 
6 Fernandez, p. 32. 
7 RSV, NEB, Dhorme (1956), Osty, TOB, EÜ. 
8 "They dishonoured the women who came for worship, doing 
violence to some and seducing others by presents," 
Josephus, Ant.V, 339. 
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That we find this mentioned by Josephus shows that he knew 
of the tradition, although whether it was from proto-MT 
itself or whether it was already in the Greek text in his 
time is difficult to say. Because of the slightly different 
formulation and different location, it may attest to a tra-
dition common both to proto-MT and to his text, but one which 
was not yet stabilized, although Josephus himself may be 
responsible for the re-working of the material. 
The text of 4QSama agrees partially with LXX 
against MT. Note the absence of ?~ before ,~N, 'J~? for MT 
?~?, and the absence of the plus. 4Q, however, gives Eli's 
precise age as ninety-eight, while MT and LXX agree on saying 
merely that he was very old. This extra detail in 4Q is the 
sign of a later expansion. 9 
The only other mention of the women who were 
"n1N~~" at the door of the tent of meeting is found at Ex 38:8, 
where the bronze basin of the tent is described as having 
been made "from the mirrors of the women who ministered at 
the door of the tent of meeting." Since the historical 
situation of Ex 38:8 is far from clear itself, lO its use 
to clarify Sam 2:22 is limited. It must be noted, however, 
that, even if the women in Ex 38:8 constitute an addition, 
the verse was nevertheless part of the text early enough to 
have been in LXX's Vorlage for Exodus. 
9 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 57; Cross, BASOR 132, p. 26. For 4Q 
c,~[lY] Albright had attributed the final mem to phonetic 
assimilation before the Q (samdhi), but Ulr'Ich, by reading 
a participle here, avoids the necessity of having recourse 
to the rare phonetic phenomenon. Note that both Tg and 
Syr have participles here (1,,~y, ?~ n,; kl dcbc yn). 
10 Wellhausen (Composition des Hexateuchs [Berlin, 31899], 
p. 145) called this part of Ex 38:8 "haggadisch", fol-
lowed by Holzinger (Exodus, [1890] [KHAT]) and Baentsch 
(Exodus [ 1903]. That it is haggadic is contested by 
Dillmann (Die Bücher Exodus und Leviticus [1880], p. 364), 
who nevertheless considers it a later addition. Heinsch 
(Das Buch Exodus [1934], p. 254) claims that the mention 
of these women in Ex 38:8 goes back to their presence in 
1 Sam 2:22. Childs (Exodus. A Commentary [1974], p. 636) 
claims there is insufficient evidence to decide whether 
older historical material is involved or whether it is 
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For Ex 38:8, LXX read lM~Y iwM nM)Yn as ,wv 
vno,Euoaowv aL Evno,Euoav, followed by OL ieiunabant. Aquila 
rendered nM)Yn as o,pa,EuoµEvwv (ms v) or o,pa,auoaµEvwv 
(mss s z), while cod M gives o,pa,EuoµEvwv for both Aquila 
and Symmachus. Vg here translated as quae excubabant. At 
1 Sam 2:22, Ant, along with cod N, has ,wv napEo,nxuLwv for 
nlM)Yn, while the hexaplaric text in Ac x has ,a~ napEo,woa~. 
Since napLo,avaL = M)Y only here, and since Aquila and 
Symmachus use napLo,avaL for )Y', Ulrich suggests that "Acx+ 
preserve a freer (and therefore probably earlier) transla-
tion."11 Vg for Sam translated as quae observabant, while 
both Tg and Syr read "who prayed" or "who came to pray" in 
both Ex and Sam. 12 Childs notes that for Ex 38:8, "some 
commentators have suggested a cleaning and repairing service, 
others singing and dancing." 13 For 1 Sam, all seem tobe in 
agreement that some sort of service is referred to. These 
varying translations show that the early versions were not 
clear on what type of activity the women performed here. A 
comparison between LXX Ex 38:8 vno,Euoaowv with 1 Sam 
napEO,woa~ shows at least that the later Greek translators 
of 1 Sam did not look to Ex in order to clarify the meaning 
of nlM)Yn. 
As far as the term ,ylD ~nM is concerned, Well-
hausen pointed out that it was limited to the Priestly Code, 
and was incongruous with the mention of ~~,n in chapters one 
and three of 1 Sam for the sanctuary at Shiloh. 14 Josh 18-19 
places the distribution of the inheritance for the last 
seven tribes at Shiloh, before the tent of meeting (Josh 18:1 
later midrashic exegesis, but suggests that the literary 
form favors the first alternative. 
11 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 58. 
12 Ex 38:8: Tg nM~Y~ ,,nM, M'W); Syr n~• d'tyn lmzlyw. 
1 Sam 2:22: Tg nM~Y~ ,,nM, M'W)j Syr n~• dmzlyn. 
13 Childs, p. 636. 
14 Wellhausen, p. 46. 
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and 19:51), which serves to establish the presence of the 
tent of meeting there, at least in the Priestly tradition. 
Schulz, citing the possibility that the entire unit of 1 Sam 
2:22-25 was a later addition, points out that the plus, with 
its mention of the tent of meeting, could have been original 
to that unit, and, therefore, the apparent contradiction 
between it and the temple would not have been the fault of a 
later editor. 15 In itself, therefore the presence of this 
apparently anomalous mention of the tent of meeting does not 
exclude the possibility that an interpolation was made at 
an era which would have been before the earliest Greek trans-
lation. 
The most telling argument against the originality 
of the MT plus in 1 Sam 2:22, however, arises from the 
structure of the accusations against the sons of Eli. In 
the description of their impious behavior in 2:12-17, as 
well as in the oracle of the condamnation of the House of 
Eli in 2:27-36, the point of contention is exclusively that 
of improper treatment of the sacrifices and offerings. If 
the sin of MT v.22 had been part of the Lord's grievances 
against Eli's sons, one would expect more than simply the 
passing reference given in that verse. 
The isolated mention of this sin of Hophni and 
Phineas and the absence of the plus in OG, over against 
Josephus' knowledge of it, show that this plus must have 
been inserted into the text sometime between the OG trans-
lation and Josephus' writing. Further, the fact that it 
appears in Josephus in a different location may be an 
indication that it circulated as an oral tradition before 
it was finally incorporated into the text. Its close 
resemblance to Ex 38:8 is still a further indication that 
the text was not original. On the literary level, the 
differences between the Greek text and MT also point, as 
Barthelemy has shown, to an addition on the part of proto-MT. 
15 Schulz I, p. 46. 
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In this case, therefore, LXX witnesses to a more 
primitive state of the text, into which proto-MT has inserted 
a plus whose effect is to blacken still further the reputa-
tion of Eli's sons. 
1 Sam 4 :21 f. 
MT: )liN np;n-7N ;N,w,n 1lJ~ n7l2~nN7 1lJ~-,N iyJ; Nipn, 21 
np;J,~ 7Niw,n ,,J~ n7l inNnl :nw,Nl n,nn-7Nl o,n;Nn 
o,n;Nn piN 
LXX8 : 21 xaL €XaA€0€V ,o naLöapLov OuaL ßapxaßw8, un€p •n~ 
xLßw,ou ,ou 8€0U xaL un2~ ,ou R€V8€pou au,n~ xaL 
un€p ,ou avöpo~ au,n~- xaL €LRav AnwxLO,aL öo~a 
IapanA, €V ,w Anµ~envaL ,nµ xLßw,ov KupLou. 
LxxAnt: 21 xaL €XaA€O€v ovoµa ,w naLöapLw OuaL ßap Lwxaßnö 
UR€p -n~ XLßw,ou ,ou 8€0U XaL UR€P ,ou R€V8€pou 
au,n~ xaL un€p ,ou avöpo~ au,n~, o,L an€8av€v. 
22xaL €LR€V ARWXLO,aL öo~a ano IananA ÖL 1 O,L 
€An~en n XLßw,o~ ,ou 8€0U. 
The LXX here lacks part of the etymological ex-
planation for Ichabod's name in v.21, whereas it is present, 
along with MT, in v.22. Houbigant noted that the Arabic 
here contained a truncated form of these two verses: "And 
she named the boy Jochabed, saying, 'Honor has disappeared 
from the sons of Israel', because the ark of the covenant of 
the Lord was taken from them", suggesting that the repetitious 
material was purposely omitted. His own solution was to 
omit (v.21) 7Niw,n 1lJ~ n;l, thus joining inN7 directly to 
o,n;Nn 1,,N np;n 7N, which he attributed to the sacred 
writer and not to Phineas' wife. Then he omits nw,N, n,nn-7Nl 
as the reference to her father-in-law and husband does riot 
really pertain to Israel's lost glory, claiming that these 
words were added from v.19 by an inexpert scribe. 16 A 
number of commentators have followed him in considering the 
father-in-law and husband as not original in the text. 17 
16 Houbigant, p. 291. 
17 Peters, Ehrlich, Dhorme (1910), Schulz, BJ 1 . 
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Thenius suggested that v.22 was a marginal note 
which had found its way later into the text, while the ab-
sence of the words in LXX v.21 was probably due to an ac-
cidental omission. 18 Dhorme, who reads with MT, suggested 
that LXX deliberately omitted the words in v.21 so as not to 
be in contradiction with v.22. 19 Many, however, have simply 
read with MT, either with no comment or pointing out that the 
repetition of the etymology in v.22 served to emphasize the 
importance of the loss of the ark. 20 
Houbigant pointed out the resemblance between 
vv. 19 and 21b here: 
nw,Mi n,nn nn, o,n7Mn ,,,M np7n-7M 19 
nw,Mi n,nn-7Mi o,n7Mn ,,,M np7n-7M 21 b 
The similarity between these two clauses, plus the 
fact that, in its context, v.19 makes more sense with nn, 
whereas 7Mi appears tobe an accommodation to its context 
in v.21, makes v.21b appear suspect as a mere repetition. 
That it was not accidental, but rather that the notice con-
cerning the taking of the ark and (the death) of the father-
in-law and husband was brought into v.21 on purpose seems 
indicated by the change of nn, to 7Mi. The mss b h o c2 e 2 
add aR€6~v€v at the end of v.21 in an effort to harmonize 
the text even further. 21 If these words are a clumsy addition 
to v.21, however, it must have taken place early on in the 
history of the text, for they appear in all Greek mss as well. 
It is easy to see that an early editor, wanting to make the 
reasons for her grief in v.21 jibe with those of v.19, could 
have introduced the words into the text. 
18 Thenius 1 , p. 18, followed by Wellhausen, Klostermann, 
Budde, Nowack, Smith, Schulz, Dhorme (1956). 
19 Dhorme (1910), p. 50, although he omitted v.22 in 1956. 
20 Keil, Erdmann, Hummelauer, Driver, Kittel, Stoebe, 
Hertzberg, RSV, NEB, BJ3, TOB, EÜ, BHS. 
21 Cf. also the addition of the entire sentence aRWX€LO,aL 
öo~a aRo IopaDA €V ,w ADµ~6DVaL •DV XLßw,ov KupLou xaL 
ÖLa ,o ,€6VDX€VaL ,ov R€V6€pov au,D~ xaL ,ov avöpa au,D~ 
in cod A at the end of v.21. 
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As we have seen, a number of authors consider v.22 
as secondary, although here again, its presence in the entire 
Greek ms tradition assures us that, if it is an addition, it 
was an early one. It may be, however, that this verse was 
always part of the text, for, if v.21b is considered an early 
addition, the woman's words become simply ,M,W'~ ,,~~ n,l, 
which required explanation by the narrator. Thus, the two 
verses would originally have read, "And she called the baby 
Ichabod, saying, 'Glory has departed from Israel.' And she 
said, 'Glory has departed from Israel' because the ark of the 
God had been taken." At some later time, but before the 
translation of LXX, an editor, finding the woman•s explana-
tion not sufficiently in accord with v.19, and perhaps not 
sufficiently explicit, inserted the words from v.19. Then, 
still later, perhaps by the Greek translators themselves, the 
now repetitious text was ameliorated by removing a different 
set of words, namely those which had been part of the woman's 
original speech, thus producing the text found in LXX. This 
removal was not done very adroitly, however, for the impact 
of the etymology became lost in the Greek text when it was 
placed after the mention of the ark and of her relatives. 
Thus, Houbigant's intuition was basically correct, but he did 
not realize that o,n,Mn 11,M np,n 7M of v.21 was also part of 
the material added from v.19. 
In the overloaded text such as it appears in MT, 
and probably in LXX's Vorlage as well, the impact of v.22 was 
lost entirely by the inserted mention of the taking of the 
ark in v.21b. It was, therefore, no langer necessary for 
the narrator to begin his explanation with "and she said" at 
the beginning of v.22, and thus the Greek text, which contains 
ELRav in all mss except Abo c2e2 , attributes this sentence 
to the women attending on Phineas' wife as she was dying 
(cf. v.20). No correction to nJ,~Mnl is necessary for this 
plural in the Greek which arose as a consequence of an earlier 
disturbance in the text. 
Thus a text which had been overloaded early on by 
the introduction of the mention of the ark and the father-in-
law and husband of Phineas' wife from a previous verse 
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was "corrected" by LXX in order to avoid the repetition. 
It was done in such a way, however, that part of the original 
Hebrew text was removed, while most of the overloading 
addition was left in place in Greek. No correction of MT 
according to LXX is necessary here, although an early Hebrew 
text, which was common to proto-MT and LXX's Vorlage shows 
evidence of material which had been added from v.19. 
1 Sam 17-18 
Chapter 17 and 18 of 1 Sam, recounting David's 
slaying of Goliath and the beginning of the enmity between 
David and Saul, provide a complex of pluses and variants 
between the Hebrew and Greek texts, and within the Greek 
text tradition itself. Large blocks of material, 17:12-31, 
17:55-18:5, 18:10-11. 17-19. 29b-30, plus several verses or 
half-verses, 17:41.48.50, 18:6.12.21, are missing from cod B 
(and hence from GG), while pluses in the Greek text are found 
at 17:26.43. 
In its shorter text form, cod Bis followed by a 
small number of mss (Na n v y b2 ), whereas the majority 
follows cod A in containing the MT pluses. As for the other 
ancient versions, OLv, Tg, Syr, Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion 
and Vg all follow the fuller MT. 
Although he later abandoned the position, Wellhausen 
led the way for others in claiming that the plus sections in 
MT were later additions to the text and that LXX witnesses 
to a more primitive form in which the story is told, undis-
turbed by the contradictions found in MT. 22 Thenius, on 
the other hand, while maintaining that the author of chapters 
17 and 18 was different from that of chapter 16, and that it 
was a collector or editor who put the sections together "as 
well as he could", considered nevertheless that these pluses 
in Mt were an integral part of the text! 3 
22 Wellhausen, p. 104 f., followed by Klostermann, Smith, 
Peters, Nowack, Schulz, Stoebe, McCarter, NAB. 
23 Thenius 1 , p. 68. The originality of the longer MT is 
also accepted by Keil, Erdmann, Vercellone, Driver, Budde, 
Dhorme, Graetz, Kittel, RSV, NEB, BJ, Osty, BHS. 
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There are a number of manifest contradictions in the 
text within chapters 16-18. The largest plus in MT, 17:12-31, 
portrays David as a shepherd boy in Bethlehem who brought 
provisions to his brothers at the front, while in the section 
16:14-23 David is a "man of war" (16:18), Saul's armer bearer 
(16:21) and a soul-soothing musician (16:23) who had been 
summoned to Saul's court to provide remedial music against 
Saul's evil spirit. David, although already known to the 
reader from chapter 16, is re-introduced in 17:12 as the son 
of Jesse and, although he was Saul's musician and armer 
bearer, the latter must ask, in 17:55-58, whose son he is. 
In 18:10f ., the episode of Saul throwing his spear at David 
is seemingly repeated in 19:9f., although it is in the first 
of these accounts that MT tells us, "But David evaded him 
twice." Finally, in 18:17-19, Saul promises to give his 
daughter Merab to David although in the verses immediately 
following, 20-21, it is Michal who is promised to him. It 
is this series of contradictions which led Wellhausen 
originally to consider the MT pluses as later additions. 
Regardless of which is the more original form, it 
seems clear, both from the manuscript evidence and from the 
nature of the Greek translation of these "plus" verses, that 
they were not apart of the original OG. Wellhausen and 
Driver point out that 17:12-31, in cod A, is much closer 
to MT than is the rest of the chapter. 24 Several peculiar-
ities of translation (17:23 o µ€OOaLo~ ~r o,3~n whll6 in 
17:4 it is translated öuva,o~; o ~LALO,LaLo~ for ,n~;nn 
while the books of Samuel elsewhere regularly translate it 
as o aAAO~UAO~) show that the Greek translation extant for 
these pluses was made at a different time from the rest of 
oa.25 
The question remains, however, as to the original 
form of these chapters, for the problem here is that one is 
caught between two text-critical principles -- one must choose 
24 Wellhausen, p. 104; Driver, p. 140. 
25 Cf. Wellhausen, p. 104. 
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choose between the lectio difficilior, represented by MT 
with its numerous contradictions, and the lectio brevior, 
which is found in LXX. In the form in which these chapters 
appear in MT, it seems patently obvious that there is a com-
bination or mixture of more than one tradition. The evidence 
of more than one tradition is present, however, in the LXX 
text as well, as Driver observed, for even in LXX a certain 
number of contradictions may be found. 26 David, in l7:38ff., 
which is one of the parts common to MT and LXX, is portrayed 
as being unused to the soldier's armor although in 16118 he 
is called a "man of war". Thus, even in LXX's more unified 
text, contr.adictions occur. 
Barthdlemy has based his defense of MT on the fact 
that it is precisely at those points in the text which are 
problematic that LXX registers a "minus" (e.g., 17:12 and 17: 
55), thus indicating an attempt at harmonization and coherence 
in the narrative on the part of LXx. 27 On the other hand, 
those who consider LXX's text more original see MT's pluses 
as interpolations, either from another separate and inde-
pendent tradition about David, 28 or from various pieces of 
information about him which, even though they never formed a 
unified narrative by themselves, gave additional details to 
the famous encounter with the Philistine giant and about 
Saul's subsequent animosity. 29 Those who accept LXX as a 
unified narrative naturally see the MT pluses as coming from 
another tradition or traditions. It must be noted, however, 
that the whole of chapter 17, along with 18:1-5, in its 
longer MT form, may have constituted a single, unified ac-
26 Driver, p. 150. 
27 Barthdlemy, "La qualitd ... ," p. 20. 
28 Klostermann and Peters. 
29 Schulz, Stoebe. Cf. H.J. Stoebe, "Die Goliathperikope 
1 Sam XVII.1-XVIII.5, VT 6 (1956) 397-413. He calls 
the MT pluses "freie Erweiterungen ebenso aus volkstüm-
lichen wie aus theologischen Motiven" (p. 404). 
count,30 and the break after v.31 in LXX may be, in fact, 
artificial. Several factors suggest this rather clearly. 
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1. At 17:1, the Philistines gather for battle against the 
Israelites. Up until this point, in chapter 16, the nar-
ration has been concerned with the anointing of David, in 
16:1-13, and Saul's evil spirit, in 16:14-23, with no mention 
of war. lt seems, therefore, that 17:1 begins a new episode 
which is entirely separate from what preceded. 
2 •. The re-introduction of David in 17:12 has the appearance 
of beginning a new section. In 17:1-11, however, David does 
not appear at all, and if the episode concerning Goliath 
begins in 17:1, then, within the context of this story, the 
presentation of David in 17:12 appears tobe in its rightful 
place, after Goliath's challenge has been made to the Israel-
ites. 
The problematic v.12 may, however, not be in 
its original state in MT. Its opening clause, w•N-1~ ,,,, 
,w, 1nw1 n,,n, on; n•~n nrn >n,~N was rendered, in cod A, 
xaL ELREV AauELÖ ULO~ avepwnou E~pa0aLOU ou,o~ EX ß~8AEEµ 
Iouöa xaL ovoµa au,ou lEaaaL. Cod A alone contains ELnEv, 
which appears as ~v in mss c d f ms w x, ana was omitted 
by the rest of the mss. Cod A's xaL ELREV AaUELÖ may have 
been mistakenly introduced from v.32, where the OG narrative 
takes up again with these words, after v.11. While it is an 
additional sign that vv.12-31 were missing from OG, it sheds 
little light on the original reading for v.12.3 1 
Driver suggested that nrn was either "a late and 
unskilful insertion made with the view of identifying the 
30 Cf. Budde, KHAT, p. 121, who attributes 17:1-18:5 to "E~ 
Dhorme follows suit, after pointing out several redac-
tional verses (17:12-15.47.50.54). 
31 Dhorme (1956) saw this repetition as the occasion of a 
textual accident. "L'oeil du scribe a pass~ de la pre-
miere a la seconde phrase, sautant ainsi taute une 
colonne du Vaticanus" (p. 870, note on 17:12), but xaL 
ELnEv AauELÖ can hardly have been original in v.12. 
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,n,!lM l!PM", or "an error for iPn, 1132 (cf. Syr: ~), 
although he goes on to say that no verbis required here. 
König suggested that it might have mistakenly entered here 
from an original ;,r;, W'>M;, in the following line, 33 while 
Gesenius-Kautzsch called it a later addition. 34 Budde 
pointed out that the Greek ou.o~ here implies Min, 35 although 
both the Greek and Syr here may be attempts to make sense 
out of the problematic ;,r;,. In 16:1, Jesse was already 
presented as a Bethlehemite, andin 17:58, David answers 
Saul that he is the son of Jesse the Bethlehemite. If the 
whole of chapter 17 was once independent from chapter 16, 
and if the original text (or oral tradition) of 17:12 pre-
sented Jesse as an Ephrathite, the entire phrase on, n,~n ;,r;, 
.,,,.,., could be the sign of an early harmonization needed to 
join the two stories. This, however, does not indicate that 
17:12 begins a ~ narrative, but only that the harmonization 
was made at the point at which it was required, namely when 
David entered upon the scene. 
3. Another indication of the original unity of chapter 17 as 
it appears in MT is found in a comparison of the MT and LXX 
forms of 17:26 and 36. In MT, 17:26 reads O'WlMn-?M ,,, inM,, 
n!l,n ,,o;,1 r,;, ,nw,!ln-nM .,~., iwM W'>M? ;,~y,-;,n 1DM7 iny o,,ny;, 
o,,n o,;i;M n,~iyn q,n ,~ ;,r;, ;,y;, ,nw,!ln ,n ,~ ?Miw, ?YD, which 
cod A rendered as xaL ELUEV ßaUELÖ upo~ ,ou~ avopa~ ,ou~ ouv-
EO,DXO,a~ µE,' au,ou AEYWV D UOLD8noE,aL ,w avopL 0~ av ua.-
a~EL tOV QAAO~UAOV EXELVOV xaL a~EAEL OVELOLOµov auo IopanA. 
O,L LL~ QAAO~UAO~ 0 auEpL,µn,o~ au,o~ O,L WVELÖLOEV uapa,a~LV 
8Eou ~wv,o~; In MT v.36b we read inN~ ;,r;, ,iy;, ,nw,o;, .,.,.,, 
o,,n o,n,N n~iyn qin .,~ o;,n, whereas in cod B v.36b we find 
xaL EO,aL O QAAO~UAO~ 0 aUEPLtµn,o~ w~ EV ,ou,wv· OUXL uop-
EUOoµaL xaL ua,a~w au,ov, xaL a~EAW ODµEpov OVELOO~ Et IopanA; 
OLO,L ,L~ 0 auEpL,µn,o~ ou,o,~ 0~ WVELÖLOEV uapa,atLv 6EOU 
~wv,o~; Schulz maintained that v.26b was original and was 
32 Driver, p. 140. 
33 LehrgebaÜde. Syntax, 334d. 
34 Gesenius-Kautzsch, 126x. 
35 Budde, KHAT, p. 124. 
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then inserted into LXX v.36b. 36 Thenius, Dhorme, Budde, 
Peters and McCarter maintain the originality of the LXX form 
of v.36, that it was (in part) inserted into v.26, and then 
that the LXX plus of v.36 was lost from MT through an accident 
due to homeoteleuton at ntn ~,yn. 37 Wellhausen claimed that 
v.36b in LXX "bore the mark of a targum."38 
If the LXX form of v.36b is original, and if vv. 
12-31 were inserted at a later date, v.36 must have served 
as the inspiration for v.26. The clause in LXX v.36 OUXL 
ROp€uooµaL XaL na.a~w au.ov, xaL a~€AW onµEpov OVELOO~ €~ 
Iopa~A; ÖLO,L ,L~ o anEpL,µn,o~ ou,o~ appears, however, to 
be an insertion from v.26, added to v.36b by LXX or its 
Vorlage in order to maintain this motivation on David's 
part for avenging the insult to the Israelites. No apparent 
reason may be adduced to show that MT's shorter form in v.36 
is not original. If such was the case, then it is difficult 
to maintain that the earliest Greek text had no knowledge of 
vv.11-31. 
4. At 17:16 it is said simply that "for forty days the 
Philistine came forward and took his stand, morning and 
evening," and later, in 17:23, we are told that he came and 
"spoke the same words as before." Both of these imply that 
Goliath had already set forth his challenge, which we find 
in 17:8-10, while there is nothing in the section 17:12-31 
which indicates what Goliath's challenge was. 
5. At 17:55.58, after David has slain Goliath, Saul must 
ask whose son he is. This is obviously in contradiction to 
16:14-23 but, within chapter 17 itself it is never stated 
until this point that Saul knows who David is. On the con-
trary, these final verses of chapter 17 seem to constitute 
36 Schulz I, p. 268. 
37 If this had been the case, however, one must, as Budde 
suggests (KHAT, p. 128), posit the later restoration of 
on~ ,nN~. If these words could have been added, however, 
it is surprising that the whole passage was not restored. 
38 Wellhausen, p. 106. 
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the point of the whole chapter -- the identification of the 
giant-killer as David, son of Jesse, whereas the story of 
. David as musician and armor-bearer to Saul, left off in 16:23, 
does not resume until later in chapter 18. 
6. Finally, in 1 Sam 20:8 (which is common to both MT and 
LXX, David refers to the covenant between himself and Jonathan. 
This appears tobe a resonance of the covenant made by them 
in 18:3, even though this pericope is missing from OG. 
The conclusion seems tobe, therefore, that 17:1-
18:5 form an original unity, and that they existed as apart 
of the text at least prior to the time of the LXX translation. 
There is nothing within these verses themselves that is con-
tradictory. When later editors began removing material which 
was problematic, it must be noted that for 17:12-31 and 17:55-
18:5 the "offensive" material contradicted information found 
in chapter 16 or in chapter 18 after v.5. In performing its 
harmonizing surgery, LXX has ended up with fragments of dif-
ferent sources which were not originally intended to go 
together. 
It should not be overlooked that in its longer 
form the MT is a conglomerate of at least two different 
Davidic traditions: one, 17:1-18:5, which recounts the 
heroic story of the shepherd boy, son of Jesse of Bethlehem, 
who responded to the Philistine giant•s challenge, saved the 
day for the Israelites, and wound up the best friend of the 
king's son and as head of the army; the other, apparently 
carved up to fit around the hero story, includes at least 
16:14:23 and 18:(6)7-16. In this tradition, David, whose 
shepherd origins are present but not emphasized (16:19), 
becomes the king's musician, his armor-bearer, and finally a 
great warrior whose skill in battle eventually surpasses 
that of the king himself and thus creates deep jealousy and 
hatred on the king's part. 
At 18:6, when the victorious Israelites return home 
from battle, MT begins o,ne7~-nN n,~nn ,,, )lW) ONl)) ,n,,, 
which is absent from OG. In the same verse, when the women 
come out to greet the heroes, MT reads 17nn 7lNW nN1P7, 
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while the Greek has €~~ auvav,naLv 6aUELÖ (only mss b g o c2 e2 
read EL~ anav,ncrLv laou\ ,ou BaaL\Ew~). From 18:6b on, 
including the song of the women in 18:7 ("Saul has slain his 
thousands and David his ten thousands"), absolutely no 
mention is made of David's heroic slaying of Goliath, which 
hardly seems normal if the deed was so famous and extraor-
dinary. This would seem to indicate that 18:6b takes up 
again the previous tradition of David, left off in 16:23. 
MT 18:6a shows that text's transition between these two 
traditions which OG had omitted,. OG forms its own transition 
by modifying Saul to David as the person to whom the women 
come to sing their song. 
Josephus seems to have known both the Ml and the 
LXX forms of these chapters. Agreeing with MT, he presents 
Goliath's challenge as repeated for forty days (Ant VI, 174; 
cf. 17:16), and appears to try to harmonize the contradictions 
between 16:14.23 abd 17:12ff, by writing, nNow, on the out-
break of the war between the Hebrews and the Philistines, 
Saul had sent David away to his father Jesse, being content 
wi th the la t ter 's three sons ..• "39 At ß.!:!.i VI, 183, he 
records David's desire to repair the reproach made to God 
(17:36) without including the LXX plus here. On the other 
hand, with regard to Goliath's height, in 17:4, Josephus 
follows LXX's four cubits rather than MT'S six (Ant VI, 171), 
andin David's response to Goliath in 17:43 he follows LXX's 
plus almost literally (ouxL ,oLou,ov a\\a xaL XELPW xuvo~ 
[Ant VI, 186], for LXX xaL €LnEV 6aUELÖ, ÜUXL a\\ 1 n XELPW 
xuvo~). 
Although no fragments of these chapters have been 
found in any of the texts of Qumran Cave IV, a tiny fragment 
of 1 Sam 18:17-18 was discovered in Cave I, 40 thus confirming 
39 Ant. VI, 175. 
40 D. Barthdlemy and J.T. Milik, Discoveries in the Judaean 
Desert 1: Qumran Cave I (Oxford, 1955), p. bl.l, 1dent1ry 
the following fragment as being from 1 Sam 18:17-18: 
ni]nn;n on[;~,Jl7 
r J;,,.n,c 11s 
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the presence of at least this part of the MT plus at Qumran. 
With regard to the further pluses of MT at 18:10 f., 
18:17-19 and 18:29b-30, if one accepts the conglomerate nature 
of the apparently older MT, these pluses may be seen as being 
of a piece with the rest of MT, which LXX eliminated in its 
desire to unify the text. 
Thus, the fact that 17:1-18:5 may be shown to form 
an originally unified text, along with resonances of material 
found within the MT plus section elsewhere in places common 
to MT and LXX (David's covenant with Jonathan in 18:3 and 
20:8), plus the fact that LXX seems suspiciously to break off 
precisely in those places which appear to cause difficulty, 
make it seem far more likely that the longer MT form of 
chapters 17-18 presents the earlier text, which was abbre-
viated by LXX. What was originally a conglomerate of two 
or more independent traditions concerning David's youth and 
early association with Saul was amputated by LXX in order to 
present one more or less unified story. lt was cut up in 
such a way, however, that the particulars of the once-separate 
traditions were not respected, as their concatenation in the 
primitive text was seen by the LXX editors, looking at a 
coherent flow of narrative, simply as a series of contradic-
tions which had tobe rectified. 
1 Sam 23:23 
MT: ,,~l-~N '~N on~w, DW N~nn, iwN D'N~nnn ~~n ,y,, lNil 
n,,n, ,~~N ~~~ lnN ,nw~n, yiN~ ll~'-DN n,n, o~nN ,n~~n, 
LXX8 : XQL LÖE,E XQL rvw,E, XQL ROPEUOOµE8a µE8 1 uµwv· XQL 
EO,QL EL EO,LV ERL •D~ rD~, XQL E~EPEUVDOW au,ov EV 
RQOQL~ XLALQOLV Iouöa. 
LXXAnt: XQL LÖE,E XQL rvw,E EX RQV,WV ,wv ,ORWV OROU au,o~ 
xpuR,E,aL EXEL, XQL ERLO,pE$a,E RPO~ µE EL~ E,OLµov, 
XQL ROPEuooµaL µE8 1 uµwv, XQL EO,QL EL EO,LV ERL 
•D~ rD~, E~EPEUVDOW au,ov EV RQOQL~ XLALQOLV Iouöa. 
As David is hiding from Saul, the latter engages 
the Ziphites to search out his hiding place among them. The 
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MT contains a plus herein which Saul gives specific instruc-
tions to find his hiding places and to report back to him. 
The plus is absent from cod B (OG), but appears in the hex-
aplaric and Ant texts. 41 OLv follows cod Bin lacking the 
plus. 
Only a small number of authors have followed Well-
hausen in considering this MT plus as not part of the original 
text. He rejected the possibility that it might be either an 
accidental or a deliberate omission on OG's part, and notes 
that it is in no way necessary for the Hebrew narrative, 42 
while Klostermann called it an explicatory variant to v.22a. 43 
Budde, in SBOT, struck it out as "a gloss on ,,,, 1N11," 
althou~h he re-admitted it as original in KHAT, claiming 
that LXX deliberately omitted to relieve an "overloaded 
text." 44 Finally, McCarter suggests that "it may be an old 
variant of v.22a," and prefers the LXXB reading. 45 The 
vast majority of authors, however, either has no comment 
on the MT plus or prefers MT as origina1. 46 
There is no apparent reason here why the words 
would have fallen out accidentally from the text. It is 
true that there is a certain similarity between vv.23 and 22, 
where Saul begins his instructions to the Ziphites by telling 
them "Know and see the place where his foot is", 1N11 ,,,, 
,~l, n,nn 10N 1n1pn-nN but, aside from ,,,, 1N11, where the 
order is changed, none of the vocabulary is repeated in v.23. 
Dhorme points out that "the redundancy of the expression makes 
the adventure which follows more lively."47 
41 In mss Ac x and b e j(mg) m(mg) o w c2 e 2 . 
42 Wellhausen, p. 129, followed by Nowack. 
43 Klostermann, p. 103, followed by Smith and Schulz. 
44 Budde, SBOT, p. 70; KHAT, p. 159. 
45 McCarter, p. 378. 
46 Thus Thenius, Keil, Erdmann, Graetz, Hummelauer, Driver, 
Peters, Budde (KHAT), Dhorme, Ehrlich, Kittel, Hertzberg, 
RSV, NEB, NAB, BJ, Osty, TOB, EÜ, BHS, HOTTP. 
47 Dhorme, p. 212. 
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We have already seen in 1 Sam 4:21 f. that LXX 
has sought to lighten an apparently overloaded text, and 
here again in 23:23 the same kind of activity appears to 
have been at werk. 
1 Sam 30: 7 
MT: 
LXX8 : 
inMn ,7 MJ-nw,ln 77n,nM-,~ ,n~n ,n,~M-7M ,,, inM,l 
1l1-7M ,nMn-nM ,n,~M wl,l 
xaL €LR€V ßaU€LÖ RP0~ AßLa6ap ,ov L€p€a ULOV AX€L-
µ€A€X, Rpooarare ,o e~ouö. 
LXXAnt: xaL €LR€V ~aU€LÖ RP0~ AßLa8ap ,ov L€p€a UL0V AXL-Acx µ€A€X, Rpooarare ,o e~ouö. xaL RpooDrarev AßLa8ap 
,o e~ouö npo~ taueLö. 
When David asks Abiathar for the ephod, LXX in all 
mss except Abc o x c 2 e 2 lacks the statement that "Abiathar 
brought the ephod to David." Enough of the verse is present 
in OLv to in~that this text contained the plus as we11. 48 
Vg, Tg and Syr read the longer text along with MT. 
In this case, McCarter stands alone in attributing 
the plus to an insertion on MT's part, 49 whereas all others, 
and all modern translations, include it as part of the 
authentic text. Most have no comment on the minus in LXx, 50 
although Dhorme and Stoebe attribute the loss to homeotel-
euton.51 Strictly speaking, this would not account for the 
loss of 1l1-7M, however, and the OG absence may simply be 
attributed to carelessness on the part of a scribe. 
It must be noted that ,7 M)- is also absent from 
Ant texts which otherwise carry the longer MT. 52 
48 Adduc ephod. Et adduxit. 
49 McCarter, p. 431. 
50 Thenius, Wellhausen, Keil, Erdmann, Hummelauer, Kloster-
mann, Graetz, Budde (SBOT), Nowack, Smith, Driver, Ehrlich, 
Hertzberg. 
51 Dhorme (1910), p. 250. Stoebe suggests a textual accident 
here as a possibility ("Fortfall durch Homoeotel?"[p.506]). 
52 Aquila and Symmachus seem to been more careful in following 
the Hebrew text. In ms j: a' 0 1 0,D00V npo~ µe •DV 
€RWµLöa; a' npooeyyL00V ÖD µoL ,o €R€V~Uµa. In ms z: 
Since both ,~ MJ- and ,,,-~Mare unaccountably 
absent from the Greek, it may be possible that the original 
Greek text had eliminated these phrases, along with the 
statement that "Abiathar brought the ephod", on purpose, 
reasoning that, if the ephod was worn by the high priest, 
it would have been unseemly for David to wear it himself. 
As LXX now stands, the text says only that David asked for 
the ephod tobe brought, and not that it was brought to him 
At 1 Sam 23:9, in a similar situation in which the oracle 
is consulted, MT and LXX agree on a shorter text in which it 
is reported ,,~Mn nw,ln ,n~n ,n,~M-~M inM,,. The result of 
LXX's shortening in 30:7 is that this text is brought into 
conformity with 23:9. 
Thus, it is not clear of this MT plus was elim-
inated on purpose by OG or if it fell out of the text 
accidentally. In any event, MT's langer text is tobe 
preferred here as more original. 
Conclusions 
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In these cases in which a non-haplogenic plus is 
found in MT, only at 1 Sam 2:22 is there evidence that proto-
MT has inserted additional material. The report there of the 
sin of Eli's sons is not referred to elsewhere, and appears 
tobe extraneous to the more primitive form of the narrative 
which concentrates exclusively on their misbehavior with 
regard to the sacrifices. Unlike the pluses we found in 
LXX in Section 1.1, this proto-MT addition stands out imme-
diately as "foreign matter", and indicates no attempt 
whatsoever to harmonize or smooth out the narrative. 
In all the other cases, LXX has sought to lighten 
what it considered tobe an overloaded, redundant or con-
tradictory text. At 1 Sam 4:21 f'., the pre-MT appears to 
have in fact been overloaded with material from v.19. The 
a' EyyLoov µoL T~v ERWµLöa. McCarter, although he fol-
lows the shorter text of cod B, includes ,~ MJ- in his 
translation: "'Bring me the ephod! '" (p. 429). 
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LXX form, however, suggests that this process had already 
taken place at a stage earlier than the Greek translation, 
and LXX's attempt at lightening the text removed original 
material but left an overloading addition in place. 
For the complex of pluses in chapters 17 and 18, I 
have tried to show that MT represents an early conglomerate 
of disperate traditions. The section 17:1-18:5 once formed 
a unit in itself which must have pre-dated LXX's attempt 
to remove the contradictions between it and the surrounding 
material in chapters 16 and 18:6 ff. 
At 1 Sam 23:23, MT's fuller text, with its ap-
parent redundancy from v.22, was shortened by LXX to pro-
vide a lighter text. And finally, at 1 Sam 30:7, LXX may 
either have suffered an accidental loss, or it purposely 
eliminated what it found tobe not in conformity with 1 Sam 
23:9 and with its conception of the use of the ephod. 
In each of these cases, apart from 1 Sam 2:22, 
LXX shows us an edition which was not afraid to eliminate 
passages which it saw as somehow disturbing the over-all 
narrative, while MT presents a more original, even if 
occasionally problematic, text. 
1-3 Pluses and minuses of 4QSama in relation to MT 
In this section we will examine those cases in 
which 4QSama presents a plus or minus in relation to MT 
where LXX does not agree with 4QSam8 • 
1 Sam 10: 27-11 : 1 
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MT: nnll:l ,; lM')n-M;l lnT)'l nT ll)lw,-nn l1nM ;y,;) 'l)l 27 
.•. ,y;l w),-;y ,n,, 'llnyn wnl ;y,,1 w,,nn:, ,n,, 
LXXB: 27xaL ULOL AOLµOL ELRaV TL~ OWOEL nµa~ ou,o~; xaL 
n,Lµnoav au,ov, xaL oux nvEyxav au,w öwpa. 1xaL 
EyEvnen w~ µE,a µnva xaL avEßn Naa~ o AµµavEL,n~ 
xaL RapEµßaAAEL ERL IaßEL~ raAaaö •.• 
LxxAnt: 27xaL OL ULOL AOLµOL ELROV TL~ OWOEL nµa~; ou,o~; 
xaL n,Lµwoav au,ov, xaL oux nvErxav au,w öwpa. xaL 
EyEvnev w~ xw~Euwv. 1xaL EyEvE,o µE,a µnva nµEpwv, 
xaL avEßn Naa~ o AµµavL,n~ xaL RapEVEßaAEV ERL 
IaßL~ faAaaö .•. 
4QSama: 1 vacat nnln ,; lM')n Ml;l lnlt)[,, nT] .5 
))1M1 'l) nMl 1l 'l) nM yn; Mln )lny 'l) ,;n wn[ll] .6 (;,]:, on; 1Pl1 nptn) 
W'M 1MWl Ml;, ;M,w[,J ;y [in!l, no],M 1nl1 pn, ,;r)I, .7 
[i)]j) 2iwM ;Miw, 'l)) 
;D 111:l[)I] 'l) [1;n W]nl ,; ;ptl Ml]; i[WM 1,1,n] .8 
w,n ,o:i ,n,, W'M o,!l;M n)l)W ~, ,,o, 1'll 
;D ,,nM,, ,y;l W)[,] ;M lM)'l ,,ny ,j:i ['l!ln 10l] .9 
[,y;l] w,), ;y ,n,, ,linyn wnl ;y,, 
( vac]at wnl ;M w,), 'WlM 
wnl Ö(n,],[M inM,, 11))1ll n,,) il]~ [n,:i >linyn] .10 
(o:,; nibM [nMn , l inyn] 
F. M. Cross, "The Ammonite Oppression of the Tribes of 
Gad and Reuben: Missing Verses from 1 Samuel 11 Found 
in 4QSamuela," in HGTS, p. 107. 
2 This iwM is not found in Cross's reconstruction but has 
been added by D. Barthclemy (private communication). 
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A plus of approximately three and a half lines 
in the text of 4QSama at 10:27-11:1 tells of Nahash the 
Ammonite's treatment of the Gadites and Reubenites: he gouged 
out the right eyes of all but seven thousand who managed to 
escape to Jabesh-Gilead. At this point the text continues 
in agreement with MT, with the exception of the final clause 
of the 4Q plus, w,n ,n~ ,n,,, which agrees with LXX xaL 
EyEvnen w~ µE~a µnva against MT w,,nn~ ,n,,. The plus of 4Q 
is not found in the Greek text, although Josephus contains a 
large part of it. In Josephus' account, however-, MnvL 
ö'uo~Epov begins the section containing the plus rather than 
ending it as in 4Q. 3 
Already before the plus of 4Q was known, an over-
whelming majority of authors emended the Hebrew text of this 
verse to agree with LXX: w,nn~ ,n,,. 4 Keil, however, ap-
pealed to the parallel construction of the Hebrew syntax 
here (1?n in v.26a with 1~?,, v.26b; ,,oN v.27a with ,n,, 
v.27b) in order to defend the MT reading. 5 Buber claimed 
that the verb may be understood to mean not only "be silent", 
but also "be impassive, immovable" (cf. Ex 14:14; 2 Sam 19:11), 
and that w,,no~ means "as one who after an organic infirmity 
can neither hear nor respond." He would translate it accord-
ingly as "as a deaf mute." 6 Stoebe points out that Saul's 
silence here is an expression of his trust in God, 7 in his 
knowledge of God's choice of him as king. 
3 Josephus,Ant. VI, 68-71. 
4 Ewald, Thenius, Wellhausen, LÖhr, Graetz, Driver, Smith, 
Budde, Nowack, Dhorme, Schulz, Ehrlich, Kittel, NEB, BJ, 
Osty. 
5 Keil, p. 81. Cf. also Erdmann and Rehm. 
6 M. Buber, "Die Erzählung von Sauls Königswahl," VT 6 
(1956), p. 146. He notes there Lagarde's translation 
as "tongue-tied". Hertzberg has followed Buber in 
reading with MT here. 
7 Stoebe, p. 219. 
With the discovery of the large plus in 4Q, Cross 
maintains that 4Q preserves the original full reading which 
both clears up the disputed words between 10:27 and 11:1, 
and gives a more satisfactory explanation of Nahash's be-
havior with the people of Jabesh-Gilead. 8 He attributes 
the lack of mention of the seven thousand refugees in 
Josephus' text as well as his placing the month's time lapse 
at the beginning of his account, to a vertical dittography 
in his Vorlage which would have written w,n,n~ ,n,, errone-
ously at the beginning of the first paragraph of this ac-
count as well as in its rightful place as in 4Q. Then a 
haplography due to homeoteleuton took place, causing the 
loss of a paragraph. 9 
Cross bases his preference for the originality of 
4Q here on six factors. First, the expression 1l~ ,;n wnl 
1lDY in 4Q is a more satisfactory way of presenting a king 
for the first time than MT's ,llnyn wnl (11:1), which would 
be the only case in Sam-Kgs where the invariable pattern 
had not been used. 10 
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Second, the sentence 1~lM1 ,n nMl il ,l~ nM vn; r-nn 
nptn~ constitutes a "Deuteronomistic cliche", which may 
point to the paragraph's authenticity, although Cross admits 
that such cliches are easily imitated. 11 
Third, the seven thousand who escaped, a round 
number, is appropriate to the style of such a narrative. 12 
Fourth, the episode in the 4Q plus "also presumes 
the traditional conflict between Ammen and the Isrealite 
inhabitants of Transjordan," although the account in Judg 
10:6-11:40 is different and has few verbal contacts with the 
plus here. Nor is there any sign of direct dependence on 
Judg 21 : 1-25. 13 
8 Cross, "The Ammonite Oppression .•. , " p. 115. 
9 Cross, pp. 11 0 f. 
1 0 Cross, p. 111. 
11 Cross, p. 112 . 
12 Cross, p. 112 • 
13 Cross, pp. 112 f. 
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Fifth, the phrase w,n ,nj ,n,, is an archaic ex-
pression which makes sense in the context, whereas the reading 
in MT here is "awkward and troublesome«. 14 Gen 38:24 
presents a similar archaism in o,w,n 070n~ ,n,, (Samaritan 
Pentateuch: 0,0,n nw?Wnj ,n,,). The temporal phrase in 1 Sam 
here makes perfect sense in providing the transition between 
the escape of the seven thousand and the expedition of Nahash 
against Jabesh-Gilead, which had provided them sanctuary. 15 
Finally, since he finds no "haggadic" element in 
the plus which would suggest that it was a later addition, 
but rather a text which gives "flat historical facts", Cross 
claims that there is no reason for not accepting the text as 
genuine. 16 He concludes that the plus provides a necessary 
historical reason for explaining Nahash's sudden, harsh 
treatment of the inhabitants of Jabesh-Gilead, as they had 
only a month earlier provided refuge for the seven thousand 
who had escaped from his campaign against the Gadites and 
Reubenites. 17 
Cross does not discuss in his article why this text 
is not found in MT or LXX, but Ulrich claims that it is 
plausible that it was originally found in OG, and that this 
is an example of an excision from the Greek text based on 
its absence from MT. 18 He does not say, however, how the 
plus came tobe lacking in MT. McCarter writes that "the 
omission [from MT and LXX] apparently was not haplographic 
there seems tobe nothing in the text to have triggered it. 
A scribe simply skipped an entire paragraph of his text.« 19 
14 Noting that early Hebrew orthography would have written 
0,nnj, Cross finds an indication of the archaic expression 
in Ugaritic, where "km is often written with its following 
noun, without the word divider" (pp. 113 and 118, note 18~ 
15 Cross, p. 11 3 . 
16 Cross, p. 114. 
17 Cross, p. 115 • 
18 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 169. 
19 McCarter, p. 199. 
Barthelemy has recently opposed the acceptance of 
this 4Q plus as origina1. 20 He points out, first of all, 
that the historical explanation given in the plus which 
describes Nahash's behavior toward the people of Gad and 
Reuben, while.itmakes sense according to the perspectives 
of the Deuteronomistic historian, could just as easily in-
dicate a gloss which attempted to explain Nahash's abrupt 
assault an Jabesh-Gilead. At the same time, since Tov has 
shown that the later redaction of Jeremia is characterized 
by Deuteronomistic addi tions, 21 and since i t is admi tted 
that there were several layers of redaction in the Deutero-
nomistic history, it is possible that this plus of 4Q could 
attest to a final redactional development which was unknown 
to MT or to LXX. Barthelemy points out that the fact that 
the plus seems to have been inserted in a slightly different 
place in 4Q andin Josephus (in relation to w,n ,~~ ,n,,) 
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is an indication of its being a later and as yet unstabilized 
addition. 22 
As far as the choice between w,,n~~1w,n ,n~ is con-
cerned, Barthelemy prefers the MT reading here. He criticizes 
Cross' appeal to the archaic form of the Ugaritic km, noting 
that there is only ~ case in which it precedes a noun 
(contrary to Cross' note that it is "often written with its 
following noun without the word divider."23 ), andin that 
text the scribe seems to have left out the ward divider in 
several other places as well. 24 With regard to the similar 
20 Barthelemy, CTAT. 
21 Cf. E. Tov, "L'incidence de la critique textuelle sur la 
critique litteraire dans le livre de Jeremie," RB 79 
( 1972), pp. 196 f. 
22 Note that the same phenomenon occurs with regard to the 
Song of Hannah in 1 Sam 2: 1-10, where i t appears to have 
been inserted in a slightly different place in the MT, 
LXX and 4Q traditions. 
23 Cross, p. 118, note 18. 
24 C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Manual, II: Texts in Transliter-
ation ( Rome, 1955) , text 51 . 
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archaism of Gen 38:24, Barthelemy points out that it is the 
only example of a masculine noun modified by a number from 
three toten which is also masculine. Further, it is one 
of the very rare cases in which the dagesh forte of the 
assimilated 1n has disappeared before anormal letter vocal-
ized with shewa. Thus all the ancient grammarians consider 
w;wn as a substantive of the type ;ynn . 25 He concludes that 
the normal expression for OG's Vorlage at 10:27 should be 
w,n~ ,n,,. 26 Smith, having noted the same objection, pro-
posed an original w,n ,n~, 27 as, in fact, appears at 4Q, but 
this was objected to by Budde on the grounds that such an 
expression would not appear in prose. 28 
In favor of the MT reading Barthelemy notes, first 
of all, Keil's appeal to the syntactic symmetry noted above. 
Further, the expression -~ n,n before a participle or agent 
noun ordinarily indicates "to behave like". 29 Thirdly, the 
hiphil of w,n usually has the meaning "to control oneself", 
"to impose silence on onself~ 3o which goes well in the context 
of 10:27. Fourthly, this desire on Saul's part not to react 
to an insult occurs again in 11:13, where Saul refuses to put 
anyone to death for having opposed his kingship. Finally, 
the principal argument in favor of MT is the abruptness of 
the passage from 10:27 to 11:1. While LXX has a tendency to 
eliminate the signs of division of literary heterogeneousness, 
MT tends to maintain them intact.3 1 
It is surprising that such a long and striking 
section should have disappeared completely from view in both 
MT and LXX. If the plus is genuine, it does provide, as 
25 Barthelemy cites Abulwalid, Ibn Ezra, Radak, Japheth ben-
Ali and Rashi. 
26 Cf. 1 Sam 25:38. 
27 Smith, p. 77. 
28 Budde (KHAT), p. 73. 
29 "Se comporter en ... ". He cites Ex 22:24; Hos 5:10; Job 24: 
14. 
30 2 Sam 13:20; 2 Kgs 18:36 (=If!!a 36:21); Isa 42:14; Jer 4:19; 
Pss 32:3; 50:21; Prv 11:12; 17:28. 
31 Wellhausen (Die Com osition des Hexateuchs, p. 124) uses 
this same argumentation for osn : 1 . 
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Cross pointed out, a logical introduction to the story of the 
threat to Jabesh-Gilead. On the other hand, however, the 
Ammonites' motives in threatening the city may not necessar-
ily have tobe apart of the narrative since the whole episode, 
far from being central to the story, serves as the occasion 
for Saul to confirm his leadership after having been desig-
nated king in 10:20-24, and before the official recognition 
of his kingship by the people at Gilgal in 11:14 f. As such, 
the narrative originally may not have been interested in 
giving the historical background to the incident. 
Within the plus, the designation 1l 'lJ and 'lJ 
1JlNi seems curiously anachronistic. Elsewhere in Samuel 
the names of the twelve tribes, preceded by 'lJ occur only 
with ,~,lJ 'lJ (1 Sam 22:7; 2 Sam 2:25; 4:2; 23:29), and once 
with n,,n,-,lJ (2 Sam 1:18). Even the use of 7Ni~, 'lJ is 
fairly infrequent in Sam. 32 That "the sons of Gad" and "the 
sons of Reuben" should crop up all of a sudden, and only in 
a disputed passage whose language is archaic (or designed 
on purpose to seem so) may be an indication that it does not 
belang with the rest of the narrative. 
As far as the presence of the plus in Josephus is 
concerned, Cross' explanation of a vertical, anticipatory 
dittography and then an accident through homeoteleuton in 
Josephus'Vorlage, in addition to being extremely complicated, 
does not explain Josephus' form if one presumes the 4Q text 
to contain the original form. Josephus contains the month's 
interval (although in a different place than in 4Q), the Jews 
who had settled beyond the Jordan(= the sons of Gad and of 
Reuben, although he does not mention them by name), and the 
gouging out of their right eyes by Nahash the king of the 
Ammonites. He does not mention the seven thousand escapees, 
and so, in Josephus' account, the refuge provided by the in-
habitants of Jabesh-Gilead does not constitute the motive 
for Nahash's attack on them. Further, it is impossible to 
see how a textual accident such as Cross describes for 
32 1 Sam 2:28; 7:4.6.7.8; 10:18; 11:8; 14:8; 15:6; 17:53; 
2 Sam 7:6.7; 21:2 (ter). 
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Josephus' Vorlage could have separated the seven thousand 
from the rest of the account. If, as he says, w,n ,n, ,n,, 
had been erroneously inserted at the beginning of the para-
graph and then the haplography occurred, the resultant text 
would resemble that of LXX, not that of Josephus. 
The text of 4QSama contains a plus of a complete 
line at 1 Sam 11:9-10, only a few lines beyond our text 
here. Although its contents are irretrievable, given the 
state of the fragment, it is clear that the plus in 11:9-10 
is found neither in MT nor in LXx. 33 4QSama seems clearly 
to witness to a textual tradition with expansionist tendencies 
and, considering the total absence of the plus of 10:27-11:1 
in MT and LXX, plus the lectio difficilior which MT contains 
with w,,nn, ,n,,, it seems much more likely that 4Q has an 
expanded text here as well, part of whose tradition was 
shared by Josephus, and a smaller part of which was known to 
LXX, as far as the agreement on w,n ,n, is concerned. Thus, 
the shorter and more difficult MT seems preferable here. 
2 Sam 5:4 f. 
MT: 
LXXAnt: 
-;y ,;n 11,,n,5 ,;n nJw o,y,iN ,,;n, ,,, nJw o,w;w-1, 4 
nJw w;w, o,w;w ,;n o;w,,,,, o,w,n nww, o,Jw y~w n,,n, 
n,,n,, ;N,w,-;, ;y 
4uLO~ ,pLaxov,a €,WV 6aU€LO €V ,w ßaOLA€UOQL au,ov, 
xaL ,eooepaxov,a e,n eßaOLA€UOev· 5eu,a e,n xaL €~ 
µnva~ eßaOLAeuoev €V Xeßpwv ERL ,ov Iouoa, xaL ,pLa-
xov,a ,pLa e,n eßaOLA€UO€v ERL uav,a IopanA xaL 
Iouoav Ev IepouoaAnµ. 
4 ,pLaxov,a E,wv nv 6auLo €V ,w ßao A€U€LV au,ov, 
xaL ,€OOapaxov,a €,n €ßaOLA€U0€V. 5xaL €ßa0LA€UO€V 
€V Xeßpwv ERL Iouoav e,n eu,a xaL µnva~ et, xaL ev 
IepouoaAnµ eßaOLAeuaev ,pLaxov,a ouo e,n xaL µnva~ 
e~ ERL uav,a IopanA xaL Iouoav. 
The notice of the length of David's reign, which 
occurs herein MT andin all Greek mss, is absent from OLb, 34 
33 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 133. 
34 OLb = J. Belsheim, Palimpsestus Vindobonensis (Christiania, 
1855), cited in Brooke-McLean. 
Josephus, 1 Chr and 4QSama. 35 While many commentators make 
no mention of these two verses, 36 Klostermann claimed that 
they were of later origin and were inserted here according 
to the plan of the books of Kings. 37 Budde placed them 
after 2 Sam 8:14, along with 3:2-5 and 5:13:16, 38 but this 
was objected to by Smith who, while he considered them a 
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later addition, states that their proper place is nevertheless 
at the beginning of David's reign over Israel in 2 Sam 5. 39 
Hertzberg points out that "the placing of such a 
note at this point underlines the recognition of the histor-
ical significance of the moment," 40 although he notes that 
the mention of Jerusalem shows that it did not originally 
belong here. Thenius had claimed that the absence of these 
verses from 1 Chr was due to a textual accident. 41 
Barthelemy upholds the originality of these two 
verses, noting however that their absence from 0L is a sure 
sign that they were absent from the genuine 0G as well, 
having been omitted out of the latter's desire for a more 
coherent and less problematic text. In the same way 4QSama 
has omitted this information which is, in part, found else-
where (cf. 2 Sam 2:11 and 1 Kgs 2:11), and which in MT for 
5:5 does not add up correctly, forty years total reign being 
the sum of seven and a half plus thirty-three. 42 
Ulrich, on the other hand, maintains that, in 
addition to the original 0G, 4Q, and Chr, the old Hebrew 
tradition lacked the plus as well. Then "the gloss was 
inserted into the M tradition and was subsequently reflected 
by T P and an early reviser of G. All subsequent G mss 
35 Ulrich, QTSJ, pp. 60-62. 
36 Keil, Erdmann, wellhausen, Hummelauer, Driver, Ehrlich, 
Schulz. 
37 Klostermann, p. 146. 
38 Budde (SB0T). Cf. also Nowack. 
39 Smith, p. 287, followed by Dhorme. 
40 Hertzberg, p. 267. 
41 Thenius2 , p. 160. 
42 Barthelemy, "La qualite ... ," pp. 17 f. 
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included this gloss the same way they included the early 
doublets and other revisions which are universally attested."43 
As Barthelemy and Ulrich have both suggested, it 
seems most probable indeed that this plus was lacking in the 
original OG. Its absence from OL is hardly accountable for 
otherwise. The fact of its absence from Chr may, however, not 
necessarily be a sign that it was lacking in early Hebrew 
tradition. In 1 Chr 11, vv.1-9 follow 2 Sam 5:1-3.6-10. At 
1 Chr 11:10-41, the list of David's chiefs which corresponds 
to 2 Sam 23:8-39 is inserted. Then at 1 Chr 13 the order of 
2 Sam is resumed with the story of the entry of the ark into 
Jerusalem. Thus Chr has rearranged, edited and omitted 
material from Sam to fit its own needs and outlook. The 
notice of the length of David's reign occurs in 1 Chr 29:27, 
which corresponds to 1 Kgs 2:11, at the moment of David's 
death. Chr has preferred to put off the reckoning of the 
years of David's reign until it is finished, which is, in 
fact, a more logical place .than in Sam. In both 1 Kgs 2: 11 
and 1 Chr 29:27, the arithmetic comes out just right --
seven years in Hebron and thirty-three in Jerusalem for a 
total of forty years. In 2 Sam 5:5, an extra six months 
is registered in the reign at Hebron, exactly the kind of 
precision which could easily be removed in a later text, 
for it is less probable that details which disturb the logic 
would be added rather than subtracted. Since OG translated 
Sam after the text of Chr was already in existence, it could 
easily have been influenced by the desire to make the calcu-
lations exact and by the more logical positioning of the 
tally of David's reign at the time of his death alone and 
not at the beginning of the Jerusalem period as in MT. 4Q 
seems to have followed the excised text, probably already in 
LXX's Vorlage, which, inspired by Chr, eliminated this notice 
from the place which it held in the pre-MT. 
Several Greek mss have adjusted the figures here 
in order to make the calculations work out. For the length 
43 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 62. 
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of David' s reign in Jerusalem, mss b c2 e2 have xcn €V I€pou-
OaAnµ €ßaOLA€UO€V ,pLaxov,a öuo €,n xaL µnva~ €t for MT 
nlw w;w, o,w;w ,;n o;w,,,~,. For 5:5b, ms o read simply 
x~L €ßaOLA€UO€v €RL Rav,a IopanA xaL Iouöav, omitting the 
reference to Jerusalem as well as the length of his reign 
there. Ms a2 reads xaL ,€ooapaxov,a €,n €ßaOLA€UO€v €RL 
Rav,a IopanA xaL Iouöav €V IopanA, having chosen to drop 
the specific reference to Jerusalem and to repeat the total 
forty-year reign. These modifications appear tobe attempts 
to make the difficult MT more exact and do not suggest a 
different Hebrew text. 
The fact that MT is problematic makes it more 
likely that it is original here, and that the ancestor 
common both to OG and 4QSama purposely omitted these two 
verses in order to remove both the difficulty in calculation 
and the less satisfactory placing of the sum of David's reign 
here, at the moment in which he begins to rule from Jerusalem. 
2 Sam 6:2 
MT: own n,;yn; n,,n, ,;y~n lnN iwN oyn-;~, ,,, ,;,, op,, 
.. :o,n;Nn 111N nN 
xaL av€o,n xaL €ROp€u8n 6aU€LÖ xaL Ra~ o AaO~ o µ€,' 
au,ou aRo ,wv apxov,wv Iouöa €V avaßaO€L, ,ou ava-
yay€LV €X€L8€v ,nv xLßw,ov ,ou 8€ou ... 
LXXAnt: xaL av€o,n xaL €ROp€u8n 6au€LÖ xaL Ra~ o Aao~ o µ€,' 
au,ou aRo ,wv apxov,wv Iouöa €V ,n avaßao€L ,ou 
ßouvou ,ou avayay€LV €X€L8€v ,nv xLßw,ov ,ou 8€ou .. . 
4QSama: 44 ... n] ,;yn; n-i'n,; [iwN o,,y, n] hp N'n n;y~ 1nN .. . 
1 Chr 13: 6 
MT: n,,n,; iwN o,,y, n,,p-;N nn;y~ ;Niw,-;~, ,,,, ;y,1 
... n1n, o,n;Nn 111N nN own n,;yn; 
xaL avnrar€v au,nv 6au€Lö" xaL Ra~ IopanA av€ßn €L~ 
ROALV 6aU€LÖ, n nv ,ou Iouöa, ,ou avayay€LV €J.!€L8€V 
,nv xLßw,ov ,ou 8€ou KupLou ..• 
When David and the people went to bring the ark of 
God to Jerusalem, LXX and 4QSama contain a small plus. The 
44 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 194. The superimposed daleth is found 
as such in the ms. 
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The reading of 4QSama agrees with both the parallel at 
1 Chr 13:6 and Josephus ( ... EL~ KapLa6LapLµa. 45 ) in 
mentioning the other name of this location where the ark 
had been kept ever since it had been re-taken from the 
Philistines (1 Sam 6:21-7:2). That the city was known both 
as (Kiriath-) Baal and Kiriath-Jearim is clear from Josh 15: 
9.60; 18:14, which take the trouble to specify both names 
as in 1 Chr 13:6 and 4Q for 2 Sam 6:2. As it appears in 4Q, 
the name Baalah has been glossed with o,,y, n,,p M'n, and 
Ulrich agrees that the superior reading is the shorter, 
unglossed MT. 46 
Whether MT here is entirely in order is another 
question however. The MT clearly reads n,,n, '7Yln, which 
LXX seems to have rendered doubly as auo ,wv apxov,wv Iouöa 
Ev avaßa0EL. 47 Wellhausen suggested that the Greek here 
stems from a metathesis, the LXX having originally read 
,7yn). MT here, reflected in the correction made in Greek 
to ano ,wv apxov,wv, would have come from a false under-
standing of n,,n, '7Yl, the "burghers of Judah". He recom-
mends striking the mem before '7Yl and reading n,,n, '7Yl, as 
in Josh 15:9. 48 Virtually all commentators have followed 
him, the only variation being whether to read 7Yl, 49 '7Yl, 50 
n7yln 51 or nn7yl52 as the city's name. Keil, following 
Kimchi, suggests that MT '7Yln might be original after all, 
and that the ancient historian mistakenly jumped ahead in 
his narrative so that he referred to Baal-Judah not as the 
45 Ant. VII, 78. 
46 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 197. 
47 The only variant in the Greek mss is the addition of 
,ou ßouvou in bio z c 2 e 2 . 
48 Wellhausen, pp. 166 f. 
49 Wellhausen, Nowack, Driver, Smith. 
50 Ehrlich. 
51 Budde, Dhorme, Schulz, Kittel. 
52 Klostermann. 
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place to which David went with the men, but as the place from 
which they brought the ark. 53 
Vg here (!:.!_ viris Iuda) agrees with LXX's second 
translation while Syr (mn gbr• dyhwd' w'zl lgbc), in addition 
to containing "the men of Judah", appears to have been in-
fluenced by the Ant text, as its mention of Geba indicates. 
Tg, on the other hand, has provided its own interpretation 
here: n,,n, n,j, M,,,pn. 
The presence of own in MT requires that a place 
name be indicated earlier in the verse and Wellhausen's 
correction to n,,n, ,7yj provides a seemingly more logical 
text. If his explanation of the OG €V avaßaO€L as ,7ynj 
is correct, however, this shows that the mem must have al-
ready been present in LXX's Vorlage, 54 which confirms that 
MT's reading is at least very old, if not original. 
Likewise, if the mem stems from a ffiisunderstanding 
of n,,n, ,7yj as "the burghers of Judah", it must have been 
an early misunderstanding since by the time of the text of 
Chr, tradition had clearly established that a place name 
was indicated here, as 1 Chr 13:6 shows. 
It is significant that LXX for 1 Chr 13:6 has 
rendered o,,y, n,,p-7M nn7yj as €L~ Ro~Lv 4aueLö, 55 which 
indicates that LXX for both Sam and Chr has avoided the 
53 Keil, p. 239. Similarly, Hertzberg suggests that a first 
part of this verse, which would have described David's 
going to Baale-Judah, may have fallen out of the text 
(Hertzberg, p. 275). 
54 Ulrich (QTSJ, p. 198) cites the original Hebrew text as 
n,,n, (n)7Yj*, which is possible, but the references he 
gives (Judg 11:13.16; 19:30; t Kgs 18:36) all reflect a 
verbal form of n7y. At 2 Saffi 6:2, the LXX misreading of 
,Syj(n) seems to reflect rather n7yn, such as is found 
at Num 34:4; Josh 10:10; 18:17; Judg 1:36; 8:13; 1 Sam 
9:11; 2 Sam 15:30; 2 Chr 20:16; 32:33; Neh 9:4; 12:37; 
Isa 15:5, all of which are rendered as avaßaOL~ in LXX. 
55 The only exception being mss b e 2 , which have corrected 
to €L~ KapLa0Lap€Lµ. 
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proper name "Baal(ah)" here. It may be entirely coincidental, 
or it may indicate a dissatisfaction on the part of LXX that 
the city containing the ark should have been named Baal. 
If that is true, OG's metathesis which produced EV avaßaoEL 
may not have been entirely accidental. 
MT's n,,n, ,;y~o represents certainly the more 
difficult reading for 2 Sam 6:2, while the texts of 4QSama 
and 1 Chr 13:6 contain a later gloss inspired mcst probably 
by Josh 15:9.60; 18:14. Whether MT contains simply a 
hurried narrative which speaks only of the place from which 
the ark was brought without specifying that David went to 
Baal-Judah, or whether a correction must be made according to 
the seeming logic of the narrative, it may be said at least 
that there is no textual basis for correcting the MT reading, 
which is surely an old one, as its indirect reflection in 
LXX's Vorlage indicates. 
2 Sam 6:7 
MT: oy ow no,, ;wn-;y o,n;Nn ow ,n~,, nTY~ n,n, qN-,n,, 
o,n;Nn ,,,N 
xaL E6uµw6~ KupLO~ .w o,a, xaL ERaLOEV au,ov EXEL o 
6Eo~, xaL aRE6avEv EXEL Rapa -~v xLßw,ov ,ou KupLou 
EVWRLOV ,OU 6EOU. 
LxxAnt: xaL E6uµw6~ 
EXEL O 6EO~ 
• ~v xLßw,ov 
opr~ KupLo~ EV ,w o,a, xaL ERa,a~Ev au,ov 
ERL -~ RPORE,ELa, XaL aRE6avEv EXEL Rapa 
,ou KupLOU EVWRLOV ,ou 6Eou • 
.56 
4QSama. . .. 11,N[nl 7N t,,, n;w iwN-;y o],n;Nn ow ,n~,[,] 
[o,J~[,]5[Nn ,JD); 
1 Chr 13:10 
MT: 11,Nn-;y ,,, n;w-,wN ;y ,n~,, NTY~ n,n, qN-,n,, 
o,n;N ,JD; ow no,, 
xaL E6uµw6~ KupLO~ ERL o,a, xaL ERa,a~EV au,ov EXEL 
ÖLa .o EX,ELVaL -~v XELpa au,ou ERL -~v XLßw,ov· xaL 
aRE6aVEV EXEL aREVav,L ,ou 6EOU. 
When Uzzah was struck dead for touching the ark, 
MT contains the problematic ;wn-;y, which is absent from 
56 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 195. 
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cod B. 57 The hexaplaric and Ant texts read ERL RPORE,ELa, 
reflected in Vg super temeritate, although in Contra Pelag. 
Jerome rendered it as pro ignorantia, 59 while Aquila here 
read ERL ,n ExvoLa. 60 -;-part of 4QSama is missing here, but, 
as Ulrich shows in his reconstruction, there is enough space 
for reading with the parallel in 1 Chr 13:10 njw 1WM-7Y 
111Mn-7y ,,,, which Syr seems to have followed for 2 Sam 6:7 
(Cl d'w§t 'ydh). 
The text of 1 Chr provides a good meaning with 
a plausible reason for Uzzah's unfortunate end -- that he 
stretched his hand out and touched the ark --, and a number 
of commentators correct 2 Sam on that basis. 61 If MT for 
Sam once originally contained ,,,Mn JY ,,, nJw-,wM JY, 
however, it is difficult to see what kind of textual accident 
could have resulted in the present 7Wn-Jy. 62 This reading 
in Chr rings more either of a different tradition or of an 
insertion designed to account for Uzzah's death where MT for 
Sam had become unintelligible. 63 Whatever the cause, however, 
it seems clear that 4QSama and 1 Chr show the same tradition 
here. Ulrich maintains that MT for Sam originally contained 
57 Along with mss MN ad h j(txt) 1 n p q s tu v y a 2 b2 . 
Ms z adds ERL ,n XLßw,w. 
58 Mss Abc e f g i j(mg- sub X) m o w x c2 (sub X) e2 . 
59 Contra Pelag, t.4, 508 f. (Cf. Sabatier). 
60 Barthelemy notes that Aquila, Saadia, Abulwalid, Rashi 
Radak interpret 7W from the Aramaic meaning of the root 
n7W, "negligence,fault through inadvertence," (CTAT). 
61 Thenius, Wellhausen, Budde, Nowack, LÖhr, Driver, Kittel, 
Hertzberg, RSV. 
62 For the meaning of JWn, commentators suggest 1) "error" 
(Dhorme [1956], TOB, HOTTP); 2) "fault" (Keil, Osty, BJ); 
3) "arrogance" (EÜ); 4) "rash act" (NEB); 5) an original 
place name (Klostermann, Smith, Dhorme [1910)); 6) omit (NAB). 
63 Barthelemy suggests that the "texte le plus coulant 
provienne d'un developpement inspire par le contenu 
du verset precedent" (CTAT). 
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the plus here and thus agreed with 4Q. The OG, on the other 
hand, "apparently lacked the plus, going back to an early, 
characteristically concise, Egyptian Hebrew text." 64 
Josephus' text contained the plus as we11, 65 
although it is not clear whether he derived it from the text 
of Sam or from Chr. At 6:10, David deposits the ark in the 
house of Obed-edom the Gittite. Josephus (Ant.VI, 83) adds 
that he was a Levite by descent, a detail unknown in Sam but 
found in 1 Chr 15:18. Since Josephus seems to have drawn on 
both sources for his information, his inclusion of the plus 
that "Uzzah stretched out his hand" may have come from Chr 
as well. 
It is possible that OG may have simply omitted 
;e,;i-;y out of desperation, not being able to understand 
what it might refer to. If such was the case, then its 
Vorlage would have been close to MT here. We have seen at 
2 Sam 8:7-8 that OG or its Vorlage knew of the text of Chr 
and used it in its own text. It could, therefore, have 
modified its text here according to Chr if it had wished to 
do so. In any event, the absence of a translation of !,e,;i-;y 
shows a LXX Vorlage which was either similar to MT or which 
lacked the words altogether, as Ulrich suggests. 
The reading in MT here is either irretrievably 
corrupt or else the meaning of the word has become unintel-
ligible. Because of the difficulty in seeing how it could 
be a corruption of the langer text of 1 Chr and 4Q, which 
appears rather tobe an expansion, MT seems to witness here 
to the older form of the text. 
64 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 205. Ulrich places this reading under 
the formula J:4Q C ~MG (p. 179), but if his analysis 
is correct it should be J:4Q C ~Mt G. 
65 Ant. VII, 82. 
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2 Sam 10:6 f. 
MT: -nM l1JVl'l ,,ny-,JJ 1n7v,,, 1l1J 'VIMJJ 'J ,,ny 'JJ lMi,, 6 
nJyn 17n-nMl '7l17q7M o,,wy MJl~ D1M-nMl Jln,-n,J D1M 
-nM n7Vl'l ,,, ynw,, Vl'M q7M ,wy-D,JV/ Jl~ W'Ml W'M q7M 
D'1Jln MJ~n-7J nMl JMl' 
LXX8 : 6xaL ELÖav OL ULOL Aµµwv O,L xa,DOXUV0DOav O AaO~ 
taUELÖ 0 XQL aREO,ELAQV OL ULOL Aµµwv xaL EµLo0woav,o 
•DV LUpLQV XQL Powß, ELXOOL XLALaÖa~ RESWV, XQL ,OV 
ßaOLAEa AµaADX, XLALOU~ avöpa~, XQL ELo,wß, ÖWÖEXQ 
XLALaöa~ avöpwv. 7xaL DXOUOEV taUELÖ, XQL aREO,ELAEV 
,ov Iwaß xaL Raoav •DV öuvaµLv, ,ou~ öuva,ou~. 
LXXAnt: 6xaL ELÖOV OL ULOL Aµµwv O,L DOXUV0Doav OL ÖOUAOL 
tauLÖ, XQL aROO,EAAOUOLV OL ULOL Aµµwv xaL µL00ouv,aL 
,ov rupov xaL BaL0paaß xaL ,ov Iupov roußa, ELXOOL 
XLALaÖa~ REswv, XaL ,OV ßaOLAEQ Maaxa, XLALOU~ avöpa~, 
XQL ,ov Io,wß, ÖWÖEXa XLALaöa~ avöpwv. 7xaL DXOUOEV 
taULÖ, xaL aREO,ELAEV ,ov Iwaß XQL Raoav •DV o,pa,Lav 
,wv öuva,wv. 
4QSama: 66 ~D!l ,_;J q'.:iN f11ny .,JJ 
o,w,.!ll JJi ~ [J~~nl ] n:5y [n D1M 1n1 o,,nJ oiM in on'.:i 
Jl~wf[Ml nJyn 1'.:in nMi] SJ, q5M o[,v,1'.,v, o,Jv, ? 
c( o,,yJn ,n l.!lOMl iiny [,JJl 
[ J]MP n[M] n'.,[v,,1 1'l1 ynv,,1 
1 Chr 19: 6-8 
MT: ,,ny 'JJl 1lJn n'.,w,, ,,,,-oy lVIMJnn 'J 11ny 'JJ lMi,, 6 
nJ,~n, nJyn o,M-1n1 o,,nJ oiM-1n on'.:i iJw'.:i qoJ-iJJ q?M 
1'.:in-nMl JJ1 q?M D'Vl?V/l D'JW on'., l1Jw,,7 D'Vl1.!ll JJ1 
l.!lDMJ ,,ny 'JJl MJ,,n 'J.!l? lJn,, lMJ'l ,ny-nMl nJyn 
-'.,J nM1 JM,,-nM n'.,w,, ,,,, ynw,,8 nnn'.:in'.:i lMJ'l cn,iyn 
D'1lJln MJ~ 
This text has been aptly termed by Ulrich a 
"glossator's carnival", for a comparison shows that of all 
the texts given above, plus that of Josephus as we shall see, 
no two are exactly alike for these verses which describe the 
Ammonites' hiring of armies to help them fight against David. 
Beginning with MT and LXX, we note that, while they 
are not identical, these texts are strikingly similar. Both 
cod Band Ant have expressed a subject for MT lWMJJ, although 
the two Greek text traditions differ on a number of points, 
as the following comparison indicates: 
66 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 152. 
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MT Cod B Ant 
,,,::i ll/JN.ll XQ1:l']OXUV8UOQ\I 0 
A.ao<;; t.aue:Lö 
l']OXUV8l']OQ\I OL 
ÖOUA.OL t.aue:LÖ 
::i,n,-n,::i oiN nN 
N.ll:11 D1N-nNl 
1:1']\I I:upLav >t.QL 
Powß 
1:0V 6ypov >t.QL BaL8-paaß ·r xa L 1:ov 
I:upov I:oußa 
il.l)lll AµaAl']>t. Maaxa 
D'1.llil N.lllil-?.l naaav 1:l'JV öuµaµLv 
,:ou<;; öuvai:ou<;; 
naaav 1:l'JV a,:pai:Lav 
1:W\I ÖU\IQ'rW\I 
Note that at each of these points, Ant is closer 
to MT than is B, which speaks against cod B containing the 
kaige recension here. 68 There is no reason for not con-
sidering cod B to contain the more original Greek text here, 
with Ant showing a correction toward MT. 
Before the Qumran material was known, many authors 
already sought an emendation of the words ::i,u W'Nl W'N q?N. 
Wellhausen, noting that a thousand men appeared tobe a 
small contingent for Maacah to have sent, recommended 
omitting W'N q?N altogether, thus placing Maacah and Ishtob 
together. 69 The figures then agree with the 32,000 men in 
the parallel in 1 Chr 19: 7. Budde goes further in omit ting 
the waw before Ishtob, thus making it the proper name of 
"theking of Maacah. 1170 Dhorme, in addition to accepting 
Wellhausen's correction, eliminates w,N, as a dittograph, 
reading the place name ::i,u, and identifying it with E~-
67 
68 
69 
70 
Sie Lagarde, although this form is found only in ms N. 
"Inthe usual Ant mss, we find Q* ße:8paaß, b'Qa? ße:8paaµ, 
c2 e2 ßaL8paaµ, and o* ßaLpaaµ. 
Against Ulrich, who writes, "As we examine the Greek text 
of Samuel, we notice that it falls within the area con-
sidered by Shenkel to have undergone KR revision, and we 
notice that it clings very closely to M" (QTSJ, p. 154). 
Wellhausen, p. 179. He notes the similarity between this 
case and 1 Sam 13:1 and 2 Sam 2:10 where the figures 
given seem erroneous as well. 
Budde (KHAT), p. 248. 
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Tayihe. 71 Klostermann proposed inyi liD w,N nN nlYD 17D nNi, 
based partially on Wellhausen and partially on a correction 
from Chr (inyi). 72 Ehrlich maintained that some figure 
designating how many thousand men had fallen out of the 
text. 73 Driver noted that w,N q?N is "out of construction", 
and prefixed ~ -- a "waw of concomitance" --, pointing out 
that Wellhausen's omission of w,N q?N "leads to fresh diffi-
culties and improbabilities in connexion with liD w,N."74 
Many, however, find no sufficient reason for departing from 
the text and read with MT. 75 All the aforementioned sug-
gestions for emendation fail to mention that in this verse 
all the Greek mss agree with MT's apparently problematic 
reading, which is a sign that it is at least a very old 
text. 
With the discovery of 4QSama, a text has been 
brought to light which agrees very closely with the parallel 
at 1 Chr 19:6-8 -- a text, however, which departs dramatically 
from MT and LXX for 2 Sam here. 4Q and Chr agree on the sum 
of a thousand talents of silver paid by the Ammonites, on 
the mention of horsemen and chariots rather than foot soldiers, 
and on the names of the kings and places from which the sol-
diers were hired. As Ulrich's reconstruction shows, 4QSam8 
appears to follow 1 Chr word for word with the exception of 
its agreement with MT for liu w,N, in place of 1 Chr 
iny-nNi. 76 Ulrich judiciously observes that "from this 
71 Dhorme (1910), p. 349. 
72 Klostermann, p. 171. 
73 Ehrlich, p. 294. 
74 Driver, p. 288. 
75 Keil, Erdmann, Hertzberg, BJ, Dhorme (1956), Osty, TOB, 
RSV, NEB, NAB. 
76 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 152. Note, however, three uncertain 
points in 4Q which contain unaccountably long spaces 
1) after nlyn; 2) the beginning of the line preceding 
D'W7W D'lW; 3) at the beginning of the line, preceding 
ynw,,. The text of Chr is not lang enough to fill these 
spaces, but conjecture on their contents is impossible. 
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specific text in isolation it cannot be proved either that 
4Q is a conflation of M and C or that Cis dependent on 
4Q_ .. 77 
In the text of Josephus here, we find a mixture of 
material, some of which is closer to MT and some to 4Q/Chr: 
xaL REµ$av,E~ RPO~ rupov ,ov ,wv MEOORO,aµL,WV 
ßaaLAEa XLALa ,aAav,a auµµaxov au,ov ERL ,ou,w 
yEvEa6aL ,w µLa6w RapEXaAEOav xaL roußav· naav 
OE ,OL~ ßaOLAEUOL ,OU,OL~ RE~OU ouo µupLaOE~. 
RpoaEµLa6waav,o OE xaL ,ov EX ,n~ MLxa~ xaAou: 
µEvn~ xwpa~ ßaaLAEa xaL ,E,ap,ov Ia,oßov ovoµa, 
xaL ,ou,ou~ EXOV,a~ µupLOU~ xaL OLOXLALOU~ ORAL-
,a~.78 
Thus, 4Q, Chr and Josephus agree on the thousand 
talents of silver, on the mention of Mesopotamia, and on 
the total of 32,000 soldiers, but Josephus agrees with MT 
and LXX on the mention of foot soldiers rather than horsemen 
and chariots. 
Ulrich maintains that the absence of XLALOU~ avopa~ 
in connection with Maacah's forces shows agreement between 
Josephus and "OG/pL". Further, ~100,N, found in 4Q as well, 
was definitely present in OG's Hebrew Vorlage and was ren-
dered ELa,wß in OG. The kaige recension took this over from 
OG "because it was not a clear corrigendum relative to the 
proto-M ms." 0,N q~N, on the other hand, which was in MT but 
not in OG's Vorlage, was rendered XLALOu~ avopa~ in kaige. 
The fact that Josephus has the former (Ia,oßov) but not the 
latter shows that he followed OG, which was ultimately 
dependent on 4Q, but not kaige, which depended on MT. Also, 
Josephus' total of the men, 20,000 plus 12,000, rules out 
the 1,000 men of Maacah. 79 
Ulrich's reasoning, however, is difficult to follow 
here. The term XLALOu~ avopa~ is found in all mss of Brooke-
McLean without exception. Further, as shown above, the text 
of Ant (mss b o c2 e 2 ) is consistently closer to MT than is 
cod B, so there is no evidence that cod B, where the kaige 
77 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 154. 
7 8 An t . V II , 1 2 1. 
79 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 155. 
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should appear, contains a recension corrected in favor of MT 
in this case. 
While Josephus does not include the thousand men 
of Maacah's forces, he appears tobe the only one to speak 
of exactly 32,000 men in the army raised by the Ammonites. 
MT and LXX clearly have 33,000 (20,000 +1,000 + 12,000). 
Chr speaks of 32,000 chariots and horses, raised from Meso-
potamia, Aram-maacah and Zobah, and then adds, "and the king 
of Maacah with his men." According to the Chr text, they 
seem not to have been included in the 32,000. 4Q, according 
to Ulrich's reconstruction, followed Chr as far as indicating 
the 32,000 chariots and horses from the three places. Then, 
after this, it adds, "and King Maacah ~nd I]shtob •.. " Here, 
therefore, just as in Chr, Maacah and Ishtob seem not tobe 
included in the 32,000 by their position in the sentence. If 
Josephus' Greek Biblical text of Sam read as LXX and con-
tained the 20,000 + 1,000 + 12,000, and if he had compared 
this with Chr's 32,000 plus the unspecified men of Maacah 
(and of Ishtob if he had 4Q's text before him), he could have 
easily fitted his count to arrive at Chr's 32,000, simply 
by dropping Ma&cah's force, which was unspecified in Chr any-
way, and by grouping him with Ishtob. Josephus' division of 
the troops, rather than the lump sum as found in 4Q/Chr, 
plus the silence about the chariots and horses, makes it 
possible that his principal source was a Greek text similar 
to our LXX mss, although he knew of Chr's text as well. 
Because of the lacuna in 4QSama at ~,uw,[Ml n,yD], it is not 
possible to tel1 whether Ishtob is meant tobe a separate 
person, as in Josephus, or the proper name of the king of 
Maacah. It is, thus, not clear how much Josephus depended 
on a 4Q-type tradition. This is not to say that Ulrich is 
necessarily wrong, but rather that another explanation is 
possible here, and the lack of certainty in the 4Q reading 
must leave the question open. 
4Q, in any event, shares clearly a large part of 
its reading with the Chr tradition. Kittel attributed the 
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different names in Chr not to an independent tradition, but 
to the fact that in the time of the Chronicler these places 
were known by different names, so that he could no longer 
recognize which places were meant in the MT 2 Sam text. 80 
He notes further that, whereas Chr speaks of 32,000 chariots, 
Sam's 32,000 foot soldiers was closer to the historical 
situation. 81 
Thus, for these variants between MT/LXX and 4Q/Chr 
the agreement of MT and LXX must certainly be taken into 
account in determining the age and priority of this common 
tradition in MT/LXX. Josephus seems to have known of both 
and combined the material from 2 Sam and from Chr (or from 
a text of Sam which was similar to Chr). 4Q and Chr con-
tain a text which has modifiedand enlarged upon that of the 
more primitive one witnessed in MT/LXX. 
2 Sam 24:16b-17a 
MT: n,n,-,M ,,, 1nM,,17a,0J,n nl11Mn 11l-OY n,n n,n, 1M7ni16b 
16bxaL o arreAOS KupLou nv Rapa ,w aAw Opva ,ou 
IeßouoaLOU. 1·raxaL ELREV taUELÖ RPO~ KupLOV •.• 
LXXAnt: 16iaL o arreAo~ ,ou 6eQu nv ea,nxw~ Rapa ,nv aAw 
Opva ,ou IeßouoaLOU. 1·ra XQL ELREV tauLÖ RPO~ KupLOV .•• 
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4QSama: [1,11] ~0;1 '0l[J,]n Mli[M 11l c]y 1n1Y n1~[, 1M7n1 
[n,,ol] ,i,J ng1,w ~(JJ1n, 0[,1~[0nl ,,J, v,~n r,,J ... ,,l,y nM] 
n1n, 7M 1,11 1nM;1 c,pw[J 0,0]5nn cni[Jg 7Y 0'lPTn1 •.. c,,011, 7Y] 
1 Chr 21:15b-17a 
MT: M1'1 ,,l,y-nM ,,,, M0'1 16 ,o,J,n 1l1M 11l-CY ,ny n,n, 1M7n~5b 
n,,ol ,,,~ ng1,0 1J1n, a,nwn ,,J, V1Mn ,,J iny n,n, 1M7n-nM 
inM,, 17 cn,Jg-;y a,pwJ a,oJn a,Jptn, ,,,, ;g,, 0,0,,,-,y 
a,n,Mn-,M ,,,, 
At the end of 2 Sam 24:16, the text of 4QSama 
contains a plus describing the angel standing by the threshing 
80 R. Kittel, Die Bücher der Chronik (Göttingen, 1902), 
pp. 76 f. 
81 Kittel, Chronik, p. 77. 
82 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 156. 
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floor of Araunah with sword drawn, and David and the elders 
in sackcloth, fallen upon their faces. The plus parallels 
the text of Chr 21:15-16 and is found in Josephus as 
we11, 83 but is absent from both MT and LXX in 2 Sam. 
Ulrich attributes the loss of these two lines from 
MT to an accident through haplography (homeoarcton) at 
,nw,, .. ~w,,, and its absence from LXX to a revision which 
would have excised the section because it was not present 
in MT. 84 
Indications that 4Q is not dependent upon Chr here 
include: 1) the correct name of Orna in 4Q against both MT 
(h31iNn) and Chr (1liN); 2) Chr's transposition of c,o~nn 
ClPW~/cn,l~ 7~; 3) the hithpael c,o~nn against hophal c,o~n 
in Chr; and 4) 4Q's agreement with MT and LXX for n,n, 7N 
against Chr c,n7Nn 7N. 85 
Barthelemy has reacted against Ulrich's analysis 
here, maintaining that, while 4Q does preserve a more prim-
itive text vis-a-vis 1 Chr, both 4Q and 1 Chr include a 
paraphrase in the style of apocalyptic and post-exilic 
visions. 86 Further, there is simply no proof that the plus 
was once present in OG and that it had been excised. The 
pluses of OG at 2 Sam 24:13.15 which have been maintained 
in the Palestinian recension are sufficient to show that 
an excision is highly improbable here. Finally, a case 
of homeoarcton here, based on inN,, ... Nw,,, is unlikely. 87 
To these observations it may be added that the 
presence of this plus in Josephus does not necessarily 
require that it have once been part of the early Sam text, 
83 Ant. VII, 327: 0 ÖE BaOLAEU~ aaxxov EVÖEÖUµEVO~ EXEL,O 
rna •D~ YD~·•• avaßAE~a~ Ö0 €L~ ,ov aEpa O ßaOLAEU~ xaL 
8EaaaµEvo~ ,ov ayyEAOV öL'au,ou ~EpoµEvov ERL ,a IEpoao-
Auµa XQL µaxaLpav EOnaaµEVOV ELRE npo~ ,ov 8EOV. 
84 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 157. 
85 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 157. 
86 Barthelemy, CTAT. 
87 Barthelemy, CTAT. 
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as Josephus does not hesitate to mix elements from Chr (or 
from the later, glossed text of Sam witnessed by 4Q) into 
. his narrative, as we have already seen above. 88 
For these verses, therefore, 4Q contains a later 
addition to the text which agrees with Chr, but which was 
not necessarily ~art of the older text of Sam as contained 
in MT. 
2 Sam 24:20 
MT: ,nnw,, nlliM M~,, l'7Y 0,,Jy ,,,Jy-nMl 17Dn-nM M,,, ... 
n~,M ,,nM 17D7 
... xaL ELOEV ,ov ßaaLAEa xaL ,ou~ naLoa~ au,ou Rapa-
ROpEuoµEvou~ ERavw au,ou (oLaROPEUOµEVOU~ ER'au,ov-
Ant). xaL Et~A8EV Opva xaL RPOOEXUV~OEV ,w ßaOLAEL ERL 
RpoawRov au,ou ERL ,~v y~v. 
89 
4QSama: 0'PWJ [0,0JnD l'7Y o,,JlJ ,,,JynMl J7~~ nM Mi,,] 
o,on w, MliMl 
1 Chr 21:20 
MT: 0,on w, 1l,Ml 0'MJnnD lDY l'lJ nyJ,Ml 1M7Dn-nM M,,, ... 
LXX8 : ... XaL ELOEV ,ov ßaOLAEa xaL ,Eaaapa~ ULOU~ au,ou 
µE,'au,ou µE8axaßELv· xaL Opva ~v aAowv Rupou~. 
When Araunah sees David coming toward him, the 
texts of 2 Sam MT, LXX and 4Q, as well as the parallel at 
1 Chr MT and LXX and Josephus, 90 each read slightly dif-
ferently. 4Q agree with LXX and with 1 Chr and Josephus 
that Araunah was "threshing wheat" when David arrived. 4Q 
adds however, that David and his men were wearing sackcloth. 
MT for l Chr reports that Araunah saw an angel rather than 
the king while LXX for 1 Chr agrees with the rest of the 
texts of 2 Sam on that point.9 1 Where 2 Sam reports the 
servants of the king approaching, Chr (both MT and LXX) 
88 Cf. p. 106 above. 
89 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 157. 
90 Ant. VII, 330: Opovva~ OE ,ov OL,OV aAowv €REL ,ov 
ßaaLAEa RpoaLov,a xaL ,ou~ RaLoa~ au,ou Rav,a~ E8eaaa,o. 
91 At 1 Chr 21:20, ms pb alone reads ayyEAOV here. 
says that Araunah's four sons were hiding themselves. 
Josephus, on the other hand, contains neither the mention 
of the angel nor the four sons of Araunah. 
The angel mentioned in 1 Chr here may be a cor-
ruption (1N~nn for ,~nn), but is more likely a deliberate 
modification of the text since the angel turns up in 1 Chr 
21:27.30 as well. LXX for 1 Chr 21:20 has "corrected" its 
text, reading ,ov ßaOLA€a here, but left the four sons in 
place, which no longer makes sense without the presence of 
the angel. Gurtis has pointed out that "the Chronicler 
desired to add more witnesses to the presence of the angel 
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at this spot, since this fact consecrated the Temple site." 92 
In 4QSama here, D'vW) [c,o)nn] attests to an inde-
pendent tradition carried only in 4Q. The wearing of the 
sackcloth by David and his men is mentioned already in 4Q 
2 Sam 24:16 and appears again in the line following 24:20. 93 
Thus both 4Q and Chr witness to separate traditions 
of this scene. 4Q, Chr and Josephus agree, however, on the 
plus which says that Araunah was threshing wheat when David 
came along. Even before the discovery of 4Q, a large number 
of commentators recommended the insertion of this note into 
the text of Samue1. 94 Gurtis, however, noted that this 
phrase "appears to have been introduced by the Chronicler 
in view of the f~llowing statement of v.21, •and Ornan went 
out from the threshing floor•.n 95 There is no occasion for 
a textual accident in MT for 2 Sam here which would account 
for its absence from the text, nor any apparent reason why 
MT would have excised the plus deliberately. On the other 
hand, it does harmonize the narrative, setting the scene 
92 E. L. Gurtis and A. A. Madsen, A Critical and Exegetical 
Commentary on the Bocks of Chronicles (Edinburgh, 1910), 
p. 253. 
93 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 158. 
94 Thenius, Wellhausen, Klostermann, Budde, Smith, Nowack, 
Dhorme (1910), Kittel, Hertzberg, NAB, BJ. 
95 Gurtis, Chronicles, p. 252. 
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nicely for David's encounter with Araunah and the subsequent 
purchasing of the threshing floor. 
As far as this text of 2 Sam is concerned, each 
stage seems to have added something. ~he text of MT is the 
shortest, without the note that Araunah was threshing wheat. 
It is more sober than 4Q and Chr, mentioning neither the 
sackcloth nor the angel and Araunah's four boys. Thus, 
MT is tobe preferred as the more primitive state of the 
text, to which the additional information was appended. 
Conclusions 
In these cases, which include one MT plus (2 Sam 
5:4-5) and six MT minuses vis-a-vis 4QSama, the text of 4Q 
shows a great resemblance to 1 Chr against both MT and LXX 
for Sam, except for the 4Q minus at 2 Sam 5:4-5 (shared by 
LXX and 1 Chr) and for 4Q's unique plus at 1 Sam 10:27-11:1. 
Ulrich has shown the difficulty in establishing priority 
between 4QSama and 1 Chr, although he observes that "the 4Q 
C agreements are mostly original S readings corrupt in M, 
or narrative expansions typical of the Palestinian text 
tradition," and "none of the 4Q C agreements either betrays 
characteristics commonly associated with the Chronicler's 
specific interests (levitical, genealogical, cultic, etc.) 
or displays new types of variation from M due to the fact 
that C now provides a parallel," to conclude that "this 
combination of observations points to the Samuel tradition, 
not the Chronicles tradition, as the source of the 4Q C 
similarity,"96 and that "the contribution of 4Q is that it 
provides us with an exemplar much closer than M to the 
Samuel textual basis used by the Chronicler." 97 The few 
pluses which we have considered here bear this out we11. 98 
96 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 163. 
97 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 164. 
98 Note, however, that not one of these pluses agrees 
verbatim with 1 Chr. 
Perhaps the most significant factor with regard 
to these pluses, however, is their disagreement with OG 
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as well as with MT. Ulrich suggests that this might be due 
to excision of the pluses in later Greek revision when they 
were not found in MT (and then, presumably, subsequent 
contamination of even the most faithful OG mss), 99 although 
the likelihood of such a process is lessened if one considers 
the large number of instances in Sam where the OG text has 
been preserved intact despite its divergence from MT. The 
fact that Ulrich recognizes that some of the 4Q C agreements 
are "narrative expansions typical of the Palestinian text 
tradition" suggests the explanation for these pluses which 
we have considered. Their absence from the combined MT/LXX 
traditions is a powerful argument against their originality 
in the text of Sam. The fact that we are dealing, in each 
case but that of 2 Sam 5:4-5, with a plus in 4Q, and that 
none of the cases presents the occasion for a likely textual 
accident which would account for its omission in MT, suggest 
that 4Q•s tradition has expanded an originally shorter text. 
The large 4Q plus at 1 Sam 10:27-11:1, shared in 
its entirety by no other known text, appears again tobe a 
sign of later expansion. 
In the one plus here which MT contains over against 
4Q, at 2 Sam 5:4-5, we saw that its presence in the text 
is more problematic than its absence because of the ap-
parently faulty arithmetic and of its position at the be-
ginning of a new stage of David's activity rather than at 
the end of his life where it would be expected. The fact 
that it is "problematic" is an indication of its originality 
rather than its being a later addition. This is the only 
one of the cases examined in this section for which 4Q agrees 
completely with OG, and the tradition which LXX and 4Q 
partially share could well have excised it from the text 
in the name of greater coherence. 
99 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 157. 
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The result of the examination of these texts is 
that where there is a significant plus or minus in 4QSama 
vis-a-vis MT, MT attests both to the same absence of 
literary activity that it did when compared with LXX, and 
to the retention of a difficult reading which was probably 
removed at a later date. MT, therefore, appears consistently 
tobe the witness of a more primitive form of the text as 
far as these pluses and minuses are concerned. 
1.4 Double translations in LXX 
In the following texts, LXX contains a plus in 
the form of a double reading which indicates a second or 
alternate translation vis-a-vis MT, or a different Vorlage. 
1 Sam 2:24 
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MT: n,n,-oy o,,::iyn ynw ':llM iwM nynwn n::i,u-Ml7 ,::i 'l:l 7M 
LXX8 : µn, ,Exva, o,L oux araen n axon nv erw axouw· µn 
ROL€L,€ ou,w~, o,L oux ara6aL aL axoaL a~ Eyw axouw, 
TOU µn ÖOUA€U€LV AQOV 6€W. 
LxxAnt: µn, ,Exva, µn ROLEL,€ ou.w~, o,L oux araen n axon 
nv €YW axouw R€PL uµwv, .ou ROL€LV .ov AQOV µn 
Aa,p€U€LV .w KupLW. 
1 
4QSama: [7M Yl~iw ':l.lM iwM nyiii[wn n::i,u Ml7 ,::i 'l:l 7M ] 
[ ]::iyn yniw 'lM ,w~ [niyinwn ni]::i,u M[l7 ,::i 1:::1 1iwyn] 
In this verse, cod B contains a plus, absent from 
Ant and omitted by Cappel. 2 Wellhausen identified the 
genuine OG text as beginning with µn ROL€L,€ ou,w~ and 
described all that preceded it as a double translation con-
forming to MT. 3 The majority of authors either takes no 
notice of the LXX plus here, 4 or reads with MT. 5 Peters 
alone suggested the complete reintegration of the repetitive 
plus into the original text, on the grounds that it expressed 
the loquaciousness of the time, and attributed its absence 
in MT to homeoteleuton at ynw ':llM iwM. 6 McCarter blames 
1 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 41 . 
2 Cappel, Notae Criticae, p. 431. 
3 Wellhausen, p. 47. 
4 Thenius, Keil, Erdmann, Driver, Hummelauer, Budde, Smith, 
Dhorme, Ehrlich, Kittel, Stoebe, Hertzberg, RSV, NEB, BJ, 
Osty, TOB, EÜ. 
5 Fernandez, Schulz. 
6 Peters, p. 119. 
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the loss on haplography as well, but recognizes that the 
text of B, and 4QSama which appears to follow it exactly, 
are conflate (as was, according to him, MT before the 
textual accident). 7 Ulrich, on the other hand, maintains 
"8 that "in general M preserves the preferable short text. 
The fact that LXX8 and 4Q agree here on the longer 
double text indicates that there was a common ancestor for 
this reading, but it is not necessary, as McCarter maintains, 
that it was so in the proto-MT as well. It is much more 
likely that the Vorlage of LXX contained a different reading 
here. In v.23, for MT n7Nn o,,J,~ 11wyn nn7, OG has the 
singular: Iva ,L EOL€L,€ xa,a ,o PDµa ,ou,o (,a PDµa,a ,au,a 
in bio c2 e 2 ), and for MT n7N oyn-7~ nND o,y, o,,J,-nN it 
reads: €X a,oµa,o~ Eav,o~ ,ou laou KupLou (xa,alalouµ€va xae• 
uµwv in bio c2 e2 ). This suggests that for v.24 as well, 
LXX's Vorlage was different from MT and that it was preserved 
in OG. 9 
The text of 4Q for these verses is somewhat problem-
atic. The MT plus at v.22 is absent from it as from LXX. 
For v.23, Ulrich reconstructs the following reading for 4Q: 
]~J,.[yJ;[,w] 'JN ~[w]N ~[7Nn o,,J,~ 1J~wyn, 10 
which appears to agree at least partially with MT against 
LXX. This is seen in the presence of JiJ,[ where LXX has 
€X a,oµa,o~, although there is apparently not enough room in 
4Q for the full MT o,y, o~,,J, nN. There is room, however, 
for either the text of cod A (pDµa,a EOVDPa = o,y, o,,J,), or 
that of Ant (xa,alalouµ€va xae'uµwv = o~J o,,J,1n) 11 but 
in either case LXX's €X a,oµa,o~ would no longer appear to fit. 
At v.24, 4Q contains the longer conflate text of LXX, although 
both Cross and Ulrich are in agreement that the text of MT is 
superior here. 12 
7 McCarter, p. 81. 
8 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 42. 
9 Klostermann, p. 8, calls the plus at v.24 a gloss. 
10 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 41. 
11 Cross, BASOR 132, p. 22. 
12 Cross, BASOR 132, p. 23; Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 42. 
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Because of the presence of the double reading of 
v.24 in 4Q, it is likely that it was found already in LXX's 
Vorlage. That the text of MT is the more original, however, 
is sugge~ted by its elliptical 'lj ;M, whereas LXX 11wyn-;M 
could have been influenced by the 11wyn of v.23. This 
shorter MT expression, although not common, is sufficient as 
it stands, as Ruth 1 :13 (,) ,nJj ;M) indicates. 13 
Here at 2:24, therefore, we have a double reading 
in LXX (and 4Q), which contains a more original MT reading 
followed by an alternate reading which was most likely found 
already in LXX's Vorlage. 
1 Sam 4:14-16 
MT: 14 w,Mn1 ntn 11nnn ;,p nn ,nM,, n~y~n ;,p-nM ,;y ynw,, · 
l'l'Yl nlW nlDWl o,ywn-,j ,;y, 15 ,;y; 1l'l Mj'l ,nn 
-,n Mjn ')lM ,;y-;M W'Mn 1DM'l 16 nlM1? ;,~, M?l nnp 
'lj ,j,n n,n-nn ,nM'l o,,n ,noJ n),ynn-1n 'lMl n),ynn 
LXX8 : 14xaL nxouoev HA€L ,nv ~wvnv ,n~ ßon~ xaL eLuev TL~ 
n ßon ,n~ ~wvn~ ,au,n~; xaL o av6pwuo~ oneuoa~ ELO-
nA6ev xaL aunyyeLAEV ,w HA€L. 15xaL HAEL ULO~ evevn-
xovta e,wv, xaL OL o~6aAµOL au,ou euaveo,noav xaL 
oux eßA€ff€V 0 xaL €Lff€V HA€L ,OL~ avopaOLV ,OL~ ffEPL-
eo,nxoOLV au,w TL~ n ~wvn ,ou nxou~ ,ou,ou; 16xaL o 
avnp oueuoa~ npoonA6ev HAEL xaL ELnEv au,w Eyw ELµL 
o nxwv ex ,n~ napeµßoAn~, xayw ne~euya ex ,n~ uapa-
tatew~ onµepov. xaL eLuev TL ,o rerova~ pnµa, ,exvov; 
LxxAnt: 14xaL nxouoev HAEL ,nv ßonv ,n~ ~wvn~ xaL eLuev TL~ 
n ~wvn ,n~ axon~ ,au,n~; xaL o av6pwno~ oueuoa~ ELO-
nA6ev xaL aunyyELA€V tw HAEL. 15xaL HAEL ULO~ EVEV-
. nxov,a xaL oxtw e,wv, xaL OL o~6aAµOL au,ou eßap-
uv6noav, xaL oux eßAeuev. xaL ELnev HAeL ,oL~ avopaoLv 
toL~ uapeo,nxooLv au,w TL~ n ~wvn ,ou nxou ,ou,ou; 
16xaL auexpL6n o avnp o eAnAu6w~ xaL eLnev eyw ELµL 
o nxwv ex ,n~ napeµßoAn~· eyw ue~euya ex •n~ napa-
tatew~ onµepov, xaL ELnev autw HAEL TL ,o yeyovo~ 
pnµa, ,exvov; auayyELAOV µoL, ,exvov. 
In these verses, Eli's question about the tumult 
of the crowd appears, in a slightly different form, in vv. 
14 and 15 in LXX. Thenius, in his first edition, called the 
13 Although the more usual form is ?M plus vocative, fol-
lowed by a negative command. Cf. 2 Sam 13:12.25; 2 Kgs 
4:16; Judg 19:23. 
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sentence xaL €LU€V H~EL -- xaL €LUEV autw (cod B) a "second 
translation of v.14 according to another text in which v.15 
was lacking," 14 and accordingly inserted ,,;, n,~~ln n,wlN; 
and read ,; iDN'l ,;y-;N N~,, with LXX in place of MT N~,, 
,;y; 1l'l (v.14) and ,;,_;N w,Nn iDN'l (v.16), although in 
his second edition he retained only the first of these 
corrections. 15 Wellhausen identified LXX vv.14-15 as a 
doublet to vv.15b-16a, called the second of these the original 
OG, and maintained that the LXX originally lacked v.15, i.e., 
the reference to Eli's age and blindness, through a textual 
accident. 16 Klostermann, noting the close connection 
between Eli's question in v.14 and the messenger•s answer in 
v.16, claimed that, since the information in v.15 is nec-
essary, its original place was immediately after npy~n in 
v.14, but a later scribe placed it before the second iDN'l 
(v.16) instead of before the first in v.14. This then oc-
casioned the insertion of ,;y-;N w,Nn to avoid confusion 
over the subject of iDN'l. He then, as Thenius, inserts 
,,;y n,~~ln-;N. 17 Budde, who in SBOT omitted v.15 as an 
addition to the text, later replaced it in KHAT, claiming 
that LXX had purposely omitted it because of the reference 
to Eli's "keeping watch" in v.13. While agreeing that LXX 
v.15b contains the original Greek, he calls tOL~ avöpaaLv etc. 
an explanatory addition. 18 Smith observed that v.15, which 
interrupts the narrative, is "apparently a redactional 
14 
15 
Thenius 1 , p. 18. 
Thenius2 , p. 20. 
MT (1910, p. 49), 
totally with MT. 
Dhorme accepted only this change in 
but abandoned it in 1956 to read 
16 Wellhausen, p. 56, followed by Nowack and Peters. 
17 Klostermann, p. 15. Both he and Thenius justify the 
mention of the "men standing around" by reference to 
v.20. There, however, it refers to the women attending 
the wife of Phinehas as she is dying in childbirth. This 
reference hardly seems compelling as a justification for 
vv.14 f., and its similarity makes it suspect. 
16 Budde (SBOT}, p. 56; (KHAT), p. 36. 
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insertion," but suggested no other change in the text. 19 
Stoebe suggests that the plus in LXX goes back to its Hebrew 
Vorlage, 20 and McCarter advanced the theory that the double 
text is due to a conflate reading that was present in the 
proto-MT as well, but through haplography at inM'l and the 
expansion of l7 inM'l to '7» 7M ~,Mn iDM'l, the present MT 
arose. 21 
From this overview concerning these verses, we see 
that the majority of authors consider the second LXX trans-
lation, in v.15b, tobe the original OG, while a good 
number maintain that the information about Eli's age and 
blindness in v.15a may have been a later addition, either in 
MT or already in a text common to MT and LXX's Vorlage. If 
we compare cod B with Ant, we note that for v.14 »n~,, all 
the way to the end of v.15, Band Ant are in basic agreement. 
Again, for ,~JM to 'J~, the two texts agree basically. 
Further, for the Greek plus in v.15b, the two texts differ 
only at nxou~ B = nxou Ant. For the rest of the Greek plus, 
however, the two are quite different, as B xaL o avnp OREuaa~ 
RpoanA9Ev HAEL xaL ELnEv au,w is very close to MT v.14, 
while Ant xaL aREXpLSn o avnp o EADAU9w~ xaL ELREV diverges 
from it quite distinctly. If one presumes that v.15 is 
original in the text, 22 the following process may account 
for the present differences in the Greek texts. 
First of all, v.15b is LXX's original Greek trans-
lation for v.14aß, later retranslated literally according to 
19 Smith, p. 36. Cf. also Schulz and Kittel. 
20 Stoebe, p. 134. 
21 McCarter, p. 112. This has the merit of being a fairly 
simple explanation for the present state of the text, but 
it may be too coincidental that a textual accident had 
the good fortune to occur precisely around the words 
which cause difficulty here. 
22 The fact in LXX Eli asks the question of those standing 
around implies knowledge of his blindness, and therefore 
the explicit mention of it was probably in LXX's Vorlage 
as well. 
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MT. Because of the mention of "the men standing around" in 
LXX's original translation, which differed from the later 
one, it was preserved, but relocated after the mention of 
Eli's blindness. At the same time, MT v.16 ,7y-?M w,Mn inM'l 
was modified to xaL ELREV au,w since the OG xaL o avnp 
onEuoa~ npoonA8Ev HAEL, in its new surroundings, made MT 
'?Y-?M superfluous. Then in Ant, this redundant phrase was 
modified to xaL anExpL8n o avnp o EAnAu8w~. 
This explanation may seem unnecessarily complicated, 
but the last observation on Ant's text seems to provide the 
confirmation of its correctness, for it departs so widely 
from the text that it arouses suspicion and, more importantly, 
cannot be the response to Eli's question in LXX v.15b, which 
was addressed, according to LXX, to the "men standing around." 
It must be the response to the question Eli had asked already 
in v.14. The use of the perfect participle here is a further 
indication of this. At v.16, MT ,7y-?M w,Mn inM'l is simply 
the continuation of the narrative from v.14 where the man 
has rushed to Eli's side to give him news of the battle. The 
form of v.16 in LXXB, XQL O avnp OREUOa~ npoonA8€V HAEL XQL 
ELREV, is a repetition of v.14, the sign of the double 
translation, while the Ant text here, xaL anExpL8n o avnp 
o EAnAu8w~ xaL ELREV, witnesses to the later modification of 
the Greek text as described above. It is only MT's text 
that makes sense here. 
For the rest of the original OG translation for 
v.14, XQL €LR€V HAEL ,OL~ avöpaOLV ,OL~ REPLEO,nxoOLV au,w 
TL~ n ~wvn ,ou nxou~ ,ou,ou;, this may indicate that LXX 
had a slightly different Hebrew text from MT ?lv nn inM'l 
ntn 1,nnn. The proper name Eli could, however, have been 
an addition made by the Greek translator himself in order 
to clarify the subject. Further, nxo~ for 1 ,nn is found 
at 1 Sam 14:19 as well so no difference in the Hebrew need 
be presumed here. The only major difference between LXX and 
MT, therefore, is LXX's ,OL~ avöpaOLV ,OL~ REPLEO,nxoOLV, 
the men to whom Eli addressed his question. Even here we 
need not necessarily see a different Vorlage, as LXX, un-
satisfied with the fact that in the Hebrew text Eli's 
question was addressed to no one in particular, could have 
added the words on its own initiative. 
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Thus, for the Greek plus here, we find the original 
OG relocated after another translation closer to MT had been 
added to the text. The OG has been modified somewhat to 
fit its new surroundings, and has undergone even more 
modifications in the text of Ant. The OG here, however, 
does not necessarily indicate that its Vorlage was different 
from the text of MT. 
1 Sam 15:3 
MT: 7nnn N7l l7-,~N-7~-nN cnn,nn, p7ny-nN nn,~n, 17 nny 
... nnnn, ,,7y 
xaL vuv nopEuou xaL na,atEL~ ,ov AµaAnx xaL IEpELµ 
xaL nav,a ,a au,ou, xaL ou nEpLnoLnan Et au,ou xaL 
EtOAE6pEUOEL~ au,ov· xaL ava6Eµa,LEL~ au,ov xaL nav,a 
,a au,ou, xaL ou ~ELon an'au,ou· xaL anox,EVEL~ ..• 
LXXAnt: xaL vuv nopEuou, xaL na,atEL~ ,ov AµEADX xaL nav,a 
,a au,ou, xaL ou REPLROLDOEL Et au,ou ou6Ev, xaL 
EtOAE6pEUOEL~ au,ov xaL nav,a ,a au,ou, xaL ava-
6Eµa,LEL~ au,ov xaL nav,a ,a au,ou, xaL ou µn ~ELOEL 
au,ou, xaL anox,EvEL~ ..• 
In Samuel's instruction to Saul to aestro~ the 
Amalekites, we find a plus in Greek which represents a 
double, and partially a triple, translation. KaL IEpELµ, 
absent only from mss b o c2 e2 , appears to have been a mis-
reading of cnn,nn, in the original OG. 23 Since LXX con-
tinues xaL nav,a ,ou au,ou, virtually all commentators have 
corrected to •.. , inN nn,nn, or nNl ,nn,nn,. 24 Lxx25 
23 Thus, explicitly, Houbigant, Wellhausen, Peters, Nowack, 
Dhorme, Schulz, McCarter. All the other authors seem 
to have tacitly admitted a double translation here. 
24 Stoebe, p. 283, who notes, in defense of MT here, "every-
where where it is a question of booty, the people as a 
whole appear," but the overwhelming evidence for a 
singular here seems to speak against MT. Cf. Vg, Tg, 
Syr, all of which read the singular. 
25 Except for mss d 1 p y, which omit xaL ou nEpLnoLnan --
xaL nav,a ,a au,ou. 
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then goes on to translate l'?Y ?Dnn M?l as xaL ou REPLROL~a~ 
E~ au,ou, after which it returns to onn,nn, with xaL E~OAE-
6pEUOEL~ au,ov. Then, xaL ava6Eµa,LEL~ au,ov xaL nav,a ,a 
au,ou xaL ou ~ELO~ an'au,ou represents a return to onn,nn,, 
but this time it is uninterrupted all the way to ,,?y. 
All commentators have correctly discerned a double 
translation here, although they leave unanswered the question 
of which might have been the original OG. 26 
The verb o,n, after apparently being misread as a 
proper name, IEPELµ, is translated as E~OAE6pEUOEL~ and then 
as ava6Eµa,LEL~. The first of these verbs is the translation 
of o,n in Deut, Josh, Judg, 1 Sam, 1 Kgs, 2 Chr, and occurs no 
less than eight times in 1 Sam 15 for o,n (vv. 3,8(AJ, 9,9, 
15,18,20,21). Ava6Eµa,L~ELv, on the other hand, translates 
o,n in Num, Deut, Josh, Judg, 2 Kgs, 1 Chr, 2 Esd, but in 
1 Sam occurs only here at 15:3. Further, ava6Eµa,L~ELV is 
found for E~OAE6pEUELv in the margin of mss j z at 15:9, and 
of j m (under l) at 15:21. At 15:21 b o z (mg) c2 e2 contain 
the same variant. 
For the verb ?Dn, ~eLÖEa6aL is used 22 times (in 
Ex, 1 Sam [at 15:3 only], 2 Sam, 2 Chr, Job, Prv, Joel, Jer, 
Lam, Ez), whereas REPLROLELV is used only at 1 Sam 15:3.9.15. 
In marginal notations at 15:15 we find, for REPLROL~aa,o: 
e' E~Laa,o in ms ~; A' E~ELaa,o in mss j z; ~ E~Laa.w in 
ms m. At 2 Sam 21:7 mss b o z (mg) c2 e2 (probably OG here) 
have REPLROL~oa,o where all others read E~ELoa,o. 
All of this evidence taken together indicates that, 
as far as 1 Sam 15: 3 is concerned, E ~OAE6pEuaE L ~ 27 and REP L -
ROL~a~ were the original verbs, whereas ava6Eµa,LEL~ and 
~ELO~ seem to bear the mark of a later addition. Thus, it 
26 Cf. Wellhausen, "Welche die ursprüngliche sei, ist für 
unsere Zweck gleichgiltig", p. 96. 
27 At Josh 11:14 and 2 Kgs 9:7 we find E~OAE6pEUELv for n~l 
hiphil. That it may have been the secondary translation 
for nn,~n, in 15:3 is possible, but its object au,ov 
presupposes that AµaA~X was already in the text. 
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would seem that XQL IEPELµ XQL RQVTQ Ta aUTOU xaL ou REPL-
RoLnon E~ auTou was the original OG here. The correction of 
IEpe: L µ to XQL E~OAE0pEUOE L c; QUTOV was then made ( perhaps 
originally as a marginal correction which then found its way 
into the text), after which the entire half-verse was later 
re-translated as xaL ava0EµaTLEL<; XTA. 28 Even though present 
in cod B which give the OG text here, it is probable that 
this second translation represents later editorial activity. 
2 Sam 2:22b 
MTr ,,nM ~Ml,-7M ,Jg MWM ,,Ml 
LXX8 : XQL RW<; apw TO RpOOWROV µou Rpoc; Iwaß; xaL ROU 
EOTLV TQUTaj ERLOTPE~E Rpoc; Iwaß TOV aÖEA~OV oou. 
LXXAnt: xaL RW<; apw TO RPOOWROV µou Rpoc; Iwaß TOV aÖEA~OV oou. 
In 2 Sam 2:22, where Asahel is pursuing Abner and 
the latter implores Asahel to turn away, LXX8 , along with 
the majority of Greek mss, contains a plus which reads xaL 
ROU EOTLV TQUTa; ERLOTPE~E npoc; Iwaß. Although Thenius and 
Peters accept this plus as original, blaming its omission 
from MT on an accident due to homeoteleuton, all others 
foll'ow Wellhausen in seeing in the plus of B the original OG 
translation here which had been made from a corrupt Hebrew 
text. 29 Thus OG appears to have read nlD for ,Jn, and 
nMT (Hummelauer) or n7M (Driver) for MWN. The mss Nb' g i o 
omit xaL nou ... npoc; Iwaß while c2 placed the entire second 
half here, XQL ROU •.. TOV aÖEA~OV oou, under ~. 30 Because 
of the position of Tov aöEA~ov oou in the majority of the 
mss, it appears that the Greek was corrected according to MT 
only as far as ~Ml,-7M and then inserted before the faulty 
Greek translation. 
28 The entire section from xaL E~OAE0pEuOEL<; to xaL ou 
~ELon an'auTou is under ~ in ms c2 • 
29 Wellhausen, p. 155. 
30 Mss b z c2 e2 contain Tov aöEA~ov oou af'ter each of the 
occurrences of npoo Iwaß. 
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Peters argued, against Wellhausen, that in Sam nlg 
never corresponds to ERLO,pE~ELv, and that 1'N, neither in 
Sam nor elsewhere corresponds to nou. His own suggestion is 
to read (1,nN) )Nl'-?N )lW n,yN nlNl, although he is forced 
to admit himself that "mit ,ou,a an sich ist nichts zu 
machen", and, since its consonants in Hebrew would have been 
n,N, he posits a fallen letter to give n?YN. 31 There is, 
however, no way of accounting for the falling out of an 'ayin 
here, and, while it is true that ERLO,pE~ELV does not occur 
for n3g in Sam, it does occur eighteen times in Gen - Judg, 
which could easily have led the LXX translators to use the 
verb here. Further, his argument against 1'N does not 
stand if one accepts Wellhausen's hypothesis that the LXX 
Vorlage was corrupt here. 
2 Sam 2:22, therefore, may be understood as 
containing a double translation in the Greek text, giving 
first the text corrected according to MT and then the 
original OG, preserved here perhaps precisely because it 
diverged from the Hebrew, but not intended to indicate a 
more original or more correct Hebrew Vorlage. 
2 Sam 13:15-16a 
MT: nNlW 1WN nNlWn n,,,l ,~ iNn n,1,l nNlW 11lnN nNlw,~ 5 
,; inNn1l6 ,~; ,n,p lllnN n,-,nN,, n)nN iwN n)nNn 
lln,w, ,ny n,wy-,wN ninNn nNTn n,1,ln ny,n ni1N-?N 
Lxx8 : 15xat EµtonoEv au,nv Aµvwv µLoo~ µEya o~oöpa, o,L 
µEya ,o µLOO~ 0 EµLOnOEV au,nv, µELSWV n XQXLa n 
Eoxa,n n n npw,n, uuEp ,nv ayannv nv nrannoEv au,nv. 
XQL ELREV au,n Aµvwv Avao,n6L XQL ROPEUOU. 16xaL 
ELREv au,w enµap REPL ,n~ xaxta~ ,n~ µEyaAn~ ,au,n~ 
YREP E,Epav nv EROLnoa~ µE,'Eµou ,ou EtanoO,ELAQL µ€· 
LXXAnt: 15xaL EµtonoEv au,nv Aµvwv µtoo~ µEya o~oöpa, o,L 
µEya ,o µtoo~ o EµLonoEv au,nv uuEp ,nv ayaunoLv nv 
nrannoEv au,Dv. xat ELREv au,n Aµvwv Avao,n6t xaL 
QRO,PEXE. 16xaL ELREV au,w eaµap Mn, aÖEA~e· O,L 
µEyaAn n xaxta n Eoxa,n uuEp ,nv npw,nv nv RERoLnxa~ 
µ€, 'Eµou, ,ou EtanoO,ELAQL µ€. 
31 Peters, pp. 136 f. 
When Thamar answers Amnon's flared-up anger after 
he has lain with her, the text of cod B contains a plus in 
v.15, and both MT and cod B agree on an incomprehensible 
reading, against Ant, in v.16. 
The various forms of the apparently repeated sen-
tence are as follows: 
MT: n,nnn nNtn n7l1ln ny,n niiN-7N 
LXX8 (v.15) 32 : µEL,wv n xaxLa n Eoxa,n n n npw,n 
Lxx8(v.16) 33 : REPL •n~ xaxLa~ •n~ µEyaAn~ .au,n~ YREP 
E,Epav 
LxxAnt(16)3 4 : µn aöEA~E o,L µEyaAn n xaxLa n Eoxa,n 
unEp ,nv npw,nv 
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OLv (v.16): noli frater expellere me quoniam maior erit 
haec malitia novissima quam prior 
Wellhausen considered the plus at v.15 tobe a 
part of the genuine OG for v.16, although he did not account 
for the difference between µ€L,wv and µEyaAn as found in 
v.16. 35 If we consider the text of Ant to provide the genuine 
OG, its text for v.16 (µ€yaAn n xaxLa n Eoxa,n unEp ,nv 
npw,nv) appears tobe closer to the Hebrew than the plus in 
v.15 (cf. especially µEyaAn against µEL,wv). The plus in 
v.15 appears tobe a misplaced note in order to explain the 
text. It is the only formulation of this sentence which, in 
good Greek, expresses the thought of the confused text with 
clarity and succinctness. That its form is closer to the 
text of Ant than that of cod B (for v.16) would seem tobe 
the confirmation that Ant contains the OG and the plus in 
v.15 is a re-statement in better Greek expressing OG's 
original thought. 
The text of MT appears tobe somewhat disturbed 
for v.16. Cod B provides a literal translation (cf. KEPL 
for niiN-7N), although neither in Hebrew nor in Greek does 
32 Thus mss B d u a2 . The samebwords preceded by o,L, are 
found in e f j m P q s t w y z. 
33 Thus mss B A c X a 2 . For E,Epav in B, A X a 2 have E,aLpav, and C UREp,Epa. 
34 All mss except B A c X a2 . 
35 Wellhausen, p. 186. 
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for the sense here. If such was the original reading, it is 
not clear how MT could have come about, but if we see a 
corruption already at n,iM-7M, it is possible that the whole 
beginning of this phrase could have suffered some accident. 
The only form which makes sense as it stands is that of Ant, 
and, since the differences between it and MT are slight, it 
seems more reasonable to posit a textual corruption that 
would have given rise to MT rather than an alternate reading. 
Thus, for the plus at v.15 (cod B), it appears 
tobe a re-working of the original Greek text for Thamar's 
complaint against Amnon's wickedness in v.16 which was 
inserted into cod Bin order to clarify the meaning of the 
latter's text, which was itself a literal translation of 
a slightly corrupt MT. 
2 Sam 15 : 1 7 f. 
MT: ,,,~y-7~, 18 pn,nn n,~ ,,ny,, ,,7li~ oyn-7~, 17Dn M~,~ 7 
LxxAnt: 
W'M niMn-ww o,nln-7~, ,n7nn-7~, ,n,~n-7~, ,,,-7y o,,~y 
17Dn ')D-7Y o,,~y hlD i7l1~ iM~-,wM 
17xaL €~DA6€V O ßa0LA€U~ xaL Rav,€~ OL RaLÖ€~ au,ou 
R€sD, XaL €0,DOaV €V OLXW ,W µaxpav. 18xaL RaV,€~ 
oL RaLÖ€~ au,ou ava X€Lpa au,ou Rapnrov xaL Ra~ o 
X€,,€L xaL Ra~ o ~€A€,6€L, xaL €0,noav €RL ,n~ €AaLa~ 
€V ,n €pnµw· xaL Ra~ 0 AaO~ Rap€ROP€U€,O €XOµ€VO~ 
au,ou, xaL Rav,€~ OL R€PL au,ov xaL Rav,€~ OL aöpoL 
xaL Rav,€~ OL µaxn,aL, €~axooLoL avöp€~, xaL Rapnoav 
€RL X€Lpa au,ou· xaL Ra~ o X€p€66€L xaL Ra~ o ~€A€66€L 
xaL RaV,€~ OL r€66aLOL, OL €~aXOOLOL avöp€~ OL €A60V-
,€~ ,OL~ ROOLV au,wv €L~ r€6 xaL ROP€UOµ€VOL €RL 
RpOOWROV ,ou ßaOLA€W~. 
17xaL €~DA6€v o ßaOLA€U~ xaL Ra~ o Aao~ au,ou R€sOL, 
xaL €O,noav €V OLXW ,w µaxpav. 18xaL Rav,€~ OL RaLÖ€~ 
au,ou ava X€Lpa au,ou Rapnrov, xaL Ra~ o X€,6L xaL 
Ra~ o ~€A6L, xaL €0,noav €RL ,n~ €AaLa~ €V ,n €pnµw· 
xaL Ra~ 0 AaO~ Rap€ROP€U€,O €XOµ€VO~ au,ou. xaL RaV,€~ 
OL aöpoL xaL RaV,€~ OL R€PL au,ov xaL RaV,€~ OL µaxn-
,aL ,ou ßaOLA€W~ xaL €~aXOOLOL avöp€~ OL nxov,€~ €X 
r€6 R€SOL Rap€R0p€UOV,O xa,a RpOOWROV ,OU ßaOLA€W~. 
It may be seen at a glance that LXX v.18 which 
describes the departure of David's troops from Jerusalem 
in danger of attack by Absalom, is overloaded by a double, 
andin cod Ba triple, translation. In cod B the clauses 
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it make much sense. 36 By far the majority of authors has 
corrected the text, on the basis of Ant's reading, to 
,~ ,nM ,M. 37 Houbigant suggested an original n,,M ;y ,nM ,M, 
blaming the loss of ;y ,nM on a scribal error, 38 although 
such a form is not attested in any of the Greek texts. 
If ,nM is original, however, the text of Ant, µD aöEA~E, 
did not include the possessive in its translation.39 That 
this may be another sign of the original OG text is sug-
gested by ,nM ;Min 13:12 where mss b o c 2 e2 stand alone 
in translating µD aöEA~E against the majority µD aÖEA~E µou. 
Some sort of introduction to Thamar's speech is required 
here and neither MT n,,M-,M nor cod B nEpL satisfies this 
requirement, so we may accept OG's form as the more original 
here, of which MT is a corruption. 
As far as the end of this phrase is concerned, 
Wellhausen suggested that ninMn indirectly attests to an 
original ninMn and that the OG requires that the original 
text read nl~M,nn n,nMn ... (for D Eoxa,D [unEp] ,DV npw,Dv). 
If this is so, then MT ninMn nMrn could be a corruption 
of this, but such a correction might not be necessary if 
OG simply translated according to the sense here, rightly 
taking ninMn to refer to the "other" wickedness, i.e., the 
first. Instead of translating it by E,Epo~, as we find in 
the more literal (B) A x a2 , it took the liberty of ren-
dering it as npw,D, which was the evident sense. 
For nMTn n,1,ln n,,n, however, it is hard to 
see how MT can be in order. The text of Ant reflects an 
original nMtn nyin n,1,l (,~), 40 which indeed seems necessary 
36 Cod B, in translating n,1M-,M as nEPL, understood n,1M-,J 
here, as confirmed by nEpL (for n,1M-;y) at Gen 21:11.25; 
26:32; Josh 14:6. 
37 Thenius, Wellhausen, LÖhr, Driver, Smith, Budde, Nowack, 
Graetz, Dhorme, Kittel, RSV, Osty. 
38 Houbigant, p. 340, followed by Peters. 
39 NAB and EÜ alone respect Ant•s lack of possessive. 
40 Which is accepted by Thenius, Wellhausen, LÖhr, Nowack, 
Budde, Driver, Dhorme, Kittel. Graetz proposed nMrn ny,n 
n,1,l, followed by Peters and Schulz. 
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xaL RaV,E~ OL RaLÖE~ ..• xaL Ra~ 0 ~EAE,6€Lj XaL Ra~ 0 AQO~ ..• 
µaxn,aL; and xaL Rapnoav .•• OL re68aLoL all translate the 
same Hebrew text: ,,,~y-;~, to D'nln-;~,. The text of Ant 
contains the first two of these translations, although in a 
slightly different form. Wellhausen has shown how the 
original OG, xaL Ra~ o Aao~ ••. oL µaxn,aL, was surrounded 
by two more literal translations of the same clause, 41 and 
Barthelemy has described a process of "mutual contamination" 
of the Palestinian (here cod B) and Antiochian traditions 
which led to the present form of the Greek text in cod B. 42 
A considerable number of mss have expunged the repeated 
phrases, although in doing so have eliminated the text of OG 
as we11. 43 Virtually all commentators have recognized the 
repetitiousness of LXX and read with MT, at least as far as 
v.18 is concerned. 
In v.17b, in the text of the original OG isolated 
by Wellhausen, for MT ~n,nn n,~ ,,ny,,, we read xaL eo,noav 
ERL ,n~ EAaLa~ ev ,n epnµw, now situated after one of the 
secondary translations of v.18a, in place of xaL Eo,noav Ev 
OLKw ,w µaxpav. The mss BA b c h o x c 2 e244 read with 
MT here and all of these except for the hexaplaric Ac x 
also contain the OG later on in v.18. Thus we have an 
instance here as well (i.e., in B b h o c 2 e2 ) of the same 
contamination described by Barthelemy, 45 with the exception 
that, for v.18a, the two (or three) translations reflect 
the same Hebrew base while herein v.17b OG seems to presume 
an original ,~inn n,t~. 46 Böttcher stands alone among the 
commentators in proposing this reading here as origina1, 47 
41 Wellhausen, p. 195. 
42 Barthelemy, Les Devanciers, pp. 124 f. 
43 A M N a ~ d e f i J m n p q s t U V W X y z(txt) b2 omit from xaL to au,ou . 
44 Thus, the mss which for this section ordinarily contain 
the kaige recension (B), the OG (b o c2 e2 ), and the 
hexaplaric recension (Ac x). 
45 Barthelemy, Les Devanciers, pp. 124 f. 
46 Followed by OLv as well: steterunt ad olivam in deserto. 
47 Böttcher, p. 185. Ewald and Thenius would insert it 
into v.18 following LXX Band Ant. 
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and NAB is alone among the modern translations in proposing 
" they halted opposite the ascent of the Mount of Olives, 
at a distance." 
In order to explain the mention of the "olive tree 
in the desert" in Greek, we must turn to v.23b, where for 
MT ,~,nn-nM ,,,_,lg-7y, the mss b o z(mg) c2 e 2 OLv read 
1tpo 1tpoow1tou au,:ou (>z [mg]) xa,:a (xo:L b') i:r1v oöov i:r1<; E:AaLa<; 
,~<; e:v ep~µw. The difficulty of the Hebrew expression here 
plus the variant in Greek have suggested an original reading 
of ,~,n~ 1WM n,tn 48 or ,~,nn n,t 49 blaming the MT form on a 
corruption of n,T into nM. Wellhausen, while accepting 
, , lg-·7y, reads ,~,nn ,,, , but notes that the nM might be a 
residue of something which originally intervened here. 50 
König, on the other hand, suggested that the n,t could be a 
corruption of nM which, having transformed the text of v.23b 
was then inserted into v.18. 51 Note that in either case, 
the corruption could only have taken place in Hebrew, and 
therefore, LXX's Vorlage must already have read n,T herein 
v.23. 
In 2 Sam 15:28, the olive tree again appears in OG. 
52 53 For MT ,~,nn ni,~»~. mss b o c2 e2 contain €1tL ,~<; 
E:AaLa<; ev ,:~ ep~µw. Here, however, no one suggests accepting 
the Greek variant, and Klostermann maintained that it is a 
correction in Greek according to v.23. 54 
The final mention of olives in this chapter (and 
the only one in MT) is in v.30, where David, after all the 
troops have passed and Zadok and Abiathar have taken the ark 
back into Jerusalem, goes up the Ascent of Olives (n7»n~ n7» 
o,n,tn). Here the mss BA b c o x a2 e 2 follow MT while 
48 Thenius 1 , Driver, Budde (SBOT), Nowack, Dhorme (1910). 
49 Ewald, Thenius 2 , Böttcher, Klostermann, Budde (KHAT), 
Smith. 
50 Wellhausen, p. 197. 
51 König, Lehrgebäude, Syntax, 288m. 
52 Qere n,~,»~andapaßw6 in cod B. 
53 As well as an anonymous marginal reading in cod M. 
54 Klostermann, p. 202. 
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the rest insert ~ou opou~ after avaßaoL~. 55 
Thus, while it is possible that a textual accident 
could have produced n,~ from an original n,t in v.17b, and 
nM from an original n,T in v.23, it would seem too coinci-
dental and it is highly unlikely that both occurrences of 
n,y would have disappeared in that way. Further, no similar 
textual accident would explain how an original n,T could have 
resulted in n,,~y~ in v.28. An additional difficulty in v.17 
is the explanation of how vninn could be a textual corruption 
of ,~inn. In v.23, however, the material difference between 
,~inn nM and ,~inn n,T is so slight as to suggest that it 
was here that the original variant or corruption was intro-
duced into the text. The expression ,~inn-nM ,,,-,ln-~y is 
somewhat difficult, but the preposition nM, used after a 
verb of motion to indicate direction, while rare, does 
occur (cf. Num 13:17 ,nn-nM cn,~y,; Deut 1 :19 nM ,~l, 
,~inn-~~; Deut 2:7 ,~inn-nM 1nJ~ y,,). The fact that 
eleven mss in Kennicott and seven in De Rossi omit nM 
reveals ,~inn nM as the lectio difficilior which nevertheless 
yields good sense. 
lt must be admitted that the LXX olive tree has 
originality of thought in its favor, but the nearness of the 
mention of the Ascent of Olives, in v.3O, makes it plausible 
that LXX's Vorlage, faced with ,~inn nM, in perhaps an 
illegible form, chose to read n,T. Most eloquent against an 
original location designated by "the olive tree in the desert" 
in v.23, however, and decisive for accepting the MT reading 
as original here, is the fact that, in v.23, King David and 
the people have just crossed the brook Kidron and, therefore, 
have not yet arrived at the desert, but are simply on the 
road toward the desert. 
Thus, LXX must have found its Vorlage with ,~inn n,T 
already in the text here. Whether the other instances of 
"the olive tree in the desert", in vv.17 and 28 OG, were 
55 Aside from this reference, partially represented in the 
Greek tradition, the only other mention of the Mount of 
Olives in OT is found at Zech 14:4 (c,ntn in). 
also in the Vorlage or not is more difficult to decide, 
and they may witness to LXX's own desire for uniformity 
and consistency. 
Returning to vv. 17b-18, the original OG, which 
should be found in Artt here, minus the contamination from 
cod B, would be as follows: 
17bxaL Ea,naav ERL ,n~ EAaLa~ EV ,n epnµw. 18xaL 
Ra~ 0 AaO~ Rap€ROP€U€,O €XOµ€VO~ au,ou. xaL Rav-
,€~ OL aöpoL xaL RaV,€~ OL R€PL au,ov xaL RaV,€~ 
OL µaxn,aL ,ou ßaaLAEW~ xaL E~axoaLoL avöpE~ oL 
nxov,€~ €X ree R€~0L Rap€ROP€UOV,O xa,a RpOOWROV 
,ou ßaOLA€W~. 
This text, even with the secondary translations 
removed, still appears to show some slight editorial activ-
ity, as a comparison with cod B shows (reversal of OL aöpoL 
and OL R€PL au,ov; addition in Ant of ,ou ßaOLA€W~ with OL 
µaxn,aL; xaL before E~axoaLoL; EX ree in Ant for EL~ ree 
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in B). While the last of these occurs in a number of mss, 56 
the other variations occur only in b g o z(mg) c2 e 2 , which 
may indicate that they did not belang to the original OG 
text but are later modifications. 57 An obvious characte-
ristic of OG here is that it has replaced the proper names 
for the Cherethites, Pelethites and Gittites with common 
substantives. Most commentators have suggested that o,nln 
be replaced by o,,~ln because of OG oL µaxn,aL, 58 or that 
the text read ,nln ,n~ 'Wl~, 59 or that Ittai's name be 
inserted. 60 No such change in the Hebrew text seems nec-
essary though, for if µaxn,aL is original OG, a proper 
name could easily have stood in the text just as with the 
Cherethites and Pelethites. The fact that OG has nothing 
56 In addition tob o c2 e 2 : Md e f j m n p q s tu w y 
z b2 and Ev ree in Ni a2 . 
57 If this is so, then cod B here preserved OG in a more 
primitive form than Ant. 
58 Thenius, Wellhausen. 
59 Klostermann, Budde, Dhorme, Ehrlich. 
60 Schulz, Hertzberg. 
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more than µaxn,aL here is, in addition, an indication that 
nothing more than o,nln stood in its Vorlage, which does not 
appear to have differed from MT here. 61 
The result of this investigation is that both cod B 
and Ant have preserved OG here, but each has also been con-
taminated by secondary translations which follow MT more 
literally. The original OG appears to have followed a Vorlage 
which differed from MT at v.17b (although the "olive tree" 
may be due to LXX harmonization), but which appears to have 
been the same as MT for v.18. 
2 Sam 15:19b-20a 
MT: n:,77 l)ll)1 1)1l)M DPnl 1MD !i,nn2° 1lllj)ll7 nni.t n!ll-Dli19 b 
1!1,n ')i.t-,~M 7)1 17ln ')Ml 
LXX8 : 19 bxaL O,L µE,wxnxa~ au EX ,ou ,OROU aou. 20 EL EX8E~ 
napayEyova~, xaL anµEpov xLvnaw OE µE8'nµwv; xaL 
YE µE,avaa,naEL~ ,ov ,OROV aou· EX8E~ n E;EAEUOL~ 
aou, xaL anµEpov µE,aXLvnaw OE µE8~nµwv ,ou nopEu-
envaL; xaL Eyw npoEuaoµaL E~ ou av Eyw nopEu8w. 
LxxAnt: 19bxaL O,L µE,wxnaa~ EX ,OU ,OROU aou. 20 EL 
EX8E~ napayEyova~ au, xaL anµEpov xLvnaw OE ,ou 
ROpEUE08aL µEe'nµwv; Eyw ÖE ROpEuaoµaL ou EQV ROpEuoµaL. 
Once again we find a double translation, where David 
exhorts Ittai the Gittite to return to his home. The plus is 
present, however, only in mss B h a 2 which, after giving the 
original OG for vv.19b-20, insert another translation, xaL YE 
µE,avaa,naEL~ ,ov ,OROV aou· EX8E~ n E;EAEUOL~ aou, XQL 
anµEpov µE,axLvnaw OE µE8'nµwv (,ou nopEu8nvaL)- As Barthe-
lemy has pointed out, x~L yE herein Bis the sign of the 
later recension. 62 Apart from Thenius who, basing his judgment 
on a Vulgate text into which OL had been inserted, maintains 
the longer, duplicated text as origina1, 63 all others have 
61 That µaxn,aL is typical of OG is confirmed by the fact 
that for Sam-Kgs it occurs only twice in cod B (2 Sam 
15:18 and 24:9). In both of these cases there is no 
Hebrew equivalent in the text. Further, µaxn,aL replaces 
öuva,o~ or öuvaµw~ in b o c2 e2 at 2 Sam 16:6; 17:10 (bis); 
23: 17. 
62 Barthelemy, Les Devanciers, p. 114. 
63 Thenius 1 , p. 199. 
discerned the double translation here. 
The plus in the kaige recension found in cod B 
has been re-translated in order to bring it closer to MT, 
as n eteAeuaL~ aou for naparerova~ in OG indicates. That 
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a certain amount of contamination has taken place in the mss 
is shown by µe,wxnxa~ ou in BA a h a2 c 2 e 2 , whereas the 
other Ant mss (~ and b') read µe,wxnoa~. The double trans-
lation in kaige runs only from Dll to llnY, as n~;; is 
translated only once in B, although it has modified OG's 
nopeueo8aL to nopeuenvaL. The OG text, transmitted by Ant 
and preserved in B alongside that of kaige, does not appear 
to presume a Hebrew Vorlage which differed from MT. 
2 Sam 15:34a 
MT: 1')M 1)Y n,nM ,;nn 'lM 11)1 c,;w)M7 ninMl )lWn ,,,n-DMl 
11JY 'lMl nny, TMD 'lMl 
LXXB: xaL av €L~ ,nv ROALV €RLO,pe~n~. xaL €p€L~ ,w 
AßeooaAwµ ÄL€ADAU8aoLv OL aöeA~OL oou, xaL o ßaoLA€U~ 
xa,ORL08ev µou ÖL€ADAU8€V o Ra,np oou· XaL vuv RaL~ 
oou eLµL, ßaOLA€U, eaaov µe ~naaL· naL~ ,ou na,po~ 
oou nµnv ,o,e xaL ap,Lw~, xaL vuv erw öouAo~ oo~· 
LXXAnt: eav öe €L~ ,nv ROALV avaa,pe~n~, xaL eneL~ ,w 
AßeaaAwµ ÄLEADAU8aaLv oL aöeA~OL oou, xaL o ßaOLA€U~ 
o na,np aou xa,'onLo8ev µou ÖL€ADAU8ev· xaL vuv 
naL~ oou ELµL, ßaOLAeu· eaaov µe ~noaL· naL~ ,ou 
na,po~ aou nµnv ,o,e xaL ap,Lw~, xaL vuv erw öouAo~ 
00~-
The Greek text here contains a double translation 
for this verse which, at first sight, seems to presume an 
entirely different Hebrew text. According to MT, David, 
atop the Ascent of Olives after fleeing from Absalom, gives 
instructions to Hushai to return to Jerusalem and infiltrate 
into Absalom•s household on the strength of the fact that 
he had been David's servant and now wants to serve Absalom. 
This is reproduced in Greek as well, but first another text 
intervenes in which Hushai is instructed to say to Absalom 
that "your brothers have gone away and the king, your father, 
has gone after me." The textual situation is complicated by 
the fact that Ant reproduces this sentence at the end of v.36: 
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xaL EPEL~ ,w AßEOaAwµ tLEAnAu6aOLV OL aOEA~OL 
aou, xaL o ßaOLAEU~ xa, 1oRL06EV µou OLEAnAu6EV 
o na,np aou, xaL Eyw ap,Lw~ a~LyµaL, xaL Eyw 
oouAo~ ao~. 
This plus in Ant, however, mirrors the text of cod 
B for v.34, not that of Ant, in addition to containing a 
reading of its own, xaL Eyw a~LyµaL, xaL Eyw OOUAO~ ao~. 
Thenius and the majority of others after him read 
with MT here, 64 with the observation that LXX represents a 
corruption of MT into ,,)N i)y ,,nN ,~Dnl ,,nN 1i)y. Kloster-
mann, followed by Smith, Budde and Nowack, proposed reading 
with LXX on the grounds that MT is "meaningless". 65 
Barthelemy maintains that the OG reading for v.34 
was xaL EPEL~ ,w AßEOOaAwµ· xaL vuv RaL~ aou ELµL ßaOLAEU 
Eaaov µE ~naaL. RaL~ ,ou na,po~ aou nµnv ,o,E xaL vuv Eyw 
oouAo~ ao~, i.e., almost exactly as found in MT except for 
the addition of KaL vuv, and n,nN (Eaaov µE ~naaL) in place 
of MT n,nN. The LXX translator then found another passage 
in his Vorlage, at the end of v.36 ("issu sans doute d'une re-
petition erronnee"), which, when translated, produced what 
is now found in Ant v.36b, KQL EpEL~ AßEOaAwµ OLEAnAu6aOLV 
K,A. The Palestinian recension then extracted the plus from 
the end of v.36 which was then, or later, inserted into v.34 
in the form of a marginal notation at first, but then in-
corporated into the text to result in the doublet. Then the 
Antiochian recension borrowed the overloaded text form of 
Pal., but also kept the longer OG form of v.36, which 
resulted in a triplet. 66 
Thus, Barthelemy places the origin of the erroneous 
double reading on the level of a Hebrew text, with regard 
both to its form and its position, although it was a later 
contamination on the level of the Greek recensions which 
produced the double reading. 
64 Thenius, Keil, Erdmann, Wellhausen, Driver, Dhorme, 
Kittel, Schulz, Hertzberg, RSV, NEB, NAB, BJ, Osty, 
TOB, EÜ. 
65 Klostermann, p. 203. 
66 Barthelemy, Les Devanciers, p. 124. 
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In the most recent study of 15:34, J. Trebolle 
concludes that LXX's reading is tobe preferred and that its 
original place was at v.36b. 67 In his article he submits 
vv.34 and 36 to a close analysis as a result of which he 
maintains that the Hebrew form suggested by the plus of v.36 
Ant was the following: 11nN 1,nn1 ,,nN ,,~y c1,0~N; ninNl 
,,~y 'lNl 68 lnYll TND llNl ,,~N ,~y, which represents the 
original Hebrew for this text, and which is confirmed by the 
presence of the otherwise difficult 'lNl ••• ,lNl, which 
has survived in MT. 69 As far as its position in v.36 is 
concerned, Trebolle suggests that, on the one hand, with this 
sentence absent from v.34, that verse becomes more closely 
tied to David's invocation in v.31a ("Turn the counsel 
of Ahitophel into foolishness, 0 Lord."), and, on the other, 
with David's instructions to Hushai appearing in v.36b, it 
fits better with the overall plan for Hushai to organize a 
secret information service with Zadok and Abiathar as his 
agents. 70 
As inviting as this solution may appear tobe, 
especially since it reinforces Trebolle~s general theory of 
the utility of the Greek recensions for discerning the Hebrew 
"Ur-Text" when it differs from MT, 71 his preference for the 
Ant form here poses several problems. 
First, if the Hebrew "Ur-Text" read as he would 
have it, the phrase ,,~N ,~y ,,nN 1,nn1 seems tobe rather 
a strain on Hebrew grammar, and yet, if the text is to cor-
respond to its counterpart in v.34, it must follow this word 
order. 
Second, in his justification of the Ant form, 
Trebolle mentions nowhere in his article exactly what 
67 J. Trebolle, "Esp!as contra consejeros en la revuelta de 
Absalon (II Sam XV, 34-36). Historia de la recensi6n 
como mftodo," RB 86 (1979) 524-543. 
68 On ,nyll for a~LyµaL, cf. Barthflemy, Les Devanciers, 
p. 124. 
69 Trebolle, "Esp!as .•. 11 , p. 533. 
70 Trebolle, "Esp!as ... 11 , p. 536. 
71 Trebolle, "Esp!as ... ", pp. 541 ff. 
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~L€A~Au6aoLv OL aÖEA~OL oou xaL o ßaOLA€U~ xa,'ouL06ev µou 
ÖL€A~Au6ev o ua,~p oou might mean, nor precisely why it is 
tobe preferred to the MT form. 
Third, aside from a passing reference in a foot-
note,72 he does not mention 2 Sam 16:19, where, when Hushai 
is actually speaking with Absalom, he says, "And again, whom 
shall I serve? Should it not be his son? As I have served 
your father, thus I will be before you," which reproduces 
the thought of MT 15:34 accurately enough without being so 
close grammatically as to raise the suspicion of any reci-
procal influence.73 
Finally, Trebolle's difficulty with a long interval 
between protasis and apodosis74 does not necessarily speak 
against the originality of the text. If the apodosis is to 
make sense, David must tel1 Hushai in the protasis why 
Ahitophel's counsel will be defeated, or at least what 
Hushai's part in the plan will be. 
It seems clear that the alternate reading from Ant 
v.36b presumes a Hebrew text which differed from MT and which 
probably read as Trebolle suggests. For the reasons stated 
above, however, it does not seem possible that this could 
have been the original text here. As far as MT is concerned, 
the only difficulty it presents is the explanation of the 
twice-repeated ,lMl. Tg has maintained them exactly as in 
MT although LXX omitted them, while Vg modified according to 
the general sense of the verse (sicut fui servus patris tui 
sie ero servus tuus). A number of commentators simply omit 
the waw in each case, 75 without explaining how they might 
72 Trebolle, "Esp!as ... ", p. 537, note 28. 
73 MT for 2 Sam 16:19 reads: lll llO~ Ml~n ,lYM ,lM ,n~ n,lwnl 
,,lo~ n,nM 1l ,,lM ,lo~ ,n,ly iwMl. The presence of 
n,nM here (LXX eooµaL) may be a clue that n,nM in 15:34 
is original as well, whereas LXX eaoov seems to indicate 
that it read n,nM. 
74 Trebolle, "Esp!as ... ", p. 535. 
75 Hummelauer, Driver, Dhorme, Kittel, Schulz, Hertzberg, 
RSV, NEB, NAB, BJ, Osty. 
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have arisen. The fact, however, that they occur as apparent 
correlatives may be an indication that, if they are original, 
they are intended to provide some kind of emphasis to Hushai's 
plea tobe accepted as Absalom's servant ("Even .! who was 
once your father•s servant, so now .! myself will be your 
servant."). 76 
Whether LXX reproduces its Vorlage faithfully here, 
or whether the divergent text is due to an additional reading 
as Barthelemy suggested, it seems clear that LXX here re-
flects a corruption of a text which was at one time similar 
to that of MT. The MT presents David's plan for Hushai to 
infiltrate into Absalom's household by becoming his servant, 
and Hushai's actual proposal of the plan to Absalom, in 2 Sam 
16:19, shows that the MT of 15:34 is in keeping with the flow 
of the narrative. LXX's form, on the other hand, with its 
wordy repetition of the news of the departure of Absalom's 
brothers and father, seems meaningless in the context here. 
If it was the original OG, it attests to a corruption which 
already took place in the Vorlage. 
2 Sam 18:18 
MT: -l'M iDM ,~ 17Dn-?DY~ iwM n~~D-nM ,,n~ l7-~~,, M?7 D7W~Ml 
,, n7 Mip,, lDW-7Y n~~D7 Mip,, 'DW ,,~Tn ,,~y~ ,~ ,7 
ntn Dl'n iy D7W~M 
LXX8 : xaL AßeaaaAWµ EtL ~wv xaL EOtl'IOEV eautw tl'IV Otl'IAl'IV 
€V 1'I EA~µ~81'1 xaL EOtl'IAWOEV autnv AaßELV, tl'IV Otl'IAl'IV 
tl'IV EV •l'I XOLAaÖL tOU ßaOLAEW~, OtL ELffEV oux EOtLV 
autw ULO~ evexev tou avaµvnaaL to ovoµa autou· xaL 
EXaAEOEV tl'IV Otl'IAl'IV XELP AßeaaaAwµ EW~ •l'I~ nµepa~ 
taUtl'I~. 
LXXAnt: xaL AßeaaAwµ EtL ~wv EAaßev xaL eatnaev eautw Otl'IAl'IV 
€V tl'I XOLAaÖL tOU ßaOLAEW~, OtL EAEYEV Oux EOtL µOL 
ULO~, Lva avaµLµvnaxntaL to ovoµa µou. xaL exaAeaev 
tl'IV Otl'IAl'IV EnL tW ovoµatL autou, xaL EffEXaAEOEV autnv 
XELP AßeaaAwµ ew~ tl'I~ nµepa~ tautn~-
76 Cf. Joüon, 177m: "Assez souvent le waw, comme et dans 
nos langues exprime plutot une nuance de sentiment que 
le lien logique. 11 
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In this text which tells of Absalom's setting up 
a memorial pillar in his honor, the large number of variants 
in different Greek mss indicates a general dissatisfaction 
or perplexity concerning this verse. Mss B c eh* w x yb a 2 
appear to contain a double reading here, various parts of 
which are found in other mss as well. The principal forms 
of the Greek text for the duplicated section (np7 C7W~M, 
17Dn-pny~ iwM n~~n-nM ,,n~ i7-~~,,) are as follows: 
xcu Aße:oocüwµ 
€1:L l;W\I 
[ +xaL e:)..aße:v ex J 
XQL E:01:T'JOE:\I 
A 
xaL Aße:ooa)..wµ 
boc e 77 
-2-2 
xaL Aße:oa)..wµ 
e:1:L l;wv 
e:)..aße:v 
xaL e:01:rioe:v 
e:au,:w e:au,:w 
1:riv 01:l']Al']\I 01:l']Al']\I 
E:\I ri 
e:)..riµ~eri e:)..riµ~eri 
XaL E:01:l']AWOE:\I XQL E:01:l']AWOE:\I 
QU'l:l']\I aU'l:l']\I 
)..aße:Lv )..aße:L\I 
1:1']\I 01:l']Al']\I 1:1']\I 01:l']AWOL\I 
1:1']\I 1:1']\I 
E:\I 1:1'] XOLAQÖL e:v 1:1'] XOLAQÖL e:v 1:1'] XOLAQÖL 
,:ou ßaOLAE:W~ 1:0U ßaOLAE:W~ 1:0U ßaOLAE:W~ 
Cod A has preserved one short reading and b o c2 e2 
another, while cod B et al. contains a third form which com-
bines the other two. Barthelemy has shown that e:01:ri)..woe:v 
for the forms of ~~) is a characteristic of the kaige recen-
sion,78 which would indicate that the second half of cod B 
and all of cod A (cf. 01:ri)..woLv for 01:ri)..riv) contain the kaige 
text here. It is most probable, therefore, that the text of 
Ant preserves the OG. Cod B seems to have taken this text 
over and then, beginning again at np7, given its own trans-
lation. Cod Ais most likely the result of a text which 
read as B but which simply eliminated the OG part in a rather 
perfunctory way, as the absence of an antecedent for aui:riv 
indicates. It is important to note here that it is OG and 
77 Along with mss MN a g im ur y*, with only minor 
variations from Ant. 
78 Barthelemy, Les Devanciers, pp. 59 f. 
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not kaige which is the closest to MT, even though OG has 
changed the word order slightly, placing E,L ~wv closer to 
the beginning of the verse. While Tg follows MT literally 
here, Syr, either under the influence of OG or through the 
desire for a more logical flow of thought, reads, "Then Ab-
salom, while he was still alive, took and set up a statue 
for himself ... " Vg, on the other hand, maintained the MT 
order but dropped ni'~: "F'orro Absalom erexerat sibi ~ 
adhuc viveret titulum ... " 
Wellhausen maintained that the LXX text here was 
radically damaged, 79 but if the true Greek text is rep-
resented by b o c 2 e2 , it follows MT closely enough after 
the doublet has been removed. Klostermann corrected xaL 
EO,nAWOEV au,nv AaßELV to XaL €0,nAwOEV au,w ~aUELÖ, based 
on an inner-Greek corruption AABEIN - ~ABEI~, and sub-
sequently relocated v.18a before v.17b on the grounds that 
David would have set up the monument to his dead son Absalom. 80 
This suggestion falters materially, however, by the presence 
of ,,n~ in MT, and by the fact that Absalom is clearly the 
subject of v.18a. Budde suggested that MT is the result of 
a deliberate Change in order to exculpate David from having 
set the pillar up, 81 but LXX's basic agreement with MT here, 
on the fact that it was Absalom who erected the pillar, makes 
it hard to accept this theory. If such a change had taken 
place, it must have been before both proto-MT and LXX's 
Vorlage. 
At first glance, the absence of cod B's plus from 
Ant looks as if it might be attributable to an accident 
through homeoteleuton at a,nAnv, but closer inspection reveals 
that an editor has used this word as the occasion for intro-
ducing the second translation here, which ends with a,nAnv 
as well. 
Further on in v.18, cod B seems to have shortened 
what may have appeared tobe a redundant text. For MT (and 
79 Wellhausen, p. 203. 
80 Klostermann, pp. 215f., followed by Budde and Peters. 
81 Budde (KHAT), p. 285. 
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Ant) 0;0~M ,, n; M,v,, ,nw-;y n~~n; M,v,,, Band its con-
geners have simply xaL EXaAEOEv ,nv a,nAnv XELP AßEaaaAwµ. 
That this was a conscious shortening and not an accidental 
loss is suggested by the presence of ,nv a,nAnv, which would 
ordinarily have disappeared through a purely mechanical 
textual accident. 
For this double translation, therefore, it is the 
text of Ant (here probably OG) which is both the most intel-
ligible and the closest to MT. Cod B has inserted its own 
translation after that of OG while cod A eliminated the 
former translation and replaced it with that of cod B's 
kaige. 
2 Sam 19:19a 
xaL EAEL,ouprnaav ,nv AEL,ouprLav ,ou öLaßLßaaaL ,ov 
ßaOLAea· xaL ÖLEßn n ÖLaßaaL~ €~€Y€LpaL ,ov OLXOV 
,ou ßa0LA€W~ xaL ,ou ~oLnaaL ,o €US€~ €V o~eaAµOL~ 
au,ou. 
LXXAnt: xaL EAEL,ouprnaav ,nv AEL,ouprLav au,wv ,au öLaßLß-
aaaL ,ov ßaOLAEa xaL ,au noLnoaL ,o apEa,ov EV o~SaA-
µoL~ au,ou. 
LXX, apparently having read -nM ,,~y; n,~yn ,,~y, 
,;nn for the opening words of v.19, contains a double trans-
lation consisting of this in addition to the MT. The form 
corresponding to MT is absent only from mss o c2 e 2 , while 
the mss band b' here contain the doublet as well. Opinion 
is divided an the authentic reading here, as Houbigant, 
Klostermann, Budde, Peters, Dhorme, Schulz, BJ and Osty read 
with LXX while the rest, from Thenius through HOTTP basically 
follow MT. Barthelemy maintains a contamination in the text 
of the majority of LXX mss such that the original OG, pre-
served in o c 2 e2 , was introduced 
double reading, whereas the au,wv 
may attest either to the original 
kaige, or to an addition in Ant. 
into kaige to produce a 
(found only in b' o c2 e2 ) 
OG, later suppressed by 
An additional double 
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reading, xaL ,ou 1toLnaaL €u0€~ €VW1tLov au,ou xaL ,ou 1toLnaaL 
(+,o ~) ap€a,ov €V o~0aAµoL~ au,ou, in~ and b' only, shows 
a contamination in the other direction, where the kaige 
reading appears after that of Ant. 82 As far as this second 
doublet is concerned, the situation seems, in fact, slightly 
more complicated, as ~ b' have preserved the €U0€~ of kaige, 
and then introduced €VW1CLOV au,ou, followed by the reading 
common tob o c2 e 2 , ,o ap€a,ov. This may indicate that OG 
here was ,o ap€a,ov €VW1tLOV au,ou, while the mss o c2 e2 
were partially modified according to kaige. 
LXX here seems to have facilitated its reading, 
although a textual accident already in its Vorlage or a mis-
reading on LXX's part is not tobe excluded. Evidence of 
the former, however, seems tobe found in LXX's omission of 
n,~-nN, which may have been considered tobe in contradiction 
to ll,y~ in the same verse. 
As MT stands, n,~yn n,~Yl is somewhat problematic, 
as n,~yn, "ford", or "ferry", 83 appears tobe the subject 
of n,~y1. Within the context of the narrative, a plural 
verb seems required, as vv. 17 and 18 tel1 us that Shimei and 
Ziba, with their men, have come down to the Jordan to accom-
pany the king across. MT, therefore, may be a corruption of 
1,~y1, 84 and LXX xaL €A€L,o~prnaav (1,~y1) presumes a 
plural as well. Vg (transierunt vada) and Tg (Nntl~ 1,~y1) 
c--c 
read a plural here, while Syr (w bdw m bry') seems to have 
combined LXX's 1,~y1 with MT n,~yn. 85 The singular n,~yl 
can only be read if n,~yn means "ferry" here, which seems 
unlikely as there is no other indication elsewhere that a 
ferry was used to cross the Jordan. LXX's plural assures us 
that, even if it interchanged daleth for resh, the plural 
was an old reading here. In addition, the point of the 
82 Barthelemy, Les Devanciers, p. 117. 
83 BDB and KB give "ford" as the meaning here (cf. 2 Sam 
19:19 and perhaps 17:16). Zorell and K~nig give "ferry". 
84 Thus Driver, Smith, Hertzberg, RSV, NEB, NAB, EÜ. Well-
hausen suggested 1,~y,1, followed by Nowack, Ehrlich, 
Kittel (who also maintain 1,~y1 as a possibility). 
85 Cf. also Josephus ",ov 1to,aµov €"(€0upwaLv", Ant. VII, 264. 
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narrative is that Shimei and Ziba have come personnally to 
bring David across the Jordan (,,~y?), and the mention of 
"service" as in LXX seems strangely out of place in this text 
where all the emphasis is on the crossing of the river (cf. 
vv. 32, 34, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 , 42) . 
For this verse, mss o c 2 e 2 contain only the OG 
translation, based on an interchange of daleth and resh, while 
all other mss have added a translation based on MT. The MT 
here, while probably containing a slight corruption of one 
letter, gives the more original of the two texts. 
2 Sam 20:18-19a 
MT: 1~1 ?~M~ 17MW' ?MW ,nM? n)wM,~ 1,~,, ,~, ,nM? ,nMn1 18 
... ?Miw, ')1nM ,n?w ,~)M19 1nnn 
Lxx8 : 18xaL ELREV Aeyouaa Aoyov EAaADaav €V RPW,OL~ Aeyov,E~ 
Hpw,DµEVO~ DPWTD6D €V •D AßEA XaL €V 6av EL E(EALROV 
a €6Ev,o OL RLO,OL ,ou IapaDA 0 EPWV,€~ EREpW,DOOUOLV 
Eva €V AßEA xaL ou,w~, EL E(EALROV. 19eyw ELµL ELPDVLXa 
,wv O,DpLyµa,wv IapaDA .•. 
LXXAnt: 18xaL ELREV Aoyo~ eAaAD6D ev Rpw,oL~ Aeyov,wv 
Hpw,DµEVO~ DPWTD6D €V •D AßEA xaL €V 6av EL E(-
EALREV a €6Ev,o OL RLO,OL ,ou IapaDA. epw,wv,E~ 
EpW,DOOUOLV €V AßEA, xaL ou,w~ EL E(EALROV. 19eyw 
ELµL ELPDVLXa ,wv O,DpLyµa,wv IapaDA ... 
In the plea which the wise woman of Abel Beth-
Maacah made to Joab not to destroy the town, the LXX contains 
a plus which is manifestly a double translation, one text 
being closer to the MT. The majority of critics has sug-
gested that MT is corrupt here and is tobe emended according 
to the OG DPW•DµEvo~ DPWTD6D ev •D AßeA xaL ev 6av EL E(-
EALREV a e6ev,o OL RLO,OL ,ou IapaDA, which yielda~ according 
to Wellhausen's retroversion. iwM 1nnn 1,~1 ?~M~ 17MW' 71MW 
?Miw, ,)1nM 1n,wn. 86 Thus MT ,n?W ,~)M 1nnn 1~1 is tobe 
considered a corruption in the text, which a later Greek 
recension would have copied and introduced alongside the 
original OG. 87 Only the mss MN a g in v y* lack the MT 
correction. OLv witnesses to the OG text, although in a 
slightly different form: Locuti ~ in primis dicentes, 
86 Wellhausen, p. 207. 
87 Thus Ewald, Wellhausen, Klostermann, LÖhr, Nowack, Graetz, 
Driver, Budde, Smith, Dhorme, BJ, Osty, NAB. 
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Rogantes rogant qui sunt in Ebel, et in Dan, dicentes, Si 
defecerunt quae posuerunt fideles Israel. 
Both Tg88 and Syr89 are widely divergent from 
both MT and LXX, which does not necessarily suggest a dif-
ferent Hebrew text at their base, but rather that they, too, 
had a difficult time with MT and tried to make sense out of 
it (without, however, showing any evidence of having had 
recourse to the OG). 
If LXX's text was different from MT, it appears 
to have diverged only in a few words: 1,~, for 1~l; the 
vocalization ~~n~ for ~mnn; ,nw iwM (or ,nwn iwM) for ,~JM 
,n7w, which makes it seem more likely that one or the other 
had become corrupt than that an entirely different reading 
had been present. Those who prefer LXX have shown the 
fittingness of the woman's words to Joab on this occasion. 
As Driver expresses it, "If one desired to find a place in 
which old Israelitish institutions were more strictly 
preserved, he was told to apply to Abel and to Dan: why 
should Joab seek to destroy a city that was thus true to 
its hereditary character and nationality?" 9o 
It may be asked, however, if such reasoning was 
altogether fitting on this occasion. The inhabitants of 
Abel are under the immediate threat of attack by Joab be-
cause they are harboring Sheba within their walls. A woman, 
who had a reputation for great wisdom (cf. vv.16 and 22) 
was apparently deputed by the others to try to reason with 
Joab and to save the city from destruction. According to LXX, 
the brunt of her argument was that Joab should spare the 
city because it and another city called Dan had a reputation 
88 "And she spoke saying, 'I remember now what is written in 
the book of the Torah, to inquire in the city in ancient 
times saying, "Was it not thus for you to ask in Abel 
whether (they) are peaceful?" We are peaceful in 
fidelity with Israel'." 
89 "The woman said, 'They used to have a saying of old, that, 
consulting they consulted the prophets, and then they 
destroyed. I am requiting the laying waste of Israel' ..• " 
90 Driver, p. 347. 
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for being faithful Israelite cities. It does not seem 
probable, however, that Joab, in hot pursuit of Sheba, was 
particularly interested in letting his quarry escape simply 
because of the reputation of a city. Further, it is in no 
way clear why Dan should be mentioned at this point. 91 In 
spite of the difficulties of MT, the "wisdom" of the woman 
seems to come through much more clearly there. She tells 
Joab that the old saying runs, "Ask in Abel and thus they 
accomplish it." Under the circumstances, this appears tanta-
mount to saying, "No sooner said than done~" for the woman 
has understood very well that Joab wants Sheba, not the des-
truction of the city. Whe he states the object of his quest, 
in v.21, the woman's immediate response is, "Behold, his 
head shall be thrown to you over the wall." In the context, 
that version seems more likely than the subtleties of rea-
soning which a secondary text appears to have imposed upon 
the LXX. 
The second reading in LXX for ,~nn 1Jl, xaL ou,w~ 
EL E~EALRov, shows that even in the form apparently corrected 
toward MT the influence of OG was still present, which pre-
vented the true meaning of MT to come through. Vg alone 
appears to have read entirely with MT: qui interrogant 
interrogent in Abela et sie perficiebant. 
If MT yields the meaning most suited to the con-
text here for the end of v.18, the same may not necessarily 
be true for the opening words of v.19. The puzzling 'JlM 
nnM ?fi0, ,1,~M ,~70 may well be the result of a corruption 
which has left two plural constructs in a row, neither of 
which seems to fit with 'JlM. Further, the nnM which begins 
the next clause would seem to require a waw here to jein it 
with the preceding: LXX has supplied ÖE following au, and 
OL et tu. Here the judgment of HOTTP would appear tobe the 
91 Klostermann refers to Judg 18:29, which in fact does men-
tion the founding of the city of Dan, but there is nothing 
in this verse to suggest its reputation of fidelity to 
Israelite traditions. On the contrary, v.30 tells us that 
the Danites set up graven images for themselves. 
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most well founded: "Either the reading of the old Septuagint 
is the original one and MT is corrupt; or MT is corrupt 
but faithful in preserving at least the ruins of the original 
reading, while the Septuagint reading, aiming above all at a 
satisfactory meaning, facilitates and reconstructs the text. 
The second alternative is more probable."92 
As far as the double reading is concerned, the OG 
appears tobe attributable to a Vorlage which was different 
from MT, but which was a corrup•tion of a text similar to MT. 
2 Sam 20:22a 
MT: 
LXXB: KaL ELODA6EV n ruvn RPO~ Rav,a ,ov Aaov, KaL 
EAaADOEV RPO~ Raoav ,nv ROALV EV ,n OO~La au,n~. 
LXXAnt: KaL EROpEu6n n ruvn RPO~ Rav,a ,OV Aaov, KaL 
EAaADOEv Rpo~ Raoav ,nv ROALV xa,a ,nv au,n~ ~povnoLv. 
The LXX contains a plus here, this time occurring 
after the translation of MT. Aside from recensional dif-
ferences in kaige (ELODA6Ev; oo~La), both it and Ant witness 
to the plus. 93 Wellhausen maintained that LXX contains a 
Duplette and preferred to read its text: ,,yn-7~-7N ,~,n,~ 94 
Thenius, Peters and Schulz would conserve both readings, the 
second, preserved in LXX, having fallen out through the 
similarity of endings 7~-7N. Böttcher inserted ,~,n, ,,,n 7N 
after nwNn, blaming the absence of the phrase in MT on hap-
lography from the first to the second 7N. 95 Hertzberg 
would simply add ,~,n, after DJn, maintaining that with the 
phrase "in her wisdom", some mention of speaking is neces-
sary.96 Driver took no side on the question, while Keil, 
Erdmann, Ehrlich, Hummelauer, RSV, NEB, NAB, BJ all follow MT. 
92 HOTTP Preliminary Report, p. 258, which gives a grade of 
"B" to MT. 
93 Mss o c2 e2 read ELORopEu6n for ROpEu6n in b. 
94 Wellhausen, p. 208, followed by Nowack and Kittel. 
95 Followed by Klostermann, Budde, Dhorme, BJ 1 , Osty. 
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While Tg and Syr follow MT, Vg here reads Ingressa 
est ergo ad~ populum et locuta est eis sapienter, which 
although it does not follow LXX exactly, may have been in-
spired by it. 
It is difficult to see how, if one accepts the 
longer text of LXX, it could have resulted in that of MT. 
One must posit at one and the same time a misreading of ,,yn 
for oyn and a homeoteleuton at 7~ 7M. The text proposed by 
Böttcher is more logical than either MT or LXX, and has the 
merit of explaining the MT form by a simple haplography 
from 7M to 7M. Against it, however, is the fact that to 
arrive at such a text based on LXX requires a complicated 
process of rather clumsy corrections on the level of the 
early Greek text. Hertzberg's solution of simply adding 
ilin, (cf. Vg) makes the text smoother, but he does not 
explain either how the present MT nor the present LXX could 
have arisen from such a reading. 
Dhorme noted that with nnn~nl, one would expect a 
verb of speaking. 97 It is possible, however, that LXX, 
confronted with Mllnl, made the same reflection which in-
spired it to add the seemingly more logical verb here. At 
1 Sam 17:43 and 45 we read nl7PDl '7M-Ml and n,n, DWl 1'7M-Ml 
respectively. The construction Mll followed by the prep-
osition beth indicates that with which David was armed as 
he went against Goliath. In our text, the woman of Abel 
is "armed" with her wisdom, which suggests that Mllnl is 
certainly well-placed here. 
Wellhausen pointed out that at 2 Sam 14:4 for MT 
1DMnl, LXX read Mllnl (xaL ELO~A8Ev), just the opposite of 
the variant which we have in 20:22. 98 In 14:4, MT may well 
be disturbed, as another inMnl occurs later on in the verse 
precisely where one would expect it. In 20:22, however, 
Mllnl, especially with beth preceding nnn~n, makes perfectly 
good sense in its context as we saw above. 
96 Hertzberg, p. 370, note e. 
97 Dhorme, p. 415. 
98 Wellhausen, p. 191. 
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If one accepts the longer LXX text as original, it 
would have been more logical to read "she came to the city 
and spoke to the people," and, in fact, many commentators 
suggest this modification. 99 This, however, does not cor-
respond to LXX, which maintains MT's wording with xaL €LO-
nA6€v n yuvn Rpo~ Rav,a ,ov Aaov. If LXX or its Vorlage 
added the second member here, since the people had already 
been mentioned in the first, it may have added "to the whole 
city" to avoid repetition. 
The plus in LXX cannot be accounted for by a 
double translation of the same Hebrew text as that of MT. 
Nor does it seem likely that it represents another, parallel 
tradition since its plus seems to imply knowledge of MT's 
form. The most probable solution here, therefore, is to see 
in the plus in LXX an expansion based on the context, in 
which LXX or its Vorlage ~anted to fill out the shorter text 
as found in MT in order to specify the fact that the woman 
not only came in to the people, but also spoke to them. 
2 Sam 21:15b-16a 
MT: , l1 qy, ,15b 
LXXB: 15 bxa L €ROp€u0n tiaug L ö. 16axa L Ieaß L o~ nv €V ,o L ~ 
exyovo L ~ ,ou Pmpa ..• 
LxxAnt: 15 bxaL €~€Auen tiauLö. 16axaL tiaöou uLo~ Iwa~ o~ nv 
€X ,wv aRoyovwv ,wv yLyav,wv ... 
In these verses which describe the attack of the 
Philistine giants on David and his men, neither cod B nor 
Ant corresponds exactly to MT. In addition, we find a text 
in Greek at the end of v.11 (at the end of v.10 in Ant and 
OLv) which reads xaL €~€Auenaav, xaL xa,€Aaßgv au,ou~ tiav uLo~ 
Iwa €X ,wv aRoyovwv ,wv yLyav,wv, and which appears tobe 
still another translation of vv.15b.16a. This form of the 
text is quoted by Origen as well, with the one exception 
that he reads €Aaßgv for xa,€Aaß€v. 100 All commentators 
99 Cf. Böttcher, Klostermann, Dhorme, BJ 1 , Osty. 
100 Cited by Barthelemy, Les Devanciers, p. 137. 
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who take note of it recognize that the plus at v.11 belongs 
to vv.15b.16a. 101 
The text of MT for these verses is extremely prob-
lematic and none of the versions at vv.15b.16a offers an 
entirely satisfying alternative: 
MT: iwN )J) l)W'l ,1, qy,1 
LXX8 : xaL Enopeuen 6auELÖ xaL IeaßL o~ nv 
LXXAnt: xaL E~EAuen 6auLö xaL 6aöou uLo~ Iwa~ o~ nv 
Vg: deficiente autem David. Iesbidenob qui fuit 
Tg: 
Syr: 
Jos:102 
,, )lJ) ')W'l ,,, ,n~nWNl 
wdQl dwyd wq'b w'by§Q mn gnbr' 
XQL YEVOµEVO~ EXAU,O~ W~8n URO ,LVO~ ,WV 
ROAEµLWV Axµovo~ 
LXX v.11: xaL E~EAuenaav xaL xa,EAaßEv au,ou~ 6av ULO~ Iwa 
OLv et defecerunt et sustulit eos Dan filius Ioaz. 
All witnesses are in agreement on the reading qy,1/E~EAuen 103 
(E~EAuenaav) against cod B EROpeuen. It may be that the 
scribe of cod B misread E~EAuen as e~nA8Ev or something sim-
ilar, which was then transformed into kaige Enopeuen. 104 
Wellhausen suggested that in the words ,,, qy,, there was 
concealed the name of the Philistine of whom v.16 speaks 
and that a verb such as op,1 must have originally stood in 
the text here. 105 This, however, varies so widely from any 
known text that it seems tobe an explanation out of des-
peration. The words ,,, qy,1 (or plural E~EAu8naav in v.11 
LXX) are attested to by all the texts and seem to fit in 
well with the narrative. At 21:17 David's men tel1 him not 
to go out to battle any longer, which is a logical conse-
quence of his weariness as described in v.15. 
101 Thenius, Klostermann, Budde (KHAT), Smith, Dhorme, Schulz. 
102 Josephus, Ant. VII, 298. 
103 In all Greek mss except cod B. 
104 Kaige reads a form of nopEUELv for OG EPXE08aL or an-
EPXE08aL at 2 Sam 13:25.28; 15:14; 17:18.21. 
105 Wellhausen, p. 210, followed by Nowack, Driver, Dhorme 
(1910), Smith. 
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The beginning of v.16, iwM ~l~ ,~w,,, on the other 
hand, is unintelligible. Cod B, Vg and Tg have translated 
literally, while Ant, xaL ~aöou ULO~ Iwa~, seems to have 
been inspired by LXX v.11 to some extent, while retaining 
o~ ~v following MT and cod B. This suggests that Anthere 
contains not the OG but a later text, based partially on OG 
for v.11 and partially on cod Bat v.16. Ehrlich suggested. 
reading ~l~ ,n~w,,, with ~l~ as the name of the Philistine 
challenger and ,n~w,, from n~w. meaning "to win a victory 
over an opponent so that he must put down his weapon", 106 
although Schulz has contested this meaning here and proposed 
that w,, was an abbreviation for w,M ,n,,. 107 Hertzberg, 
basing his reasoning on gn~r• in Syr, suggested ,,~l w,Ml, 
"and there was warrior", 10 although in Syr this word refers 
to the giants, and it has another reading for v.16a (see 
above). It seems certain that MT is corrupt here, although 
none of these texts suggests a plausible emendation. 109 
Even though it has been widely displaced, the LXX 
plus at v.11 is probably the oldest Greek text here. 110 If 
it was originally found at v.16, the plural forms (e(elu8~aav; 
au,ou~) indicate that it refers not only to David, as in MT, 
but to his men as well, who are mentioned in v.15a. 
Whether the Greek text of v.11 should be used to 
correct MT here or not is difficult to determine. As men-
tioned above, it yields a good sense in the context of v.16, 
although if a corruption occurred early on in the Hebrew text 
106 Ehrlich, p. 331. 
107 Schulz II, pp. 264 ff. 
108 Hertzberg, p. 385. 
109 Among the recent translations, all follow MT for v.15b. 
Then, for v.16a, RSV, Dhorme (1956), Osty and TOB read 
with MT; NEB: "Then Benob, one of the Rephaim •.. "; NAB: 
"Dodu, one of the Rephaim ... "; BJ1: "Alors se dressa 
D8d8, fils de Joash, un descendant de Rapha"; BJ3: "Il 
y avait un champion d'entre les descendants de Rapha"; 
EÜ: "Und ein Rafaiter aus Gob ... ". Note that none of 
these translations uses the text of v.11b to correct 
v.16 here. 
110 Cf. Barthelemy, Les Devanciers, p. 137, who based his 
conclusion on Origen's citation of the text in this form. 
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of Samuel, LXX's Vorlage may have been disturbed here as 
well and the OG form could be its own interpretation. 111 In 
any event, for the text of vv.15b-16a we have a probably cor-
rupt MT, faithfully reproduced in kaige while the OG has 
been dislocated by a second translation and preserved at 
the end of v.11. The text of Ant contains a form still later 
than kaige, partially brought into conformity to it but 
partially influenced by OG. 
Conclusions 
The cases considered here are by no means all the 
examples of double translation in the Greek mss of Samuel. 
They are, however, all cases of "significant pluses" in the 
text which show that a second translation has been inserted 
into the text. 
The simplest cases are those in which the GG seems 
to preserve the same Hebrew text as MT, but had translated it 
differently, or more freely, where a later Greek edition in-
serted a rendering much closer to MT (1 Sam 15:3; 2 Sam 
15:17 f.; 15:19 f.). 
A number of cases indicate that the ancestor of 
OG's Vorlage was originally similar to MT, but the Vorlage 
itself contained a corruption which accounted for the 
divergent translation in OG (2 Sam 2:22; 15:34; 19:19). 
One case has indicated that a Vorlage was the same 
as MT, but was at least partially misread or misunderstood 
by OG (1 Sam 1:6), and was re-translated in Ant. 
Seme indicate that the Vorlage was similar, but 
that either the Vorlage itself, or the OG translation, mod-
ified the text slightly in order to clarify or explain. This 
accounts for a slight expansion in 2 Sam 15:17 f., and for 
an additional explanatory clause in 1 Sam 3:21 and 2 Sam 
20:22. 
111 At 2 Sam 15:14, lllWnl is translated xaL xa,aAaß~, which 
may be a clue that OG xa,EAaßgv in v.11 came from an or-
iginal lw,, (hiphil of lWl), corrupted to ,~w,, in proto-
MT, but this, as well as the other corrections suggested, 
remains in the realm of conjecture. 
Finally, a certain number of these double trans-
lations indicate a corruption in the text of MT, where OG 
may witness to a more primitive form of the text (2 Sam 
13:15 f.; 20:18 f.; 21:15 f.). 
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In most of these texts, the double translation is 
contained in all the Greek witnesses, although in 1 Sam 1 :6 
only Ant contains the plus, andin 2 Sam 15:19 f.; 18:18; 
19:19, the text of Ant (here OG) does not contain the second 
reading. In two of the texts, 2 Sam 13:15 f. and 21:15 f., 
the original OG has been displaced to a position several 
verses away from its original location, or to a different 
part of the verse. 
Thus, these double readings are due to a variety 
of causes, most having as their purpose, however, the desire 
to brin& the Greek text closer to MT. 
If we examine the way. in which these second trans-
lations have been inserted into the text, we would expect a 
certain amount of duplication since they are, for the most 
part, translations of basically the same text. F. H. Woods 
has noted that "it frequently happens, however, that what 
at first sight look like omissions from [homeoteleuton] in 
the Hebrew prove, on closer examination, tobe merely alter-
native renderings of the LXX, because, from the nature of 
the case, these alternatives generally begin or end with the 
same words as the clauses to which they correspond." 112 
The pluses which seem to follow this pattern most 
closely are found at 2 Sam 2:22, where the repetition of 
Rpo~ Iwaß in cod B surrounds the second translation, and at 
2 Sam 18:18, where the second translation was inserted at 
a~nAnv, and ends on the same word. The fact that in both of 
these cases the second translation does not begin at the 
start of a syntactic unit, where one would expect a later 
editor to take up a fresh translation, suggests that a word 
112 F. H. Woods, "The Light Thrown by the Septuagint Version 
on the Books of Samuel," Studia Biblica (Oxford, 1885), 
pp. 21-38. See especially p. 27. 
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was purposely chosen in order to make the insertion fit more 
smoothly into the text. The result, however, is the creation 
of a kind of pseudo-homeoteleuton, such as Woods described. 
That such a procedure was not confined to the 
insertion of a second translation into the Greek text, but 
may have been one of the techniques used in order to make 
other insertions into the text as well forms the hypothesis 
which will be examined in Part 2 of this study, where the 
pluses or minuses under consideration are not attributable 
to a second translation of the same text. 
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PART II 
"HAPLOGENIC" PLUSES 
2.0 The cases which will be examined in Part II each 
contain the same or similar words at the beginning and at the 
end of the phrases or sentences which appear as a plus in one 
of the forms of the text but which are absent from one or more 
of the other forms. In each case the langer text form con-
taining the plus may be seen as presenting the material possi-
bility of a scribal error which would account for the absence 
of the plus through homeoteleuton or homeoarcton. Suchtexts 
which contain this possibility and which could have generated 
such an error may be called "haplogenic", although each case 
must be examined individually in order to determine whether 
the shorter text indeed does witness to an error or whether 
the langer text shows evidence of a later addition. 
2.1 "Haplogenic" pluses in LXX 
The pluses examined in this section are haplogenic 
in form, which indicates that their LXX form suggests that 
an error due to homeoteleuton or homeoarcton accounts for 
their absence from MT. 
1 Sam 1:24 f. 
MT: ,,, ~~Jl nnp nnM nn,Ml nw~w o,,n~ ,n~nl iwM~ nny ,n~yn, 24 
lM'~,, ,nn-nM ,~nw,,25 iyJ iyJni ,~w n,n,-n,~ lnM~n, 
,~y-~M iyJn-nM 
Lxx8: 24xaL aveßn µg,'au,ou EL~ LDAWµ €V µoaxw ,pLE,L~OV,L 
xaL ap,OL~ XQL OL~L OEµLÖQAEW~ xaL VEßEA OLVOU. XaL 
€LODA8Ev EL~ OLXOV KupLOU €V LDAWµ, xaL ,O RaLÖapLOV 
µE,'au,wv· xaL Rpoonrarov EVWRLOV KupLOU, xaL EO~atEV 
o Ra,np au,ou ,nv euaLav nv EROLEL Et nµEpwv EL~ 
nµEpa~ ,w KupLw. xaL RpoonyayEv ,o RaLöapLov, 25xaL 
EO~atEv ,ov µooxov· xaL RpoonrayEv Avva n µn,nP ,ou 
RaLÖapLOU RPO~ HAEL. 
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LXXAnt: 
4QSama: 1 
24xaL aveßn µE,'au,ou EL~ LDAW EV µoaxw ,pLE,L~OV,L 
xaL ap,oL~ xaL OL~L OEµLÖaAEW~ xaL VEßEA OLVOU, xaL 
ELODA8Ov EL~ ,ov OLXOV KupLOU EV LDAW, xaL ,o naLöa-
PLOV µE,'au,wv, 25xaL npoonyayov au,ov EVWRLOV KupLou. 
xaL EO~a;Ev o na,np au,ou ,nv auoLav ,wv nµEpwv nv 
EROLEL E; nµEpwv EL~ nµEpa~ ,w KupLw. xaL npoonyayov 
,o naLöapLov xaL Eo~a;av ,ov µoaxov. xaL npoonA8Ev 
Avva n µn,nP ,ou RaLöapLOU npo~ HAEL. 
24 1WN~ n7'W ,n,N 7yn, 
[ ] on?, W7Wl'l 1p:1 [ 1 :1 1!l:1 
iylni n7,w n,n, [n,:1 N:in, ,,, 7:lli nl'lp n!l,Ni} 
1WN[~ nJ 5tn [nN ,,:1N onw,, nin, 'l!l7 iN:1,, 01'.lY} 
unw[,, 1Yln nN N:in, n,n,7 D'l'l':l D'l'l'l'l nwy,J 
'l1N [,:1 11'.lNn,26 '7Y 7Y iyln DY nln N)n, 1!ln nNJ 
When Hannah brings the young Samuel to Shiloh to 
present him to Yahweh and to put him into Eli's service, LXX 
contains a considerable plus at the end of v.24, essentially 
present in 4Q as well, although this latter differs somewhat 
from LXX as we shall see below. 
Thenius2 was the first, and until the discovery of 
the text of 4Q, the only one to advocate acceptance of this 
plus as original, attributing its loss in MT to homeoteleuton 
from 1Yl to iyln. The rest of the commentators have followed 
the opinion of Wellhausen, who pointed out that the Hebrew 
text of MT speaks of the sacrifical offering which accompanied 
the presentation of Samuel as an independent act, while LXX 
inserts it into the context of the yearly festal offering at 
Shiloh. Thus LXX gives major roles to both Elkanah and 
Hannah while MT concentrates on Hannah almost exclusively. 
Wellhausen accordingly considered the plus tobe an addition 
in LXX.3 
The text of 4Q agrees with LXX against MT on a con-
siderable number of points in addition to containing the plus: 
F. M. Cross, BASOR 132, p. 26. 
2 Thenius 1 , pp. 6 f. 
3 Wellhausen, p. 41. 
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4Q LXX MT 
;)lnl = XCXL CXV E: ß T) .J. ,n;)lnl 
lnH{ = µe:,:. cxu,:ou i Öl ll )1 
";, e, = e: L c_; I:ri>..wµ i -------
e,;e,)l , i' .l = e:v µooxw ,:p L e:,: L l';;ov,: L i ;-ie,;e, c, 1!l.l 
cn;, = XCXL cxpi:oLc,; i -------
n] .lT.i = 1:T)V 9UOLCXV i -------
une, [, l = XCX L e:o<pcx�e:v i 1une,,1 
After 1e!N:> ";, e,. the beginning of the next line in 4Q is 
unfortunately missing and is not resumed until e,;e,ll 1i>.l. 
Cross proposes reading 1.::i 1!l.l before these words, after the 
example of Lev 1:5 (iv.::in 1.::i-nN) and Num 15:9 (iv.::in-1.::i-;)I) 
where LXX has i:ov µooxov and e:nL i:ou µooxou respectively. 
From these two examples, however, the presence of 1!l.l is 
not necessary to produce the translation e:v µooxw in LXX 
v.24. Just after that, however, e,;e,ll, clearly attested to
in the fragment, may be the clue to an erroneous word division
in MT which resulted in ;-ie,;;-i c,i!l.l� Even if one accepts
Cross' iv.::i 1.::i 1!l.l, there is still a large space in the line
which is difficult to account for if one follows either MT or
LXX here. LXX e:Lc,; I:ri>..wµ e:v µooxw xi:>... has nothing inter­
vening, while in MT after ,�N:> there is only ,n;lll. Cross
would eliminate this from the original text, claiming that
it "crept in by vertical dittography."5 He maintains that
ieiN:> should introduce a reference to Elkanah's customary
pilgrimage, and tentatively proposed n1;-i,; n1.::it; ;-ie,,N ;-i;)I,
in BASOR 132, but later suggested the restoration of ;-i;,ei
;-i;,e, .. , .. ,; n.::it; ,IIIPN ;-i;y 1elN:>, with the note that "LXX has
suffered a haplography, the scribe's eye jumping from the
4 This was suggested already by Driver, p. 20, and confirmed 
by E. A Speiser ("The Nuzi Tablets Solve a Puzzle in the 
Books of Samuel," BASOR 72 [1938] 15-17), who suggested 
that "the reason for the wrong division must lie in the 
comparative obscurity, in post-biblical times, of the 
idiom which involved the use of the multiplicative ad­
jective for an elliptical reference to age." (p. 16). 
5 Cross, BASOR 132, p. 19, note 17. 
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first n~,w to the second n~,w. 6 There is however, no 
textual support for either of these readings. 
Cross, followed by Ulrich7 and McCarter, 8 attributes 
the absence of the plus in MT haplography through homeo-
teleuton from iyln to iyl[n]. "Both requirements of space, 
and the clear traces of hzbb k'§r (LXX 6UOLav ~v), as well 
[ ~) fil in v. 25 (l .1 0), make the full reading certain. "9 
As for the enlarging of Elkanah's role in 4Q and LXX, Cross 
maintains that, since all traditions testify that he was 
present and since the events described probably took place 
at the regular pilgrim feast, it would be "methodologically 
unsound" to eliminate him (against Wellhausen). 10 He suggests 
that "the origin of the confusion was misunderstanding of an 
archaic verbal form: the tqtl construed with 3rd. person 
duals and masc. plurals in archaic biblical Hebrew ••. " 11 
Thus, Nln for example, could have meant "they (two)", and 
was misunderstood as a reference to Hannah alone. 
A further observation of Cross' on the plus in 4Q 
and LXX is that it represents a conflate reading, evident in 
its highly repetitive nature. McCarter attempts to sort out 
the two texts which would have been conflated, and tenta-
tively proposes the following: (A) wyb'w (so LXXL; LXX8 wtb'; 
MT wtb' hw) ~ yhwh ~ylh whn I r 'mm !!Y.fil 'byhw ..'....!!. hzbl) k' 1fr 
~ mymym ymymh lyhwh wtb' ..'....!!. hn'r <.:.!. .2.Y_>. (B) wyb'w .!..e!!.Y. 
yhwh wy§Qtw (so MT, LXXL; LXX8 4QSama ~) ..'....!!. hpr wtb' .2!!!:!. 
..'....!!. hn 1 r (cf. MT, Vulg; LXX8 ~ hn 1r) .:.!. ~", with the com-
ment that "variant Ais redundant in its reference to Shiloh 
and echoes vv.3 and 24 in content. Variant Bis evidently 
the superior reading." 12 
6 Cited by McCarter, p. 56. 
7 Ulrich, QTSJ, pp. 40f. 
8 McCarter, p. 57. 
9 Cross, BASOR 132, p. 19. 
10 Cross, BASOR 132, p. 19. 
11 Cross, BASOR 132, p. 20. 
12 McCarter, p. 57. 
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This long presentation was necessary to show the 
most recent opinion concerning these two verses, namely that 
the text of 4QSama lies ultimately at the basis of both MT 
and LXX here. Its highly complicated nature, however, makes 
it seem less likely as an adequate explanation. One must see 
a conflated text (in 4Q and partially preserved in LXX and MT) 
from two hypothetical and non-specified sources, an archaic 
verb form which appears suddenly here and nowhere else in 
Samuel, a vertical dittography and then a lang homeoteleuton 
in MT, and another homeoteleuton in LXX, coincidentally at 
the precise place where MT has suffered its vertical dit-
tography! 
An additional indication that the MT form is not to 
be explained simply through textual accident is the obser-
vation, repeated by Cross but already noticed by Wellhausen, 
that the MT assigns a major role in the proceedings to Hannah 
while in LXX and 4Q Elkanah shares a large part of the action. 
Such a change of emphasis would seem better explained through 
deliberate and conscious editorial activity. This, by it-
self, does not settle the question of whether the langer or 
the shorter form is more original, but, as we have already 
seen above, for 1 Sam 1:5 f. and 1:11, 13 the text of LXX 
contains several additions, whose absence from MT is not 
attributable to textual accident, which seem to have the 
purpose of enlarging the picture of Samuel as a Nazirite. 
The extra section herein vv.24-25, which places greater 
emphasis on the role of the sacrifice in the presentation of 
Samuel at Shiloh, appears to fit in well with these pluses 
in LXX. 
Although the shorter MT form here has been accepted 
by almest all exegetes, 14 most have, at the same time, pro-
posed correction of the difficult expression 1Yl iylni which 
ends v.24 in MT. A survey of opinions shows the following 
13 See pp. 12-18. 
14 With the exception of Thenius, Cross, Ulrich and McCarter. 
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proposed emendations: 1) coy iylnl, following LXX; 15 
2) change to noy iyJnl and place it at the end of v.25; 16 
3) change to noy iyJnl and leave it at the end of v.24; 17 
4) omit the two words altogether; 18 5) read 1Yl 1yJn1 
1H>i,1 9- 6) read ,,y~ 1yJn1, with the meaning, "the lad being 
little, 11 ; 20 7) 1'Tl 1YJni; 21 8) read with MT. 22 
Driver suggested that the expression might be 
understood in accordance with the Semitic usage as seen, 
for example in ,j;nn, ,~N~ ,j;nn,, (1 Sam 23:13), in order 
to say more about him, 112 3 although he himself did not accept 
this reading. A. Guillaume, however, has bolstered this 
argument in favor of MT by noting the Arabic construction 
.,~ ;~i, ~tJ,,Wr_, I which he translates, "Les hommes sont 
des hommes excellents et le pays est un excellent pays. 1124 
Zorell describes the use of iyJ here as "prae-
dicative", and groups it with 1 Sam 17:33 (nnN 1Yl 'j), 17:42 
(1Yl n,n ,j), 1 Kgs 3:7 (llUP 1Yl 'jlNl), l Chr 22:5 
(111 1Yl 'D no!:>~), and Jer 1 :6 (,jJN iyl ,j). 25 
15 Already Cappel proposed cnoy iyJnl. coy iyJnl was ac-
cepted by Kittel (BH1 [1905]),Dhorme (1910), Fernandez, 
BJ1 and Osty. Driver rejected it as tautologous. 
16 Wellhausen, Driver 1 (1890), Budde (SBOT), Nowack, Kittel 
(BH3). 
17 Klostermann, Budde (KHAT), Driver2 (1913), although see 
below, suggestion number eight. 
18 LÖhr maintained that it was a dittography from coy iyJnl, 
which was itself an addition from LXX. 
19 Böttcher. 
20 J. Kennedy, An Aid to the Textual Amendment of the Old 
Testament (Edinburgh, 1928), p. 100. 
21 Stoebe, p. 99. 
22 Keil, Erdmann, Schulz, Dhorme (1956), Hertzberg, RSV, NEB, 
BJ3, TOB, EÜ. 
23 Driver, p. 21. 
24 A. Guillaume, "L'apport de la langue et des traditions 
arabes A l'interpr~tation de l'ancien testament," L'An-
cien Testament et !'Orient [Orientalia et Biblica --
Lovaniensia Il (Louvain, 1957), p. 116. 
25 Zorell, s.v. 
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It may be added, in defense of MT, that none of the 
proposed emendations is particularly satisfying. 1), 2) 
and 3) all lead to tautologies since the child is already the 
object both of ,n~yn, in v.24 and lN'~'l in v.25. 5), 6) 
and 7) are possible emendations, but have no basis in any of 
the textual witnesses. MT, on the other hand, makes suffi-
ciently good sense here. 
It may be further pointed out that in the LXX form 
of these verses, the boy Samuel is almost incidental to the 
action. He is mentioned only three times, whereas he is 
referred to five times in MT. The LXX plus displaces the 
emphasis, as shown above, to Elkanah's sacrifice and away 
from the child. 
Because of the coherence of MT as it stands, of the 
fact that no simple textual accident is sufficient to explain 
the differences between MT, LXX and 4Q, and of the relative 
homeogeneousness of the LXX additions here andin the sur-
rounding verses, it seems advisable to accept MT as the more 
primitive form of the text. 
If MT 1Yl iy1n is accepted as the reading here, it 
is clear that the LXX plus could not have fallen out through 
an accident due to homeoteleuton, for, if that had been the 
case, then one of the occurrences of iy1 should have dis-
appeared as well. The plus in LXX (andin 4Q) extends from 
to 1tad'>apLO\I in v.24 to ,o 1taLöapLov in v .25. If this is truly 
an addition, then it appears that an editor has taken 
advantage of the repeated 1Yl precisely in order to make his 
insertion here. The resultant text in LXX then has the 
appearance of being "haplogenic" since the same word stands 
at the beginning and at the end of the plus. The presence 
of the plus in 4QSama most probably indicates that the 
addition was already present in LXX's Vorlage but, as has 
been shown above, it is not tobe considered part of the 
original text. 
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1 Sam 3:15 
MT: 
Lxx:nt: XQL XOLµa,aL IaµounA EW~ upwL, XQL wp8pLO€V ,o UPWL 
XQL nvoL~EV ,a~ 8upa~ OLXOU KupLOU. 
In this verse which describes Samuel's activity 
after the Lord has called him in the night, LXX makes ex-
plicit the fact that "he got up in the morning" before 
opening the doors of the house of the Lord. The plus, which 
presumes as original ip~~ o~w,~ has been accepted as original 
by a large majority of commentators, 26 who suggest that the 
plus fell out of the text accidentally because of homeo-
teleuton at ip~-. Some, however, and most of the recent 
translations accept the shorter MT as origina1. 27 
This plus in LXX is one of a number of short pluses 
in the form of homeoteleuton whose originality in the text 
is extremely difficult to decide. On the one hand, the plus 
is not lengthy and the repetition of upwL in the LXX indicates 
the possibility of haplography. All the Greek mss without 
exception, plus OLb contain the plus. On the other hand, 
however, the LXX or its Vorlage may have decided that between 
the statements that "Samuel lay down until morning," and 
"He opened the doors of the house of the Lord," it was 
necessary to fill in what MT left unsaid in its more laconic 
and elliptical narrative style. 28 Vg, Tg and Syr follow MT's 
shorter text. 
We have already seen examples of this elliptical 
style of MT in Part I of this study. Another example which 
is closer in content to our verse here is found at 1 Sam 
1:18 f. In 1:18, after Hannah has found favor in the Lord's 
eyes and sets out on her return from Shiloh, MT reads 
26 Thenius, Wellhausen, Klostermann, Driver, Budde, Peters, 
Dhorme, Smith, Ehrlich, Nowack, McCarter, NAB. 
27 Hummelauer, Schulz, Hertzberg, Kittel, Stoebe, BHS, RSV, 
NEB, BJ, Osty, TOB, EÜ. 
28 Cf. Stoebe, who refers to the plus as being "im Rahmen 
der Üblichen Erweiterungen bei G" (p. 122). 
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n~,,7 nwMn 17nl, whi~e LXX adds €L~ ~o xa~a~uµa au~n~- Then, 
in v.19, we are told that ip~~ lo~w,,, although the text 
does not explicitly state that they lay down the night 
before. Thus, the original narrative may leave certain 
actions unsaid, while the LXX witnesses to a text which has 
a tendency to fill in these gaps. If, however, the original 
text of 3:15 read, "He lay down until morning and got up 
in the morning," it would appear overly repetitive and loaded 
down. On the other hand, if it read, "He lay down and got 
up in the morning," the occasion of a haplography would no 
longer be present. 
This text has not been found among the fragments of 
the Samuel scrolls "a", "b", or "c" from Qumran, but another 
text from Cave IV, 4Q16O, designated by J. Allegro as "The 
Vision of Samuel", 29 contains 1 Sam 3:14-17 and, for our 
verse, provides us with the following text: 
n,n7]1 nM nno,, DP'l ,7y ')07 ~~w 7MlOW[ 
At first glance, the presence of DP'l would seem to indicate 
that this text is similar to LXX. For LXX op0pL,€Lv, however, 
DlP lies at its base only at Dan 6:19. Out of forty-seven 
occurrences of op0pLs€LV, o~w hiphil lies at its base thirty-
nine times and ,nw piel six times. 3O It is highly unlikely, 
therefore, that wp0pLO€V in LXX 1 Sam 3:15 represents an 
original DlP in the text such as we find at Qumran. The 
absence of ip~n in 4Q16O further shows the lack of direct 
dependence upon either MT or LXX. This text seems to have 
reacted in a similar way to LXX adding the note that "he 
arose" in order to fill in what the Biblical narrative passed 
over. 
While recognizing the possibility of a haplography 
through homeoteleuton at 3:15, it seems more probable that 
the LXX plus is an explanatory addition to the text. Because 
29 J. Allegro, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert of Jordan V: 
Qumrln Cave 4 (Oxford, 1968), p. 9. 
30 inw piel occurs at Job 7:21; 8:5; Pss 62:1; 77:34; Hos 6:1; 
Isa 26:9. Elsewhere, including universally throughout 
the Pentateuch and the Historical Books, D~~ is at the 
base of op0pLs€LV. 
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of the form in LXX, with the repetition of RpwL, it is 
possible that an editor who wished to make the insertion was 
inspired by the mention of RPWL (or ip~n if the addition 
took place on the level of the Vorlage) in order to add his 
clarifying addition xaL wp6pLOEv ,o RPWL, thus creating a 
text which appeared tobe "haplogenic" in form, but which, in 
reality, contained an addition to MT's shorter text. 
1 Sam 10:1 
MT: -,~ N1~n iDN'1 1npw,1 1WNi-7y p~,, 1nwn ,~-nN 7N1DW np,1 
1'll7 1n7nl-7Y n1n, 1nwn 
LXX8 : xaL EAaßEv raµou~A ,ov ~axov ,ou EAaLou xaL EREXEEV 
ERL ,~V XE~aA~V au,ou, xaL E~LA~OEV au,ov xaL ELREV 
au,w ÜUXL XEXPLXEV OE KupLO~ EL~ apxov,a ERL ,OV 
AQOV au,ou, ERL Iopa~Aj xaL ou ap~EL~ EV Aaw KupLOU, 
XaL ou OWOEL~ au,ov EX XELPO~ EX6pwv au,ou XUXA06EV. 
xaL ,OU,O OOL ,o o~µELOV O,L EXPLOEV OE KupLO~ ERL 
XA~povoµLav au,ou EL~ apxov,a. 
LXXAnt: xaL EAaßEv raµou~A ,ov ~axov ,ou EAaLou xaL xa,EXEEV 
ERL ,~V XE~aA~V au,ou. xaL E~LA~OEV au,ov xaL ELREV 
au,w O,L KEXPLXE OE KupLO~ EL~ apxov,a ERL ,ov AQOV 
au,ou, ,ov Iopa~A, xaL ou ap~EL~ EV ,w Aaw KupLou 
XaL OWOEL~ au,ov EX XELPO~ ,wv EX6pwv au,ou XUXA06Ev. 
xaL ,ou,o OOL ,o o~µELOV O,L XEXPLXEV OE KupLO~ EL~ 
apxov,a ERL ,~v XA~povoµLav au,ou. 
In this verse which tells of the anointing of Saul 
by Samuel, LXX contains a considerable plus in which Samuel 
prophesies that Saul will be the savior of the people, and 
in which he specifies that a sign will show that the Lord 
has anointed him. The majority of commentators has accepted 
the originality of the plus here, attributing its loss in MT 
to haplography from the first to the second n1n, inwn.3 1 
Houbigant had already noted its absence from MT, although he 
maintained that only the latter part of the plus, xaL ,au,o 
OOL ,o o~µELOV O,L EXPLOEV OE KupLO~ ERL XA~povoµLav au,ou 
EL~ apxov,a, was tobe considered as original to the text, 
31 Thenius, Wellhausen, Klostermann, Driver, Budde, Smith, 
Nowack, Peters, Kittel, Dhorme, Fernandez, Schulz, Mc-
Carter, and virtually all the modern translations, with 
the exception of TOB. 
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in order to provide the introduction to vv.2-7 where the sign 
that the Lord has anointed Saul is described. 32 
The plus was rejected by Keil as a gloss which came 
from 1 Sam 9:16 r. 33 He notes further that the plus speaks 
of only one sign, whereas in the vv.2-6 there are three 
mentioned. Stoebe refers to the plus here as "a character-
istic attempt to harmonize traditions which in Mare still 
unbalanced,"34 and maintains that LXX here followed a dif-
ferent recension which "in almost tedious verbosity removes 
all the difficulties." 35 HOTTP rejected the plus, giving 
MT a grade of "C", with the comment that "the allusive style 
of the MT should be noted here ... , a style which the Sept-
uagint or its Vorlage dit not always respect in their efforts 
to make the text more explicit. 11 36 Barthdlemy, after ad-
mitting that a basis for homeoarcton does exist, notes that 
"the committee, not without hesitation, recognized in this 
'plus' an insertion whose contents join the context by the 
repetition of a word which has served as the occasion for 
the insertion. 11 37 
Thus, while the majority has accepted this plus as 
authentic in the text, the opinion is not entirely unanimous, 
and a certain number of indications should make us cautious 
in accepting this plus too quickly. 
The repetition of material found in the neighboring 
verses, already pointed out by Keil, may point to the arti-
ficiality of this text. V.16 (xat XPLO€L~ au,ov EL~ apxov1a 
€RL 10V AQOV µou IapanA XQL OWO€L 10V AQOV µou €X X€LPO~ 
aAAO~UAWV) and v.17 (ou10~ ap~€L ev 1w Aaw µou) are repro-
duced almost verbatim in LXX 10:1. The mention of the "sign", 
32 Houbigant, p. 298, followed by LÖhr, who called the rest 
of the plus "fÜglich, auch an dieser Stelle entbehrlich" 
(p. 46). 
33 Keil p. 71, note 1, followed by Vercellone, Erdmann, Hum-
melauer, Graetz, Stoebe, HOTTP. 
34 Stoebe, p. 197. 
35 Stoebe, p. 197. 
36 HOTTP Preliminary Report, pp. 165 f. 
37 Barthdlemy, CTAT. 
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which Houbigant considered original even though he called 
into question the rest of the plus, occurs in 10:7, which 
could easily have inspired an editor, wanting to introduce 
this confirmation of Saul's choice as king, to insert a 
reference to the sign here at 10:1. 
Although an accident through haplography has been 
invoked as the reason for this omission in MT, a careful 
examination of the text shows that, in a true haplography, 
,~ should have fallen out as well. Further, the expression 
,~ Ml~n, which Houbigant, Thenius, Wellhausen and Dhorme 
objected to on the grounds that the construction is not good 
Hebrew, occurs again at 2 Sam 13:28. In this latter location, 
the expression is passed over in silence by all and therefore, 
presumably, is an acceptable Hebrew construction.38 
Where 10:1 speaks of Saul as ,,ll over the Lord's 
heritage, MT exhibits an unusual and unique word order: 
,,ll~ ,n~nl-~.ll. Elsewhere where ,,ll occurs, it always 
precedes that over which the "prince" rules (Cf. oyn-~y ,,ll [~] 
at 1 Sam 9:16; 13:14; 25:30; 2 Sam 5:2 [= 1 Chr 11:2]; 6:21; 
7 : 8 [= 1 Chr 17: 7] ; 1 Kgs 14: 7; 16; 2 Chr 6: 5) • While MT' s 
order is faithfully preserved in LXX (e~L xAnpovoµLav auTou 
EL~ apxovTa39 ), the plus contains the standard, expected 
word order, which may indicate mere imitation of the standard 
formula when it was added to the shorter text. The expression 
,,ll~ ,n~nl-~ll is equally unique in that it is the only oc-
currence of these two words together in the entire Bible (at 
9:16 the usual formula ,ny-~y ,,ll~ is used). 
The repetition of EXPLOEV ae KupLO~ in LXX, with 
the accompanying repetition of the elements found in 9:16 f., 
seems to place greater emphasis on the anointing of Saul and 
on its significance within the context of the nascent kingship 
in Israel. That LXX emphasizes this anointing more than MT 
38 Driver alone points to 13:28, to show that the construc-
tion is at least admissible (pp. 77 f.). 
39 The Ant text (mss b o c2 e2 ) apparently saw the anomaly 
here, for it reads EL~ apxovTa E~L Tnv xAnpovoµLa auTou. 
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is seen as well in 1 Sam 11:15 where, for MT ow 1~70,1, 
7lMW-nM LXX reads )((XL E:XPLOE:\I I:aµOUTJA e:xe:L 1:0\1 I:aou>. E:L<; 
ßaaL>.e:a. Thenius along suggested that LXX might be original 
here, while all the other commentators read with MT. It is 
possible here, to discern a desire on the part of LXX to give 
greater emphasis both to Samuel's role as well as to the 
anointing itself, perhaps in order to establish a parallel 
with the double anointing of David at 2 Sam 2:4 and 5:3. 40 
The result of this examination is, therefore, that 
while the possibility for omission of the plus (through 
scribal carelessness) exists, its contents add nothing new 
to the narrative and are, in fact, suspiciously similar to 
the surrounding verses. The MT makes good sense here, both 
contextually and grammatically, while LXX serves to lay 
greater emphasis on the anointing of Saul and on his subse-
quent role by introducing a substantial plus precisely at 
the words which it seeks to emphasize -- n,n, 1nwn --, which 
appears to have created a text whose repetitiousness can be 
described as "haplogenic" in form, but which attests to a 
later scribal insertion. 
1 Sam 10:21 
MT: 7lMW ,~7,, ,,unn nnnwn ,~7nl ,nnnwn7 ,n,)~ u~w-nN )1p,, 
NYO) N7l ,nwp~,, w,p-1~ 
LXX8 : XQL npoaaye:L OXTJR1:PO\I Be:vLaµE:L\I E:L<; ~u>.ac;, )(QL xa,:a-
XATJPOUtQL ~UAT] Mattape:L· XQL npooayOUOL\I tTj\l ~UAT]\I 
Mattape:L E:L<; avöpac;, xaL xai:ax>.ripoutaL I:aou>. ULO<; 
Ke:Lc;. )(QL E:~TJ'T:E:L autov, )(QL oux e:upLOXE:tO. 
LXXAnt: xaL npooriyaye:v tTJV ~u>-riv Be:vLaµLv xata natpLac;. xaL 
xatax>.ripoutaL nai:pLa AµattapL. xaL npoariyaye:v tTJV 
natpLav AµattapL xa,:a avöpa e:va. xaL xatax>.ripoutaL 
I:aou>. ULO<; KL<;. XQL E:~TJ'T:E:L au,:ov, XQL oux e:upLOXE:tO. 
The MT form of the lot-casting process conducted 
by Samuel which chose Saul as king of Israel lacks a logical 
step, the "bringing near" of the family of Matri, which is 
found in LXX8 , and with only slight variation, in LXXAnt_ 
40 Erdmann, p. 156; Klostermann, p. 36. 
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McCarter suggests that the original Hebrew phrase here, 
c,,:il; ,,on nngwn nN :i,p,,, fell out through haplography, 
and that the then meaningless c,,:il; was subsequently lost 
from the text. 41 Aside from the rather general hypothesis 
of Budde's that the sentence was "overlooked by Mon account 
of sirnilarity," 42 no other author offers a suggestion as to 
how the words rnay have fallen out of MT, although the major-
ity accepts the longer LXX form as necessary to complete the 
lot-casting process. 43 
Keil claimed that the plus is an addition, but an 
erroneous one, since, if one follows the parallel lot-casting 
scene in Josh 7, where the lot - casting proceeds from o:iw to 
nngwn to n,:i and then c,,:il;, the ,,onn nngwn should not be 
brought forward "xaT'avbpa~", but rather "xaT'oLxou~" --
c,n:i;.44 Erdmann saw in the shorter MT form an abridgment 
of the fuller formula such as found in Josh 7, but this 
shorter form already existed as such in the original text. 45 
Schulz pointed out the plural RpooayouoLv (Rpoonrarev in 
b o z(mg) c2 e2 ), as opposed to the singular :i,p,, as a sign 
of the unauthenticity of the plus. 46 For Stoebe, LXX here 
follows a different recension, one which has filled out the 
rnore laconic MT narrative. 47 
It seerns undeniable that, if one follows the lot-
casting process described in Josh 7:14-18, which determines 
Achan as the guilty party who had introduced idols into 
Israel's rnidst, a fuller, more detailed text would be desirable 
in 1 Sam 10:20 f. An elementary problem which prevents us 
41 McCarter, p. 190. 
42 Budde (SBOT), p. 59. 
43 Thenius, Wellhausen, Klostermann, Nowack, Budde, Smith, 
Kittel, Driver, Peters, Dhorme, Hertzberg, McCarter, RSV, 
NEB, BJ. 
44 Keil, p. 79, note 1. 
45 Erdmann, p. 144. Cf. also HOTTP. 
46 Schulz I, p. 155. 
47 Stoebe, p. 213, Cf. also Barthelemy, CTAT. NAB, 
TOB and EÜ follow the shorter MT as well. 
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from forming a true picture of the scene in which Saul 
emerged as king is our lack of knowledge of the precise way 
in which the lot-casting process worked in ancient Israel, 
although the shorter MT might actually fit better in the 
specific context here. 
As seen both in Josh 7 and 1 Sam 10:20 f., the 
structure of the lot-casting consisted in a series of )ip,1 
followed by ,~;,,, which progressively eliminates and narrows 
down the group upon which the lot falls. The process in 
Josh 7 goes through all the steps leading to the choice of 
one man, but in 1 Sam, as Keil has pointed out, steps are 
skipped, even in the LXX form, in order to arrive immediately 
at the designation of Saul. 
The procedure that is described in Josh 7 is not 
entirely free from confusion either. The description of 
the process given by the Lord to Joshua in 7:14 is clear: 
the troops are brought forward according to U)W, then nnswo, 
then o,n), and finally o,,)l;, which permits the designation 
of one individual. In Josh 7:16-18, however, a certain 
amount of confusion is introduced by n,,n, nnswo-nM )ip,1 in 
v.17a, where one expects either n,,n, U)W-nM )ip,1 or simply 
n1nswo;. Then, in v.17b, o,n~; should appear instead of 
o,i)l;. 46 LXX in fact seems to have noticed the problem in 
v.17a, as cod B reads xa,a önµou~ in place of n,,n, nnswo-nM. 
For 17b-18, however, where MT has ,n,rn nnswo-nM )iP)l 17b 
... ,~y ,~;,, o,i)l; ,n,)-nM )ip,, 18 ,,)T ,~;,, o,i)l; 
LXX reads simply xaL Rpoanxen xa,a avöpa, 18xaL EVEÖELX6n 
49 Axap ... 
48 Kennicott cod 253 reads o,n); here, as does Syr: lbtyn. 
49 The Greek ms variants for these two verses are numerous. 
Cf. Brooke-McLean, The Old Testament in Greek, Vol. I, 
Part IV. Joshua, Judges and Ruth (Cambridge, 1917). 
Max Margolis, in his edition of The Book of Joshua in 
Greek (Paris, 1931), restores the text as follows: 1/xaL 
ipoanxen xa,a önµou~, xaL evEÖELX6n onµo~ ZapaeL· xaL 
Rpoanxen xa,'oLXOU~, XaL EV€ÖELX6n OLXO~ ZaµpEL 0 18xaL 
Rpoanx6n xa,a avöpa, XQL EV€ÖELX6n Axap ULO~ ZaµpEL ULOU 
Zapa. 
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Without pretending to solve the textual problem 
herein Josh 7:17 f., these texts show sufficiently that the 
textual confusion attendant upon the lot-casting process is 
not limited to 1 Sam 10:21, which may not be simply coinci-
dental, but rather an indication of the general confusion 
which surrounds the texts dealing with lot-casting. 50 
Following the lot-casting of Josh 7 and 1 Sam 10, 
an essential element seems to have been the "bringing near" 
of the parties whose lot was tobe decided. Since Saul's 
being absent when the lot fell upon him was essential to the 
narrative, however, the ~,p,, could not be applied to the 
series in which he was chosen. The LXX, or its Vorlage, 
anxious to preserve the canonical progression of the lot-
casting, may have lost sight of this when it introduced the 
complementary sentence into the text. 
We have seen that a simple accident cannot account 
for the MT here, as McCarter showed that additional editorial 
activity must be posited in order to arrive at MT's shorter 
text if LXX had been original. The plus, through the repet-
ition of ,,uDn, gives the appearance that scribal carelesness 
was involved in its omission from MT, but here again an 
editor may have used the name as a springboard in order to 
insert the plus intended to smooth out the text by providing 
the missing group. MT presents here a lectio brevior et 
difficilior, but one which nevertheless is understandable in 
the context. LXX had all the elements it needed, from the 
context of 10:20 f. and from Josh 7, to supply what was seen 
as necessary to conform the text to the usual lot-casting 
process. 
1 Sam 12:8 
w~ ELODA8Ev Iaxwß xaL OL ULOL au,ou EL~ ALyUR,OV, 
xaL E,aRELVWOEV au,ou~ ALyUR,o~· xaL EßODOav OL 
Ra,EpE~ Dµwv (uµwv Ant) RPO~ KupLOV 
50 See more at 1 Sam 14:41. 
a 51 
llQSam : 
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[lPYT'l o,,~D OllY'l o,,~D l'l~l ~PY' M~ ,}~M~ • [ n,Jn, ~M o~,n[,~M) 
When Samuel mentions the oppression in Egypt as 
part of his discourse on the establishment of a king in 
Israel, LXX, and apparently 4QSama, register two small 
pluses, xaL OL ULOL au,ou, and xaL E,aRELvwaEv au,ou~ 
ALyuR,o~. The originality of both of them has been accepted 
by only a few authors, 52 while the majority accepts the 
second but considers xaL oL ULOL au,ou tobe an insertion 
based on the parallel text at Josh 24:4, 53 or simply tobe 
omitted as not necessary to the verse. 54 Many, however, 
have preferred to read with the shorter MT here. 55 
In addition to the fact that the second of these 
pluses presented the material possibility for having fallen 
out through homeoteleuton, at ALYUR,o~, it has been seen as 
necessary to the sense, acting as a justification for the 
following lPYT'l --the oppression in Egypt was the reason for 
the cries of the fathers. 56 As far as the first plus is 
concerned, the simple mention of "and his sons" with Jacob, 
the text of Josh 24:4 ("But Jacob and his sons went down to 
Egypt") does indeed seem to present itself as a ready 
parallel, especially since the circumstances surrounding the 
two passages are so similar. In both cases all Israelis 
gathered to hear its leader recall its past history and to 
establish a new political unity. Schulz has pointed out, 
however, that in the Greek text, the au,ou~ in the second 
plus requires xaL OL ULOL au,ou as an antecedent. 57 Others 
51 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 53. 
52 Thenius, Budde, Dhorme (1910), Kittel, NEB, NAB. 
53 Cf. Budde (KHAT), p. 79. 
54 Wellhausen, Graetz, Nowack, Driver, Smith, Peters, Fer-
nandez, Dhorme (1956), McCarter, RSV, Osty, BJ, EÜ. 
55 Keil, Erdmann, Klostermann, Hummelauer, Ehrlich, LÖhr, 
Schulz, Hertzberg, Stoebe, BHS, HOTTP, TOB. 
56 Cf. Thenius2 , p. 47. 
57 Schulz I, p. 68. Dhorme (p. 102) rejects as well the 
notion that Jacob is a collective which justifies the 
plurals. 
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(Nowack and McCarter) see Jacob here as a collective which 
would justify the plural au,ou~. Although this is theo-
retically possible, the name of Jacob, either with a plural 
verb or used in any other way which would suggest that it 
was considered as a collective noun in this sense, is never 
found elsewhere in the Hebrew text. It is much more probable, 
therefore, that the two pluses stand or fall together. Al-
though the conditions are present for an apparent textual 
accident with the second of these, such is not the case for 
the first, nor is it probable that, if the second had fallen 
out, the first would have been removed. "And his sons" 
would make perfect sense in the context even if the second 
plus were not present. 
An explanatory addition of this type, based 
partially on a similar text found elsewhere and partially on 
the desire to ill.uminate a shorter text more fully, is far 
from uncommon in LXx. 58 As MT stands, the simple mention of 
the sojourn in Egypt would be sufficient to evoke the response 
that "And your fathers cried out to the Lord," as Egypt was 
a sufficiently common reference-point for oppression. The 
presence of lpyr,,, therefore, hardly needs xaL E,anELvwoEv 
au,ou~ ALyun,o~ as a justification. Because MT here is suf-
ficient as it stands, and because the two pluses are tied 
together logically and grammatically and there is no reason 
to suspect an accident which would have occasioned the absence 
of the first of them, it is more probable here that these 
pluses are explanatory additions intended to fill out the 
text. That they appear to have been present in the text of 
4Q as well is an indication that they were tobe found al-
ready in LXX's Hebrew Vorlage. ALyun,o~ here seems to have 
served as the word around which an editor constructed his 
insertion so that the resultant text appears in a "haplogenic" 
form although it is not tobe considered as original. 
58 Perhaps the plus was found already in its Vorlage; cf. 
Stoebe, who calls the pluses here "schriftgelehrte Er-
weiterung der pedantischeren Rezension" ( p. 233). 
1 Sam 13:5 
xaL OL QAAO~UAOL ouvayov,aL €L~ ROA€µov €RL IopanA, 
xaL avaßaLVOUOLV €RL IapanA TpLaxov,a XLALaÖ€~ 
apµa,wv. 
LXXAnt: xaL OL aAAO~UAOL auvayov,aL EL~ ROA€µov npo~ ,ov 
IapanA, xaL avaßaLVOUOLV €RL TOV IapanA TP€L~ XLAL-
aÖ€~ apµa,wv. 
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The short plus in LXX here has not enjoyed the 
same success as the preceding one at 12:8. Most commentators 
pass over xaL avaßaLvouoLv ERL IopanA in silence, and even 
Thenius, who attributed its absence from MT to homeoteleuton 
in his first edition, abandoned it in the second. Peters, 
Dhorme (although he, too, read with MT in his later trans-
lation, in 1956), and McCarter have suggested an original 
;Miw, ;y ,;y,, here, but all others either read with MT or 
make no comment on the text. 
The plus adds little to the text beyond speci-
fying the logical action on the part of the Philistines after 
having mustered their forces. Its presence, besides giving 
the impression of having been inspired by 1 Sam 7:7, serves 
simply to overload the text, and seems to fall in line with 
the tendency already noted in LXX to complete what is left 
unsaid in the shorter MT. The repetition of EnL IopanA 
(although Ant reads npo~ ,ov IopanA the first time and then 
agrees with cod B ERL the second, suggesting that it merely 
copied from the Greek text), while it could have occasioned 
the omission in MT, appears tobe the sign that an editor 
took advantage of the mention of IopanA in order to make 
his insertion. 
1 Sam 13:15 
MT: oyn-nM ;,M~ ipn,, 10')) ny)l ;l;ln-10 ;y,, ;M,~W op,, 
W'M nlMO W~) lOY D'M~O)n 
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LXXB: xaL aveO,D raµOUDA xaL aRDA6ev €X raAyAWV €L~ oöov 
au,ou· xaL ,o xa,aALµµa ,ou Aaou aveßD öRLOw raouA 
€L~ aRaV,DOLV ORLOW ,ou AaOU ,ou ROA€µLO,OU. au,wv 
Rapay€VOµ€VWV €X raAyaAWV €L~ raßaa BeVLaµeLV, xaL 
€R€0Xe$a,o raouA ,ov Aaov ,ov €Upe6ev,a µe,'au,ou 
w~ e~axooLou~ avöpa~. 
LXXAnt: xaL aveO,D raµoUDA xaL aRDA6ev ex raAyaAwv eL~ •DV 
oöov au,ou, xaL ,o xa,aAeLµµa ,ou Aaou aveßD oRLOw 
raoUA €L~ aRaV,DOLV ORLOW ,ou Aaou ,OU ROAeµLO,OU. 
au,wv Öe Rapayevoµevwv eL~ raßaa ßouvov BevLaµLv ex 
raAyaAwv, xaL eReOXe$a,o raouA ,ov Aaov ,ov eupe-
6ev,a µe,'au,ou, w~ e~axooLou~ avöpa~. 
The problem with the MT form of this verse is one 
of coherence within its context. In v.15a, the MT tells us 
thatSamuel went up from Gilgal to Gibeath Benjamin, andin 
v.15b Saul simply numbers the troops who were with him. In 
this text two anomalies seem to exist. First, Samuel dis-
appears from the story at this point, not to appear again 
until 15:1, and is never mentioned anywhere else to have any 
relationship with Gibeath Benjamin. The town, is however, 
connected with Saul and with Jonathan (cf. 1 Sam 13:2.3; 14:2. 
16). Secondly, v.16 tells us that Saul and Jonathan were in 
Geba while nothing in MT informs us of their going to that 
place. In this instance, LXX provides a text which clears up 
both of these difficulties, as Samuel goes simply "on his 
way", while the rest of the people follow Saul to Gibeath 
Benjamin. 
Already Houbigant blamed the omission of this plus 
on haplography caused by homeoteleuton, when a scribe's eye 
passed from the first ;l;l~-1D to the seconct. 59 Before him, 
Clericus had seen the difficulty in the text, but instead of 
reading with LXX simply added ubi to his translation, giving 
"Turn surrexit Samuel, abiitque Gilgala Gibam Benjaminis, ubi 
Saul recensuit copias, etc." 60 Only a small number of authors 
59 Houbigant, pp. 304 ff., followed by Thenius, Wellhausen 
Klostermann, LÖhr, Driver, Budde, Nowack, Peters, Smith, 
Dhorme, Fernandez, Schulz, Kittel, Hertzberg, McCarter, 
NEB, NAB, BJ, Osty, HOTTP. 
60 Clericus, p. 216. 
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has accepted the originality of the shorter MT here. 61 
The plus is attested to in all the Greek mss, 
although a slightly different word order is found in b o 
c2 e2 : €L~ raßaa ßouvov BevLaµLv eK raAyaAwv. OLv contains 
the plus as well (see below), while Vg, Tg and Syr read with 
MT. 
Stoebe called the plus a "schwerfillige Erweite-
rung", and excluded it because it harmonizes the tension in 
the text caused by the coming together of two narrative 
units, 62 while Vercellone had rejected it because its meaning 
is "obscurui atque implexus". 63 
While the plus has been almest universally 
accepted, a closer examination reveals a certain number of 
points which make it impossible to accept a literal retro-
version. Thenius gave his Hebrew version as: n;y oyn ,n,, 
... ;1;1n-1n O'N~ nnn, nnn;nn oy ,,nM nMip; ;\M~ ,,nM. 64 
He thus overlooked the difficulty of KaL a•nA6ev EK raAyaAwv 
€L~ oöov au,ou as a translation of ;1;1n-10 ;y,,, as well as 
the problematic eL~ anav,noLv ORLOW ,ov Aaou, an expression 
as awkward in Greek as in Thenius' Hebrew version. Well-
hausen suggested that EL~ oöov au,ou had fallen out of the 
text, and that onLow here was tobe eliminatect. 65 Kloster-
mann maintained that ,~,,; was necessary in the text after 
;1;1n-10, and that it fell out accidentally along with the 
rest of the plus. For the difficult onLow, he suggested that 
an erroneous ORLOw Aaou had crept into the text as a variant 
of ORLOW raouA, which separated €L~ anav,noLv from its original 
object, ,ou ROAeµou. The presence of this extra Aaou would 
then occasioned the modification to the adjectival ROA€µLo,ou. 
He proposed, therefore, an original ;,M~ ,,nM n;y oyn ,n,, 
non;nn nMip;. 66 This theory, however, seems too complicated 
tobe a likely solution to the text. 
61 Hummelauer, Vercellone, Ehrlich, Stoebe, BHS, RSV, TOB. 
62 Stoebe, p. 245. 
63 Vercellone, Variae Lectiones II, p. 234. 
64 Thenius 1 p. 47. 
65 Wellhausen, p. 83. 
66 Klostermann, p. 42. 
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Driver claimed that EL~ oöov au,ou -- ,~,,; --
presumed a form of ,;n with it, and accordingly proposed 
,~,,; ,;,, 7l?ln-1n ;y,,, 67 which Smith accepted with the 
observation that "probably ;y,1 of His not original (not 
represented by G) and was inserted after the loss of this 
sentence."68 In favor of an original,;,, is not only the 
EL~ oöov au,ou, but aRDA8ev as well. AnepxoµaL is used to 
translate n;y at Josh 10:36, 2 Chr 16:3 and Jer 21:2 only, 
while ,;n lies behind it some 133 times in LXX. There is, 
however, no discernible reason why ,;,, should have been 
modified to ;y,1 even if the plus is authentic and fell out 
by accident. The fact that aveß~ occurs later in the text, 
in the LXX plus section, may be an indication, however, that 
aRDA8ev was a change made in the Greek in order to avoid the 
repetition. 
As far as eL~ anaV,DOLV ORLOV ,ou AQOU ,ou ROA€µLO-
,ou is concerned, the majority of authors has followed Well-
hausen in considering ORLOW an inner-Greek corruption, 69 and 
read nnn;on oy nN,p?. Ewald had proposed reading an original 
~,p; for EL~ anav,DaLv here, based on ~,p~ in 2 Sam 17:11, 
and translated the expression "~ Kampfe 11 • 70 This suggestion 
yields a göod meaning for the word here, although it makes 
the phrase somewhat overloaded (" •.. after Saul into battle 
after the men of war"). 
Another difficulty for the Hebrew retroversion of 
this plus is the translation of the genitive absolute au,wv 
naparevoµEvwv. Thenius, as we have seen suggested nonl 
o,N~, 71 although Driver contested this on the grounds that 
"au,wv napar., if it represents, as it seems to do, o,N~ on, 
67 Driver, p. 102. 
68 Smith, p. 99, followed by Nowack, Dhorme, Fernandez, 
Schulz, McCarter, HOTTP. 
69 Wellhausen, p. 83. 
70 Ewald, Geschichte II, p. 477, note 2. 
71 Thenius 1 , p. 47. 
must be followed by lPD ?1NW1, not as MT by ?1NW 1pn•1.»72 
He proposed 1N)•1 as the original verb here. 73 
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The genitive absolute is a fairly rare construction 
in LXX of Samuel, occurring only ten times. Of these, it 
represents nnn plus participle in four instances (1 Sam 9:11. 
14.27; 17:23); nnn plus a finite verb once (1 Sam 9:5 1N) nnn 
[au,wv EA6ov,wvJ 74 ); •n•1 plus infinitive once, at 1 Sam 30:1; 
•n•1 plus nnn at 2 Sam 13:30; 75 n•n1 plus participle at 2 Sam 
6:16; and an infinitive ,n;y~ at 1 Sam 15:3. Thus, nowhere 
does a genitive absolute represent a simple finite Hebrew 
verb. Graetz proposed reading 1N) nnn here, 76 but in the 
only other example of this construction in Sam, at 1 Sam 9:5, 
the following clause begins inN ?1NW1, thus verifying Driver's 
objection. 
Based on the other uses of the genitive absolute 
in the LXX of Samuel, therefore, one is forced to choose a 
Hebrew retroversion for au,wv napayEvoµEvwv which cannot 
satisfy the requirements of Hebrew grammar. 
With a different kind of textual correction in mind 
for this verse, Ehrlich took the seemingly inverted construc-
tion ?1NW 1pn•1 tobe an indication that the subject of the 
first half of the verse was originally the same, namely Saul, 
and was changed to Samuel only after the plus of LXX was intro-
duced into the text. 77 Such a suggestion does solve the two 
problems in the understanding of the MT but creates another 
72 Driver, p. 102. Schulz justified the anomaly here by an 
appeal to different layers of redaction: "Also werden 
a und b nicht hintereinander in einem Guss geschrieben 
sein. Der Redaktor musste die beiden Berichte in Ein-
klang bringen" (p.190). 
73 This was accepted by Budde, Smith, Nowack, Dhorme, Kittel, 
Fernandez and McCarter. 
74 But l<aL QU,OL '1A6ov in mss b o c2 e2. 
75 KaL EYEVE,O au,wv ov,wv in cod B, but W<; au,oL 11oav in 
b o c2 e2. 
76 Graetz, Geschichte der Juden I, p. 159, note 2. 
77 Ehrlich, p. 211. 
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one, for the explanation of the presence of Samuel as subject, 
in Ehrlich's interpretation, requires the plus of LXX which 
he dismisses as unnecessary. That it could have been intro-
duced in the text, occasioned the change of subject in v.15a, 
and then fallen out again is possible, but unlikely. 
An additional problem with the LXX plus is the 
identification of the two groups of people who are mentioned 
there, tO xatalLµµa tOU laou and tOU laou tOU ROAEµLOtOU. 
The xatalLµµa rou laou may be a reference to those who re-
mained with Saul after some had scattered while waiting for 
Samuel to arrive at Gilgal (v.11), although the use of this 
term is somewhat surprising. In v.2, ,n,, occurs but it is 
translated in LXX by xaraloLnov. The word xaral(E)Lµµa 
occurs seventeen times in LXX but ,n, lies at its base only 
at Job 22:2o. 78 If ,n, occurred in the original text here, 
one would expect xataloLROV as its translation. 
The other group mentioned here, the Aao~ nolEµLot~~, 
is even more mysterious. From the other uses of the term 
nnn?nn oy or nnn?nn ,~~M, it seems unlikely that this can be 
a reference to enemy forces, although OLv seems to have 
understood it in this way: .!.!!_ obviam populo quem (qui OL 5 ) 
expugnabant illos (~ OL8 ) venientes ~ Galgala in Gabaa 
!.!!. colle Beniamin. 79 1'he term nnn?nn oy is encountered only 
at Josh 8:1.3; 10:7; 11:7, and never refers to enemy forces. 
nnn?nn ,~)M occurs twenty-one times80 of which only one, 
Jer 49:26, refers to the enemy, and there it is only a passing 
reference to the troops of Damascus, not a force with which 
Israel was actively engaged in battle. 
78 In the Historical Books, xaral(E)Lµµa is used for: ,,) 
( 1 Kgs 15: 9) ; , , ,~ ( 2 Kgs 10: 11 ) ; n, iM~ ( 2 Sam 14: 7; 
2 Kgs 19:31). In 1 Kgs 12:24, it occurs, as in 1 Sam 
13:15, with no Hebrew base. 
79 Note that OL contains the fuller reading ~ Galgala in 
Gabaa in colle Beniamin, such as is found in Ant, although 
the word order follows cod B otherwise. 
80 Num 31:28.49; Dt 2:14.16; Josh 5:4.6; 6:3; 10:24; 1 Sam 
18:5; 1 Kgs 9:22; 2 Kgs 25:4.19; Jer 38:4; 39:4; 41:3.16; 
49:26; 51:32; 52:7.25; Joel 4:9. 
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Hertzberg identified this group with the force 
stationed at Geba under Jonathan, 81 but even if this were so, 
it is difficult to see why the distinction should be made 
between those who were with Saul and the Aao~ noA€µLo,n~, 
for his forces should have fallen into this category as well. 
Further, there is no indication, outside of this plus, that 
the troops remained separated after Jonathan's victory over 
the Philistine garrison in v.3. In fact, indications to the 
contrary are found at v.4b, where the people were summoned 
to join Saul at Gilgal, andin vv.15b and 16, where the same 
term, D'M~~l oyn is used to describe those who were with Saul 
in v.15 and with Saul and Jonathan in v.16. 
We must next look at this verse within its context 
in the over-all narrative. First of all, chapter 13 appears 
tobe a composite, consisting of at least two separate 
accounts which have been put together. Vv.2-7a and 5b-23 
tel1 of the Israelites' preparations for the battle with the 
Philistines at Michmash and constitute one story, while 
vv.7b-15a contain the account of Saul's disobedience in 
sacrificing at Gilgal and of Samuel's displeasure with him. 82 
Further, vv.7b-15 seem tobe a later addition to the original 
narrative. 83 Thus, the interpolation describing Saul's 
sacrifice and Samuel's denunciation of Saul and his dynasty 
ends at 13:15a with Samuel departing from Gilgal, while v.15a 
continues the interrupted story of the battle preparations. 
If the story-line is followed immediately from v.7a to v.15b, 
Saul and his troops never left their encampment in the Gibeah 
region. 84 It is possible that the two accounts were put 
81 Hertzberg, p. 107. 
82 Cf. Wellhausen, pp. 82 f. 
83 Cf. B. Birch, The Rise of the Israelite Monarchy: The 
Growth and Development of 1 Sam 7-15 (Missoula, 1976), 
p. 75. 
84 Wellhausen, Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israe1s6 (1905), 
who notes for 1 Sam 13:16 that "fiat man wieder den Ein-
druck, dass Saul mit den Seinigen längst in Gibea ge-
standen habe, als die Feinde gegenüber Lager schlugen; 
nur so versteht sich der Gegensatz des zuständlichen 
Particips (sedentes) und der inchoativen Perfekts 
(castramenti sunt)" (p. 254). 
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together with the seams still showing, so that Saul and his 
men suddenly appear in Geba in 13:16. If this is so, then 
the plus of LXX constitutes an excellent narrative bridge, 
designed to smooth over a contradiction in the text caused by 
the insertion of the story of Saul's sacrifice. It is sig-
nificant that LXX for 1 Sam 15:12 f., which again tells of 
Saul offering sacrifice against Samuel's wishes, also contains 
a plus. At 15:12 f., however, a much larger majority of 
commentators has called its authenticity into question. 85 
Both of these pluses, in fact, may be signs of later editorial 
activity. 
As far as Samuel's anomalous departure for Gibeah 
Benjamin is concerned, it must be noted that when he leaves 
Gilgal in 13:15, Samuel disappears entirely from the scene 
until 15:1, where he suddenly appears in order to anoint Saul 
as king. In the intervening sections, the battle with the 
Philistines is fought, with the interlude of Jonathan•s 
disobedience and subsequent re-instatement in chapter 14. 
In 14:46, at the end of the battle, we are told that "Saul 
went up from pursuing the Philistines," without any speci-
fication as to where he went. It does not seem too far-
fetched to presume that he went to his home at Gibeah, which 
would make the scene with Samuel in 15:1 understandable. It 
is, therefore, possible to consider that the original text 
of 13:15 did say that Samuel went up to Gibeah Benjamin, even 
though he is not elsewhere connected with this town. 
The main arguments for the acceptance of the LXX 
plus here are the need for coherence within the narrative 
and the occasion provided by the repetition of ~l~ln-1n for 
accidental omission through haplography. We have seen, how-
ever, the difficulties encountered in finding a suitable 
Hebrew retroversion for this plus, whereas the Hebrew text 
of MT is grammatically impeccable. Further, the plus occurs 
precisely at the point in the narrative which admirably 
smooths over the transition between two originally separate 
85 See below, at 1 Sam 15:12 f. 
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accounts. An editor who wished to clear up the difficulties 
here could easily have made his correcting insertion at the 
precise point atwhich the problems occurred, the mention of 
Gilgal, thus creating a text which gave the appearance of 
providing the occasion for an accident through homeoteleuton. 
This combination of factors should at least make us hesitant 
to pronounce too quickly and too categorically in favor of 
the originality of this plus which ~as, nevertheless, won the 
favor of a large majority of commentators on Samuel. 
1 Sam 14:41 
MT: 1nl,, ,~;,, c,nn n~n ;Kiw, ,n;M n,n,-;M ;,Mw inM'' 
,M~' cyn, ;,Mw, 
LXX8 : xaL €LR€V taouA KupL€ o 8€0~ IapanA, ,L o,L oux 
au€xpL8n~ ,w öouAw aou anµepov; n €V €µoL n €V 
Iwva8av ,w ULW µou n aöLxLa; KupL€ o 8€0~ IapanA, 
öo~ onAou~· xaL eav ,aö€ €Lun, öo~ on ,w Aaw aou 
IapanA, öo~ on oaLo,n,a. xaL xAnpou,aL Iwva8av xaL 
taouA. xaL o Aao~ e~nA8€v. 
LXXAnt: xaL €LR€V taOUA KupL€ o 8€0~ IapanA, ,L O,L DUX 
aR€XpL8n~ ,w ÖOUAW aou anµepov; €L €V €µOL n €V 
Iwva8av ,w ULW µou n aöLXLa, KupL€ o 8€0~ IapanA, 
öo~ önAOU~. XaL €L ,aö€ €LROL~ Ev ,w Aaw n aÖLXLa, 
öo~ oaLo,n,a. xaL xa,axAnpou,aL taouA xaL Iwva8av, 
xaL €~nA8€V o AaO~. 
The plus present in LXX of 1 Sam 14:41, which 
extends from ,L o,L oux au€xpL8n~ to IapanA 3° in cod B, intro-
duces the Urim and Tummim into the lot-casting process when 
Saul asks that the Lord indicate the guilty party which 
impeded the giving of the oracle in v.37. Already Houbigant 
accepted the originality of the plus, although he blamed the 
omission in MT on a scribe's eye having skipped from n~n 
[c,,,M] (öo~ onAou~) to c,nn n~n (öo~ on oaLo,q,a). 86 Thenius, 
blaming the omission on an accident through homeoteleuton 
from the first to the third ;Miw,, likewise claimed origi-
86 Houbigant, p. 308; although this does not explain the 
omission of the first part of the plus, from ,L o,L to 
KupL€ o 8€0~ IapanA. 
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nality for the LXX text. 87 By far the majority of commen-
tators has subscribed to the accidental omission of this 
rather lengthy plus and read with LXx. 88 Recent trans-
lations have, for the most part, accepted it as we11. 89 
Wellhausen argued in favor of the plus on the 
grounds that 0,nn by itself in the text would not have been 
suff.icient to evoke the insertion of the Urim and Tummim by 
the pen of a later editor, and that if 0,nn n~n is to mean 
"Gieb Wahrheit= bring sie ans Licht", then the 1~7'l would 
occur here with no previous mention of lot-casting, contrary 
to its ordinary usage. 90 To these, Smith added three other 
arguments for adopting the LXX text: 1) "the improbability 
of its being invented by a later author; 2) the difficulty 
of making sense of the received text; 3) the loss by homeo-
teleuton is very probable."91 In addition to these internal 
reasons, most commentators also point out the value of this 
plus as being the only passage which gives us any information 
concerning how the Urim and Tummim actually worked in con-
veying an oracular decision frcm the Lord. 
Those who oppose the originality of this plus, 
beginning with Clericus, find that the MT make sufficient 
sense as it stands. 92 Klostermann maintained that the LXX 
found the MT form of this account "zu nackt" and therefore 
introduced the Urim and Tummim in order to fill it out.93 
Ehrlich rejected the plus on the grounds that therein Saul 
gives Yahweh instructions which are too detailed. Basing 
his judgment on Dt 13:18 (0,nni-17 1nl), he emends the text 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
1 Thenius , p. 56. 
Ewald, Wellhausen, LÖhr, Nowack, Peters, Driver, Budde, 
Smith, Dhorme, Graetz, Hummelauer, McCarter, Kittel, 
HOTTP, Barthelemy. 
RSV, NEB, NAB, BJ, Dhorme (1956), Osty. Those who have 
maintained MT here include Hertzberg, TOB, EÜ and BHS. 
Wellhausen, p. 94. 
Smith, p. 122. 
"Qui sensus cum sat perspicuus esset, mirum est LXX Intt. 
de suo tot verba infarsisse," Clericus, p. 122. 
Klostermann, p. 52. 
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to o,on, njn, but otherwise accepts MT. 94 There is, however, 
no justification in the text or in any of the versions for 
such an emendation. 
Fernandez likewise rejected the LXX plus. He dis-
counted as too coincidental the fact that in two successive 
verses, 41 and 42, such accidental omissions should have 
taken place. 95 He dismissed as simply unproven Wellhausen's 
argument that no one, coming upon o,on in the text, would 
have thought to read Tummim unless Urim was also present. 96 
On the other hand, he finds no difficulty in explaining the 
addition of such a plus. Since the redactor knew that the 
context was one of casting lots, when he stumbled on o,on he 
read o,,~. which was a known means of consulting the Lord, 
and since o,,,M always went with it, he added the Urim along 
with the rest of the formula.97 
Keil rejected the plus as "ganz werthlos". 98 While 
he considered it indisputable that LXX understood o,on as 
Tummim, he labeled erroneous the conclusion of Ewa1ct 99 and 
Thenius that the passage fell out of the text. He reasons 
that nowhere in the Hebrew OT are ,~~, or ~,Dn (v.42) ever 
used with the Urim and Tummim, but rather they are technical 
terms for a simple lot-casting. Secondly, he noted that 
passages such as 1 Sam 10:22 and 2 Sam 5:23 clearly show that 
the Urim and Tummim did not give simple "yes" and "no" 
answ~but also added further information as we11. 100 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
Ehrlich, p. 215. 
In fact, the majority of commentators rejects the authen-
ticity of the plus at v.42. See below. 
"··· pero es esta una mera afirmaci6n sin prueba alguna, 
y que por tanto podemos dispensarnos de refutar," Fer-
nandez, p. 89. 
Fernandez, pp. 88 ff. 
Keil, p. 107. 
Ewald, Geschichte II, p. 482, note 1: "V.41 lies o,~~ 
für o,~a und erganze das Uebrige aus den LXX." · · 
Keil, p. 107. See also Erdmann, who reproduces Keil's 
arguments. 
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Schulz presented six observations which, in his 
opinion, weaken the argument in favor of the originality of 
the plus. 101 First, the absence of the article with önAou~ 
and ooLo,n,a in Greek, and c,~n in Hebrew, contradicts what 
one would expect for the Urim and Tummim after the example 
of Ex 28:30; Lev 8:8; Num 27:21; and 1 Sam 28:6. Second, 
if Yahweh is solemnly asked to give Urim and/or Tummim, one 
would expect an expression such as, "Then he gave the Urim 
lot," or "Then the Urim lot fell out," instead of the words, 
"Then Saul and Jonathan were taken." This latter phrase is 
similar to that of 1 Sam 10:20 f., where there is no question 
of Urim and Tummim in the text. Third, Saul's question to 
Yahweh in the LXX text seems tobe an addition which, 
moreover, appears tobe in the wrong place, since already 
in v.40 the preparation for the lot-casting has taken place. 
Fourth, in the text of LXX8 , only the second sentence is 
conditional (eav ,aöe eLnn), whereas the first contains an 
independent disjunctive question, "Is the guilt with me or 
with my son Jonathan?" On the other hand, if one recognizes 
an erroneous form in the text of Band accepts that of Ant, 
it is possible to say that this has been smoothed over in 
order to avoid the difficulty and tobe more in conformity 
with such passages as 1 Sam 20:7 ff. and 20:21 f, Further~ 
EL ,aöe €LROL~ of Ant creates a difficulty, for, on the one 
hand, commentators since Wellhausen have translated this 
phrase llw, DN, while on the other, the Greek text definitely 
indicates that Yahweh should speak here. Fifth, just as 
Saul's question to Yahweh (,L o,L oux anoxpLSn~ .w öouAw oou 
onµepov;) appears tobe an addition to the text, the same 
could be said of the second question (n ev eµoL n ev Io-
va9av ,w uLw µou n aÖLXLa;). Since the phrase KupLe o 9eo~ 
IopanA occurs both at the beginning and at the end of these 
two questions, Schulz suggests that it indicates the 
101 Schulz I, pp. 213-216. 
102 A. Toeg, "A Textual Note on 2 Samuel XIV 41 , " VT 19 
( 1969), p. 497. 
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artificial nature of these questions. Sixth, according to 
Schulz, ÖDAOU~ as a supposed translation for o,,,M here is 
questionable. It appears as such in 1 Sam 28:6 and Num 27:1, 
but in Dt 33:8 ÖDAOU~ is the translation for o,nn. It can 
be argued that LXX, for ooLotnta, read the consonants o,nn, 
but it is possible that where LXX has önAou~, this is meant 
to represent o,nn as well. Further, the ön before ooLotnta 
could be the remnant of another ÖDAOU~. If this is so, and 
if one eliminates what Schulz describes as insertions in 
points three and five, the resulting text reads KupLe o 6eo~ 
IopanA öo~ onAou~, just as is found in MT. 
A. Toeg has criticized several of these points of 
Schulz'. With regard to the sixth observation, Toeg notes 
that Schulz "has been misled by the mechanical system used 
to coordinate between the Greek and the Hebrew in [Hatch-
Redpath.) It is hard to tel1 whether this inversed 
order is tobe attributed to the translator or to the Hebrew 
Vorlage. What remains unquestionable, however, is that we 
have to do here with a typical case of harmonization." 102 
Concerning the repetition of KupLe o 6eo~ IopanA as a sign 
of insertions in the Greek text, he maintains that "the 
more extensive version presents a comprehensible whole. 
Should one indeed break this up into a quite mechanical 
accumulation of various elements, each necessitating an 
explanation of its own, the comprehensible whole being 
merely incidental?" 103 
J. Lindblom, in his article on "Lot-casting in 
the Old Testament," 104 also took up the question of the 
value of this LXX plus. In its favor, he notes, is that 
"it is materially interesting, and that it gives the im-
pression of originalit~ "while the Hebrew text is "extremely 
condensed and for this reason somewhat obscure." 105 On the 
103 Toeg, "A Textual Note ..• ," p. 496. 
104 J. Lindblom, "Lot-casting in the Old Testament," VT 12 
(1962) 164-178. 
105 Lindblom,"Lot-casting .•• ," p. 176. 
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other hand, with regard to the alleged meaninglessness of 
the MT that some authors claim, Lindblom maintains that it 
is "in its concentration an example of good Hebrew nar-
rative style and does not differ much from many narratives 
in Genesis against which no objection has been raised. 11106 
He translates the difficult c,nn n)n as "Give a true de-
cision", with the observation that "from the sense 'complete, 
intact, blameless• there is only a short step to the sense 
•correct, true, reliable•. 11107 Moreover, as to the objection 
that in MT the statement that "Jonathan and Saul were taken" 
is not sufficiently prepared for, he counters that "to every 
Hebrew reader it was immediately clear that the measures 
taken in the previous part of the narrative in order to dis-
cover who was guilty ... had reference to an ordinary lot-
casting procedure. 11108 
Lindblom rejects the originality of the LXX text 
for this verse on what he calls "material grounds". By this 
he means that the lot-casting procedure described in vv.38-42 
was erroneously thought by the LXX translators to have been 
a cultic one performed by priests, such as is found in vv. 
36-37 immediately preceding. The introduction of the Urim 
and Tummim, which were the apparatus of cultic lot-casting, 
is the evidence of this error. According to Lindblom, the 
terminology used in vv.38-42 makes it clear that it was a 
case of civil lot-casting performed by the laity: "The two 
parties were placed opposite to each other. Saul and Jo-
nathan were •taken' and the people 'went out' •••• And, 
above all, it was not a particular individual who performed 
the lot-casting, it was a group .... The priest had no 
function at all. 11109 He goes on to say that it was the LXX 
106 Lindblom, "Lot-casting II p • 176. . . . ' 
107 Lindblom, "Lot-casting II p . 176. 
• • ! ' 
108 Lindblom, "Lot-casting II p • 176. 
. . . ' 
109 Lindblom, "Lot-casting II p . 177. 
. . . ' 
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translators who, coming upon the word o,nn, conceived of it 
as D'IJ{!, "and as a designation for the priestly oracle. This 
became the starting point for the creation of the expanded 
text. 11110 The problem according to him, was one of igno-
rance, for "the naked truth is that the Greek text presents 
a wholly unhistorica1 picture of what occurred and that the 
Greek translators in Egypt had no certain conception of how 
a priestly oracle with its affirmative or negative answers 
really worked. 11111 
This survey of opinions shows that while the major-
ity of authors accepts the originality of the plus here, 
this is by no means unanimous. In analysing this LXX plus, 
we must first establish the Greek text since there are slight 
but significant differences in the manuscripts. 
cod B 
KupLE O 8EO~ IopanA 
TL OTL OUM anEMPL8n~ TW 
öouAw oou onµepov; 
n EV EµOL n EV Iwva8av 
TW ULW µou n aÖLMLa; 
KupLE o 8EO~ IopanA 
öo~ önAOU~ . 
xaL eav Taöe ELnn 
öo~ ön Tw Aaw oou IopanA 
öo~ ön ooLoTnTa 
Ant 
KupLE O 8EO~ IopanA 
TL OTL OUM anEMpL8n~ TW 
öouAw oou onµepov; 
EL EV EµOL n EV Iwva8av 
TW ULW µou n aÖLMLa 
KupLE O 8EO~ IopanA 
öo~ önAOU~ 
xaL EL TaÖE ELUOL~ 
EV TW Aaw n aÖLMLa 
öo~ OOLOTnTa 
The Ant text is almost perfectly symmetrical 
with its two conditional clauses, EL Ev eµoL ••. corre~ 
sponding to MaL EL ••• EV TW Aaw ••• ; with aÖLMLa in final 
position twice; and the parallel öo~ önAou~, öo~ ooLoTnTa. 
The text of cod B, on the other hand, is uneven, fuller, and 
awkward. It may be argued that in Saul's speech, which is 
addressed to the Lord in preparation for the lot-casting, 
one would expect a clear, balanced and well-expressed state-
ment such as is in Ant, but if this is true, the more pro-
blematic text of Bis hard to account for. The symmetry of 
Ant would seem tobe an indication of its secondary, re-
worked status. 
110 Lindblom, "Lot-casting .•. 1 11 p. 177. 
111 Lindblom, "Lot-casting ••• 1 11 p. 177. 
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As far as Bis concerned, Wellhausen has plausibly 
suggested that oo~ on 1° is a mistaken insertion, 112 but 
otherwise it is most likely the most primitive form of the 
Greek text. If we follow B here, along with a certain number 
of other mss, the picture given of how the oracle is supposed 
to werk is at slight variance from the text of Ant. A number 
of mss do not contain the second aoLxLa, 113 and these same 
mss lack EV in the phrase EV LW Aaw. 114 Further, they all 
contain the phrase oo~ on LW Aaw oou. The resultant text 
in these mss reads xaL Eav LaoE ELnn~ (ELnn in B) oo~ (A om.) 
on LW Aaw oou IopanA oo~ on ooLoLn•a. They seem, therefore, 
to indicate, if one reads the Greek simply as it stands, ~hat 
if Yahweh gives onAou~ to Saul and Jonathan as a sign of 
guilt, then he is asked to give ooLoLnLa to the people. In 
this case, the ooLoLnLa (or c,nn) seems tobe conceived of 
as a sign of innocence, not of guilt. The alternative is 
to reinstate the preposition Ev before LW Aaw. 115 If such is 
the case, then the ooLoLnLa (c,nn) becomes a sign of the 
people's guilt. Wellhausen has pointed out that the first 
oo~ on is probably a mistaken insertion in the text. While 
this seems tobe a very likely possibility, it does not ex-
plain how an original preposition Ev before LW Aaw could 
have been forced out of the text, and thus, cod B, as the 
oldest Greek text available, was without the preposition 
and seems to have understood c,nn as a sign of the people's 
innocence. 
The OL text for this verse is partially preserved 
and this text as well is not entirely uniform. Sabatier's 
text reads~ quid est quod ~ responderis ~ tuo hodie? 
Si in me, aut in Jonatha filio meo, haec iniquitas est, da 
ostensionem: aut si ita est in populo tuo haec iniquitas, 
112 
113 
Wellhausen, p. 94, note. 
BA c d 1 p q t y z a2 . 
xaL EL .aoE ELROL~ EV LW 
in Ant. 
Ms z reads as B, but then adds 
AQW n aOLXLa 00~ OOLOLnLa as 
114 Except for ms y, which contains the EV here. 
115 As found in mss Nabe f h im n o s v w y b2 e 2 . 
da sanctitatem. Vercellone's text reads: Dominus Deus 
Israel, quid est, quod ~ responderis ~ tuo hodie? 
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Aut si in me aut si in filio meo Jonatha iniquitas est, 
Domine Deus Israel, da ostensionem: quae est iniquitas in 
populo tuo Israel die, da sanctitatem. Sabatier's text is 
closer to Ant, although KupLE o 8Eo~ IapanA is lacking. Aut 
si ita est for KaL EL ,aöE ELROL~ is, however, problematic. 
Vercellone's text, while resembling Bat aut si in~ aut si 
in filio ••. , seems closer to Ant with quae est iniquitas in 
populo tuo Israel die, although neither text is a literal 
reproduction of any Greek form. They are both in agreement, 
however, that ostensionem is a sign of guilt in Saul and 
Jonathan and sanctitatem is a sign of guilt in the people. 
Josephus makes no reference to the Urim and Tummim 
here and, in fact, does not seem to show any particular 
interest in the lot-casting process since he has simply: 
" •.• he forthwith caused them C the people ] all to stand in 
one place, and stood himself with his son in another, and 
sought by the lot (xAnpw) to discover the sinner; and the 
lot indicated Jonathan. 11116 
The expression D'D~ nau has been criticized as 
incorrect, 117 although, as ~; saw, defended by Lindblom as 
constituting perfectly good Hebrew narrative. The verb ~n,, 
outside of the occasions where it serves as a kind of in-
terjection ("Come now .•. 11 in Gen 11:3.4.7; 38:16; Ex 1:10), 
means "to give", but does not appear in a lot-casting or 
oracular context outside of 14:41. It ordinarily takes a 
concrete direct object (e.g., Gen 29:21, when Jacob says to 
Laban, "Give me my wife. 11 ), but can also have the meaning 
"to ascribe", as in Ps 29:1: "Ascribe to the Lord glory 
and strength. 11118 E. Noort has pointed out the use of n~n 
116 Ant .. \II, 125. 
117 E. g. Toeg, who notes, "This vocalization seems tobe a 
desperate attempt to make the best of a corrupt text" 
("A Textual Note ..• ," p. 497). 
118 Cf. also Pss 29:2; 96:7.8; 1 Chr 16:28 f.; Dt 32:3. 
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in the Qumran Testimonia in a text which cites Dt 33:8: 
,,,on w,M; 111M1 ,,nn ,,;; iJn inM ,,;;,. 119 Although nJn 
appears here with the Urim and Tummim, it is not used in 
the sense of giving an oracle or a response, but in the 
simple handing over of the material objects. Nonetheless, 
of course, the fact that this verbis used with them here 
cannot be discounted. Noort concludes that 0,~, nJn should 
be read at 1 Sam 14:41, but at the same time rightly points 
out that "the Qumran parallel in itself naturally says 
nothing about the plus of LXX over against MT at 1 Sam 
14:41." 120 
o,~~. outside of its use as describing the purity 
of animals for sacrifice, 121 usually means "complete", 
"sound", "innocent", and many commentators have insisted on 
its lack of suitability in the context of 14:41. 122 A good 
number, however, claim that it fits well here, although 
their proposals for its meaning are varied. 12 3 Klostermann, 
on the other hand, while rejecting the LXX plus, nevertheless 
read o,~~ here and translated: "Offenbare (die Schuld und) 
die Unschuld." 124 
While o,~~ is basically used adjectivally, it may 
be used as a substantive as well. BDB 125 gives as one of its 
meanings, "What is complete, entirely in accord with truth 
and fact" (cf. Am 5:10; Judg 9:16.19; Josh 24:14; Pss 18:26 
(= 2 Sam 22:26); 84:12). LXX has translated 0,~~ with no 
less than twenty-six different adjectives or nouns, although 
in cod B, 1 Sam 14:41 is the only time it appears as ooto~n~. 
119 E. Noort, "Eine weitere Kurzbemerkung zu 1 Samuel XIV 
41," VT 21 (1971), p. 114. 
120 Noort, "Eine weitere Kurzbemerkung .•• ," p. 116. 
121 Lev passim; Ex 12:5; Num 6:14; Ezek 43:22.23; 45:18; 
46:4. 
122 E. g. Driver, p. 117. 
123 Keil: "Gib Unstriflichkeit"; Erdmann: "Schaffe Recht"; 
Schulz: "Lass die Wahrheit an den Tag kommen"; Stoebe: 
"Gib vollkommene Klarheit"; Lindblom: "Give a true de-
cision"; Hertzberg: "Give a right judgment". 
124 Klostermann, p. 52. 
125 BDB, sub 0'~f. 
But in seven ooourrenoes of D''ij we find the following 
variants from ood B: 126 
Josh 24:14 EV EU6U,D,L] OOLO•D•L g n w 
Judg 9:16 ,EAELO•D•L] OOLO,D,L g 1 n o w 
9:16 ,EAELO•D•L] OOLO•D•L g 1 n o w 
2 Sam 22:24 aµwµo~J OOLO~ b O o2 e2 
22:26 ,EAELOU] OOLWV b o o2 e2 
22:31 aµwµo~] OOLa b 0 o2 e2 
22:33 aµwµov] OOLO,D,a b o o2 e 2 
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The pioture that emerges from these variants is 
that mss g (1) n (o) w in Josh-Judg and b o o2 e 2 in 2 Sam 
have a preferenoe for the ooLo- for o,Dn. In ood B, OOLO~ 
for o,Dn appears only at Prv 2:21; Am 5:10; Sir 39:24. For 
the passages oited above from 2 Sam, mss b o o2 e 2 represent 
the OG, as do g 1 n o w in Josh-Judg. 
In the other passages in whioh the Urim and Tummim 
appear, OOLO•D~ is never used for these terms: 
Lev 8:8 " " 
Num 27:21 o,,,Nn ~~0D~] •DV xpLOLV ,wv ÖDAWV 
Dt 33:8 ,,,,Ni 1'Dn] ÖDAOU~ au,ou xaL aAD6ELav au,ou 
1 Sam 28:6 o,,,N~] EV ,OL~ ÖDAOL~ 
Ezr 2:63 D'Dn~, o,,,N~] ,OL~ ~W,L~OUOLV XaL ,OL~ ,EAELOL~ 
Neh 7:65 o,Dn, o,,,N~] ~W,LOWV 
Isa 24:15 o,,,N~J -------
Sinoe o,~~ never ooours in Sam we may not draw any 
absolute oonolusions as to how it would have been rendered by 
the LXX translators, but if we take the information we have 
at hand, it seems evident that at 14:41 they were aware of 
the vooalization o,,, sinoe they rendered it as ooLO•D•a. 
126 Outside of the passages oited, o,Dn appears, in Josh-
Judg-Sam, elsewhere only at Josh 10:13, where the oontext 
understandably does not suggest oOLO,D~-
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The expression o,nn n~n occurs nowhere else in the 
Bible. We do have, however, one instance of o,~~ 1nl, at 
. Ps 18:33 (,~,, o,nn ,n,,), although parallel in 2 Sam 
22:33 reads ,n,, for ,n,,. LXX translates Ps 18:33 as xaL 
E8E,o aµwµov ,nv oöov µou, while for 2 Sam 22:33 we find 
xaL E~E,Lva~Ev aµwµov ,nv oöov µou in cod B, but b o c2 e 2 
(OG) read öLöou~ oaLo,n,a ,aL~ oöoL~. Thus, the notion of 
"giving tamim" is not entirely absent from the Bible. 
0ne of the major difficulties in deciding upon the 
authenticity of the LXX plus at 1 Sam 14:41 is the scarcity 
of information given in the Bible concerning the lot-casting 
process in general, and the functioning of the Urim and 
Tummim in particular. An examination of the decisions 
referred to the Lord in Josh-Judg-Sam reveals that the Urim 
and Tummim as such are never mentioned. In simple inquiries, 
the formula is n,n,~ ;N~; 127 0f the eleven instances of 
this form of inquiry, the actual presence of the ephod is 
mentioned only at 1 Sam 23:11 f. and 30: 7 f. An apparently 
more complicated process, by which gradual elimination 
reveals one individual who is either guilty of something or 
who is specially chosen by God, is described in Josh 7:14-18 
to designate Achan as the transgressor of the covenant, and 
in 1 Sam 10:20 ff. to select Saul as God's chosen king. The 
process in each case consists of the formula ,~;,, ... ~,~,,. 
In neither case, however, are the Urim and Tummim or the 
ephod specifically mentioned. 
The process described in 1 Sam 14:41 f. most 
closely resembles this gradual elimination process. ,~;,, 
determines the guilty party, while, although ~,~,, is not 
used here, the picture presented of Saul gathering all the 
people together for the lot-casting, and placing them on 
one side with himself and Jonathan on the other, seems to 
replace this verb. The lack of uniformity in the different 
127 Judg 1:1; 1 Sam 14:37; 22:10.13; 23:2.4; 30:7 f.; 2 Sam 
2:1; 5:19.23. 1 Sam 23:11 f. seems to portray the same 
kind of simple inquiry, although the formula n,n, ;N~ 
is not used. 
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descriptions of this process is further shown by the fact 
that the solemn invocation of the Lord (which is more in 
evidence in LXX than in MT here), is found only at 14:41 and 
1 Sam 23:11. 
If the ephod or the Urim and Tummim are conceived 
of as being used for each of these oracles, it is again dif-
ficult to see exactly how they operated. 128 In addition to 
the lack of knowledge surrounding the instruments themselves, 
we do not know how the message of the oracle was communicated. 
For the oracles in the simple form (n,n, ~Nw), the response 
is not merely a "yes" or "no", "true" or "false" answer, but 
often contains more than what was in the request. For ex-
ample, at 1 Sam 23:2, when David inquires, "'Shall I go and 
attack these Philistines?'" the Lord's response is, "'Go 
and attack the Philistines and save Keilah.'" 
In the two instances outside of 1 Sam 14:41 where 
the process of gradual elimination is employed, some indica-
tion of choice obviously must have been given, although it 
has not been preserved for us in the texts. This fact, 
coupled with the absence of any mention of lot-casting 
instrument or even, in most cases, of an invocation to the 
Lord, may be an indication that at the time of the writing 
of these books, there was a lack of knowledge, or a lack of 
interest, about the lot-casting process itself. As far as 
the three instances of gradual elimination are concerned, 
they are each situated within a larger context where the 
main point of the story is other than the simple designation 
of the person involved, which may explain this lack of 
attention to detail as well. For 1 Sam 14:41, this may be 
an indication that the Urim and Tummim are not absolutely 
necessary for the story. In fact, if the attention to detail 
found in the LXX plus here is compared with the apparent 
128 Cf. E. Robertson, "The Urim and Tummim: What Were They?" 
VT 14 (1964), p. 68, who observes that "··· no hint is 
given as to what the Urim and Tummim are, nor in what 
way they are used." 
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lack of concern for such details in the other lot-casting or 
oracle accounts, the LXX form of this text may be seen as 
. strangely out of place. 
A further indication of the confusion surrounding 
these lot and oracle texts is the high incidence of di-
vergency between MT and LXX. In Josh 7:17 f., 1 Sam 10:21, 
14:41, 23:11 f., and 30:7 the two texts are in disagreement, 
as the underlined portions indicate: 
Josh7:17 f.: ,n,tn nnnwn nM ,~7,, n,,n, nnnwn-nM )ip,, 17 
c,,)l7 ,n,)-nM )ip,, 18 ,,)T ,~7,, c,i)l7 ,n,Tn nnnwn-nM )ip,, 
n,,n, nun7 niT-1) ,,)T-1) ,n,~-1) ,~, ,~7,, 
LXX: 17xaL Rpoonxen xaTa onµou~, xaL EvEoELX6n onµo~ o ZapaL· 
xaL Rpoonxen xaTa avopa, 18xaL EVEOELX6n Axap uLo~ ZaµßoL 
ULOU Zapa. 
Sam 10:21: ,,unn nnnwn ,~7nl ,nnnwn7 ,n,l~ U)W-nM )ip,, 
M~nl M7l lnW?)'l W'?-1) 7lMW ,~7,, 
LXX8 : xaL RpoaayEL oxnRTpov BEvLaµELV EL~ ~UAa~, xaL xaTa-
XAnpouTaL ~uAn MaTTapEL 0 MaL RpooarouaLv 1nv ~uAnv MaTTapEL 
€L~ avopa~, XQL XQTQXAnpoUTQL LQOUA ULO~ KEL~, XQL E~nTEL 
QUTOV, XQL OUX €UpLOX€TO. 
1 Sam 23:11 f.: »nw iwM~ 7lMW ,,,n ,,,) n7'J? '71) 'lilo,n 11 
,,, inM,, 12 ,,, n,n, inM,, ,,)J7 Ml-,ln 7Miw, ,n7M n,n, ,,)J 
,,,lo, n,n, inM,, 7lMw-,,) ,w)M-nM, ,nM n7'J? '7J) iilo,n 
LXX8 : 11 eL QROXA€L06noETaL; XQL vuv €L xaTaßnoETQL LQOUA 
xa6w~ nxouaEv o oouAo~ oou; KupLE o 6Eo~ IopanA, aRarreLAov 
TW OOUAW oou. 12xaL €LR€V KupLO~ AROXA€L06no€TQL. 
Sam 30:7: ,7 Ml-nw,ln 17n,nM-1) ,n~n ,n,)M-7M ,,, inM,, 
,,,-7M ,nMn-nM ,n,)M Wl'l ,nMn 
LXX8 : XQL €LR€V 6aU€LO RPO~ AßLa6ap TOV L€p€a ULOV AX€Lµ€A€X 
RpooararE To E~ouo. 
Is it merely a coincidence that so many of these 
texts having to do with lots or oracles have been altered 
or have suffered textual accidents? With such an accumula-
tion of texts, it seems more plausible to conclude that 
editorial activity has taken place in texts which described 
an institution that was no longer in use at a later moment 
in Israel's history. 
In later Jewish literature, the Urim and Tummim 
seem to have taken on a greater importance than in the Bible 
itself. Both the Babylonian and the Jerusalem Talmuds give 
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an etymological explanation for the Urim and Tummim, although 
they are not exactly the same in both places. In the Babylon-
ian Talmud we read, "Why were they called Urim and Tummim? 
Urim because they made their words enlightening. Tummim 
because they fulfill their words. 11129 Andin the Jerusalem 
Talmud it is explained, "Urim because it illuminated Israel, 
and Tummim because it smoothed out the way before the Israel-
ites on the road, when they were innocent. 111 30 
In the treatise Soyah in the Babylonian Talmud, it 
is mentioned that "when the Former Prophets died the Urim and 
Thummim ceased, 11131 andin Shebu'oth, "For additions ~not 
made to the city [of Jerusalem], or to the temple compartments 
except by king, prophet, Urim and Tummim. 111 32 
When David inquires into the cause of the plague 
(2 Sam 21) and MT reads, "And David sought the face of the 
Lord," the treatise Yebamoth relates that, "Resh La~ish 
explained, 'He enquired of the Urim and Tummim. How is this 
inferred? R. Eleazar replied: It is arrived at by an analogy 
between the two occurrences of the expression of "countenance 
of", for here it is written, 'And David sought the counte-
nance of the Lord,' and elsewhere it is written, 'who shall 
enquire for him by the judgment of the Urim before the 
coun tenance of the Lord' [ Num 27: 21]. 111~ 
129 Yoma 73b (trans. L. Jung) in The Babylonian Talmud. 
Mo'ed III, edited by I. Epstein (London, 1938), p. 351. 
130 ~ VII in Le Talmud de Jerusalem, t. 5, M. Schwab ed. 
(Paris, 1882), p. 246. . 
131 Sotah 48a (trans. A. Cohen) in The Babylonian Talmud. 
Nashim III, edited by I. Epstein (London, 1936), p. 256. 
132 Shebu'oth 14a (trans. A. E. Silverstone) in The 
Babylon1an Talmud. Nezikim IV, edited by I. Epstein 
(London, 1935), p .. 67. 
133 Yebamoth 78b (trans. I. W. Slotki) in The Babylonian 
Talmud. Nashim I, ~dited by I. Epstein (London, 1936), 
p. 534. The same explanation is given in the Mishnah 
Rabbah for Numbers VIII,. 
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All of these references show an increased interest 
in the Urim and Tummim, as well as a tendency to refer to 
them in contexts where they are not specifically mentioned 
in the Bible. Especially significant is the final passage 
cited, from Yebamoth, which links the Urim and Tummim to 
David's inquiry through one word, ')gJ. It is not impos-
sible that o,nn in 1 Sam 14:41 could have engendered the 
same process. 
Looking now at the form of Saul's invocation to 
the Lord, we note that the LXX lacks JN, making "Lord God 
of Israel" apart of Saul's speech. Most commentators have 
accepted the LXX reading here, and Toeg finds the repetition 
of this formula tobe "one of the most remarkable evidences 
to the authenticity of G." 134 Toeg's point that "'nJN n,n, 
JNiw, constitutes a formula used frequently in addressing 
the deity, and almost exclusively in direct speech" 135 is 
well taken, although the elimination of J~as a dittography 
( ... JN JlNW inN,, in MT) 136 may be accepted independently of 
any considerations about the authenticity of LXX as far as 
the plus is concerned. His plea in favor of the acceptance 
of the plus based on the repetition of the formula is less 
cogent, however. He maintains that "it can be proved tobe 
in conformity with a conventional liturgical formula in 
Israelite divination," 137 although for all the texts which 
refer to lot-casting or oracles, 1 Sam 23:10 f. alone con-
tains the formula. Its presence there may be used either as 
the verification of its authenticity in 14:41, or as an 
indication that a later editor conceived of the idea of 
inserting it in 14:41 because of its use in 23:10, and thus, 
134 Toeg, "A Textual Note ... ," p. 497. 
135 Toeg, "A Textual Note ... ," p. 497. 
136 This was already suggested by Thenius, followed by Budde, 
Klostermann, Smith, Nowack, Dhorme. Schulz and Stoebe 
take n,n, as the object of JN, and then make JNiw, ,nJN 
part of the direct address, but the breaking up of this 
formula seems less likely. 
137 Toeg, "A Textual Note ... ," p. 497. 
does not constitute a proof one way or the other. 
The final observation which must be made concern-
ing this plus here is the gresence, in v.42, of another LXX 
plus of approximately the same length and manifesting the 
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same possibility of having fallen out of MT because of homeo-
teleuton. Thenius accepted it as authentic, but many commen-
tators have followed Wellhausen in rejecting its authen-
ticity (see below for a fuller discussion of 14:42). It would 
indeed be remarkable that in two consecutive verses exactly 
the same type of error should have occurred. Further, it 
would seem tobe necessary to imagine that if a copyist's 
error had taken place for one or both of these verses, it 
must have occurred in a manuscript which was subsequently 
neither re-read for correction nor used publicly in any way. 
The absence of the Urim and Tummim, if they were original in 
the text, would surely have been noticed by anyone familiar 
with the text. 
There is, in reality, nothing in any one of the 
preceding observations which forces us to conclude that the 
LXX plus was not original. On the other hand, however, the 
accumulation of these observations should at least leave 
open the possibility that the LXX translators worked from a 
text which contained simply o,nn nJn, as witnessed by their 
translation OOLO~~~a, and took advantage of the similarity 
between this word and o,nn in order to make their addition 
which would have filled out the narrative and introduced the 
Urim and Tummim here. If such was the case, then they would 
have taken the word 711111!1' as their point of departure and 
concluded the insertion on the same word. This case, however, 
is highly uncertain and it does not seem possible to arrive 
at a definite decision either in favor of MT or of LXX here. 
1 Sam 14: 42 
MT: 
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LXXB: xaL ELREV taOUA BaAE,€ ava µEOOV Eµou xaL ava µEOOV 
Iwva8av ,ou ULOU µou· ov av xa,axAnpwon,aL KupLo~, 
aRo8avE,W. xaL ELREV o AaO~ RPO~ raouA Oux €0,LV 
,o pnµa ,ou,o. xaL xa,Expa,noEv raouA ,ou Aaou, xaL 
ßaAAOUOLV ava µEoov au,ou xaL ava µEoov Iwva8av ,ou 
uLou au,ou, xaL xa,axAnpou,aL Iwvaeav. 
LxxAnt: xaL ELREV raoUA BaAE,€ XADPOV ava µEOOV Eµou xaL ava 
µEoov Iwva8av ,ou ULOU µou, xaL ov Eav xa,axAnpwon,aL 
KupLo~, aRo8avE,w. xaL ELREV O AaO~ RpO~ taOUA Oux 
EO,aL xa,a ,o pnµa ,ou,o. xaL xa,Expa,noEv taouA ,ou 
Aaou, xaL ßaAAOUOLV XADPOU~ ava µEOOV au,ou XaL ava 
µEoov Iwva8av, xaL xa,axAnpou,aL Iwva8av. 
Immediately following the plus of 14:41, we find 
ahother long plus in LXX 14:42 which recounts both the peo-
ple's opposition to Saul's decision to cast the lot between 
himself and Jonathan, and the lot-casting itself. Thenius 138 
attributed the loss of the plus to homeoteleuton occasioned 
by the similarity between 'JJ and iJJ. Klostermann added the 
observation that MT is too short as it stands and thus 
requires the material found in LXX, 139 while Budde noted 
that "the sentence is necessary to give perfect point to 
Saul's utterance in v.39." 140 The plus is attested to in 
all Greek mss, although ov ••• ,ou,o is marked with ~ in ms 
c 2 and ov ••• au,ou with I in ms m. The same ms m carries the 
marginal note that the plus is found in Theodotion's text 
as well. 
Wellhausen rejected the authenticity of the plus 
on the grounds that even though the people do eventually 
show their opposition, in v.45, it would have been irreverent 
for them to interrupt the lot-casting process with their ob-
jection, and further-, the uncertainty of the determination 
of guilt between the two would have been so intolerable for 
the people that they would not have interrupted the process. 
As a result of its interrupting this process, the plus in 
v.42, when compared with the people's demand in v.45 that 
138 He was followed by Klostermann, Smith, Budde, 
Dhorme, Peters and McCarter. 
139 Klostermann, p. 53. 
140 Budde (SBOT), p. 64. 
Jonathan be exonerated, gives evidence, according to Well-
hausen, of coming from a "Geist einer späteren Zeit." 141 
Schulz noted further that the addition really 
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adds nothing new to what is said in v.39, which is itself a 
preparation for the opposition of the people in v.45. 142 
Driver, who took no note of the plus in his first edition, 
observed in the second that "although its omission could be 
readily explained by homeoteleuton, its originality is doubt-
tul."143 
The material possibility of an accident through 
homeoteleuton is definitely present here, as the last five 
words of the plus would have been almost exactly the same 
as MT: 144 
MT: ,J) 1nJ,, ,,), ,J,) ,7,on 
LXX: ,J) 1nJ,, 1,J, ,J,) ,7,0,, 
Since this is so, it is all the more surprising 
that so many commentators and all the recent translatiohs 
have followed Wellhausen in rejecting its authenticity. 
Budde, followed by Smith and Dhorme, specifically opposed 
Wellhausen's reasoning here, saying that "the people's dread 
of losing in either case one of their leaders overbears all 
other considerations." 145 Unfortunately, Wellhausen neither 
developed any further his notion of the "Geist einer späteren 
Zeit", nor did he give any further explanation of how he 
arrived at this conclusion. In the decision for or against 
the authenticity of this plus, we are confronted simply with 
different estimations of what would or would not have been 
right for the people to say on such an occasion. 146 
141 Wellhausen, p. 95, followed by Nowack, Ehrlich, Kittel, 
Schulz, Fernandez, Stoebe, Hertzberg, RSV, NEB, NAB, BJ, 
Osty, TOB, EÜ. 
142 Schulz, p. 217. 
143 Driver, p. 118. 
144 This could especially be so, as McCarter points out 
(p. 248), since the difference between ~ and ~ was 
frequently very slight. 
145 Budde (SBOT), p. 64. 
146 This case may be an example of what LÖhr feared when he 
warned against the danger of the subjectivity too often 
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An examination of the textual witnesses is of no 
greater help in judging the plus. Smith pointed out the 
importance of the fact that it is contained in the codd A 
and B as well as in the "Lucianic" text, plus being one of 
the few cases which is marked with an asterisk of Origen. 147 
This, however, is simply a confirmation that the text truly 
formed apart of the original OG, but it may not be used 
mechanically to determine its true authenticity. 
Klostermann and Smith 148 have both argued that the 
MT form of v.42 is too abrupt to have been original. It may 
be, however, that it is merely terse and dramatic, while the 
longer LXX form seems to dissipate the focus of attention, 
thus making the decision less poignant. The aRo6avE,w in 
the plus, moreover, seems repetitive and unnecessary in the 
light of v.39 where Saul declares that the guilty party 
"shall surely die." The people's complaint that oux EO,LV 
,o p~µa ,outo seems further to dissipate the effect of v.45 
where, once Jonathan has been singled out as the guilty one, 
the pepple rise in opposition against Saul's condemnation of 
Jonathan to death. While MT seems truncated in omitting to 
say that the lots were actually cast and LXX specifies that 
xaL ßa\\ouOLV x,\., the shorter text does not really pose a 
problem. Suchtexts as 1 Sam 9:3 f. and 13:9 show that, 
once an order is given, the action of its being carried out 
is not necessarily expressed. 
The text of Anthere seems to indicate further 
editorial activity beyond the original Greek text: 
used in deciding on the reading for a text (cf. Intro-
duction, p. 3). LÖhr himself here noted the opposed 
positions without taking a stand (p. 64). 
147 Smith, p. 124. 
148 Klostermann, p. 53; Smith, p. 122. 
B 
ßaAE,E] 
ov av] 
,o pnµa] 
ßaAAOUOLV] 
,OU ULOU 
au,ou] 
~t 
+ MAnpov 
MQL OV eav 
xa,a ,o pnµa 
+ xAnpou~ 
omit 
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In MT, l7'9n to indicate the casting of lots occurs without 
71lln only here and at Job 6:27. 149 In the latter case, the 
lot-casting is not within a context of a decision-making so 
14:42 may be considered to stand alone. OG translated lit-
erally while Ant apparently wanted to bring the text into 
conformity with the standard formula, ßaAAELV MAnpov/ou~, 
found in the other texts with 71lln 7,gn. 
The expression which the people use when they 
complain to Saul, oux ea,Lv ,o pnµa ,ou,o, is found nowhere 
else, nor does ntn ,~,n n,n, (N7) occur in MT. Ant•s var-
iant eo,aL for EO,Lv, 150 appears tobe an attempt to improve 
on the grammar of the Greek expression. Thenius explained 
ea,Lv as either a mistake for ea,aL or as a corruption in 
the Hebrew text where the initial yod of n,n, would have 
been accidentally blotted out. 151 No one else comments on 
the difficulty of giving a good Hebrew retroversion here. 
This may point, however, to the fact that what looks like a 
translation from Hebrew may be LXX's own Hebraism. 
Considering, therefore, both the apparent super-
fluousness of the material contained in the plus, as well as 
the difficulty in providing a satisfying Hebrew retroversion, 
we can consider this plus not to have been original in the 
text. The reader already knows that Jonathan is the guilty 
one, and is already prepared for his being indicated as such 
by v.39 when Saul says, "Though it be in Jonathan my son, he 
shall surely die." The LXX translators may have been 
149 Contrast 1 Chr 25:8; 26:13 f.; Neh 10:35; 11:1; Est 3:7; 
9:24; Ps 22:19; Prv 1:14; Jon 1:7 (bis), where 71l is 
present. 
150 Which it shares with mss de f 1 m p q s t w z. OLv 
here reads non est hoc verbum, in accordance with cod B. 
151 Thenius2 , p~5-.- --
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disconcerted that the older text did not actually say that 
the lots were cast, and, desiring to add this detail as well 
as spell out the people's opposition to Saul's action, in-
serted the plus whose ending reproduced the last five words 
of the text to which it was added, thus creating a situation 
in the Greek text which, when compared with MT's terser 
presentation of the scene, gave the appearance that the 
shorter text had fallen victim to a textual accident. 
1 Sam 1 5 : 1 2 f . 
MT: 
LXX8 : 
LXXAnt: 
n7n,~n 7lNW-N~ ,nN7 7NlnW7 ,l,, ,p~~ 7lNW nN1P7 7NlnW c~0,, 12 
?Nlnw N~,,13 1l?ln ,,,, ,~:v,, ~o,, ,, i?.~'Yn nln) 
n,n, ,~,-nN ,nn,pn n,n,7 nnN ,,,~ 7lN0 l7 inN,, 7lNW-7N 
12xaL wp8pLOEV raµounA KQL EROpEuSn EL~ aRavtnOLV 
IopanA RPwL" KQL annrrEAn tw LQOUA AEYOVtE~ HKEL 
raµOUEA EL~ KapµnAov, KQL avEotaKEV autw XELpa. 
KQL EREOtpE$EV to apµa KQL KatEßn EL~ raAyaAa RPO~ 
LQOUA, KaL LÖOU auto~ avE~EpEV OAOKaUtWOLV tW KupLw, 
ta Rpwta tWV OKUAWV wv nvEyKEV Et AµaAnK. 13xaL 
RQPEYEVEtO raµounA RPO~ raouA, KQL ELREV autw LQOUA 
EuAornto~ ou tw KupLw. Eotnoa ooa EAaAnoEv KupLo~. 
12xaL wp8pLOEV raµounA KQL EROpEuSn EL~ aRavtnOLV 
tw IopanA RPWL. KQL annrYEAn tw raµounA AEYOVtWV 
HKEL LQOUA EL~ tOV KapµnAoV KaL LÖOU avEOtaKEV 
EQUtW XELpa. KQL aREOtpE$EV to apµa autou, KQL KatEßn 
EL~ raAyaAa. KQL nA8Ev raµounA RPO~ LQOUA KQL LÖOU 
auto~ avE~EpEv OAOKautwµa tw KupLw, ta~ anaoxa~ twv 
OKUAWV wv nvEyKEV Et AµaAnK KQL RapEyEVEtO raµounA 
npo~ LQOUA, KQL ELREV autw LQOUA EuAornµEVO~ ou tw 
KupLw" Eotnoa anavta ooa EAaAnoEv KupLo~. 
In this scene which describes the encounter between 
Samuel and Saul after the latter had disobeyed the Lord's 
order to destroy the Amalekites completely, LXX8 is charac-
terized by a partial change in the roles attributed to 
Samuel and Saul, a few minor mcdifications of the text in 
v.12 (+ KQL EROpEuSn; EL~ anavtnOLV IopanA for 7lN0 nN1P7j 
xaL avEotaKEv for ~,yn nlnl) and a substantial plus which 
tells of Saul's sacrificing the animals taken as booty from 
the Amalekites. Ant has attempted to reconcile MT and LXX: 
while it maintained xaL EROpEuSn and EL~ anav,noLv IopanA 
and the plus, it has re-established the roles of Samuel and 
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Saul according to MT, added L5ou for nJn in v.12, and xaL 
~A8ev raµounA before npo~ IaouA at the beginning of v.13. 152 
Thenius 153 accepted the originality of the plus, 
attributing its loss to an accident occasioned by the repe-
tition of ;lNW ;N ;Nl~W N~'l both before and after it. It 
must be pointed out, however, that this repetition occurs 
only in Ant 154 and there is no reason here for preferring 
Ant to cod B as a faithful witness of the genuine OG. 
Erdmann rejected the plus on the grounds that LXX 
inserted the mention of the sacrifice here by analogy with 
Saul's sacrifice in 1 Sam 13:8-15. 155 Wellhausen suggested 
that in addition to 13:8-15, 15:21 had also influenced the 
addition, and noted further that it is only in v.14 that 
Samuel hears the bleating of the sheep and the oxen and there 
is no question there of sacrifices. 156 The majority of 
commentators has followed Wellhausen in rejecting the plus. 157 
Whether 15:1-34 represents a second telling of the 
same sacrifice as that of 13:7b-15a, 158 or whether the two 
incidents "describe different moments in the progressive 
denunciation of Saul," 159 the fact of their similarity seems 
to have led LXX {or already its Vorlage 160 ) to add a clause 
here at 15:12 f. in order to make this similarity more 
152 Likewise OL, here represented by the Quedlinburg frag-
ments {edited by Weissbrodt [Braunsberg, 1887]). 
153 Along with Ewald, Graetz, Budde, Peters, Dhorme, McCarter. 
154 The phrase xaL nA8ev IaµounA is found in mss Ne f g hb 
j m n s w b2 • 
155 Erdmann, p. 195. 
156 Wellhausen, p. 99. 
157 Klostermann, Nowack, Driver, Smith, Hummelauer, Fernandez, 
Ehrlich, Schulz, Kittel, Hertzberg, Stoebe, Barthelemy. 
158 Wellhausen, Prolegomena, pp. 258-260. 
159 McCarter, p. 271, note 4, in agreement with Birch, The 
Rise of the Israelite Monarchy, pp. 105-108. --
160 Klostermann, while rejecting the originality of the plus, 
nevertheless suggested that it went back to a Hebrew 
text {p. 58). Cf. also Stoebe, p. 290. 
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explicit. LXX seems either to have confused the r8les of 
Samuel and Saul, or else deliberately to have reversed them. 
In MT it is Saul who went to Carmel toset up a monument, 
while LXX attributes this action to Samuel. The fact that 
LXX says that Samuel rase in the morning to meet "Israel" 
is perhaps an indication that it simply misread ?iMw nM,P7. 
Wellhausen maintained that xaL uap€y€v~,o raµounA 
upo~ laouA, after the LXX plus, does not belang to the authen-
tic LXX. 1~ 1 This would mean, however, that LXX did not read 
?iMw ?M?Minw M~,,. or else truncated it to upo~ raouA. Such 
an explanation seems unnecessary, however, for, as the text 
of OG (cod B) stands, the upo~ raouA at the beginning of v.13 
is necessary to indicate that, in its version, Samuel is the 
subject of all the preceding verbs and that Saul is the 
subject of av€~€p€v. It is less probable that it is the 
remnant of a translation of 7iMW-7M of v.13 than that it is 
an addition. KaL uap€y€v€,o laµounA upo~ raouA is the trans-
lation of this phrase after the LXX insertion. An indica-
tion of this is not only that the text of Ant contains the 
clause twice, in an effort to maintain the Greek text while 
accommodating it to MT, but also that Ant preserves the OG 
xaL uap€y€V€,o in its place, while in its own text it trans-
lates M~,, as xaL nA6€v. Thus the phrase upo~ raouA of LXX 
v.12, which cannot be a translation of 7iMW-7M in v.13, 
serves as the hinge between the end of v.12 and the LXX 
insertion. It is integral to the insertion for without it 
au,o~ av€~€p€v would not have an antecedent. It was, there-
fore, around Saul's name that the plus was inserted into the 
text, the result being that we have, in OG, a text whose 
structure appears tobe "haplogenic". Ant, which mistook the 
upo~ raouA of v.12 for a vestige of 7iMW-7M ?Minw M~,,, read 
both xaL nA6€v raµounA upo~ raouA in v.12 and OG's xaL uap-
€Y€V€,o raµounA upo~ raouA in v.13, thus completing the 
haplogenic form of the text and establishing a text which led 
Thenius and others to make a correction where, in fact, the 
161 Wellhausen, p. 99. 
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"homeoteleuton" was the product of Ant•s misunderstanding of 
OG's insertion. 
1 Sam 23:6 
MT: 
LXXB: MaL EYEVE,O EV ,w ~UYELV AßLa8ap ULOV AßELµEAEX ~po~ 
AaUELO, xaL au,o~ µe,a AaUELO EL~ KEELAa xa,eßn, 
EXWV E~OUO EV ,n XELPL au,ou. 
LXXAnt: MaL EYEVE,O EV ,w ~EUYELV AßLa8ap ,ov ULOV AXLµEAEX 
~PO~ AaUELO EL~ KEELAa, xa,Eßn EXWV E~OUO €V ,n 
XELPL au,ou. 
Most commentators have found this verse puzzling 
both because Abiathar•s flight after David has already been 
described in 22:20 and because of the difficulty in making 
any sense out of the grammar of v.6b ,,,~ ,,, ,l9K. LXX 
here contains a small plus, xaL au,o~ µe,a AaueLo, in all 
mss except Ant, as well as a slightly different word order 
in v.6b. Thenius considered the plus tobe original, having 
fallen out of the text accidentally through homeoteleuton at 
,,,. 162 As Driver pointed out, however, this does not re-
lieve the verse of difficulty, 16 3 and even those who reject 
LXX's originality here suggest some rearrangement of v.6b, 164 
based either on LXX or on an inversion of word order to 
yield ,l9K ,,, (Wellhausen), or ,l9Kll ll~P)lj) ,,, (Nowack, 
Ehrlich). Klostermann proposed ,,,~ ,l9Kll ~,y~, 165 but as 
Dhorme pointed out, the expression "to have the robe of the 
ephod in one•s band is attested nowhere. 11166 Kittel read 
,,,,n ,l9Klll, following Tg n,,,~ n,nM n,l9K, but if this were 
so, the cause of the corruption is not clear. 
162 Followed by Budde, Peters, Dhorme (1910), Schulz, Hertz-
berg, McCarter, NAB. 
163 Driver, p. 184, note 1, showed that ,,, ,l9K cannot be 
the resumption of a clause introduced by ,n,,. 
164 Wellhausen, Erdmann, Klostermann, Hummelauer, Nowack, 
Driver, Smith, Kittel, Stoebe, RSV, NEB, Dhorme (1956), 
Osty, BJ, TOB, EÜ. 
165 Klostermann, p. 101. 
166 Dhorme, p. 208. 
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Even if the longer LXX is accepted as original, 
there is no explanation which readily suggests itself in 
order to show how the shorter and problematic MT could have 
arisen. It is manifestly disturbed, and the LXX form, which 
provides a good, clear meaning to what MT seems to attempt 
to say, is precisely what one would expect in order to make 
sense out of a difficult and possibly mutilated text. This 
suggests that an early corruption had already taken place 
before LXX. 
As far as the plus in LXX is concerned, it appears 
tobe the result of the desire to explain Abiathar's presence 
in Keilah, or, more specifically, to emphasize the fact that 
he was still there with David. In the MT construction, 
1,1-7N ... ,n,JN n1JJ, which refers to Abiathar's flight to 
David in 22:20, does not necessarily mean that he was still 
with David in chapter 23. Abiathar appears, however, in v.9, 
when David asks him for the ephod, and LXX seems to have 
wanted to make clear the fact that he was still there by 
adding the remark in v.6 xaL au,o~ µ€,a äaU€LO. It was this 
clarifying addition, however, that led some commentators to 
see a case of homeoteleuton through the repetition of David's 
name here. 
1 Sam 29:10 
MT: 1vJJ on~Jwn, 1nN ,NJ-1WN 1'J1N ,,Jy, 1vJJ o,wn nny, 
,J7, OJ7 1,N, 
LXX8 : xaL vuv op8pLaov .o npwL au xaL OL naLO€~ ,ou KupLOU 
aou oL nxov,€~ µ€,a aou, xaL nop€uea8€ €L~ ,ov ,onov 
ou xa,ea,naa uµa~ €XeL· xaL Aoyov AOLµov µn en~ ev 
xapoLa aou, o,L ayaeo~ au evwnLov µou· xaL op8pLaa,€ 
€V ,n oow xaL ~w,Laa,w uµLv, xaL nopeu8n,e •. 
LXXAnt: xaL vuv op8pLaov .o npwL au xaL OL naLO€~ aou OL 
nxov,e~ µ€,a aou, xaL nop€uea8€ €L~ ,ov ,onov ou 
xa,€a,naa uµa~ €XeL· xaL Aoyov AOLµov µn en~ €V ,n 
xapoLa aou, o,L aya8o~ au €V o~8aAµOL~ µou, w~ 
ayy€AO~ 8eou. €V oow op8pLaa,e €V ,n oow ~w,Laa,€ 
uµLv xaL nop€u8n,e. 
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In MT for 1 Sam 29:10 the close repetition of 
Achish's order to David to "rise up in the morning" appears 
far from satisfactory, while the presenoe of a significant 
plus in LXX alleviates this difficulty. Already Thenius 
proposed the originality of this long plus which has been 
widely accepted. 167 Its authenticity has been rejected, 
however, by Keil, Erdmann, Gressmann, Schulz, de Boer, Stoebe, 
RSV, TOB, EÜ. 
The plus as found in OLv (Et™ ante lucem surge 
tu, et pueri tui, qui venerunt tecum; et ite in locum ubi 
constitui vobis. Et verbum pestilentiorum noli ponere in 
corde tuo quoniam bonus ~ tu in conspectu meo [Alias: et 
verbum pestilens, verbum diaboli ~ ponas in corde tuo]) 
agrees with Antat et pueri tui, but otherwise follows cod B. 
Vg here basically follows MT's shorter text, al-
though it appears to have translated freely in order to 
interpret MT where it is difficult to understand: Igitur 
consurge ~ tu et servi domini tui qui venerunt tecum et 
~ de nocte surrexeritis et coeperit delucesere pergite. 
Tg and Syr follow MT as well, although both paraphrase par-
tially. Tg replaced )j?l Dj? 1lM1 with 1,;,,n, )lj? 1n),l, 
while Syr replaced ipjj onnjwn, with b•wrb', "on the 
way". 168 
Josephus seems to have been aware of at least part 
of the LXX plus, although he expresses it rather freely: 
"Now then, go within a day's time to the place which I have 
given thee, and suspect nothing untoward. There keep guard 
forme over the country, lest any of the enemy invade it. 169 
167 Wellhausen, LÖhr, Budde, Nowack, Smith, Driver, Peters, 
Kittel, Dhorme, Graetz, Hertzberg, McCarter, Barthelemy, 
NEB, NAB, BJ, Osty. 
168 De Boer relates this to Syr's omission of ipjj onnj~n, 
("Research into the Text of Samuel XVIII-XXXI," Oudtest-
amentische Studien, Deel VI [1949], p. 87). It may 
well be related to LXX as well, where €V ,D oow has 
replaced ipjj. 
169 Ant. VI, 355, which reflects LXX xaL ~UAaOO€LV cDV YDV 
ruv aAAO~UAWV against MT o,n~;o V1M-?M j)W? as well. 
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The absence of this plus from MT is attributed to 
a variety of causes by those who accept LXX. LÖhr 170 blamed 
it on the similarity of 1p)) o~wn and ip)) onn~wn,, although 
as Schulz pointed out, such an oversight should have caused 
1nN lN)-1WN 1'liN ,,)yi to have fallen out as well. 171 
McCarter gets around this objection by proposing a t~xtual 
corruption in three stages: 1) an original,,,) (cf. LXX 
EV ,n oow) became ipJJ under the influence of the earlier one 
in the verse; 2) a long haplography occurred from 1p)) n~wn 
to ip)) onn~wn,; 3) some of the lost material was "partially 
restored, w'bdy 'dnyk '§r b'w 'tk being added from another 
ms." 172 In addition to the difficulty of seeing such a com-
plicated explanation here, however, it is hard to see why, if 
the material could be "partially restored" from another ms, 
the entire missing passage was not restored. 
In any event, the MT shows that if an accident has 
occurred, it can not be attributed to simple homeoteleuton. 
Ordinarily when such an accident occurs, one of the repeated 
words or phrases drops out of the mutilated text, but the 
presence of both ipjJ o~wn and ipJ) onn~wn, shows that this 
is clearly not the case here. 
Barthelemy ascribes the loss to "quasi-homeoarcton", 
from on~7!!...!_ to onn~w!!....!_! 73 although this seems tobe a rather 
fragile basis for the loss of so many words. Thenius, Well-
hausen, Driver, Dhorme (1910), de Vaux (BJ 1) and Hertzberg 
give no reason for the lass of the passage. 
Gressmann suggested that the entire first part of 
MT v.10 is an addition, and he read, for the entire verse, 
"Macht euch morgen in aller Frühe auf und geht, sobald es 
Tag wird! 11174 Schulz, on the other hand, accepted only the 
170 Followed by Nowack, Budde, Smith, Peters, Dhorme (1956). 
171 Schulz I, p. 399, 
172 McCarter, p. 426. 
173 Barthelemy, CTAT, although with a grade of "D". 
174 H. Gressmann, Die älteste Geschichtsschreibung und Pro-
phetie Israels, 2nd. edition (Gottingen, 1921), p. 108. 
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first half of the verse, as it appears in MT, as original, 
claiming that a repetition is a sign that what lies in between 
is an insertion. On the strength of the correspondence 
between o~wn in v.10a and o~w,, in v.11, he designated v.10a 
as original and v.10b as a secondary reading. 175 
De Boer refers to the LXX plus as a "midrashic 
expatiation," 176 and is followed by Stoeb~ who maintains, 
however, that it does go back to a Hebrew original in LXX's 
Vorlage. 177 • 
lt seems difficult to maintain that MT witnesses to 
an entirely original text as it stands. The absence of nnN 
before ,,~y, hardly seems possible, 178 nor does the repetition 
of ,p~~ onn~wn, appear tobe the original text. Wellhausen 
maintained that this second imperative is explicable only as 
the resumption of the thought after a digression such as is 
provided in the Greek text. 179 The Greek here, however, is 
itself open to suspicion, as two of its three phrases merely 
echo what has already been expressed earlier. 
In v.4, the commanders of the Philistines order 
Achish: ow 1n,p~n iwN 1n1pn-,N ~w,, w,Nn-nN ~wn, rendered 
in LXX as Anoo~pEtov ~ov avöpa180 EL~ ,ov ,onov au,ou ou 
and v.9, o,n,N 1N,n) ,l,y~ nnN ~,~ ,), rendered respectively 
as o,L EU8~~ au xaL ayaao~ Ev o,aaAµOL~ µou, and o,L ayaao~ 
ou ev o,aaAµoL~, 181 which indicates Achish's attitude toward 
175 Schulz I, p. 400. 
176 De Boer, "Research ... ," p. 87. 
177 Stoebe, p. 499. 
178 Driver shows that such an omission is "contrary to 
standing Hebrew usage, when the verbis in the imper-
ative," (e.g. Gen 7:1; Ex 11:8; 24:1), p. 220. 
179 Wellhausen, p. 143. 
180 In mss B d y a2 . The remaining mss add xaL anoo,pa,~,w. 
181 Mss Ab c2 add xaaw~ ayyEAO~ 8EOU and c x xaaw~ ayyEAO~ 
KupLOU. 
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David. These are extremely similar to the plus of v.10: •.• 
EL~ TO TOROV ou xaTEOTnaa uµa~ EXEL, and OTL ayaeo~ au EVWRLOV 
µou. 
The remaining clause of the plus, xaL Aoyov AOLµov 
µn en~ Ev xapöLa aou, has no equivalent in the surrounding 
verses, or elsewhere in the Bible. In the Greek text of 
1 Samuel the adjective AOLµo~ occurs six times (1:16: 2:12; 
10:27; 25:17.25; 30:22), always a translation of 7Y'7), but 
always with a personal subject. Outside of 1 Sam, AOLµo~ 
occurs twenty-one times, but is never used to translate 
7Y'7).182 
The word 7Y'7) occurs twenty-seven times in MT: 
six in 1 Sam (see above), always translated by AOLµo~; four 
in 2 Sam, translated thrice by uapavoµo~ (16:7; 20:1 [AoLµo~ 
in b o c2 e 2J; 23:6 [AOLROL in b o c2 e 2 0Lv 183]); and once 
by avoµa (22:5). In 1 Kgs it occurs three times (21:10.13. 
13), and once in 2 Chr 13:7, translated by uapavoµo~. 
The expressions 7Y'7) 1)1, found at Pss 41:9 (Aoyov 
AOLµov) and 101:3 (upayµa uapavoµov) and 7Y'7) 1))7-DY 1)1 
(pnµa xpuuTov EV Tn xapöLa aou avoµnµa) at Dt 15:19, insure 
the genuine Hebrew character of this term. 
Further, as far as µn en~ EV xapöLa aou is con-
cerned, Barthelemy emphasizes the fact that the expression 
)7) 1)1 c,w at 1 Sam 21:13, in a very different context from 
that of 29:10, is a sign of the expression's originality 
here. 184 
All of these indications taken together make it 
seem certain that the expression xaL Aoyov AOLµov µn en~ EV 
Tn xapöLa oou goes back to the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX. 
The prepositional phrase EVWRLOV µou in cod Band 
the variant in Ant, Ev o~6aAµOL~ µou, are, however, anomalous 
and difficult to explain. Since in vv.6, 7, and 9 we find 
182 At 2 Sam 20:1, mss b o c 2 e 2 read AOLµO~ for cod B 
uapavoµo~. 
183 At 2 Sam 23:6, AOLROL in Ant may be a corruption of 
AOLµOL. 
184 Barthelemy, CTAT. 
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€V o,aaAµOL~ for ,l,Y3, it is surprising that cod B, which 
should ordinarily represent 0G here, would contain EVWRLOV. 
R. Sollamo has concluded that "the KR introduced a novel 
translation technique by using Ev o,aaAµoL~ almost invariably 
for ,l,J3, whether the referent was Yahweh or a person," 185 
but then goes on to say, "This novelty was, however, only 
relative, since the rendering Ev o,aaAµOL~ was already in 
great favour in a'." 186 Since EV o,aaAµOL~ occurs herein 
Ant and EVWRLOV in cod B, we cannot attribute the transfor-
mation to the kaige recensional activity, nor can we at-
tribute with certainty the other uses of ~v o,aaAµoL~, in 
vv. 6, 7, and 9, to a change from an original Evwn L ov such 
has occurred in the kaige section. The expression 3io/30, 
,l,J3 occurs eleven times in 1 Samuel: 
cod B 
~2~2 other mss 
1: 23 €V o,aaAµoL~ €VWRLOV €V o,0aAµOL~ rell. 
3: 18 €VWRLOV ibid. Evav,: L ov y ; €V o,aaAµoL~ 
11 : 1 0 €VWRLOV ibid. €V o,0aAµOL~ C X 
14:36 €VWRLOV ibid. €V o,aaAµoL~ e f m s w 
14:40 €VWRLOV ibid. €V o,aaAµOL~ a e f m s w 
18: 5 €VWRLOV €V o,0aAµOL~ A+ 
18:5 €V o,aaAµoL~ €V o,aaAµOL~ A+ 
24:5 €V o,0aAµOL~ ibid. ibid. 
29:6 €V o,0aAµOL~ ibid. ibid. 
29:6 €V o,0aAµOL~ ibid. ibid. 
29:9 €V o,0aAµOL~ ibid. ibid. 
(29~10 €VWRLOV 
€V o,aaAµoL~ €VWRLOV rel 1 .. ) 
Ne n 
Thus there is no evidence of a systematic correction 
in Sam. EvwnLov in 29:10 may simply represent a rendering 
185 R. Sollamo, Renderings of Hebrew Semiprepositions in the 
Septuagint (Helsinki, 1979), p. 145. This modification 
in kaige occurs even when there is no Hebrew text at its 
base, as 2 Kgs 21:9 shows: LXX ,:ou ROL~OaL ,:o nov~pov EV 
o,aaAµOL~ (€VWRLOV in b o c~ e2) KupLOU UREP ,:a €0V~ 
for MT c,,1n-1D ,,n-nN n,~,,. 
186 Sollamo, Renderings, p. 145. 
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in the early Greek by a translator for whom consistency was 
not a necessity. The inconsistency between it and EV o,eaAµOL~ 
in vv.6, 7, and 9 suggests that EVWRLOV in cod B was the 
original and that Ev o,eaAµOL~ in Ant was a later, harmo-
nizing correction. That Ev o,eaAµOL~ in vv.6, 7, and 9 were 
originally EVWRLov and were later modified to Ev o,eaAµOL~ 
is a possibility, but there is no evidence for this outside 
the kaige recension and, as R. Sollamo has pointed out, EV 
o,eaAµOL~ was already in great favour in a'." 
All those commentators who provide a Hebrew retro-
version for this plus employ the preposition 'ln~ 187 save 
Nowack and Graetz, who have suggested 'l'Y) in conformity 
with vv. 6 and 9. The expression 'ln~ (nnN) ),u, however, 
is found only at Neh 2:5.6; Est 5:14; Qoh 2:26; 7:26; and 
2 Chr 31:20, and is a later equivalent for 'l'Y) (nnN) )'U. 188 
If we are to accept an original ,1n~ in the Hebrew Vorlage 
here, it would almost certainly have tobe considered a 
later, even though Hebrew, addition. On the other hand, both 
EVWRLov and Ev o,eaAµOL~ are used for 'l'Y) in Sam-Kgs. 189 
187 Thenius, Wellhausen, Klostermann, Driver, Budde, Dhorme, 
Kittel, McCarter, HOTTP. 
188 Cf. BDB, s. n1n: "'ln~ ... (late syn. of earlier 'l'Y))." 
189 In cod B the occurrences of these prepositions are: 
a ßß' ßr' rr r5' 
€VWRLOV 9 5 0 16 5 
Ev o,eaAµOL~ 19 4 17 0 30 
The variants between Band Ant for 'l'Y) are instructive, 
especially for the kaige sections: 
€VWRLOV in B 
= Ev o,e. Ant 0 0 0 0 0 
Ev o,e. in B 
: €VWRLOV Ant 2 0 10 0 22 
The figures at ßr' and r5' show that where Ant=OG, an 
original EVWRLOV has been frequently modified to €V 
o,eaAµoL~ in kaige. An original Ev o,eaAµoL~, on the 
other hand, is never modified to EvwRLov by kaige. 
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It seems most likely, therefore, to accept 'J'Y3 as the 
preposition used in LXX's Vorlage, which was originally 
translated as EvwnLov and then modified in Ant to Ev o~6aA-
µoL~ in order to bring it into conformity with vv. 6, 7, 
and 9. 
While this plus seems definitely to have been found 
in a Hebrew form which served as LXX's Vorlage, the question 
of its originality is not yet answered. We have seen the 
repetitious material in two out of the three clauses, which 
could have been inspired by the surrounding verses. It was 
however, the immediate repetition of the order "Arise in the 
morning" which caused Wellhausen to seek some intervening 
material. It is the nature of this repetition which must 
be examined. 
S. Talmon, in his article on "Double Readings in 
the Massoretic Text,» 190 has suggested a classification of 
variant readings in MT which he calls "synonomous read-
ings.»191 Among the various forms which these synonomous 
readings may take, he notes, "There are many double readings 
[in MT] in which one of the alternatives is placed outside 
the syntactical context and stands at the end of the sen-
tence or next to the caesura.» 192 Since the text of MT for 
1 Sam 29:10 is disturbed precisely at the two places where 
the order is given, and repeated, by Achish for David and 
his men, it may be that we have evidence of a double read-
ing in MT here. For the beginning of the verse, both ... 
,13yi nnN 1p33 DJ~n and ... ,,3yi nnN 1p33 onn3~n, 193 could 
190 S. Talmon, "Double Readings in the MassGretic Text," 
Textus 1 (1960) 144-184. 
191 Talmon, "Double Readings ... ," p. 146. 
192 He points out that even though the caesura is "of late 
origin, the division of the sentence into hemistichs 
was undoubtedly known to ancient scribes" ("Double 
Readings ... ," p. 160, note 37). 
193 For the initial waw here, cf. Talmon: "In some cases, 
where the doubletdisturbs the normal grammatical 
structure of the verse, the scribe has seen fit to iron 
out the resulting difficulties by easing the transition 
from one alternative reading to the other with the aid 
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have existed as early variants here. Of the two, the first 
one, with the verb in the singular, may have been considered 
preferable because of the continuation in v.11 ... ,,, ~. 
and the other relegated to the end of the syntactic unit which 
describes David's men. Such a process would also account for 
the repetition of ,p~~. which hardly seems necessary otherwise, 
and which LXX changed to €V,~ oöw, probably in order to 
insure a more logical progression in the narrative. The 
hypothesis of a double reading here may account for the loss 
of nnN as well, which could have accidentally fallen out in 
the process of putting the two readings together. 
If it is true that a double reading occurs here, 
it must be considered to have taken place at an early stage, 
in the pre-MT, as the presence of both xaL vuv op0pLoov and 
xaL op0pLoa,€ in LXX indicates. The Vorlage of LXX may have 
been puzzled by the immediate repetition of the order to 
rise in the morning, and supplied Achish with a lengthier 
speech to David which repeated both the commanders' instruc-
tions to Achish on what to tel1 David ("Send the man back 
that he may return to the place you have assigned him" [v.4] 
-- this is, in fact, not necessary at v.10 since Achish had 
already told David to return in v.7), and Achish's own pro-
testation of confidence in David from vv.6 and 9. The result 
of this longer LXX text is one which separates the two members 
of the double reading more smoothly than the text of MT. 
Thus, for this verse we have two possibilities. 
The phrase xaL Aoyov AOLµov µ~ e~~ €V xapöLa oou in the LXX 
plus seems to insure that the plus was part of its Vorlage 
and the fact that the expression is not found elsewhere may 
be a sign of the text•s originality here. On the other hand, 
the shorter MT may witness to apre-MT which already contained 
a double reading into which LXX's Vorlage inserted an addi-
tion both to relieve the syntactical harshness and to 
of connective words, such as the copulative waw, the 
conjunctions 11//N, lN, and the like" ("DoubleReadings ... ," 
p. 160, note 37). 
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specify Achish's order to David. No accident of haplo-
graphy can account for MT's shorter text whereas the repeated 
imperative could have given a creative scribe the pretext he 
needed to insert additional material, where the resulting 
text would seem to have occasioned a haplography in MT. For 
this verse, the reasons both for and against the originality 
of the LXX plus seem so evenly balanced that a final decision 
is not possible, although the evidence seems to favor the 
originality of MT. 
1 Sam 30:24 
MT: ~~,n p;n~, nnn;n~ ,,,n p;n~ ,~ ntn ,~,; o~; yn~, ,n, 
... o,;~n-;y 
LXX8 : XQL ,L~ URQXOUOE,QL uµwv ,wv loywv ,ou,wv· O,L oux 
n,,ov uµwv ELOLv· ÖLO,L xa,a ,nv µEpLöa ,ou xa,a~ 
ßaLVOV,O~ EL~ ROAEµov ou,w~ EO,aL µEpL~ xa6nµEVOU 
ERL ,a OXEun ... 
LXXAnt: xaL ,L~ axouaE,aL ,wv loywv uµwv ,ou,wv, o,L oux 
n,,ou~ nµwv €LOLv; öLa ,ou,o xa,a ,nv µEpLöa ,ou 
xa,aßav,o~ EL~ ,ov ROlEµov, ou,w~ Ea,aL xaL n µEpL~ 
TOU xa6nµEVOU ERL TQ OXEUn ..• 
In 1 Sam 30:21-25 David defends the right of the 
two hundred, who had been too exhausted to follow him beyond 
the brook of Beser, to receive the spoils of the Amalekites 
on an equal basis with the others. In v.24 LXX contains a 
small plus in which David says, "For they are not less im-
portant than you" (cod B). The plus is in all Greek mss, 
although several witnesses, including Ant and OLv, read 
n,,ou~ for cod B n,,ov, 194 and a large number read nµwv for 
uµwv.195 
The plus was accepted as original by Thenius, who 
gives the retroversion as ,~; l)nn ,;p M; ,~. and blames 
the absence from MT on an accidental oversight from ,~ to 
,~;. 196 Klostermann also accepted the originality of LXX, 
with a different retroversion: lJnD ,u,yn,, blaming the 
194 Mss b e f im o s w z c 2 e2 OLv. 
195 Mss b c de hcorr im o p q s t w x* z a 2 c2 e2 OLv. 
196 Thenius2 , p. 135. 
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loss in MT on homeoarcton at ,~ and referring to Ex 16:17 ff. 
for a parallel situation. 197 It must be noted that all of 
these who accept LXX read nµwv with Ant. 198 Only Graetz, 
who read D~n 1Y1l) M;, followed cod B. 199 
By far the majority of commentators has either 
rejected this plus as an expansion in LXx, 200 or has passed 
it over without comment. 201 Nor does it appear in any modern 
translation. 
The possibility of accidental omission through 
homeoarcton may be materially present here, as McCarter points 
out, although this is one of the few haplographies or pseudo-
haplographies which he does not accept as genuine. 202 This 
plus is small and not notably significant for the narrative, 
but the way it has been treated in the commentaries is in-
structive. It is either accepted or rejected with no dis-
cussion, and those who have chosen, again without discussion 
or justification, to accept it as genuine, restore the passage 
according to a secondary Greek recension since it apparently 
fits better in the context. 
The fact that out of five authors who accept the 
plus, four different verbs or verb forms are suggested for 
the retroversion of nttov ..• EL0LV should already be a sign 
that the expression is definitely more Greek than Hebrew and 
that an equivalent in Hebrew is hard to find. The comparative 
nttwv (naawv) appears in the Greek Bible only at Job 5:4; 
13:10; 20:10; Wis 17:13; Is 23:8; Ep. Jer 36; Dan 2:39 
(Theodotion's text); and six times in 2 Macc. At Job 20:10 
0,;, is rendered nttovE~ and Dan 2:39 1)D ~y,~ nttwv aou. 
197 Peters, suggesting 1öyn1, and Dhorme followed him, al-
though the latter abandoned the correction in 1956 to 
read with MT. 
198 Peters (p. 135) claimed that uµwv in cod B had been 
influenced by the beginning of the verse. 
199 Graetz, p. 23. 
200 Erdmann, Budde, Kittel, Schulz, Stoebe. 
201 Keil, Wellhausen, Hummelauer, Smith, Driver, Nowack, 
Ehrlich, Hertzberg, McCarter. 
202 McCarter, p. 433. 
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Outside of these two occurrences, it either has no Hebrew 
base (Job 5:4; Wis 17:13; Ep. Jer 36; 2 Macc), or the Hebrew 
be.ars no relation to the Greek (Job 13:10 ou8E:v ni:i:ov for 
n,~,, n~in; Is 23:8 µn noowv EO,L\I for n,,oyr.in). The task 
of finding an adequate retroversion here seems, therefore, 
reduced to guesswork, and it seems much more likely that the 
expression is of Greek origin. 
Erdmann suggested that the addition was made 
because of the short statement at the end of the verse, "They 
shall share alike," in order to apply the specific circum-
stances to the general rule. 203 Such an addition would not 
be out of keeping with a common LXX tendency to explain and 
clarify. 
It seems justified, therefore, to consider this plus 
an expansion by LXX, whose imaginary retroversion appears to 
have created the possibility of an accident due to homeoarcton. 
2 Sam 13:21 
MT: 
LXXB: xaL nxouogv o ßaOLAEU~ ~auE:LÖ nav,:a~ i:ou~ Aoyou~ 
,:oui:ou~ xaL E:6uµwen o~oöpa· xaL oux EAURl'}OE\I ,:o 
nvguµa Aµvwv tou ULOU aui:ou, o,L nrana au,:ov, o,L 
npw,:o,:oxo~ au,:ou nv. 
LxxAn~XaL O ßaOLA€U~ ~aUE:LÖ l'}XOU0€\I nav,:a~ ,:ou~ AOyou~ 
'tOUtOU~ xaL n6uµl'}O€\I o~oöpa, xaL oux €AURl'}0€\I tO 
R\IE:uµa Aµvwv ,:ou ULOU au,:ou, OtL nrana au,:ov, o,L 
npw,:o,:oxo~ autou nv. 
204 
] 4QSama: (;l~] nN Yr.1111 [i,n ,;r.inl 
[l]1l~~ ,~ l~[nN ,~ ll~ 1llllN nl1 nr,i ~~Y r,i,;, ir,ir.i ,; ,n,, n;r,in c,,~,n1 
[r,nn] 
In 2 Sam 13:21, which describes David's reaction 
upon learning of Amnon 1 s behavior toward Tamar, LXX adds, "And 
he did not trouble the spirit of Amnon his son, for he loved 
him because he was his firstborn." The plus is present in all 
Greek mss, where the only significant variant is neuµl'}O€\I 
(M[mg] b o z[mg] c2 e 2 ) for E:8uµwen. OLv here follows the 
203 Erdmann p. 330. 
204 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 84. 
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majority of the mss (et iratus factus est valde, et~~-
tristavit spiritum Amnon filii sui, quoniam amabat ~• 
quoniam primogenitus ~ ei) with its reading of iratus est. 
From Houbigant on, the majority of commentators has 
accepted the plus as origina1, 205 blaming its absence from MT 
on an accident through homeoarcton at M~l which begins the 
plus and which begins v.22 as well. Thenius proposed the fol-
lowing retroversion, which has subsequently been accepted by 
all: Mln l1l)) ') l)nM ') ll) )llDM n,i-nM )~Y M~,. 206 
Wellhausen argued, in favor of the plus, that David's 
anger "must either be released or reasons had tobe given why 
it subsided," 207 although he claimed that it was not possible 
to determine how the passage had fallen out of the text. 
Not all, however, have accepted its originality here. 
Vercellone held simply that no adequate argument for its 
acceptance could be put forth, and cited a marginal note from 
the Latin Ms. Vat. 3466: "Est quasi anthipophora, qua respond-
etur obiectione, quae posset fieri: si scivit pater, et valde 
doluit, quare ergo non vindicavit?", 208 which seems to have 
anticipated Wellhausen•s argument in its favor. Keil con-
cluded that the reason given in the plus for David's failure 
to punish Amnon is probably correct, but maintained none-
theless that it is a "subjective conjecture" on the part of 
LXX.209 
Graetz and Driver were undecided about the authen-
ticity of the plus, and Driver commented that "the words, if 
a gloss, are at any rate an instructive one."210 
As MT stands, it is grammatically correct, yet the 
verse seems short, even for MT's characteristically more 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
Ewald, Thenius, Wellhausen, Böttcher, LÖhr, Klostermann, 
Smith, Nowack, Peters, Dhorme, Kittel, Hertzberg, HOTTP, 
NEB, NAB, BJ, Osty. 
Thenius 1 , p. 186. 
Wellhausen, p. 187. 
Vercellone, p. 374. 
Schulz, RSV, TOB, EÜ 
Keil, p. 290. 
Driver, p. 301. 
Keil, Erdmann, Hummelauer, Ehrlich, 
likewise reject it. 
direct narrative. Ulrich has pointed out the agreement be-
tween 4Q and LXX herein order to uphold the plus's origi-
nality. 211 
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The expression AUR€LV ro RV€uµa, encountered in the 
plus, may be said to have a Hebrew "flavor", although it 
occurs elsewhere only at Tob 4:3 (Sinaiticus). It is not 
possible to judge, however, if this expression is the literal 
translation of a Semitic origina1. 212 Thenius had proposed 
JllY as the verb which lay behind €AURDO€V, although this verb 
translates JllY only at Gen 45:5 (~J~fB ;N ~ vuv ouv µn 
AUR€L08€) and 2 Sam 19:3 (iJJ-,y ,,nn J~?,~ - AUR€LtaL o 
ßaOLA€U~ €RL rw ULW aurou). Both verbs here are in niphal, 
and are not used with n,,. At Isa 54:6 we find n,, n.Hlllli (Km 
- --1 -
o\Lyo$uxov), and at Isa 63:10 ,w,~ n,i-nN ~J~~1 (xaL napwtuvav 
ro nv€uµa ro ayLov aurou). JllY is more commonly used without 
as internal part of the person as object, 21 3 and it appears 
only at Isa 54:6 and 63:10 with n,,, as mentioned above, plus 
once, at Gen 6:6 in hithpael with J,. If n,,-nN JllY, as 
Thenius suggested, is a faithful retroversion, it would be the 
only occurrence of this verb in qal with n,,. 
211 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 84. 
212 For Tob 4:3, codd BA rell read xaL µn \unnan~ aurnv. 
OL text, however, reads et noli contristare spiritum eius 
along with Codex Sinaiticuster. Brocke, McLean, 
Thackeray, The Old Testament in Greek. Vol. III, Part I. 
Esther, Judith, Tobit (London, 1940). An Aramaic ver-
sion, found in a 15th century ms (cf. A. Neubauer, The 
Book of Tobit Oxford, [1878]) reads ,n,n ;y Jion N;,=-=-
Nnnig "and oppose not the word of her mouth." Neubauer 
also gives a Hebrew text, the so-called Münster Text 
(cf. Neubauer, p. xii), which supposedly dates to the 
8th or 9th century, which reads n,,n nN n,nn N;, -- "and 
make not her life bitter." The phrase 1s absent from 
the Vg. From the Greek, Aramaic and Hebrew texts, how-
ever, it is difficult to judge what an original Hebrew 
expression might have been here. 
213 Cf. 1 Sam 20:3.34; 2 Sam 19:3; Gen 45:5; Neh 8:10.11; 
Qoh 10:9 (all in niphal); Ps 56:6 (piel); Ps 78:40 
(hiphil); Gen 34:7 (hithpael). The verb in qal appears 
at 1 Kgs 1:6 and 1 Chr 4:10. 
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It has been suggested that 1 Kgs 1:6 confirms the 
authenticity of the LXX at 2 Sam 13:21. 214 In the text in 
Kgs, we are told that David never displeased, or vexed, his 
son Adonijah (,)YY N~,), because he was born next after 
Absalom. 215 Aside from the fact that n,i-nN is not used with 
)YY here, this is the type of argument which may be used 
either way, as the expression in 2 Sam 13:21 is partially 
confirmed by 1 Kgs 1:6, but the thought that is expressed is 
so similar that one of the texts could have influenced the 
other, especially by a scribe who wanted to establish a cer-
tain harmony between texts describing similar situations. 
The two texts are, in fact, placed together in the Midrash 
Rabbah for Ecclesiastes where, commenting on Eccl 7:3 
(pn~n oy~ ),u - ayneov euµw~ uuep yEAw,a), it notes 
Solomon said: If my father had been a little vexed 
with Adonijah it would have been better for him than 
the laughter with which the Attribute of Justice 
gloated over him .•.• It was the same with Amnon; 
If his father David had been a little vexed with him, 
it would have been better for him that the laughter 
with which the Attribute of Justice gloated over him. 216 
In addition to noting the similarity of these two 
cases, the Midrash here is somewhat surprising when it says 
that David was not vexed with Amnon. At 2 Sam 13:21, the 
text of MT clearly says iNn ,~ ,n,,. The text of OG, however, 
214 Cf. Thenius 1 , p. 186. 
215 LXX codd BA here read XQL oux QUEXWAUOEV au.ov, but Ant 
has oux EUE,Lµ~aev au,w. The reading of BA has caused 
many commentators to emend to ,iyy (e.g. Klostermann), 
but G. R. Driver has shown the plausibility, based on 
the Arabic ~ I. "reviled", III. "prevented", that 
)YY lies at the basis of both Greek verbs (G. R. Driver, 
"Supposed Arabisms in the Old Testament," JBL 55(1936] 
101-120). Josephus perhaps knew of both forma for 1 Kgs 
1:6, as he has here oux EUEUA~••EV ouö' EUELXEV au,ov --
"he did not rebuke him nor restrain him" (Ant. VII, 346). 
Benzinger (Die Bücher der Könige [Freiburgi. B., 1899] 
p. 3) begs the question, however, by asserting that )YY 
in 1 Kgs 1:6 is assured by 2 Sam 13:21. 
216 Ecclesiastes (trans. A. Cohen) in Midrash Rabbah. Vol. 
VIII, edited by H. Freedman and M. Simon (London, 1939), 
p. 178. 
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preserved in mss b o c2 e2 reads neuµnoev for cod B eeuµwen. 217 
n,n is translated by a6uµeLv elsewhere only at 1 Sam 15:11 
and 2 Sam 6:8 (= 1 Chr 13:11). In both of these cases, LXX 
may have used the verb euphemistically, since in each case in 
question of someone's anger against God. 218 It is only at 
2 Sam 13:21 that aeuµeLv translates n,n when the anger is not 
directed toward God. Whether LXX has made an insertion here 
or not, it seems at least to have modified the thought of the 
passage, so that David is no longer angered by Amnon's action, 
but rather is saddened. 
In this case, therefore, it seems difficult to arrive 
at a clear decision concerning the authenticity of this plus. 
The material possibility of an accident through homeoarcton 
is definitely present and the material contained within the 
plus fits in well with the narrative. On the other hand, the 
sentence in MT makes good sense grammatically, and the simi-
larity with the case of Adonijah in 1 Kgs 1:6 leaves open the 
possibility that the plus is a later, harmonizing addition 
to the text. It was hardly in keeping with David's character 
that his anger not lead to some sort of action and LXX or its 
Vorlage may have felt that such inactivity on his part needed 
explanation. The presence of the plus in 4Q indicates that 
it most likely was found in LXX's Hebrew Vorlage as well, but 
I suggest that it is not possible here to determine, on the 
merits of the plus alone, whether it should be considered 
original to the narrative or not. 
217 
218 
Vg here contains contristatus est, with the exception of 
Cod. Paris. Bibl. Nat. lat. 11ffl (eG in the San Giro-
lamo edition), which reads iratus est. 
Ulrich, CTSJ, p. 218. Jerome seems to have been par-
tially influenced by the LXX translation, or perhaps by 
traditional rabbinic interpretation, for he tran-lates 
n,n as contristatus at 1 Sam 15:11; 2 Sam 6:8; 13:21; 
1 Chr 13:11, but as iratus at Gen 4:5; Jon 4:4.9.9; 
Neh 5:6. 
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2 Sam 13:27 
MT: 
LXXB: xaL eßLaoa,o au.ov AßeooaAwµ, xaL aueO,€LA€V µe,' 
au.ou ,ov Aµvwv xaL uav,a~ ,ou~ ULOU~ ,ou ßaOLA€oo~· 
xaL euoL~oev AßeooaAwµ uo.ov xa.a ,ov uo,ov ,ou 
ßaOLA€W~. 
4QSama:219 ,;nn 'l~ [;l~] nMl ll~DM n~J • ] 
... ,~1,~B"J i(;]n[n nnwn~ nnwn o,;w~M wy,,] 
In this verse, after David, at Absalom•s insistence, 
allows Amnon and his brothers to go with him to the sheep-
shearers at Baal-Hazor, the LXX contains a plus which tells 
us that Absalom gave a kingly banquet for Amnon. 
Here the text of Ant contains no significant var-
iant from that of cod B, and the plus of LXX is present in 
OLs as well. The fragments of 4QSama allow us only a peek 
here at what its text might have been, as, immediately pre-
ceding v.28 the text reads ]i[;J~C, and Ulrich notes that 
"there is a gap of 1/2 line in 4Q which is perfectly filled 
with the plus as reconstructed from G." 220 Vg, Tg, and Syr 
contain the shorter text in agreement with MT. 
By far the majority of commentators from Thenius on 
accept the originality of the plus, as it a~pears to make the 
necessary link between the arrival of the sons of David and 
Absalom•s command to kill Amnon "when his heart is merry with 
wine" (v.28). In this case, its loss from MT would have been 
due to an accident of homeoteleuton at the repeated ,;nn. 221 
Very few have rejected the plus here, although Keil 
claimed that it was a gloss inspired by 1 Sam 25:36, 222 and 
Vercellone maintained that it was not easily possible to 
prove that the plus was originally in the text. 223 Nowack 
219 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 85. 
220 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 85. 
221 Thus Thenius, Böttcher, Wellhausen, Klostermann, Smith, 
Budde, Peters, Dhorme, Kittel, Hertzberg, NEB, NAB, BJ, 
Osty, EÜ, HOTTP. 
222 Keil, p. 29, followed by Erdmann, RSV, TOB. 
223 Vercellone, p. 375. 
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characterized the plus as "wahrscheinlich,"224 while L~hr, 
Driver and Schulz did not commit themselves on its authen-
ticity. 
The only other time that a king's banquet is used 
as a simile in the Bible is, as Keil pointed out, at 1 Sam 
25:36, where Nabal's banquet is described: nnwn-,; nlnl 
,;nn nnwn~ ,n,JJ. 225 These are the only two instances of the 
expression, andin both cases the banquet is somehow fatal 
for its principal participant after it is noted that "his 
heart was merry" (l;J JlO ;Jl J;l in 1 Sam 25:36; JlO~ 
l''J lllDN-J; in 2 Sam 13:28). 
It is possible that LXX found it illogical that 
Amnon's heart was merry with wine if no meal was referred to 
in the account, and it could have supplied the missing 
element based on the story of Nabal. Just as in the case 
of 2 Sam 13:21, the plus appears at the end of the sentence, 
almost tacked on to the verse, and its absence in MT leaves 
no grammatical scar. Again as in 13:21, however, the mat-
erial possibility of haplography is clearly present and the 
plus makes good sense in its context. Here again, therefore, 
it does not seem possible to determine which form, MT or 
LXX, contains the original reading here. 
2 Sam 13:34b 
MT: ,,,nN ,,,n o,~;n J1-DJ nlnl N1'l ll'J-nN nn~n 1Jln NW'l 
,nn ,~n 
224 Nowack, p. 202. 
225 Cod B* for 1 Sam 25:36 reads xaL LOOU auTw ROTO~ 
ßaOLA€W~. Ant has xaL LÖOU ~V aUTW ROTO~ w~ 0 ROTO~ 
Twv ßaoLAewv €V Tw OLXW auTou, while Bab AM N rell 
read, with minor variations, xaL Löou auTw ROTO~ €V 
OLXW aUTOU w~ ROTO~ ßaOLA€W~, showing a haplography in 
B* occasioned by the repetition of ROTo~. 
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LXXB: MaL nPEV .o RaLöapLOV O OMORO~ .ou~ o~6alµou~ au.ou, 
MaL ELÖEV MaL LÖOU lao~ ROAU~ ROPEUOµEvo~ EV •n oöw 
ORLO6EV au.ou EM RAEUpa~ .ou opou~ EV •n Ma.aßaOEL 0 
MaL napEyEVE,O O OMORO~ MaL annrYELAEV .w ßaOLAEL 
MaL ELREV Avöpa~ EwpaMa EM -n~ oöou -n~ Qpwvnv EM 
µEpou~ ,ou opou~. 
LXXAnt: MaL avEßn .o RaLöapLOV O OMORO~, MaL nPEV .ou~ o~-
6alµou~ au.ou MaL ELÖEV, MaL LÖOU lao~ ROAU~ ROPEU-
oµEVO~ ,nv oöov ,nv IwpaLµ EM µEpou~ ,ou opou~ Ev ,n 
Ma,aßaOEL. MaL napEyEVE,O O OMORO~ MaL annyyELAEV .w 
ßaOLAEL MaL ELREV Opwv EwpaMa avöpE~ EM -n~ oöou -n~ 
IwpaLµ EM µEpou~ ,ou opou~. 
This LXX plus which contains the watchman's report 
to David has been almost universally accepted as genuine since 
it supplies the desiderated report ~nd at the same time 
eliminates the grammatically singular ,,,nM 1i1D of MT. 
Wellhausen supplied the explanation here to which 
the majority of commentators has adhered. 226 He maintained, 
first of all, that the sentence MaL napEyEvE,o ••• EM µEpou~ 
,ou opou~ is unquestionably part of the genuine OG, but the 
preceding section, from MaL npEv to Ev Ma,aßaoEL poses sev-
eral problems. First, oöo~ •n~ Qpwvnv = 0,),n ,,,, which is 
identical with 0,,,nM ,,, (the final mem being from the 
following ,~D). LXXB, however, with ORLO6Ev au.ou, could 
hardly have read this correctly the second time but wrongly 
the first. Next, EM nlEupa~ ,ou opou~ could not have been 
translated by the same person who later in the same verse 
has EM µEpou~ ,ou opou~ for ,nn ,~D, in agreement with 1 Sam 
23:26. Further, 1i1D in MT, where LXXB has Ev ,n oöw, and 
EV Ma,aßaaEL at the end of the sentence, show that this, in 
LXX, could not have been a simple translation of what is 
found in MT. He proposed the following solution. First, 
ouLO6Ev au,ou must be considered to stand for an original 
•n~ QpwvLv, 227 and EV ,n Ma,aßaOEL refers to ,,,n-n,~ ,,,D~ 
ofJosh 10:11. From this name in Josh, he reasons that the 
226 Wellhausen, pp. 189 f. 
227 Sie in Wellhausen, although no Greek ms gives this 
spelling. The form is taken from Josh 10:10 f. 
227 
Vorlage of LXX must have read D'lin, whose misreading gave 
rise to MT ,,,nM. Then, since in the second sentence, EV Tn 
xaTaßaaEL is not repeated, but rather EX µEpou~ Tou opou~ 
stands in its place, the LXX8 EX UAEupa~ is not tobe read as 
EX µEpou~, but is tobe considered a "nach dem MT corri-
gierende Duplette zu e:v xaTaß.", and consequently should not 
be considered as part of the original OG. Thus Wellhausen's 
reconstruction of the Hebrew texts runs: D'lin ,,,~ o,~;n ... 
,nn ,~n D'lin ,,,n ,n,Mi D'WlM inM,, ,;n; ,1,, ng~n M~,, ,,,n). 
This reconstruction is followed substantially by 
most commentators. Nowack, Budde, Driver and Dhorme accepted 
it as is. Smith proposed a second o,~;n, after D'WlM, "be-
cause without it the following ,,,n is harsh, and its presence 
alone fully explains the error of the scribe."228 Kittel 
suggested inserting o,,,, after ,n,Mi. 229 Hertzberg and BJ 
read the place name as Bahurim, after 2 Sam 16:5, but then 
eliminate ,,,n~ in their later editions. 230 Dhorme likewise 
abandoned ,,,n) in his 1956 edition. NEB read Horonaim here 
(although likewise without ,,,n~). Graetz accepted the 
LXX plus, but emended the place name to o,igM_ 231 
Keil rejected the plus on the grounds that this 
addition of the watchman's message makes the following verse 
unnecessary, when Jonadab says to David, "Behold, the king's 
sons have come."232 Hummelauer maintained that there is no 
reason for supposing a corruption of ,,,nM into D'lin, and 
further, that Beth-horon is always elsewhere accompanied by 
n,). 233 Schulz rejected the plus on the grounds that such a 
228 Smith, p. 333. 
229 Kittel, BH3 . 
230 Hertzberg, Die SamuelbÜcher (Göttingen, 1956) [Das Alte 
Testament Deutsch]: "den Abhang hinab"; idem, I and II 
Samuel (London, 1964): omit. BJ (11953; 21961): "ä la 
descente"; BJ (31973): omit. 
231 Graetz, p. 26. 
232 Keil, p. 292, note 1. 
233 Hummelauer, p. 364. 
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literal repetition is not usual, and that it conveys nothing 
new. As far as the form of MT is concerned, however, he took 
the Vg per iter devium !:..! latere montis to show that ,,,n 
,,,nM represents an original inM ,,,n (cf. 1 Kgs 13:10) --
"a road other than the usual one. 11234 ·RSV and EÜ omit the 
plus but correct ,,,nM to the place name Horonaim. TOB is 
practically alone in maintaining MT as it stands. 
It is obvious, therefore, from this survey of 
opinions that there is little agreement on the precise reading 
tobe adopted for this verse. In order to measure the worth 
of LXX here, we must begin as Wellhausen did, by attempting 
to determine the original OG. In the closing remarks of his 
textual commentary, Wellhausen chose this verse as an example 
of how the codices b o c2 e2 can represent the OG. While 
xaL aveßn and opwv Ewpaxa stand in these mss but not in cod B, 
he dismissed them as "eine für den Sinn unwesentliche con-
cretere Firbung. 112 35 The main crux, however, seems to lie 
in Ant•s Ex µepous ,ou opous Ev ,n xa,aßaaeL. We have al-
ready seen that Wellhausen referred to this as a Duplette, 
and from his reconstruction, determined that the original OG 
had only ev ,n xa,aßaOEL in the first instance and only EX 
µEpous ,ou opous in the second. 
If w.e examine the two Greek versions a t hand, we 
see, first of all, that B, by replacing ex µepous with EX 
RAeupas in the first instance but not in the second, attests 
that it corrected according to a Hebrew text already like 
that of MT, changing the text only where the Hebrew was 
extant, and further, that ex µepous was indeed the original 
OG. From the viewpoint of the meaning of the phrase, µEpos 
makes far less sense here as a translation of ,~ than does 
RAEupa, and it is highly unlikely that cod B, here the kaige 
recension, would have substituted a less correct and precise 
Greek word for one that was already correct. However, the 
234 Schulz II, p. 158. 
235 Wellhausen, pp. 222 f. 
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fact that EK µepou~ a-ppears here in Ant as well as at the end 
of the verse seems, against Wellhausen, tobe a sign not only 
that it was present in OG, but also that OG's Vorlage must 
have contained inn ,~n here. That ,,,n~, giving rise to 
ev ,n Ka,aßaaeL, may also have been in the Vorlage is another 
question (see below), but if EK µepou~ had not already been 
there, kaig~ would have had nothing to correct here, and if 
,nn ,~n had not been in OG's Vorlage, there is no reason why 
OG would have included the phrase. 
If this is true, however, it may well be that OG 
did include a Duplette here after all. Wellhausen posited 
the presence of ,,,n~ on the strength of ev ,n Ka,aßaaeL and 
on an analogy with ,,,n-n,~ ,~,n~found at Josh 10:11. The 
validity of this line of reasoning lies in the presumption 
that ,,,nN is corrupt, and that OG has transmitted the true 
original form o,l,n. In addition to the fact that ,,n is 
never without the n,~. and that no dual form for this local-
ity is attested elsewhere, 236 there remains tobe explained 
how the textual accident could have taken place. In order to 
end up with Wellhausen's text, one must posit a haplography, 
then the transformation of o,l,n to ,,,nN, then, for OG, a 
double translation of ,,,n~ as EK µepou~ ,ou opou~ ev ,n 
Ka,aßaaeL. The first of these is, of course, a possibility, 
but no sufficient explanation has ever been given as to how 
o,l,n could have become ,,,nN. If, on the other hand, we 
posit a misreading of ,,,nN on OG's part, either accidentally 
or because it found that a place name seemed tobe required 
here and looked for one that resembled the consonantal text, 
the QpwvaLµ of OG becomes understandable. Where similar 
names occur, both at Josh 10:10 f. and Jer 48:5 (LXX 31:5), 
the further designation of ,,,n~ is present, which could 
have inspired LXX to insert it here as well. At Josh 10:11, 
for MT ,,,n-n,~ ,,,n~ LXX reads ERL •n~ Ka,aßaaew~ QpwvLv 1 
236 Driver, p. 304. 
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while for Jer 48:5 o,1,1n ,,,n~. LXX reads €V oöw QpwvaLµ. 237 
That ,,,n~ or €V •D xa,aßaa€L could have been an explanatory 
addition in 2 Sam 13:24 is shown also by its position. In 
every other instance of this term, always with a place name, 
it precedes the name (Josh 10:11; Judg 1:16 [LXX]; Jer 48:5; 
1 Macc 3:24). That it should come after it in 13:24 may be 
a sign that it was purposely added later as a further de-
signation of the supposed Horonaim. The result of such an 
addition in OG, however, is to overload the phrase with place 
designations (,DV oöov •DV QpwvaLµ €X µEpou~ ,ou opou~ €V •D 
xa,aßaaEL), which hardly seems called for in the middle of 
a lively narrative such as in chapter 13. 
The place known as 0,1,n, according to Isa 15:5 and 
Jer 48:3.5.34, was in Transjordan, probably southeast of the 
Dead Sea. 238 As such, it would seem excluded as being the 
place from which David's sons were coming in 13:34. Beth-
Horon, the site which most commentators seem to agree on for 
13:34, lay northwest of Jerusalem. 239 Isaiah and Jeremiah 
refer to the o,1,1n ,,, and o,1,1n ,,,n~, respectively, but 
if Horonaim was southeast of the Dead Sea, travelers on such 
a road would hardly be coming from Beth Horen in the north, 
and, further, it seems highly unlikely that two roads, coming 
from nearly opposite directions, would have the same name. 
Therefore, 0,1,n ,,,n, as a correction in 13:34, is not very 
likely. 
J. Simons rejected the emendation of ,,,nM, 
claiming that MT makes sufficiently good sense here: "Natur-
ally the royal princes had fled from Baal-Hasor into the 
237 But €V •D xa,aßaa€L QpwvaLµ in mss 51-62-311-407-449-
Syhmg, all of which contain Lucianic readings according 
to J. Ziegler, Ieremias, Baruch, Threni, Epistula Iere-
miae (Göttingen, 1957), p. '79. 
238 J. Simons, The Geographical and Topographical Texts of 
the Old Testament (Leiden, 1959), p. 436. Cf. also 
f.-M. Abel, Geographie de la Palestine. T. II (Paris, 
1938), p. 35 . 
239 Driver, p. 304. 
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desert of Ephraim and. therefore made their way towards Jeru-
shalaim by a roundabout way (cp. v.30). The watcher looking 
northward and standing on the traditional post of observation 
... only saw them when, for a moment, he glanced around or 
behinct.n240 
Although mention of the watchman is not specifically 
made by Josephus, he may provide a veiled reference to ,,,nN 
in his version of the scene: "Meanwhile the clatter of horses 
and the noise of approaching men caused them to look ~round," 
as if the tumult came from behind them." 241 
If ,,,nN ,,,n is accepted as the genuine reading 
here, it is more difficult to see how a haplography in the 
text could have given rise to MT. Most correctors suggest 
that cod B EV •~ oow represents as original,,,~, and the 
haplography occurred from ,,,~ to ,,,n. If this were the 
case, however, it would have been much more likely that 
,,,n and not,,,~ should have fallen out of the text. Fur-
ther, while ,,,nN ,,,n o,~,n is grammatically satisfactory, 
even if somewhat awkward, the reconstructed form, O'~)N ,n,Ni 
,,,n is harsh, as Smith pointed out, and could make one sus-
pect that an insertion, based on the shorter MT, had been 
forced into the text. 
lt is not necessary for the narrative that the 
watchman actually express his message to David. 1 Sam 14:16 f. 
shows that in the narrative style of Sam, it is sufficient 
that the watchman see something, while the report to the 
interested party is understood from the context. LXX or 
its Vorlage may not have been satisfied with this technique 
here at 2 Sam 13:34, and filled in what it considered tobe 
a lacuna in the text. If this is the case here, then the 
text has been augmented in such a way that the langer LXX 
appears tob~ "haplogenic" because of the repetition of the 
240 Simons, Geographical and Topographical Texts, p. 334. 
241 ME,a~u 0€ X,URO~ LRRWV xaL 6opußo~ RPOOLOV,WV ,LVWV 
au.au~ EREO,pE~Ev, Ant. VII, 179. Josephus makes no 
mention of Horonaim7iere. 
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place name which the LXX text used in order to make its 
insertion here. 
2 Sam 14:30 
MT: l:>7 o,,y111 0111-l7l ,,,-7M :lMP np7n lMi ni:l)l-7M illM'l 
111M:1 np7nn-nM Ol7111:lM ,,:1y iny,, 111M:1 n,nyin, 
LXX8 : xaL €LR€v npo~ ,ou~ naLöa~ au,ou AßeaaaAwµ Iöe,€ n 
µepL~ ev aypw ,ou Iwaß exoµeva µou, xaL au,w xpi8aL 
€X€L 0 ROp€U€08€ xaL eµnpnaa,€ au,nv €V RUPL" XQL 
evenpnaav au.a~ OL naLÖ€~ AßeaaaAwµ, ,nv µepLöa. 
XQL napayLVOV,aL OL ÖOUAOL Iwaß npo~ au.ov ÖL€PPnxo,€~ 
.a Lµa,La au.wv xaL €LRQV EV€RUPLOav OL ÖOUAOL 
Aß€OOaAwµ ,nv µepLöa €V RUpL. 
LXXAnt: xaL €LR€V AßeaaaAwµ npo~ .ou~ ÖOUAOU~ au,ou Iöe,e, 
n µepL~ n exoµevn nµwv ev aypw ,ou Iwaß, xaL au,w 
€X€L xpL8aL" nopeuan,e ön xaL Löe,e, xaL eµnupLaa,e 
au.a~ €V RUpL. xaL €V€RUpLOav au.a~ OL ÖOUAOL Aßea-
OaAwµ €V RUPL, ,nv µepLÖa Iwaß. XQL napayLVOV,aL 
öouAoL Iwaß npo~ au.ov ÖL€PPnxo,e~ ,a Lµa,La 
au.wv xaL A€YOUOLV Ev€RUpLaav OL ÖOUAOL AßeaaaAwµ 
,nv µ€pLÖa €V RUpL. 
(sie) ,, 
0111 Ml7[l ,,]; 7)1 [:lMl' np7n lMi ,1,,:1y 7)1 ,r.i,M 
111[M:1 np7nn nM] o,[7111:lM ,,:1y ,n],y,, 111M:1 n,n,y~[, l:l7] o,,y0 
Ol7111:lM ,~[:1y ,n,yn ,,r.ilM'l on,,l]:l ,yiip l7M :lMl' ,,7[, lMl:l'll 
111M:l np7~ Ln] M 
In this verse which describes Absalom's plan for 
getting Joab to come to him by having his field set on fire, 
LXX contains a plus which describes the reaction of Joab's 
servants: "And the servants of Joab, having rent their gar-
ments, came to him and said, 'The servants of Absalom have 
set the field on fire'." The plus is found in the text of 
OL24 3 and 4 QSamc as well. 
Houbigant accepted the originality of the plus, 
blaming its absence in MT on a combination of homeoarcton 
242 Ulrich, "4QSamc: A Fragmentary Manuscript of 2 Samuel 
14-15 from the Scribe of the Serek Hay-yagad (IQS):" 
BASOR 235 (1979), p. 170. 
243 OLv: Et venerunt servi Joab ad dominum suum scissis 
vestimentis, et dixe'rünt ei:Succenderuntservi Absalom 
partem agri cum hordeo inigne. OLS: Et veriierites servi 
Joab, scTssisvestimentis suis, dixerunt: Succenderunt 
s'er'vi Äbsalom partem agri 1gn1. 
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and homeoteleuton. 244 A certain number of commentators have 
followed suit in accepting the plus, 245 and Thenius blamed 
its absence on the repetition of np,nn-nM. 246 
Wellhausen rejected the plus because, "for Hebrew 
readers, verse 31 did not need a long introduction," and 
further, "Joab would not have been able to make any sense out 
of the simple ,~v µEpLoa, and OLEPPnxo,e~ ,a Lµa,La au,wv 
appears tobe a forced recollection."247 His rejection of 
the plus is in accord with the majority of authors and 
translations. 248 
The information contained in the plus here is not 
necessary for the narrative and, as frequently occurs, MT 
appears to have left up to the reader to realize that Joab 
was informed of the attack on his field, while LXX's text 
seems to have spelled it out here. 
The fact that Joab's servants rend their garments 
seems oddly out of place here. The act of rending one's gar-
ments, with the verb yip, while it occurs forty-one times in 
the Bible, is ordinarily a sign of grief (e.g. 2 Sam 13:31), 
fear (e.g. 1 Sam 4:12), desperation (2 Kgs 5:8), or abase-
ment (Joel 2:3). The only other instance where anger seems 
tobe connected with rending garments (as appears tobe the 
case in our verse here) is found at 2 Kgs 11:14 (= 2 Chr 
23:13), where Athaliah rends her garments upon seeing Joash 
crowned king in the temple. The incident of Joab's field is 
hardly comparable, and the servants' reaction is overly dra-
matic over against the more sober MT account. This fact, 
244 "··· initium habebant [codicesJ in verbo lM~,,. et ven-
erunt, ut versus sequens in N~',, et venit [sie]; --
finem vero in vocabulo YJM~" (Houbigan"t,"""T. 343). 
245 Thenius, Böttcher, Klostermann, Ewald, Peters, Dhorme, 
Ulrich, NAB. Smith is undecided, but leans toward ac-
ceptance. 
246 Thenius 2 , p. 215. 
247 Wellhausen, p. 194. 
248 Vercellone, Keil, Erdmann, Driver, Nowack, Graetz, Hum-
melauer, Budde, LÖhr, Kittel, Ehrlich, Schulz, Hertz-
berg, Barthelemy, BHS, RSV, NEB, BJ, TOB, EÜ. 
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plus LXX's penchant for filling in where MT leaves actions 
unsaid and up to the reader to understand~ makes it advisable 
to accept the shorter MT as original here. 
As may be seen above, the Greek texts of cod Band 
Ant differ from one another in many respects, and a close 
examination is necessary in order to determine the text of 
OG. The differences are found both in the word order and 
the vocabulary used: 
B- 1tpo~ ,:ou~ lttlLÖtl~ 
Aße:aaaAwµ 
e:v a-ypw ,:ou Iwaß 
e:xoµe:va µou 
xp L8aL e:xe: L 
11ope:ue:a8e: 
1:l']\I µe:pLÖtl 1 0 
e:µ 1tp11 aai:e: tlU1:l']\I 
E:\IE:ltpl']Otl\l 
lttl L Öe:~ 
e: L lttl\l 
au,:ou Ant- Aße:aaaAwµ ltPO~ 1:0U~ ÖOUAOU~ 
au,:ou 
11 e:xoµe:v11 11µwv e:v a-ypw 
,:ou Iwaß 
e:µ 1tup L aa,:e: au,:a~ 
E:\IE:1tup L Otl\l 
ÖOUAOL 
AE:'YOUOL\I 
The only divergence in the 'plus' section occurs 
between e:L1ttl\l and Ae:-youaLv, while all the rest are in the 
first part of the verse. The uniform use of öouAOL and 
e:µ1tupL~E:L\I in Ant over against 1taLöe:~ and e:µ1tp118e:L\I in B 
for the section outside the plus, compared with the confor-
mity of B with Ant in the plus, indicates that B took over 
the plus as it found it, but modified its text somewhat 
where it possessed a Hebrew base. Au1:11v in B for au,:a~ 1° 
in Ant shows that the latter took xpL8aL as its antecedent 
while B took 11 µe:pL~. Thus, B here is closer to MT (and to 
4QSam0 ) • An t 1tope:u611 ,:e: Öl'] xa L L öe:,:e: for B 1tope:ue:a6e: shows 
B once again closer to MT. Note that the extra words in 
Ant are also absent from 4QSam0 • In the sentence xaL 
e:ve:1tp11aav au,:a~ oL 1taLöe:~ Aße:aaaAwµ 1:11v µe:pLöa (B), where 
Ant has XtlL E:\IE:ltUpLOtl\l au,:a~ OL ÖOUAOL Aße:aaaAwµ E:\I ltUPL 
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,nv µEpLöa Iwaß, both texts contain au,a~ as well as ,nv 
µEpLöa as the object of the burning. The pronominal object, 
since it diverges from MT, is probably original OG, and B, 
in its modification toward MT retained the OG reading as 
well. It is hard to see how OG could have originally had 
two objects of EVERUpLoav, and therefore, ,nv µEpLöa Iwaß 
in Ant is probably a later addition to the text. 4QSamc, 
with Band MT, but against Ant, lacks Iwaß here, and, with 
MT but against Band Ant lacks au,a~. 
The original Greek text, therefore, may be taken 
tobe that of Ant, minus the phrase ,nv µEpLöa Iwaß which 
was a later, clarifying addition. If this is so, then a 
presumed accident through homeoteleuton cannot really ex-
plain the shorter MT form, as a comparison of the final 
clause of MT indicates; 
MT: WM~ n~7nn-nM Dl7W~M ,,~y ,n~,, 
LXX8 : XUL EVERpnoav au.a~ OL RULÖE~ AßEOOUAWµ ,nv µepLÖO 
Ant: XUL EVERupnoav au.a~ OL ÖOUAOL AßEOOUAWµ €V RUPL 
(,nv µepLöa Iwaß) 
Schulz maintained that the final ev xupL of LXX (which is 
present in cod B), corresponds to MT WM~ 2° and that the 
Greek plus had been inserted before WM~. 249 The presence 
of EV xupL in Ant just before the plus, however, makes this 
seem unlikely. The form of Ant suggests rather that the 
addition in OG was made at the word ,n~,,, where OG inserted 
xaL evexupLoav au,a~ instead of repeating the original ,nv 
µepLöa. The plus then ended with xaL AEyouoLv, at which 
point it was joined up with the original text, evexupLoav 
OL ÖOUAOL AßEOOOAWµ ,nv µEpLÖa EV RUPL, thus creating a text 
in OG which appeared tobe "haplogenic" in form because of 
the repetition of evexupLoav. 
4QSamc here, while it contains the plus of LXX, 
presents one unusual variant in ~M,, ,,7(, lMl~,,]. The 
249 Schulz II, p. 174. 
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Greek text here reads öouAoL 250 although nowhere else in the 
Bible does ,~, lie at the base of öouAo~ in Greek. naL~ 
translates ,~, at 2 Kgs 2:24 and Qoh 4:13 only -- and neither 
of these has the meaning of "servant" in the context. The 
usual translation for ,~, is naLÖLov (thirty-six times) or 
naLöapLov (thirty-four times). 251 Barthelemy suggests, for 
4QSamc here, "n'y aurait-il pas ll la retroversion maladroite 
d'un naLÖE~?" 252 which opens the possibility of a text at 
Qumran which was edited from the Greek. It would be ex-
tremely difficult otherwise to account for ,~, here, since 
it does not correspond to Hebrew usage, nor would naLÖE~ 
in Greek, in the context of this verse, have suggested 
anything other than ,,~y, even for someone who knew only a 
minimum of Hebrew. 
Summing up this case, therefore, we see that LXX 
or its Vorlage has inserted a plus designed to show the re-
action of Joab's servants to the burning of his field, and 
to make the report of the event to Joab, while MT's shorter 
text left this up to the reader. The plus has been inserted 
in such a way that it has created a text in which the repe-
tition of one word at the beginning and end of the insertion 
has led some to blame its absence from MT on a textual acci-
dent due to homeoteleuton, whereas it is the shorter text of 
MT which is the more original here. 
2 Sam 15:20b 
€RLO,p€~0U xaL €RLO,p€$OV ,ou~ aÖEA~OU~ aou µe,a 
aou, xaL KupLo~ ROLDOEL µe,a aou €A€0~ xaL UAD6ELaV. 
LXXAnt: xaL avaa,pe~e, xaL anoa,pe~E ,ou~ aÖEA~ou~ aou µe,a 
aou, xaL KupLO~ ROLDOEL µe,a aou €A€0V xaL UAD6ELaV. 
250 IlaLÖE~ in mss c x only. 
251 Followed by ,EXVOV (10 times), ULO~ (3 times), apODV 
(twice), veavLa~ and vew,epo~ (once each). 
252 Barthelemy, CTAT. 
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The final words of 2 Sam 15:20 contain a plus in 
LXX vis-a-vis MT in which, after David recalls Itthai's 
arrival among his troops and counsels him to return and take 
his brethren with him, LXX contains the words "and may the 
Lord show you" before the final "steadfast and kindness." 
Already Houbigant pointed out the "mutilus contextus" here 
in this final phrase, which seems to go against the ordinary 
usage of nDNl ,on in such a context. LXX's xaL KupLo~ 
ROL~OaL µE,a oou EAEO~ xaL aA~8€Lav provides what seems to 
be lacking in MT, and Houbigant reconstructed 1DY n,n, n~y, 
nDNl ,on, blaming the omission on an error of .haplography 
resulting from homeoteleuton at 1DY. 
The plus is recorded in OLs 
Dominus faciat tecum misericordiam et 
Vg shows a slight variant here, for a 
as well, reading et 
veritatem. The text of 
great number of mss 254 
read revertere et reduc tecum fratres tuos, et Dominus faciet 
tecum misericordiam et veritatem, quia ostendisti gratiam et 
fidem. 255 The middl;-section here appears tobe an insertion 
of the OL text, with quia an addition to make the transition 
smoother to ostendisti gratiam et fidem. The text of Tg 
u,~p, ,~,u ,,nny ,,~y, 1DY 1nN n, ~,nNl ~,n, witnesses to the 
plus as well, although without the n,n, of LXX, and Tg's 
,,~y, may account here for Jerome's translation. Syr, on 
the other hand, seems to contain a paraphrase of MT: pws 
w•wtb 'l9yk spyr. 
Keil has maintained translating it as "mit dir sei 
Gnade und Wahrheit," 256 followed by Erdmann, who objects to 
the longer LXX form as giving the impression of a paraphrase 
253 Houbigant, p. 317, followed by Thenius, Wellhausen, 
Klostermann, Driver, Budde, Smith, Nowack, LÖhr, Peters, 
Kittel, Böttcher, Schulz, Hertzberg, HOTTP, RSV, NEB, 
NAB, BJ, Osty, EÜ. 
254 All except RACD~D~RZG_ 
255 Which contains both Vg and OL. Cf. Vercellone, p. 385: 
"Geminam unius hemistichii interpretationem exhibent." 
256 Keil, p. 304. 
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based on the similar words in 2 Sam 2:6. 257 Driver, however, 
noted that this shorter text does not take into account the 
disjunctive accent tipqä with iny and passes over the fact 
that ,,nN-nN seems to require iny to complete its sense. 258 
There is good evidence for this expression, as 
2 Sam 2:6 shows: nnMl ,on o~ny n,n,-wy, nnyi. There is, of 
course, the possibility that LXX had been inspired by the 
previous use in order to expand the text at 15:20, but the 
grammatical harshness in MT's shorter text is a telling sign 
that something has fallen out. Since the plus consists of 
only three words, and not a long passage such as is found in 
many of the other LXX pluses, the chances of its having been 
accidentally omitted from MT are greatly increased. 
This LXX plus here, therefore, seems tobe a genuine 
example of a text fallen out of MT through haplography. The 
presence of a form of the plus in Vg and Tg as well indicates 
that these versions found fault with MT. 
Conclusions 
In the preceding pages we have examined nineteen 
cases259 in which the text of LXX presents a significant plus 
for which it has been suggested that the absence from MT is 
due to an accident through homeoteleuton or homeoarcton. In 
one case only, 2 Sam 15:20b, it seems absolutely certain that 
an accident due to homeoteleuton has taken place in MT, and 
LXX may be used to restore the text. In two other cases, 
2 Sam 13:21.27, it is highly probable that accidents have 
occurred and that LXX must be considered original, although 
the fact that the pluses here appear tobe tacked on to their 
respective verses, and that each is reminiscent of a text 
found elsewhere in Sam or Kgs, may point to the artificiality 
of the plus. In one other case, it seems impossible to decide 
257 Erdmann, p. 465. 
258 Driver, p. 314. 
259 To the eighteen cases examined in this section must be 
added 1 Sam 3:21 (see pp. 30f.). 
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whether the plus is original or not (1 Sam 29:10). In each 
of the other cases, we have tried to show that it may be said, 
with varying degrees of certitude, that the pluses represent 
additions to a shorter text like that of MT. 
In order to understand these pluses which are ad-
ditions to the text, the characteristics which are present 
in the pluses examined in Part 1.1 must be recalled. We saw 
that many of them indicate a literary creativity on the part 
of the text witnessed to in LXX, and that it is possible, at 
least in a broad way, to group the pluses into different 
categories in order to show what the editors' interests were 
in making these insertions. An examination of these pluses 
which appear tobe "haplogenic" in form shows that many of 
them fall into these same general categories. 
1. Completing the "unsaid". 
Under this heading may be included pluses such as 
1 Sam 3:15, which specifies that Samuel "got up in the morn-
ing", showing LXX's desire to leave nothing unsaid in the 
narrative, whereas MT's shorter text passes directly from 
"Samuel lay down until morning" to "and he opened the doors .•. " 
At 1 Sam 10:21, where MT's more rapid narrative has left 
understood one of the steps in the lot-casting which des-
ignated Saul as king, LXX saw it necessary to include it in 
its text. Again at 1 Sam 13:5, the LXX text specifies that 
"they went up against Israel", even though this was clear 
from the context. At 1 Sam 23:6, LXX spells out the fact that 
Abiathar went with David, apparently in order to clarify an 
early corruption in the text which MT still contains. In 
2 Sam 13:34, the LXX makes the sentinel deliver his message 
to David, which MT had left understood. Finally, at 2 Sam 
14:30, LXX again spells out the delivery of news, in addition 
to dramatizing the event by having Joab's men rend their 
garments. 
2. Changing the point of view. 
We saw that in 1 Sam a whole series of LXX 
additions served to change the character of this chapter by 
emphasizing, among other things, Elkanah's role in the 
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prooeedings. At 1:24, a further plus, this time in a form 
which is "haplogenic", continues this same perspective by 
specifying Elkanah as the one who offered the sacrifice 
while in MT the subject is "they" (Elkanah and Hannah to-
gether). The long pluses at 1 Sam 14:41 and 42 also add 
information which changes the character of the narrative here. 
The MT does not seem to have taken a great interest in the 
lot-casting procedure here whereas LXX's addition of 
the Urim and Tummim in 14:41 bring the text to emphasize the 
aspect significantly. As we discussed above, however, this 
is one of the cases in which it is difficult to arrive at 
absolute certainty as to whether the plus is original or 
not. In 14:42, the plus serves to change the point of view 
as well, showing the people's disagreement with the process, 
an attitude which is not specified in MT until v.45. 
3. Added emphasis to the text. 
A number of texts contain additions which serve to 
add emphasis to the narrative. At 1 Sam 3:21 the text found 
in LXX has added-the comment on the evil ways of Eli's sons, 
which serves to emphasize the contrast once again in this 
chapter between them and Samuel's stature as a prophet of the 
Lord. 260 At 1 Sam 10:1, LXX's text emphasizes Saul's role 
as saving leader of the people and introduces the signs which 
will indicate this role. At 1 Sam 12:8, a small plus em-
phasizes the oppression of the Israelites at the hands of the 
Egyptians, apparently inspired by Josh 24:4, within Samuel's 
catalogue of the Lord's saving deeds. Finally, at 1 Sam 
30:24, LXX's text has David emphasize the importance of the 
two hundred men who stayed behind by the brook of Beser. 
Outside of these three categories in which similar 
kinds of additions are found in both the "haplogenic" and the 
"non-haplogenic" forms of the pluses, two other significant 
260 As we saw in the discussion of this verse, the "haplo-
genic" form of the addition is not found in the actual 
Greek text but in the reconstruction proposed by Thenius 
and McCarter. 
pluses occur in 1 Sam, at 13:15 and 15:12 f. As we saw in 
the examination of the texts, 15:12 f. has a "haplogenic" 
form which would have given rise to MT's shorter text only 
in Ant. The plus registered in Creek, however, appears to 
be an insertion entended to harmonize its surroundings with 
13:7b-15a, Saul's offering of the sacrifices. The plus at 
13:15 appears likewise tobe a harmonization, where LXX's 
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text has sought to alleviate the apparent anomaly of Samuel's 
departure for Cibeath-Benjamin. Although admittedly there 
is a lesser degree of certitude here that the plus is an 
insertion and not a genuinely accidental omission, it cannot 
be denied that this type of facilitating plus has been clearly 
shown tobe typical enough of LXX's text so as to make it 
highly probable that it is an insertion here as well. 
Thus, in the overwhelming majority of cases, the 
plus that exists in the Creek text appears tobe the result 
of a deliberate insertion, even though the form of the plus 
suggests that it may have fallen out of MT through haplo-
graphy.261 If the analysis of the genuineness of MT for the 
above texts is accur-ate, and the pluses ~ later insertions, 
then the conclusion suggests itself that these insertions 
have been made in the apparent form which !!! call "haplogenic." 
That is to say that the editor who wished to expand his 
text took advantage of one word in the verse around which he 
made his insertion, and concluded the insertion with the 
same word, leaving in his wake a text which appears to have 
given rise to a textual accident in MT's shorter text, but 
which in reality is simply the result of an expansion. The 
frequency of these pluses whose originality is suspect 
indicates that we must find some way of accounting for their 
presence in the text. The hypothesis that an editor 
261 It is significant that, although in most of these cases 
the majority of commentators has accepted tte longer 
LXX reading, two of the most recent studies of Samuel 
(Stoebe and HOTTP) have opted frequently for the shorter 
MT reading. Among the modern translations, RSV and TOB 
have likewise followed MT for a majority of these cases. 
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purposely took a specific word as his point of departure, and 
ended his insertion with the same word, seems to account for 
this phenomenon. 
In two of the texts, 1 Sam 1:24 and 29:10, the form 
of MT shows that a genuine haplography could not have taken 
place. In each of these cases, an editor seems to have used 
a repetition that was already in the text (1:24 iyl iyln: 
29:10 cnn~wn, ... c~wn) in order to make his insertion. In 
the other cases, the repetition occurs only in the longer 
text of LXX. It is significant, as well, that the only case 
in which the grammar of the text of MT was significantly dis-
turbed is 2 Sam 15:20b, where LXX's plus seems clearly or-
iginal and at the same time rectifies the disturbed grammar. 
In the other cases, if the existence of the plus had not 
been known through LXX, its absence would not have been 
noticed. 
It is highly possible, therefore, that the tech-
nique employed in order to make these insertions which wit-
ness to the literary creativity of later editors was that 
of choosing a word around which the insertion was made and 
ending the insertion with that same word, thus producing an 
expansion which fitted more smoothly into the text. It is 
difficult to determine whether this may have taken place on 
the level of the LXX translation or already in its Vorlage. 
Further, it is not possible to say with absolute certainty 
that this was indeed the procedure used in these cases, but 
rather that this explanation appears to fit the circumstances 
in those cases where it seems certain that LXX witnesses to 
an expanded text. 
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2.2 "Haplogenic" pluses in MT 
These pluses are "haplogenic" in form in MT, so that 
their absence from LXX suggests an error in the Greek text 
due to homeoteleuton or homeoarcton. 
1 Sam 2:31 f. 
MT: n,,nD 1')M n,) yir-nM, 1yir-nM ,ny,l1 C'M) c,n, nln 31 
-M~l ~Miw,-nM ),u,,-,wM ~)) 11yn iY nu)n1 321n,)) 1?T 
c,n,n-~) ,n,)) 1?T n,n, 
Lxx8: 31 Löou nµEpaL EPXOV,aL MQL €~0A€6p€UOW ,o OnEpµa oou 
KQL ,o OnEpµa OLMOU na,po~ oou. 32KaL OUK EO,aL oou 
npEoßu,n~ Ev OLKw µou naoa~ ,a~ nµEpa~. 
LXXAnt: 31xaL LÖOU nµEpaL EPXOV,aL MCH €~0A€6p€UOW ,o onEpµa 
oou XQL ,o OnEpµa ,ou OLXOU ,ou na,po~ oou. 32KaL 
ERLßAE$EL xpa,aLwµa vawv (vwwv-~; wv-o; Aawv-c2 ; 
µawv-e2) EV RQOLV OL~ aya6UVEL ,ov IopanA MaL OUK 
EO,aL ~pEoßu,n~ Ev ,w OLMW oou naoa~ ,a~ nµEpa~ 
[+KaL oux €O,aL OOL RPEOßu,n~ €V ,w OLXW µou uaoa~ 
,a~ nµEpa~ 1] . 
LXXAcx: 31 Löou nµEpaL EPXOV,aL MQL E~OA€6p€UOW ,o OREpµa oou 
xaL ,o OnEpµa OLXOU na,po~ oou. xaL oux EO,aL oou 
upEOßu,n~ EK OLXW µou. 32xaL €RLßAE$€L xpa,aLwµa 
(+ µouwv- A) €V Ua<HV OL~ aya6UVEL ,ov IopanA xaL OUK 
eo,aL npEoßu,n~ Ev (+ ,w-A) OLMW oou naoa~ ,a~ nµEpa~. 
2 
4QSama: LnMl n,r nM ,] nyu, c,~5 c;,; r, nln 
[ c,D,n] ~,) ,n,)) 1?T ,~ n,n, 
] 
[M1~1 1')M n,) yir] 
In the middle of the prophecy against Eli's house, 
MT contains a large plus(~)) 11yn iY nu)n1 ,n,)) )?T n1,nD 
~Miw,-nM ),u,,-,wM), reproduced in Ant and Ac x but lacking 
in cod Band 4QSama. Thenius maintained that the plus ac-
cidentally fell out of the Greek through the similarity 
Lagarde does not include this clause in his edition, but 
it is present in the mss b o c 2 e2 • 
2 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 59. 
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between ,n,~~ 1?T n,,nn and ,n,~~ 1?T n,n,-N~,. although 
one factor speaking against such an explanation is that if 
such an accident had occurred, it would ordinarily be the 
material preceding the second member of the repetition which 
would fall out. Here, however, the Greek xaL oux EO~aL 
appears to translate n,n,-N~, rather than n,,nn. In no other 
occurrence of n,,nn (Ex 9:28; 12:4; Lev. 26:13; 1 Sam 15:26; 
1 Kgs 2:27; Jer 31 :36; 33:21.24; Ruth 1:12; Dan 12:1) does 
LXX use a finite form of ELVaL. 
Wellhausen devoted a long discussion to this case, 
for which he decided that in,~~ 1?T n,,nn and 1PT n,n,-N~, 
,n,~~ are variants of the same reading, which is itself a 
gloss, and that the MT plus at v.32a is tobe eliminated 
since it occurs between two glosses and since it is lacking 
in LXX. 4 The glosses of vv.31b and 32b were due, according 
to Wellhausen, to an incorrect application of v.31a ("Behold 
the days are coming when I will cut off your 'arm' and the 
'arm' of your father's house") to the death of Hophni and 
Phineas in chapter four, whereas it was originally intended 
tobe a prophecy against Eli's house which would have its 
fulfillment in the massacre of the priests of Nob (1 Sam 22: 
17-20) and the banishment of Abiathar by Solomon (1 Kgs 2:27, 
where it is expressly said that the propjecy against Eli's 
house was fulfilled}. MT v.32a presumes, still according to 
Wellhaus~n, that Eli witnesses the disaster prophesied for 
his house while v.34 (in both MT and LXX) indicates that the 
death of his sons is only the sign of the later disaster 
which, of course, Eli does not live to see. 5 He goes on to 
suggest that v.32a equals v.29a (which is itself obscure), 
and might be used to emend the latter, although he stated 
that he did not succeed in doing so. 6 
3 Followed by Klostermann, Hummelauer, Smith and Fern&ndez. 
4 Wellhausen, pp. 48-51. 
5 Driver, Nowack, Cross and McCarter have adopted Well-
hausen's position here. 
6 "Leider gelingt es mir nicht, dieses Recht practisch zu 
verwerthen, obwohl es klar ist, dass der MT v.29 ver-
besserungsbedÜrftig ist" (Wellhausen, p. 49). 
The majority of commentators and all modern trans-
lations have preserved the longer MT reading here, in spite 
of the obscurity of v.32a. 7 
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H. Seebass has proposed a rather thoroughgoing emen-
dation of the text, but still basically follows the longer MT 
form. For vv.31 f. he reads: ,,vn ,~ nu~n, ,n,~~ i?T n,,nn 
1'l'Y nN n,?~? o,nn ?~ ,n,~~ n?T n,n, N?l ,v,,p ?N onNun iwN ?~ 
n,,~N N? w,N, 1Y1Dl nN ~,,N?l~ 8 · This emendation is based, on 
the one hand, on an observation by Press9 that the parallel 
to 2:27 ff. is 3:13, as in both places the culpability is that 
of Eli's sons whereas in 2:13-16 Eli himself appears tobe 
guilty of misconduct with the sacrifices. This guilt of Eli's 
is found in 2:27-31.33 as well, which indicates that 3:12-14 
is a secondary development based on the tendency in 2:27 ff. 
to exculpate Eli by placing the blame on his sons. On the 
other hand, this emendation is based on a .number of cor-
ruptions and accidents which supposedly took place within the 
text. It is difficult to believe, however, that Seebass' 
text could have come about by the circuitous route which he 
suggests. For example, for MT's ?Niw,-nN ~,u,,-,wN ?~~ as a 
corruption of an original ,v,,p ?N onNun iwN ?~, he is forced 
to posit a dittography and letter confusion at ?~ which pro-
duced ?~~. a mistakenly placed beth plus heth misread as 
double, yod, plus a ~ misread as ~ resul ting in nN ~, u,, 
from onMun. Then, after this corruption had taken place, ?N 
was relocated because of the erroneous nN, ~ fell out-
through haplography, and the remaining ,v,, became ,w, through 
a reversal of letters and an erroneous resh for daleth, to 
change ,w,p ?N into ?Niw, nN! 10 
7 Keil, Erdmann, Thenius, Klostermann, Hummelauer, Graetz, 
Smith, Budde, Dhorme, Fernandez, Ehrlich, Kittel, Schulz, 
Stoebe, Hertzberg, RSV, NEB, NAB, BJ, Osty, TOB, EÜ, 
HOTTP, BHS. 
8 H. Seebass, "Zum Text von 1 Sam XIV, 23B-25A und II, 29, 
31-33," VT 16 (1956) 76-82. 
9 R. Press, "Der Prophet Samuel," ZAW 56 (1938), pp. 179 f. 
10 Seebass, "Zum Text .•• ," p. 77. 
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The absence of the plus, however, is not the only 
variant between MT and LXX (and 4Q). The entire Greek tradi-
tion has understood Y1T as YJJ (onEpµa), while the MT as read 
y~,y - "arm, strength" - here. · Further, xaL oux €01:aL oou 11 
npEoßu,:~~ Ev oLxw µou (which agrees with 4Q 1PT ,, n,n, [Ni,,] 
,n,JJ) is at variance with MT ,n,JJ 1PT ,n,n-N,,. As the 
prophecy stands in MT, it is a condemnation of Eli's house 
(1n,JJ), while in LXX and 4Q it states that Eli's descendants 
will no longer be in the Lord's house (,n,JJ). These variants, 
coupled with the repetition of ,n,JJ 1PT ninD and 1PT n,n,-N;, 
1n,JJ in MT, suggest two possible explanations for the dif-
ferent forms. At one time there may have been two separate 
traditions, one witnessed by MT vv.31b-32a which placed the 
emphasis on the prophecy against Eli and his sons and which 
found its fulfillment in the death of Hophni and Phineas. The 
other, witnessed by LXX and 4Q, placed the emphasis on the 
extinction of the priesthood in Eli's family. This would 
account for the Lord's word that Eli's descendants would no 
longer be in his house, and would have found its fulfillment 
in the massacre of the priests of Nob andin Abiathar•s ba-
nishment by Solomon. LXX and 4Q carried only the second of 
these, while proto-MT the first. Then at some time, MT in-
corporated the second into its text, although because of the 
similarity of the two, ,, was dropped from the text and ,n,JJ 
became modified to ,n,JJ because of the similar form in v.31. 
Another possibility is that the original prophecy 
was that of MT, specifically against Eli and the continuation 
of his descendants, but then, in order to join this passage 
to the passage of the priesthood from Eli's house, it was 
modified to the LXX form. 
The second of these seems more probable since with 
it the original prophecy would have been addressed against 
Eli and his sons specifically. Because of the juxtaposition 
of the Elide downfall with young Samuel's growth in stature 
within the entire section 2:12-36, it is hard to avoid the 
11 Sie in all mss, although it is probably an early cor-
ruption of ooL. 
conclusion that, at least at one time in the narrative, the 
"faithful priest" of v.35 was intended to mean Samue1. 12 
The fact that the LXX and 4Q form shifts the emphasis away 
from the punishment of Eli's house through the death of 
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Hophni and Phineas to the extinction of the Elide priesthood 13 
with the concomitant rise of Zadok's star may be the indi-
cation that a later harmonization was worked into the text. 
It is, moreover, more natural to expect that a text should 
fit in to its own immediate context rather than t.hat it should 
agree with some later material. Since a prophecy against 
Eli's house was already in the text here, it could easily 
have been modified in order to embrace the later historical 
events which included the slaughter of the priests at Nob 
and Abiathar's banishment. 
The rest of the MT plus, -i~N ,~~ 11yn ,~ no~n, 
7Ni~,-nN ~,u,,, is admittedly obscure, and the ancient ver-
sions witness to a variety of translations here: Et attendit 
fideliter manens in omnibus quibus benefacit Israel (OLv); 
Et videbis aemulum tuum in templo in universis prosperis Is-
rahel (Vg); )((lL e:uß>..e:q,11 o:vnl;:11>..ov X0:1"0Ll-!ll1"'1PLOU ... (A'); 
XO:L oq,e:L 8>..Lq>L\/ X0:1"0LX'10E:W~ e:v R0:\/1:L w e:ue:p1e:1:11e11oe:1:o:L Iopo:11>.. 
(E'); XO:L E:ELß>..e:q,11 XP0:1"0:LWµO: Mo:wv e:v RO:OL\/ OL~ o:ro:Buve:L 1"0\/ 
Iopo:11>.. (9') 14 ; "And you will contemplate and will look on the 
distress which will be on the man of your house because of 
the sins which you have sinned against mein my sanctuaryr 
(Tg); "and [there will be no one] who can hold a scepter in 
your dwelling nor anyone benevolent in Israel" (Syr). 
The thorny 11yn ,~ in v.32, along with 11yn ,n,,~ 
of v.29, have been the object of a number of suggested 
12 Cf. Hertzberg, pp. 44 f. 
13 Note also, in 1 Sam 2:33, the LXX variant ,ou~ o~eo:>..µou~ 
o:u,..9..!:!. •.• ,riv q,uxriv o:u,ou for MT , , ) , y ••• ,~!l L 
14 For the texts of Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, cf. 
Field, Origenis Hexaplorum Quae Supersunt, I., p. 492. 
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corrections, 15 although nothing entirely satisfactory has yet 
been proposed and, as we saw, Wellhausen admitted failure in 
making sense out of the phrase. 
If the meaning of the verse is not clear, however, 
it is risky to eliminate it simply for that reason. Since 
it appears tobe addressed to Eli, it might, however, have 
been expunged from the text by a later editor who wished to 
shift the emphasis away from Eli. If so, because of the re-
petition of the other two almost identical phrases, it could 
have been removed without leaving a scar. As it stands, MT 
is the lectio difficilior, which, along with the fact that 
the text seems to have originally referred to Eli directly 
and not to the later Elide priesthood, is a sign that it is 
the most original reading here. 
1 Sam 4:9 
MT: o~; ,,~, ,wM~ o,,~y; ,,~yn 19 o,nw;g O'WlM; ,,n, ,ptnnn 
onnn;ll O'WlM; on,,n, 
Lxx8 : xpataLOU08E xaL YLVE08E EL~ av6pa~ xaL nOAEµnoatE 
autou~. 
LxxAnt: xpataLOU00E xaL YLVE00E EL~ avöpa~, QAAO~UAOL, onw~ 
µn ÖOUAEUOntE tOL~ EßpaLOL~ xae·w~ EÖOUAEUOav uµrv, 
XaL EOE08E EL~ avöpa~, xaL ROAEµnoatE autou~. 
The absence of the central part of this verse from 
cod B (along with mss v y a2 ) seems clearly tobe the result 
of an accident due to homeoteleuton here, a scribe's eye 
having passed from EL~ av6pa~ 1° to 2°, or from O'WlM; if it 
occurred already in LXX's Vorlage. Most commentators take no 
note of the absence in cod B, while Thenius, Peters, Dhorme, 16 
15 For pyn u in v.32: PlYl u (Houbigant); py n,,y 
(Thenius); PYl'.ll ,Y,l'.l (Klostermann, Smith); j7lYl'.ll ,Y 
(Graetz); PlYl'.l ,y (Budde, Dhorme); py u (Schulz); 
1'Y n,Y (Cross); "with envious eye" (RSV); "a disappointed 
rival" (NAB)· "en ennemi jaloux" (BJ1); "l c6td de la 
Demeure" (BJ~); "l'angoisse l demeure" (Dhorme 1956, 
Barthdlemy, CTAT); "un rival dans la Demeure" (TOB); 
"Voll Neid" (EÜ). 
16 Dhorme, however, attributed the haplography to a passage 
from o,nw;n to cnnn;l without explaining why no trace 
of o,nw;n persisted in cod B (p. 48). 
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Schulz and McCarter are in agreement on the textual accident 
in B. McCarter notes that the longer text of MT is found in 
4QSama as well. 17 
The Greek text appears to have completed the thought 
of the Hebrew by adding au,ou~ to noAeµnoa.e, while the 
majority of Greek mss have corrected their text according to 
MT as far as the plus is concerned. 
It is possible that the missing words were pur-
posely suppressed since they refer to the Hebrews' enslave-
ment to the Philistines, the recollection of which might have 
been offensive to Israelite ears. If this were the case, 
then an editor would have profited from the repetition of 
€L~ avöpa~ to make his excision without leaving a scar in 
the text. There is, however, no way of proving such an 
eventuality, and the material possibility of the accident 
through homeoteleuton makes it most probable that cod B, or 
the Vorlage of LXX has suffered a textual accident here. 
1 Sam 6:4 
MT: nwnn o,nw~n 'l10 ,non 11DM'1 1~ ~'Wl 1WM cwMn no 1DM'1 
c~'l107l 07~7 nnM nnlo-,, ~nr ,,~~, nwon, ~nT ,7ny 
LXX8 : xaL AeyouoLv TL ,o ,n~ ßaoavou anoöwooµev au,n; xaL 
€Lnav Ka,"apL6µov ,wv oa,panwv ,wv aAAO~UAWV nev,e 
eöpa~ xpuoa~, o,L n,aLoµa ev uµLv xaL ,oL~ apxouoLv 
uµwv ev ,w Aaw. 
LXXAnt: xaL AeyouoLv TL ,o unep ,n~ ßaoavou o anoöwooµEv 
au,n; xaL €LROV au,OL~ EX€LVOL Ka,a apL6µov ,wv 
oa,panELwv ,wv aAAo~uAwv noLnoa,e nev,e eöpa~ xpuoa~ 
oµoLwµa ,wv eöpwv uµwv, o,L n,aLoµa ev uµLv xaL ,oL~ 
apxouoLv uµwv xaL ev ,w Aaw. 
In MT here, there is a short plus which states that 
five golden mice, along with the five golden tumors, were 
part of the guilt offering tobe presented to Yahweh by the 
Philistines for the plague visited upon them. This plus is 
17 McCarter, p. 104. Ulrich does not treat this verse in 
QTSJ. 
18 Ulrich, QTSJ, p. 63. 
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lacking in cod B (here OG), 19 and apparently in 4QSama as 
well. Anthere has, in its place, a different reading al-
together: oµoLwµa ,wv eopwv uµwv. Although the plus is small, 
only three words, that could have accidentally fallen out of 
LXX or its Vorlage because of homeoteleuton at ~nT, most 
commentators discuss it in conjunction with the other va-
riants between MT and LXX surrounding the tumors and mice 
in chapters five and six. 
Houbigant, basing his reasoning on the mention of 
the golden mice "according to the number of all the cities 
of the Philistines belonging to the five lords" (6:18), would 
add, after ~nT ,,~~Y n~nn1, o,n~7g ,,y 7~ igon ~nt ,,~~Yl 
D~'l,D7, 2C but has not been followed in this suggestion. 
Thenius, while recognizing the plus in LXX 5:3 (see below) 
as a misplaced addition from 5:6, accepts LXX 5:6 as original, 
but would make no change in MT 5:9 or 6:4. 21 Wellhausen 
did not depart from MT for any of these verses under question, 
but suggested that the mice were simply symbols of the pest-
ilence and the misunderstanding of this symbolism led to 
the confusion in the text. 22 Smith criticized this line of 
argumentation, however. "There seems tobe no Hebrew analogy 
to strengthen this supposition, and it seems pretty certain 
that if the earliest author of this account had known of the 
assumed symbolism he would have indicated it in some way." 23 
Smith himself would eliminate all the references to mice, 
19 The plus is present, however, in mss AN c de h p q t 
V X Z <236> 
20 Houbigant, p. 292. He would also add, in 5:6, the LXX 
plus describing the presence of mice: "Nam credi vix 
potest, sacrum scriptorem qui non tacuit de ano Philis-
torum vulnerato, de muribus quos terra ebulliebat tac-
uisse" (p. 291). 
21 Thenius2 , pp. 22-25. 
22 Wellhausen here cites Hitzig, Urgeschichte der Philister, 
p. 201. 
23 Smith, p. 43. 
wherever they occur in these two chapters, 24 and takes 
Budde to task for admitting the mice in 6:1 but eliminating 
them in 6:4. Budde based his decision on the hypothesis of 
two sources, one which held the tumors and the other the 
mice, as the guilt offering. 25 
Schulz concluded that originally there was one 
plague (the tumors) and one offering (the golden mice). At 
a later time, when the relation between the mice and the 
plague was niisunderstood, the "tumor offering" was intro-
duced into the text. Then, since the golden mice were no 
longer directly connected to the tumor plague, a "mouse 
plague" was introduced to correspond to the tumors. 26 
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McCarter, rejecting Wellhausen's solution of 
considering the golden mice as symbols of the plague, accepts 
the LXX reference to the plague of mice in 5:6 as original, 27 
and rejects the five golden mice of 6:4 on the grounds that 
they contradict v.18. 28 In the modern translations we find 
a variety of options. NEB and NAB include the plus of 5:6 
but otherwise follow MT. BJ 1 reads as MT except for 6:4, 
where it translated. "cinq tumeurs d'or et des images de 
vos rats" (following LXX8 more or less for vv.4-5 but 
changing the order of the sentences). RSV, Dhorme (1956), 
Osty, BJ3 , TOB and EÜ follow MT. 
24 Smith concluded that "the mice, wherever they appear, 
are the result of late redactional insertion" (p. 41), 
but is precisely the fact that they appear tobe con-
tradictory to the rest of the narrative that argues 
against their later insertion. 
25 Budde, KHAT, p. 40. 
26 Schulz, p. 100. This opinion is followed by the most 
recent studies on the question. F. Schicklberger, Die 
Ladeerzählung des Ersten Samuel-Buches (Würzburg, 1ffl), 
p. 115; J.B. Geyer, "Mice and Rites in 1 Samuel v-vi," 
VT 31 (1981), pp. 293-304. 
27 McCarter, p. 119. He rejects, however, the mention of 
the mice in 6:1. 
28 McCarter, p. 129. 
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As more than one author has complained, it is 
probably impossible to unravel the textual problems surround-
the tumors and mice in these two chapters. 29 All the authors 
referred to above have, in one way or another, alluded to the 
fact that the difficulties and variations in the texts lay 
already in the literary history of these passages, and the 
textual problems encountered in the various witnesses seem 
tobe, at least partially, a reflection of this confusion. 
We have three basic witnesses at our disposal, MT, LXX8 
and LxxAnt, and we must see how each treats the tumors and 
mice before attempting to determine the genuineness of the 
five golden mice of 6:4: 
5:3 MT: 'l9~ n~,N ,,lg~ ~gl 1lli nlni n,nnn o,,,,wN ,a~w,, 
,n,pn~ inN ljW'l 1ll,-nN ,np,, n,n, 1l1N 
LXX: xaL wp8pLoav OL Atw,LOL XQL €L01'1A80V €L~ OLXOV ßaywv 
(+ ,ri €1taupLov-Ant), xaL €LÖOV xaL Löou ßaywv 1t€1t-
,wxw~ €1tL 1tpoaw1tov au,ou (+ €1tL ,riv rriv-Ant) €VW1tLov 
XLßw,ou ,ou 8Eou· xaL l'lYELpav ,ov ßaywv xaL xa,Ea,ri-
aav €L~ ,ov ,OltOV au,ou. XQL Eßapuveri XELP KupLOU 
€1tL ,ou~ Atw,LOU~ XQL EßaaavLO€V au,ou~, XQL €1ta-
,at€V au,ou~ EL~ ,a~ Eöpa~ au,wv, ,riv Atw,ov xaL ,a 
opLa au,ri~ (xaL Eßapuveri ... au,ri~ >Ant). 
5:6 MT: c,~gyj onN ,,, onw,, o,,,,wNn-~N ~,n,-,, ,j~n, 
n,~,jl-nNl ,,,wN-nN 
xaL Eßapuveri XELP KupLOU €1tL Atw,ov xaL €1t1'1YQY€V 
au,oL~, xaL EtECEOEv au,oi~ EL~ ,a~ vau~, xaL µEaov 
•1'1~ xwpa~ au,ri~ avE~uriaav µuE~· xaL EYEVE,o auyxuaL~ 
eava,ov µEyalri €V ,ri 1tOA€L. 
LxxAnt: xaL Eßapuveri ri XELP KupLou EltL Atw,ov 11.ai: EßaaavLCEv 
,ou~ Atw,Lou~ xaL €1ta,atEv au,ou~ EL~ ,a~ Eöpa~ 
au,wv, ,riv Atw,ov xaL ,o opLov autri~- xaL E1t1'1YayEv 
au,oL~ µua~, xaL EtEßpaaav EL~ ,a~ vau~ au,wv, xaL 
EL~ µEaov •l'l~ xwpa~ au,wv avE~uriaav µuE~. xaL EYEV-
€,o auyxuaL~ eava,ou µEyalri €V ,ri 1tOA€L. 
5:9 MT: iNn n~,,l nn,nn ,,yj n,n,-,, ,nn, inN ljDn ,,nN ,n,, 
o,~gy on~ ,,nw,, ~,,l-1Yl 1upn ,,,n 'WlN-nN ,~, 
29 Cf. Schicklberger, Die Ladeerzählung, p. 112; McCarter, 
p. 119. 
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LXX8 : XQL EyEvnen µ€,a ,o µE,€l9€LV au,nv XQL YLV€,QL XELP 
KupLou ,n nolEL, ,apaxo; µEya; a,oöpa· xaL Ena,atEv 
,ou; avöpa; ,n; nolEw; ano µLxpou Ew; µEyalou, xaL 
Ena,atEv au,ou; EL; ,a; Eöpa; au,wv. xaL ERoLnoav 
€QU,OL; OL rE99aLOL €Öpa;. 
LXXAnt: XOL €Y€V€,O €V ,w µ€,€l9€LV ,nv XLßw,ov npo~ ,ou; 
rE98aLou;, XQL YLV€,QL XELP KupLo; €V ,n nol€L €V 
nlnan µEyaln a,oöpa xaL Ena,atEv ,ou; avöpa; ,n; 
nolEw; ano µLxpou Ew; µEyalou EL; ,a; Eöpa;. xaL 
ERoLnoav OL rE89aLOL Eöpa; xpuoa;, xaL EtEßpaoav 
Ev au,oL; µuE~. 
6:1 MT: 
xaL nv n xLßw,o; EV aypw ,wv allo,ulwv En,a µnva; 
xaL E~E~EOEv n rn au,wv µua;. 
LXXAnt: xaL nv n xLßw,o; ,ou 9Eou Ev ,w aypw ,wv allo,ulwv 
µnva; En,a. xaL EtEßpaoEv n rn au,wv µua;. 
6:4 (see above) 
6:5 MT: 
LXX: 
viMn-nM on,nwnn o~,,J~Y ,n;~, o~,;ny ,n;~ on,~y, 
o~,;yn ,,,-nM ;p, ,;,M ,,J~ ;Miw, ,n;M; onnll 
o~~,M ;yn, o~,n;M ;yn, 
xaLµu; xpuoou; (B; xaL REV,€ µua; xpuoou~ noLnoa,E-
Ant) oµoLwµa ,wv µuwv uµwv ,wv ÖLa,6€Lpov,wv ,nv rnv. 
xaL öwoE,E ,w KupLw (+ 6Ew Iopanl-Ant) öo~av, onw; 
xou,Lon ,nv XELpa au,ou a,'uµwv xaL ano ,wv 6Ewv uµwv 
xaL ano ,n; rn~ uµwv. 
XQL µu~ OL XPUOOL 
From these texts indicated above, we may note the 
following, leaving aside minor variants among them. 
1. The plus in LXX 5:3, a considerable part of which 
is identical to 5:6, is absent in Greek only from Ant, but 
the vocabulary used there bears a closer resemblance to Ant's 
translation of 5:6 (EßaoavLOEv; ,nv A~w,ov xaL ,a opLa 
au,n~) than to that of cod B for 5:6. In Ant 5:6 EßaoavLoEv 
appears tobe Ant's translation for onw,,. This Greek verb 
is used elsewhere only in Wis, 2 Macc, 4 Macc, and at 
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Sir 4:17. In none of these places does it have a Hebrew 
base. 30 
2. In 5:6, the plus in LXX, which describes the 
overrunning of the countryside with mice, as well as the 
"confusion of death" in the city (cf. 5:11 MT), is nearly 
identical in cod Band Ant, whereas in the first part of the 
verse, which is shared with MT, Ant seems to have tried to 
reconcile the Greek text with MT, giving first a literal 
translation, then the text of cod B with minor variations 
(adds µua~; reads E(EßpaaEv for E(EtEaEv; modifies autOL~ to 
autwv). Note that, while the plus of v.3 (in cod B came 
from v.6 and the plus at the end of v.6 came from v.11, the 
additional plus in v.6 LXX, xaL µEaov •~~ xwpa~ aut~~ avE-
~u~aav µuE~; is the only part of this verse which does not 
correspond to a Hebrew text from somewhere in the surrounding 
verses. 
3. For MT 5:9 c,;~y cn; ,,nw,,, LXX seems to have 
guessed at this hapax verb with its translation of Enata(Ev 
(it has, in fact, simply reproduced a clause from 5:6). Per-
haps equally puzzled by the hapax, Anthere has dropped 
cn; tinw,,, but maintained OG's EL~ ta~ E5pa~. Note that 
nn1nn here is rendered as tapaxo~ in cod Band EV RA~Y~ in 
Ant, whereas both versions have aurxuaL~ in 5:11. The Greek 
text of 5:9 contains a plus, "And the Gathites made tumors 
for themselves," to which Ant adds "golden" tumors plus "and 
the mice pullulated among them," again using its preferred 
verb Exß·patw (cf. 5:6; 6:1). 
4. In 6:1, LXX has translated according to MT, but 
then contains, in all Greek texts, the plus which says that 
"the land broke out with mice". The plus is absent from 
4QSama. 31 Note that Exßpatw in Ant corresponds to ExtEw in 
30 BaaavLtELv appears elsewhere in Theodotion at 1 Sam 
15:33, where LXX reads Eo~a(Ev for MT qcw,,. Symmachus 
used ßaaavLa8~aEtaL for u~;, in Prv 10:8 (Field, II, 
p. 329). 
31 McCarter, p. 128. 
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cod B here just as ~n 5:6. In 5:6, the verb corresponds to 
,,, and refers to the outbreak of tumors. 32 
5. In 6:4, as noted above, LXX and 4QSama stand 
together in omitting )nT ,,)~Y nwnn,. 33 Ant however has 
added KOL~oa1e before the five golden tumors and then oµoLwµa 
1WV eöpwv uµwv. In 6:5, it reads KEV1E µua~ XPUOOU~ KOL~OQTE 
oµoLwµa 1wv µuwv, in an apparent effort, in these two verses, 
to harmonize the MT reading with what it found in OG. Note 
that cod B for 6:5 reads xaL µu~ xpuaou~ oµoLwµa 1wv µuwv 
uµwv, perhaps purposely leaving vague the number of mice in 
the light of 6:18. Note further that for 6:5a, 4QSama seems 
to agree with MT for o~,~~Y ,n~~ on,~y,. but is without the 
personal suffix (against MT and LXX) in the second member 
here: o,,)~Y ,n~~. 34 
Is it possible, amid the confusion of the texts 
here, to speak of a "net result" of these variants? From 
the five observations above, it is clear that the majority 
of pluses in the Greek texts correspond to material found in 
MT, although sometimes it appears in a different place in 
the Creek. This is perhaps not sufficiently emphasized by 
those who suggest a separate tradition to account for the 
pluses in Creek. If these pluses are eliminated, the only 
genuine pluses of cod B concern the onslaught of mice at 
5:6 and 6:1 (to this Ant has added another mention of mice 
at 5:9). It is highly significant that the preponderance 
of Greek verbs employed in these pluses has no Hebrew 
correspondance elsewhere, and a Hebrew Vorlage is, therefore, 
32 Extew "to boil over, break out", has n~l at its base 
only in 1 Sam 5:6. Exßpatw, "to cast ashore; to throw 
off humors; pullulate", is used once to translate n,) 
hiphil (Neh 13:28), and appears elsewhere only at 2 Macc 
l: 12; 5: 8 [A] • 
33 Josephus, however, seems to have known of the five 
golden mice here: "aAAa KEVTE µev avöpLav1a~ ••. xpuoou~ .•. 
TOOOUTOU~ ÖE TOV apL8µov µua~ apuoou~ ..• " Ant. VI,10 
34 McCarter, p. 129. 
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suspect. The agreement between MT and 4QSama at 6:1 favors 
the same conclusion. The only minus registered in the Greek 
texts in these two chapters is the absence of the five golden 
mice at 6:4, although in 6:5 the Greek retained the golden 
mice, and Ant even added the number five. Thus the pluses 
and minuses of the Greek, vis-l-vis MT, concern precisely 
that material which in MT seems tobe vague or confused, 
namely the abrupt mention of the golden mouse images in 6:4 
which occurs without the previous mention of a mouse plague, 
and the fact t~at there were five golden mice, which seems 
to contradict 6:18. It would seem, therefore, that the 
variations in the Greek text have as their express purpose 
the "correction" of these two difficulties. This would seem 
to indicate that the modificaticns were made with precisely 
the MT form of the text in mind. Ant then they seem to have 
extended th• work of harmonization begun in OG but, at the 
same time, tried to bring its text closer to MT. If the 
agreement between MT and 4QSama at 6:1.5 points to the OG 
itself as the level at which most of the modifications were 
made, the absence of the five golden mice in 6:4 in 4QSama 
may indicate that a Hebrew form of this text also existed 
which attempted at least to eliminate the contradiction 
between 6:4 and 6:18. At any rate, the bumpier, seemingly 
less coordinated text of MT would appear tobe another point 
in favor of its originality. It is hardly likely that a 
contradiction would have been added to the text. 
This explanation does not, of course, clarify the 
significance of the golden mice or tumors, but it shows 
that, at least to a certain extent, the variations in Greek 
are explicable through editorial activity on the part of 
the Greek translator. The omission of the small phrase in 
6:4 LXX which speaks of the five golden mice may have been 
a simple oversight in LXX due to homeoteleuton, but the fact 
that it coincidentally facilitates the text makes it highly 
suspect. The evidence of a rather intense amount of liter-
ary activity on the part of the Greek translators, shown by 
the pluses in 5:3.6 and 6:1, plus the modifications at 5:9; 
6:5.18, makes it even more plausible to conclude that the 
text was modified at 6:4 as well. 
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For this case, therefore, we accept the langer MT 
form of 6:4 as the more original, with its mention of the 
five golden mice, and LXX's shorter text as evidence of 
later editorial activity designed to remove the contradiction 
with MT's more primitive text included. 
1 Sam 19:15 
MT: 
LXXB: 
LXXAnt: XaL aREO,ELAEV raoUA ayyEAOU~ LÖELV ,ov 6aUELÖ 
AEYWV .•• 
In 1 Sam 19:15a, Saul sends out messengers a third 
time to David, to bring him tobe killed. The text of cod B 
is slightly shorter than MT and Ant since it does not con-
tain n1M1; D'~M;nn-nM ;1Mw. Vg, Tg and Syr here all follow 
MT. The fragmentary text of 4QSamb contains only 1DM; ,1[ 
1;yn but considering the spacing in the manuscript, Cross 
maintains that n1M,; D'~M;nn-nM was necessarily present in 
this Qumran text.35 
Many commentators take no note of this variant, 36 
but of those who do, Nowack and Smith alone maintain a MT 
corruption here, suggesting that an original,,, n,~; n;w,1 
be react. 37 Smith justified his reading noting that "if the 
messengers had once seen David ••. , it was superfluous to 
send them to see him again.« 38 It should be noted, however, 
that the text of vv.11-14 does not say that the messengers 
ever actually saw David. In fact, to the contrary, they are 
sent in v.11 "to watch him", 1,n~;, but since he escapes 
35 Cross, "The Oldest Manuscripts at Qumran," JBL 74 (1955), 
p. 167. 
36 Keil, Erdmann, Hummelauer, Graetz, Thenius, Wellhausen 
Klostermann, Driver, Peters, Schulz, Ehrlich, Kittel. 
37 Nowack, p. 100; Smith, p. 180. 
38 Smith, p. 180. 
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from the window in v.12, they could not have seen him. When 
they are sent a second time, in v.14, and Micha1 39 tells them, 
"He is sick", the impression given is that they do not get to 
see him this time either. There seems tobe a definite pro-
gression in the narrative which expresses Saul's growing 
exasperation, either at the ineptitude of the messengers or 
at David's wiliness. In v.11 he tells them "to watch him and 
kill him in the morning"; in v.14 he tells them "to take him"; 
and finally the exasperated Saul tells them in v.15 "to see 
him" and to bring David so that he himself can kill him. 
Thus, the n,N,; of v.15 is far from superfluous, but rather 
necessary to the drama of the story. 
Dhorme suggested a haplography in the LXX text which 
would have transformed ,,1-nN n,N,; into ,,,,, 40 but this, 
besides being unnecessarily complicated ("Le , de,,,; consi-
dere comme, et le double nN qui suit tombant par suite du 
passage du,; l ,,1."), does not account for the absence of 
the messengers from LXXB. A much simpler and more convincing 
explanation is the lass of n1N,; o,~N,~n-nN due to homeo-
arcton from o,l~;~n-nN to ,,i-nN. 41 It would seem, therefore, 
that the haplography took place already in the Vorlage of 
LXX, as the Greek form of the text does not lend itself to 
such an explanation. 
Confirmation of the original presence of the mes-
sengers in this verse is found in ,,,n in v.15b (ayayEtE in 
LXX). The plural form here ensures that mention of the 
messengers must have been made earlier on in the verse. 
LXX here, therefore, contains an apparently ac-
cidental omission due to homeoarcton, while MT witnesses to 
the more original form of the verse. 
39 Reading ,~Nn, with MT and Ant, and not AEYOUOLV (B rell). 
40 Dhorme, p. 174. 
41 Cross; McCarter; Barthelemy, "La qualite ... ," p. 7. 
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1 Sam 20:34 
MT: 'l0n 0,nn-c,,) 7~M-M7l qM-,,n) 1n70n DYD 1nllnl DP'l 
l')M lD7~n ,~ 1l1-7M )YYl ,~ cn7 
LXXB: xaL aveunönaev Iwv~eav auo ,n~ ,paue~n~ ev oprn euµou, 
xaL oux e~ayev ev ,n öeu,epa ,ou µnvo~ ap,ov, o,L 
auve,eAeaev eu'au,ov o ua,np au,ou. 
LxxAnt: xaL aveunönaev Iwvaeav auo ,n~ ,paue~n~ ev oprn euµou, 
xaL oux e~ayev ap,ov ev ,n öeu,epa nµepa ,ou µnvo~, 
O,L e8pauaen €UL ,ov AaU€LÖ, O,L eßOUA€UOa,o O ua,np 
au,ou auve,eAeOaL au,ov. 
The plus here, absent only from cod B, tells of 
Jonathan's grieving for David after Saul has resolved that he 
should die. Cod B, which does not contain 111-7M ~YYl ,~, 
reads simply o,L auve,eAeaev en'au,ov o ua,np au,ou, which 
has led to the suggestion that lD7~n be amended to n7~ 
l'7Y,and that David be the object of Saul's resolve here. 
Others have suggested omitting the plus, along with cod B, 
but retaining lD7~n as in MT. 43 Thus, there are two questions 
here: is the longer MT or the shorter cod B text more 
original, and to whom does the waw of lD7~n refer? 
Concerning the first question, it must be noted 
that the shorter text is witnessed to in cod B alone. 0,L 
e8pauaen euL ,ov AaueLö, as in MT, is found in every other 
Greek ms. That it is necessary to the meaning, and not 
simply an addition, seems clear from the fact that, in LXX's 
understanding, the final clause of the verse, o,L auve,eAeaev 
en'au,ov o ua,np au,ou, can refer only to David. It is no-
where question, even in the midst of the insults showered 
upon Jonathan by Saul, that Saul intends to do away with his 
son and therefore, the Greek text requires the presence of 
this clause missing from cod B. 44 That it fell out of cod B 
by accident through homeoarcton at ,~. o,L, is highly pro-
bable. 
42 Thenius, Wellhausen, Dhorme, Graetz. 
43 Smith, Budde, Peters, Hertzberg (who calls the plus a 
marginal note), McCarter, BJ1. 
44 Ant seems to have tried to attenuate OG by introducing 
eßouAeuaa,o into the clause. 
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Whether LXX has correctly understood the Hebrew 
text here brings us to the second question. ruvE,EAEOEv 
can in no way be a translation of ,n,~n, which has led a 
number of commentators to correct to ,,;y n,~. No one ex-
plains, however, how such a corruption might have taken 
place, and LXX here appears to have misread or misunderstood 
the verb, perhaps under the influence of n,~ in vv.7,9 and 
especially 33 in the same chapter, where it has translated 
auv,EAELV in all three places. If the true meaning of 
,n,~n, "revile" or "humiliate", is restored here, with MT, 
it seems that one must either eliminate the preceding clause, 
as did cod B, or else twist the thrust of the story by having 
Saul humiliate David here. Another explanation is possible, 
however, for if ,n,~n refers to Jonathan, then the meaning 
of MT seems tobe that Jonathan grieved for David precisely 
because Saul had humiliated Jonathan. If Saul had gone so 
far as he did in v.30 to revile the memory of Jonathan's 
mother, this showed how deeply angered he was, and how re-
solved he was to do away with David. It was this resolve 
which manifested itself in the strong words against his own 
son that caused Jonathan to understand the depth of Saul's 
anger and, therefore, to grieve for David. LXX's trans-
lation showed that it misunderstood this reaction on Jona-
than's part, and therefore missed the import of the verb 
,n,~n. MT's langer text here makes perfect sense while cod B 
witnesses to a text that has been damaged by haplography as 
well as having misunderstood the sense of the narrative. 
1 Sam 23: 11 f. 
MT: 
LXXB: 
n,n, ,,~y ynw 1~~ ,,Nw ,,,n ,,,~ n;,yp ,;y~ 'lilo,n 11 
,,, inN,, ,,, n,n, inN,, ,,~y; Nl-,ln ,Niw, ,n,N 
,,,lo' n,n, inN,, ,,Nw-,,~ 'WlN-~N, ,nN n;,yp ,;y~ iilo,n 
11 EL aROXAEL06DOE,aL; xaL vuv EL xa,aßDOE,aL raouA 
xa6w~ DXOUOEV o ÖOUAO~ ao~; KupLE o 6EO~ IapaDA, 
anayyELAOV ,w ÖOUAW aou. 1 xaL ELREV KupLO~ ano-
XAEL06DOE,aL. 
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LXXAnt: 11 eL aROXAELa6nae,aL; XQL VUV EL xa,aßnae,aL LQOUA 
xae•w~ nxouaev o öouAo~ aou; KupLE o 6eo~ IapanA, 
anayyELAOV ,w ÖOUAW oou. XQL ELREV KupLO~ AROXAELO-
enaE,aL. 12xaL ELREv ~aueLö EL napaöwaouaLv OL ano 
-n~ KEELAQ EµE XQL ,ou~ avöpa~ µou EL~ XELpa~ raouA; 
XQL ELREV KupLO~ IlapaöwaouOLV. 
In these verses describing the questions which 
David put to the Lord through the ephod, concerning his 
safety at Keilah from the hand of Saul, many commentators 
find reasons to believe that both MT and LXX have suffered 
textual corruption. 
The opening MT phrase in v.11, n~,yp ,~y) 'l1lo,n 
,,,), which appears tobe an anticipation of MT v,12a, is 
absent from LXX. In its place is a simple question EL ano-
XAELa6nae,aL, followed by xaL vuv, which introduces the fol-
lowing sentence. Also missing from LXX (cod B) are the final 
words of v.11 and almost all of v.12, from n,n, inM'l to 
n,n, inM'l. The text of Ant has maintained OG in its en-
tirety for v.11 but also contains a literal translation for 
MT v.12. 
Thenius attempted to salvage MT v.11a by attaching 
it to the end of v.10 so as to read n~'Y? ,~y) 'lilon 1l)Y) 
,,,), 45 but this was rejected by Wellhausen on the grounds 
that "the Arabic construction for Hebrew is totally unprov-
able.1146 Wellhausen himself maintained that ,,,) ... ,lilo,n 
at the beginning of v.11 was accidentally misplaced from v.12. 
As for the Greek text, it suffered an accident through which 
the whole of v.12 was lost except for the final word, after 
which EL anoxAELa6nae,aL was inserted in its present position 
in an attempt to repair the damage. As a result it should 
be eliminated. 47 While all commentators are in agreement 
that LXX vv.11b-12 fell out through homeoarcton at n,n, inM'l, 
45 Thenius 1, p. 99. 
46 Wellhausen, p. 128 note. 
47 Wellhausen, p. 128, followed by Smith, Peters, Nowack, 
Dhorme, McCarter, Dhorme (1956), Osty, BJ. 
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not all have accepted Wellhausen's explanation for MT v.11a. 
Budde attributed the repetition to the convergence of two 
sources here, 48 but because of the fact that the question is 
repeated in exactly the same terms in v.12, it would seem 
difficult to speak definitely of a different source here. 
Cross has pointed out that, because of space considerations, 
the clause must have been absent from 4QSamb although the 
fragment shows that there was space enough for nny,, cor-
responding to LXX xaL vuv. 49 
Wellhausen's appeal to dittography seems difficult 
to sustain here, however, for two reasons: the supposed 
dittograph of v.11a anticipates the clause in v.12, and 
further, the two clauses differ sufficiently so as to rule 
out accidental copying: 
,,,~ n,,yp ,;y~ ,lilo,n 11 
,,Nw-,,~ ,wJN-nNi ,nN n,,yp ,;y~ iilo,n 12 
If one admits an accidental repetition here, with Wellhausen, 
one must at the same time credit the "distracted" scribe 
with supplying the correct personal pronouns in v.11a for the 
phrase that he supposedly anticipated. 
That the MT form of v.11 with its anticipated 
question has posed problems already early on may be seen in 
the early versions. Vg, for example, though it follows MT, 
tried to smooth out the difficulty by joining the two 
questions of v.11: "Si tradent ~ viri Ceila in~ eius 
et si descendit Saul ... ". Syr, on the other hand, omits 
David's question about Saul's descent: "Will the leaders of 
the city hand me over, and the men who are with me, to the 
hand of Saul? And the Lord said, 'They will hand you over. 
Rise and flee from the town'."5o The Babylonian Talmud saw 
in David's question a lack of proper form which necessitated 
the repetition of his first question. 51 
48 Budde, KHAT, p. 157. 
49 Cross, "The Oldest Manuscripts ... ," p. 170. 
50 The final clause of Syr, sm pwq mn qryt', seems to have 
been inspired by the beginning of v.13. 
51 "One should not put two questions at the same time; if 
one has done so only one [question] is answered." Yoma 
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These early versions and interpretations, while not 
useful for correcting the text, may nonetheless suggest how 
MT is tobe understood. Within the context of the narrative, 
David's initial question is not as out of place as it might 
appear. In 23:4 f. we are told that David, acting upon the 
Lord's instructions, went down and delivered the town of 
Keilah from the Philistines. According to vv.11aß and 12, 
he asks two questions for which he receives answers through 
the ephod. The anticipation of the question concerning the 
burghers of Keilah in v.11aa, whether or not they will hand 
him over, however, shows his real concern, and David, in his 
agitated state, blurts it out before formally putting the 
questions to the oracle for the Lord's response. 52 A further 
sign of this is that this first question in MT is not fol-
lowed by an invocation to the Lord. When he asks in v.11b if 
Saul will come down, it is followed by, 11 0 Lord God of Israel, 
I beseech you, tel1 your servant." 
Returning to the LXX form of v.11, we see that the 
initial eL aROXAeL06~aeiaL is not an exact translation of 
,Jilo,n, and may show an attempt on the part of LXX or its 
Vorlage to adjust what it perhaps considered an erroneous 
beginning to v.11. Wellhausen eliminated the two words as 
a later insertion and was followed by a number of exegetes 
and modern translations. Stoebe attributes it to a different 
recension which LXX followed. He objects to Wellhausen's 
proposal on the grounds that "an addition which obscures a 
clear text is difficult to imagine. 1153 As Klostermann 
pointed out, the Greek eL aROXAeL06~aeiaL is a reference to 
the city, mentioned in v.10. 54 Thus, in LXX, instead of 
asking whether the burghers will hand him over, as he does 
in MT, David asks if the city of Keilah will be closed off. 
73ab (trans. L. Jung) in The Babylonian Talmud. Mo'ed III, 
edited by I. Epstein (London, 1938), p. 351. 
52 Cf. Clair, La Sainte Bible avec Commentaires (Paris, 
1884), cited by Hummelauer, p. 215. 
53 Stoebe, p. 419. 
54 Klostermann, p. 101. 
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There is no trace of such a question in MT, but the solution 
to the difference may be found in the verb ilo andin the 
way LXX has handled it. 
Ordinarily, in Hebrew, ilo in niphal means "tobe 
shut up, tobe closed" (cf. 1 Sam 23:7). In hiphil, it 
usually means "to deliver up" (e.g. 1 Sam 23:20; 30:15). It 
can, however, also mean "to shut up" in hiphil, although this 
is a later meaning, and found chiefly in Lev 13. 55 The LXX 
has used a rather large variety of verbs to translate ilo. 
For its use in qal, meaning "to shut up", xlELELV (twelve 
times) and its compounds, anoxlELELV (twelve times), auy-
xlELELV eleven times), and auvanoxlELELv (twice) are the most 
common. 56 For 1lO niphal, "tobe shut up", xlELELV (thrice), 
QROXAELELV (once only, at 1 Sam 23:7), ElXAELELV and auy-
XAELELV (once each), and a~opL~ELV (twice) are used. For 
ilo hiphil, "to deliver up", napa5L5ovaL (five times plus 
twice in Sir), E~aLpELV (once), but also XAELELV (once), 
QROXAEXELV (once), OUYXAELELV (seven times), and a~OPL~ELV 
(eleven times, all in Lev 13 f.), are used. 
That 1lO, hiphil, can mean "to shut in" may be 
seen from Lev 13 f., but even when its meaning is clearly 
"to deliver up", LXX has frequently translated by xlELELV 
or one of its compounds. 57 On the other hand, LXX has cor-
rectly translated 1lO hiphil by napa5L5ovaL sufficiently 
often enough to indicate that it was aware of this meaning. 58 
In 1 Sam 23:7, jsut a few verses before our text, 
MT 1l0l is rendered as aROXAEL06~0E,aL. If 'l1lO'n of 23:11 
posed a problem for LXX or its Vorlage, because of the seem-
ing inconvenience in repeating the question, it would not 
55 Cf. BDB s. ilo. 
56 In addition to these, avanl~pouv, xa,alaµßavELV, xa,ELAELV 
and xuR,ELV are each used once. 
57 Cf. XAELELV (1 Sam 23:20); auyxlELELV (Jos 20:5; Am 1:6.9; 
Pss 31:8; 78:50.62).. 
58 1 Sam 30:15; Dt 23:16; 32:30; Job 16:11; Ps 78:48. 
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have been difficult to read it as a niphal, make the question 
refer to the city which had just been mentioned, and drop 
the rest of the clause since it appeared again in the follow-
ing verse. If one admits, then, that some editorial activ-
ity has taken place at the beginning of v.11, it is possible 
at the same time to see the xaL vuv as a further "correction" 
in order to introduce the following question. 59 Cross has 
shown that in the 4QSamb fragment containing 23:11 f. there 
is not enough room for the text of MT v.11a but nny1 would 
be able to fit nicely. 60 It is possible, therefore, that 
this variant text was already present in LXX's Vorlage. 
Cross follows Wellhausen in rejecting the initial EL ano-
XAELD8DDE,aL, and he points out that with nny1 "the line 
count in 67 characters, only slightly under the general mean 
for all the fragments (71/72)." 61 It may observed, however, 
that this general mean would still allow room for a form such 
as ,~,~~ which would account for anOXAELD8DDE,aL. 
Since the verb anoxAELD8DDE,aL is repeated in what 
appears tobe the end of v.12 in LXX, it may be asked to 
what extent the two are related. In comparison with MT, 
LXX vv.11 f. are greatly truncated and virtually all com-
mentators have seen an accident due to homeoarcton in LXX 
here, as mentioned above. Wellhausen's theory that EL ano~ 
XAELD8DDE,aL in v.11a was an insertion from v.12 does not 
account for why it was translated that way in v.12, where 
one would expect the napaöwaouaLv that Ant provides. 62 That 
59 Cf. Schulz I, p. 340. 
60 Cross, "The Oldest Manuscripts ... ," p. 170. 
61 Cross, "The Oldest Manuscripts ... ," p. 170. 
62 V.12 in its entirety is present in mss AN b c e g j(mg) 
m(mg) o w x z c e • The only notable variant among is 
found in N, whi~h ~eads auyxAELOOUOLV for napaöwaOUOLV 
both times. 
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Ant reproduces the text of· cod B v.11 in its entirety 
with no changes before adding its own translation of v.1263 
shows that cod Bis the older form of the Greek here. For 
the auoMAEL06naetaL which ends LXX v.12, it is not an exact 
translation of the plural ,,,lo,, and appears to have been 
influenced by the auoxAeLa6naetaL which lies at the beginning 
of LXX v.11 both by the fact that it is in the singular and 
that it betrays LXX's apparent understanding of ,,,lo, as 
niphal here, or at least with the meaning "tobe shut up" 
and as referring to the city. 
A. Kamphausen has pointed out another possibility 
for the original form of vv.11 f. 64 David knew already in 
v.9 that Saul was plotting evil against him, and so he had 
no need to ask of the oracle if Saul was coming down to 
Keilah. What he did not know, however, was how the people 
of Keilah would react. Kamphausen's suggestion is that the 
first four words of v.11 and the last three of v.12 consti-
tuted the original narrative. 65 Whether or not the question 
concerning Saul's coming down is a later insertion or not, 
the fact that both MT and 4QSamb contain the longer form, 
as well as the fact that LXX contains at least a tattered 
remnant of this form, indicates that if a shorter form had 
existed, it must be at least prior to MT's and LXX'a common 
ancestor. 
Tg may have wished to show that it saw something 
slightly irregular about the oracle here, reflected in its 
63 At least according to ms o, which Lagarde appears to have 
followed here for his text. In place of the erroneous 
auoMAEL06naetaL as the response to David's question about 
Saul, b'b(txt) have xataßnaetaL xaL €LU€ KupLo~; b(mg) 
xataßnae':caL; e2 xaL eLue KupLo~ xataßnaetaL. -
64 A. Kamphausen, "Philister und Hebräer zur Zeit Davids," 
ZAW 6 (1886), p. 80, note 1, followed by Schulz. 
65 Klostermann (p. 102) maintained essentially the same pos-
ition, although he considered vv.10-11 tobe an "auf-
putzende Verbreiterung" to the original story which 
passed directly from v.9 to v.12. 
use of the verb 1)0, "to think, plan", in the questions 
asked by David. He asks, "Is Saul planning to come down? 
(~lNW nnn~ ,,)on); "Are the men of Keilah planning to band 
me over? (,ionn~ ,,,,)on). Perhaps the fact that Saul did 
not actually come down after all, nor did the men of Keilah 
hand David over, even though the oracle of the Lord had 
responded affirmatively to both questions, inspired the 
Targum to soften the questions so as not to make it seem as 
if the oracle of the Lord had made a mistake here. 
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For these two verses, a comparison of MT and LXX 
has shown that LXX's Vorlage has apparently suffered an 
accident through homeoarcton, while LXX itself misinterpreted 
David's question in v.11a. MT, on the other hand, seems to 
witness to the most original form of the text. 
1 Sam 25:13a 
MT: l)1n-nN W'N ,,2n,, l)1n-nN W'N ,,2n l'WlN~ ,,, 1DN'l 
,,, ,,nN ,~y;, l)in-nN ,,,-02 12n,, 
MaL €Lnev AaueLö ,OL~ avöpaaLv au,ou Zwaaaee €Maa,o~ 
,nv poµ~aLav au,ou· MaL aveßnaav onLaw AaueLö •.• 
LXXAnt: MaL €Lnev AaueLö ,oL~ avöpaaLv au,ou Zwaaaee eMaa,o~ 
,nv µaxaLpav au,ou· MaL nepLetwaav,o .a~ µaxaLpa~ 
au,wv. MaL AaueLö MaL au,o~ etwaa,o ,nv µaxaLpav 
au,ou. MaL aveßnaav onLaw AaueLö •.• 
In 1 Sam 25:13, where David, angered by Nabal's 
shabby treatment of his men, orders them to prepare for bat-
tle against Nabal, the MT contains a plus which is not found 
in cod s, 66 which says that the men put on their swords and 
that David put his sword on as well. Of all the commentators, 
Schulz alone suggested that the plus in MT is not original. 
Quoting Grimm•s opinion that "Leistet der Satz an epischer 
Breite etwas zu viel,"67 he concluded that the plus is an 
addition to the text. 68 NEB and EÜ accept only half of the 
66 The plus is absent as well from mss ad h i j 1 n p q t 
v y* a2 b2 • 
67 Grimm, BZ (1904), p. 43. 
68 Schulz I, p. 359. 
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plus: "He said to his men, 'Buckle on your swords, all 
of you.' So they buckled on their swords and followed 
David ••.• "69 All other commentators who take note of the 
'minus• explain the absence in cod B through a haplography 
because of homeoteleuton, from the first ,~,n-nN to the 
third. 70 The langer text seems more satisfying not only 
from the point of view of the logic of the narrative, but 
also from that of the grammar of the verse, as l~Y'l in v.13b 
thus has a more specific antecedent. 
It is instructive to note the form of this 
verse as found in cod Aas well. While it contains the plus, 
a comparison of the three major Greek text forms shows: 
ccd B 
poµq>cnav 
wc; 
OL 
µe: i:a 
cod A 
poµq>aLav 
+ xaL Re:pLe:~waavi:o 
av~p •~" µaxaLpav 
aui:ou xaL Re:pLe:~w-
aai:o xaL t.aue:LÖ 
•~" µaxaLpav aui:ou 
wc; 
OL 
+ xaL Re:pLe:~waavi:o 1:ac; 
µaxaLpac; aui:wv xaL 
t.aue:Lö xaL aui:oc; 
e:~waai:o •~" µaxaLpav 
aui:ou 
omit 
omit 
E:R L 
The absence of this plus from cod B, plus the f 
accompanying it in ms c2 indicate that it was genuinely ab-
sent from the original OG. In addition, the following 
characteristics within the Greek of the plus section are 
significant: 
1. w,N, in the sense of "each", appears twice in 
MT. For the first, which is contained in B, all Greek mss 
share e:xaai:oc;. For the second, where Bis lacking, all have 
av~p except b o c2 e 2 which do not translate it at all. 
69 The mss e g alone contain this reading. 
70 Thenius, Budde, Dhorme, Stoebe, McCarter, Barthelemy. 
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2. For ,,, Dl, b o c 2 e2 again distinguish them-
selves, this time with ms z, from the others. The Ant mss 
have 6aU€LÖ xaL au,o~ while the rest read xaL 6auELö. 71 
3- The group b o c 2 e 2 again stands apart in trans-
_lating ,1n,, as E~woa,o, while z* reads E~woav,o and the 
rest R€PL€swoa,o (N*-REPLEswoav,o). 
4. For the translation of ~,n, where cod Bis 
present, all have poµ~aLav except b o z c2 e2 µaxaLpav. But 
where cod Bis absent, all who contain the plus read µaxaLpav 
both times. 72 In the variation poµ~aLa/µaxaLpa in Sam-Kgs, 
Ant reads µaxaLpa where all others have poµ~aLa at Sam 
17:39.47; 21:8 (bis); 25:13a; 31:4 (bis).5. Ant reads 
poµ~aLa where all others have µaxaLpa at 2 Sam 11:25; 18:8; 
23:10. 73 Apart from these instances, in the other thirty-
eight occurrences of poµ~aLa and the other seven of µaxaLpa 
in Sam-Kgs, there is no variation between Ant and the rest 
of the mss. If modifications have been made by Ant and/or 
by the kaige recension, they seem to have been sporadic and 
not systematic. What is significant at 1 Sam 25:13, however, 
is the agreement between Ant and cod A on µaxaLpa where cod B 
is missing, whereas cod A agrees with Bon poµ~aLa against 
Ant. 74 
5. Three further agreements between Band A 
against Ant are tobe found in w~, OL, and µE,a against 
Ant's omit, omit, and ERL. 
71 Only mss N <244> read xaLyE here for Dl. 
72 With the minor variation that for ,~,n 2° b o c 2 e2 read 
the plural µaxaLpa~, and for ,~,n c x stand alone with 
poµ~aLav. 
73 At 2 Sam 23:8 Ant reads ÖLaoxEu~v for LXX poµ~aLa, where 
the word is absent from MT. 
74 In three other places, 1 Sam 17:50; 18:4; 22:19, where 
cod Bis also missing, Ant agrees with Aas well for 
µaxaLpa. 
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6. The final item tobe noted is cod A's strict 
literalism vis-a-vis MT xaL REPLE~waav,o avnp ,nv µaxaLp~ 
au,~ against Ant's more polished xaL REPLE~waav,o ,a~ 
µaxaLpa~ au,wv. 
These observations show that, in general, where cod 
Bis present, Ais closer both to Band to MT. For the sec-
tion where cod Bis missing, Ais closer to MT than is Ant, 
which may show that Anthere is the later of the two, more 
independent and less literal and manifesting better Greek 
than A. 
For this text, MT, along with Ant and A, which 
contain the longer reading, is the more original, while cod B 
witnesses to an accidental loss of a whole section through 
homeoteleuton. 
1 Sam 26:5 
MT: oipnn-nM ,,, Mi,, ~,Mw ow-n)n iwM oipnn-~M M~,, ,,, op,, 
oyn, ~lyn~ ~~w ~,Mw, ,M~Y-1W 1)-1~ 1)~M, ~,Mw DW-~~w 1WM 
,n~,~o o,)n 
Lxx8 : xaL avEa,n 6aUELÖ Aa8pa xaL ELOROPEUE,aL EL~ ,ov 
,OROV ou €Xa8€UÖ€V EXEL LaOUA, xaL EXEL AßEvvnp 
ULO~ Nnp apxLa,pa,nro~ au,ou· xaL raouA Exa8EuöEv 
€V AaµRnvn xaL O AaO~ RapEµßEßADXW~ XUXAW au,ou. 
LXXAnt: XaL avEa,n 6aUELÖ Aa8paLw~ xaL €ROpEu8n EL~ ,ov ,OROV 
ou EX8€UÖEV LaOUA. xaL ELÖEV 6aUELÖ ,ov ,OROV ou 
€XOLµn8n EXEL LaOUA, XaL AßEVVDP ULO~ Nnp apXLO,pa,-
DYO~ au.ou EXEL. xaL LaOUA €Xa8€UÖ€V €V AaµRnvn, xaL 
0 AaO~ RapEµßEßADXW~ XUXAW au,ou. 
At 1 Sam 26:5, where David goes into Saul's camp 
to reconnoiter, MT contains a plus vis-a-vis cod B which 
says that David saw the place where Saul was sleeping. Ant 
contains the plus as well, or at least apart of it. 
Wellhausen led the way in explaining the absence 
of the words in cod B through haplography, from the first 
1WM oipnn to the second. 75 Stoebe, on the other hand, 
attributes the absence rather to an "exegetische Beurteilung 
75 Wellhausen, p. 136, followed by Budde, Dhorme, Schulz, 
McCarter. All modern translations follow the fuller MT. 
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des Zusammenhanges. 1176 A possible point in favor of Stoebe's 
suggestion is the repetitive, almost parallel character of 
the phrases ;,Nw ... N~'' and ;,Nw ... Ni,,, which LXX may have 
undertaken to simplify. His suggestion would be more con-
vincing, however, if LXX had suppressed one or the other of 
these phrases. As the omission in cod B stands, 77 the latter 
part of the first phrase and the former part of the second 
are absent, which indicates a textual accident rather than 
a conscious modification. 
The Ant text seems to have noticed the accidental 
omission and tried to replace it from the MT, but appears to 
have been led astray by the repetitive nature of the verse. 
Apaprently having taken GG ou Exa6EUÖEV EXEL raouA tobe the 
translation of ;,Nw ow-~ iwN instead of ;,Nw cw-~~w iwN, 
it began with ,,, Ni,, (xaL ELÖEV AauELÖ .•• ) and went on 
from there as in MT. The result is that in Ant cw-~~w iwN 
appears to have been translated twice (ou Exa6EUÖEV EXEL 
from OG and then its own ou EXOLµnen EXEL) while DW-nln 1WN 
has disappeared entirely. 78 Another explanation of Ant's 
text could be that it translated nln as Exa6EuöEv, but the 
presence of this verb already in OG, plus the fact that 
nowhere else is nln translated this way, would seem to 
exclude this. 79 Further, the Greek translators do not seem 
to have had any difficulty in recognizing the true meaning 
of nln when it occurred in v.3 (RapEvEßaAEV), or in v.5 
(RapEµßEßADXW~).BO 
76 Stoebe, p. 463. 
77 The plus is absent as well from mss AM Na d g h j 1 n 
p q t V y a 2 b2 • 
78 This same sort of confusion seems tobe behind Smith's 
analysis of the textual accident when he says that 11 GAB 
omits the clause ;,Nw ... Ni,, by homeoteleuton" (p. 231). 
79 Out of twerity-nine occurrences of xa6EuÖELV 1 ~~w lies 
behind it twenty-four times, 1w, four times, and ~w, once. 
80 Vg, for cw-nln here reads ubi erat. Perhaps St. Jerome 
misread n,n for nln. OnlyoneVgms, Sangermanensis Par. 
lat. 11937 has ubi castramentus erat. 
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A strong indication of the genuineness of the MT 
over against the shorter LXX here is the fact that the whole 
purpose of David's visit to the Israelite camp was to re-
connoiter and locate the spot where Saul slept. If the sen-
tence which describes David's actually seeing the spot is 
missing, the scene loses its entire force. Gressmann sug-
gested that the second half of this verse took away the sur-
prise from v.7, 81 but if David, in v.5, sees only the place 
where Saul is accustomed to sleep (note the imperfect 
exa6euöev in Greek), and does not see Saul actually sleeping, 
then nothing is taken away from v.7. V.Sb 7lY~l llW ;,Mwi 
may be considered tobe in apposition to the cipn, a further 
specification of Saul's accustomed sleeping-place. If David 
was able to see all this, it must, after all, have still 
been daytime, so Saul presumably had not yet gone to bed. 
In this vein, the precision n;,; in v.7 indicates that night 
has come and 7lYnl ,w, llW ;,Mw nlni shows that David had 
indeed seen rightly that that was his sleeping-place. 
For this verse, therefore, cod B has suffered a 
haplography which Ant has only partially repaired. MT wit-
nesses to the langer, but more original, text. 
2 Sam 6:3 f. 
MT: l,l'lN n,ln ,nNw,, nw,n n7lY-7N c,n;Mn ,,,M-nM ill,,, 3 
nw,n n;lyn-nN c,lnl l,l,lM 'll ,,nM, MTyi nylll 1WM 4 
,;n ,,nM, c,n;Mn ,,,M cy nylll 1WM l,l,lM n,l~ ,nMw,, 
,,,Mn 'ln; 
LXX8 : 3xaL €R€ßLßaaeu ,nv xLßw,ov KupLou e~•aµatav xaLvnv 
xaL npev au,nv €L~ oLxov AµeLvaöaß ,ou ev ,w ßouvw· 
MaL O~a XaL OL aÖ€A~OL au.au ULOL Aµ€LVaöaß nrav 
,nv aµatav 4auv ,n XLßw,w, xaL OL aöeA~OL au,ou 
€ROP€UOV,O €µRpoa6€V -n~ MLßw,ou. 
LXXAnt: 3xaL €R€QLßaaav ,nv xLßw,ov ,ou 6eou €RL aµatav 
xaLvnv. xaL npev au,nv et oLxou AßLvaöaß ,ou ev ,w 
ßouvw. xaL O~a xaL OL aöeA~OL au,ou, ULOL AßLvaöaß, 
nrov ,nv aµa~av auv ,n xLßw,w ,ou 6eou, xaL O~a 
MaL OL aÖ€A~OL au.ou, ULOL AßLvaöaß €ROP€UOV,O 
eµnpoa6ev xaL ex RAayLwv •n~ MLßw,ou. 
81 Gressmann, ~extkritische Anmerkungen" p. 7 (supplement 
to Die älteste Geschichtsschreibung, 21921). 
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[n]N Ö;lnl ... [),l')]N n,)n ... [n;]lY ;y ~[,n,] 
1ii~[n]--[c]y n;lyn 
1 Chr 13:7 
MT: NTYl ),l,)N n,)n nw,n n;ly-;y c,n;Nn ,,,N-nN l)~,,, 
n;ly) c,lnl ,,nMl 
LXX8 : xaL eue6ryxav ,ryv xLßw,av ,au 6eau €RL aµa(av xaLvryv 
€( aLxau Aµ€Lvaöaß" XQL O~a xaL aL aÖ€A~aL au~au 
ryyov ,ryv aµa(av. 
In these verses which describe the bringing af the 
ark fram the hause af Abinadab, MT contains a langer, re-
petitive text. Fram Cappel on, virtually all commentators 
have seen a dittagraphy af six words in MT, 83 from the final 
ward of v.3, nw,n, ta nY)l) of v.4. The conclusive gram-
matical proof af the erroneous MT is the lack of article 
with niwn while it is suppased tobe madifying n7lYn nN. 84 
A comparison af MT with LXX, 4QSama and with the 
parallel text at 1 Chr 13:7 confirms the textual accident 
in MT here. Thus, the original Hebrew form, from v.3b on, 
will have read: ll1N cy n;lyn-nN c,lnl ),l,)N 'l) ,,nMl NTYl 
,,,Mn 'l~7 17n ,,nN, c,n;Nn. 
That the correct form af the text, as faund in cad 
B, may still have undergane same editarial activity is seen 
in €L~ aLxav, corresponding to MT n,)n. This may be due 
either to an editor's misunderstanding of the action here, 
thinking that the ark was brought ta Abinadab's hause and 
that its removal is described in xaL O~a •.. ryyav ,ryv aµa(av ... , 
or ta an attempt to harmanize the activity in those mss which 
cantain the dittograph. Mss BA c x y a 2 read €L~ here, and 
mss Ac j(mg) x cantain the plus as in MT. Thus, first the 
ark would have been braught ta his hause, and then carried 
away fram it (cf. aua oLxou in Ac j(mg) x). 
82 Ulrich, QTSJ, pp. 194 f. 
83 NEB and TOB stand practically along in including the 
dittagraphy. 
84 Thus all commentaries fram Thenius to Barthelemy. 
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That the presence of this plus in MT has caused 
some early confusion may be seen from the ancient versions: 
Vg: 3et inposuerunt arcam Domini super plaustrum novum 
tuleruntque eam de domo Abinadab qui erat in Gabaa. 
Oza autew et Haio filii Abinadab minabant plaustrum 
novum. cumque tulissent eam de domo Abinadab qui 
erat in Gabaa custodiens arcam Dei Haio praecedebant 
arcam. 
Tg: 
Syr: 
,, ~,),~N n,~n ,n,;u)l Nn,n Nn;ly~ ,,, N)l1N n, ,n,nNi 3 
Nnin Nn;ly n, ,,,~,n Ji)'JN ')J ,,nN, NTYl NnYJlJ 4 
;,TM ,,nN, ,,, N)l1N DY Nny~i~ ,, ~,),~N n,~n ,n,;U)l 
N)l1N Dij; 
3wsmwhy l'rwnh d'lh' cl cglt' Qdt' wsqlwhy mn byt 'byndb 
db5bct, wcz, w•z• w•hy' bny 'byndb mdbryn lcglt• b'Qryt•. 
4wsqlwhy mn byt 'byndb dbgbc l'rwnh d'lh'w'hy' 'zl qdm 
•rwn'. 
Thus, only Tg follows MT exactly here while both 
Vg and Syr have introduced minor variations, most likely to ac-
commodate themselves to the unintelligible dittography. 
In Vg, the second inNw,, was translated as ~ tulissent, 
whereas the first was simply tuleruntque, and 'n ll1N DY 
became custodiens arcam Dei. In Syr, for- the final word of 
v.3, in place of r;idt' it transformed it into b'Qryt• - "after", 
and with l'rwnh instead of ,,,N DY it seems to have eliminated 
the difficult preposition by making the ark the direct object 
of sglw. 
The text of Ant appears to have been modified as 
well. In v.4 it co~tains xaL OCa before xaL OL aöEA~OL au,ou, 
and has placed ULOL AßLvaöaß after it. Houbigant recommended 
the addition of NTYl before ll1N DY, claiming that when a 
scribe saw NlYl after ny~l~, just as in v.3, he did not 
repeat it. 85 Similarly, Thenius suggested the addition of 
,;n NTYl before 1i1N cy. 86 As we have seen, Ant reintro-
duces Uzzah in v.4, but after ouv •~ xLßw,w 6Eou and not 
before it as Houbigant suggested. 
85 Houbigant, p. 287. 
86 Thenius 1 , p. 152, followed by Wellhausen, LÖhr, Budde, 
Nowack, Driver, Dhorme (1910), Ehrlich, Smith, Kittel, 
Hertzberg, BJ, Osty, NAB. 
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The crux for the understanding of Ant•s text and 
for the second mention of Uzzah seems to lie in the under-
standing of ,,nNl. OG read xaL OL aöeA~OL in vv.3 and 4. 
Such a reading fits in well enough in v.3 -- "Uzzah and his 
brothers, the sons of Abinadab", but in v.4, if one follows 
MT, as OG seems to have done, ,,nNl is too far removed from 
its antecedent to make good sense as "and his brothers". 
Further, there seems tobe no reason to give a plural meaning 
to ,~n in MT such as OG is forced to do (e1topeuov'to) by its 
vocalization of l'Q~1- The word makes perfectly good sense 
as a proper name, Ahio, such as Vg interpreted it. By mis-
reading l':tNl here, OG introduced a problem in the text which 
Ant resolved by bringing Uzzah back into the picture. Since 
he had been mentioned in the previous verse this was easily 
done. Then, since MT and OG say only that Ahio (or "and his 
brothers") was before the ark, Ant, in the light of v.6 where 
Uzzah unfortunately put out his hand to steady the ark when 
the oxen stumbled, positions the brothers not only eµupoaeev, 
but also EM ltAQYLW\I 't~~ MLßW'tOU. 
That the proper name Ahio is tobe preferred here 
may also be seen from v.3. After the mention of Uzzah, 
another proper name seems more likely in the formula "Uzzah 
and X, sons of Abinadab 11 • 87 Confirmation of Ahio, finally, 
seems tobe found in 4QSama c]y :t~lY:t. Since NTY appears not 
tobe present in v.4, the unlikelihood of "and his brothers" 
being there is increased. 
Wellhausen suggested reading a singular ,,~~1 
("and his brother") here, which implies the insertion of 
Uzzah into the text. 88 In addition to the problem of Uzzah's 
absence here, neither the Greek nor any other version has 
the singular here. 
Budde, although he opted for the proper name Ahio 
in SBOT and KHAT, later suggested the singular "and his 
brother" as well, claiming that it was probably Zadok, whose 
87 Cf. Smith, p. 293; Budde, SBOT, p. 81. 
88 Wellhausen, p. 167. 
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name had been purposely omitted from the text when he became 
recognized as the son of Ahitub and as a descendant of 
Eleazar, son of Aaron, in order to legitimate his priest-
hood.89 · Budde maintained that ,,nM p,,~, was originally read 
both here andin 2 Sam 15:24 ff., basing this conclusion on 
the fact that two and only two men were necessary as guar-
dians and carriers of the ark. Of the two indicated in 2 Sam 
15:24 vv., Abiathar must have arrived at this task after the 
entry of the ark.into Jerusalem since until then he was known 
as the one who carried the ephod. Budde suggested that 
Abiathar was included herein 2 Sam 15 as one of the two 
carriers because, after the death of Uzzah, who would be 
identified with Eleazar, in 2 Sam 6:7, only one remained. 
Thus, the brother mentioned in 2 Sam 6:3 f. is the same as 
the other ark carrier mentioned in 15:24 ff., namely Zadok. 
This argumentation seems, however, rather pre-
carious since the two men mentioned in 6:3 f. do not really 
appear tobe guardians and carriers of the ark in the same 
sense that 15:24 ff. seems to intend. They seem rather to 
fall into the category of the men of Kiriath-jearim, in 
1 Sam 7:1, who "came and took up the ark of the Lord", rather 
than the category of Eleazar, Abinadab's son who had tobe 
specially consecrated for his task of looking after the ark. 
Chapter six speaks of no special consecration for these two 
sons, nor do they seem to have been entitled to touch the 
ark, as Uzzah's sudden death appears to indicate. Hertzberg 
has pointed out the further difficulty that if Uzzah of 
2 Sam 6:3 f. is tobe identified with Eleazar of 1 Sam 7:1, 
he must have been very old by that time. 9° Finally, such 
an explanation must necessarily posit the presence of 
(1~n) MTY' in v.4. As Schulz has pointed out, the absence 
89 K. Budde, "Die Herkunft Sadok's," ZAW 52 (1934), 2P• 48 ff. 
See also E. Sellin, Geschichte des Israelitisch-Judischen 
Volkes. Erster Teil (Leipzig, 1924), pp. 167 and 169. 
90 Hertzberg, p. 278. 
of' Uzzah in OG here makes it unlikely that he was part 
of the Hebrew text here. 91 
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As a result of this examination, therefore, we may 
consider MT to have been disturbed by a dittography in 
vv.3b-4, but otherwise the text of MT is preferable to any 
other form. 
2 Sam 7:25-27a 
MT: -,y opn ,n,J-;y, ,,Jy-;y n,J, 1WN iJin c,n;N n,n, nnyi 25 
nlNJY n,n, ioN; o;,y-,y 10w ;,l,,26 niJ, iwN~ nwy, c;,y 
nnN-,~27 1'lD; ,,~1 n,n, ,,, ,,Jy n,J, ;Niw,-;y c,n;N 
LXX 8 : 25xaL vuv, KupLE µou, pnµa O EAaAnoa~ REPL ,OU ÖOUAOU 
oou xaL ,ou OLXOU au.au RLO,WOOV EW~ ,OU QLWVO~, 
KupLE nav,o~Qa,wp, 6EE ,ou IopanA· xaL vuv xaew~ 
EAaAnoa~ ( 20 JµEyaAUV6ELD ,o ovoµa oou EW~ QLWVO~. 
27KupLE ITav,oxpa,wp, 6Eo~ IopanA, aREXOAU~a~ ..• 
LXXAnt: 25 xaL vuv, KupLE µou KupLE, ,o pnµa O EAaAnoa~ UREP 
,ou ÖOUAOU oou XOL UREP ,ou OLXOU au.au, R~o.wen,w 
Ew~ aLwvo~, xaL xae•w~ EAaAnoa~ RoLnoov. 20xaL vuv 
µEyaAUV6ELD ,o ovoµa oou EW~ aLwvo~, KupLE, AEYWV 
KupLo~ Rav,oxpa,wp o 6Eo~ ERL ,ov IopanA, xaL o OLXO~ 
,OU ÖOUAOU oou 6aUELÖ EO,aL avwp6wµEVO~ EVWRLO~ oou, 
270,L ou, KupLE Rav,oxpa,wp, o 6Eo~ ,ou IopanA, 
OREXQAU~a~ ... 
LXXA: 25xaL vuv KupLE µou, pnµa O EAaAnoa~ REPL ,OU ÖOUAOU 
oou xaL ,OU OLXOU au,oy RLO,WOOV EW~ OLWVO~. XaL ROL-
noov xa6w~ EAaAnoa~. 2°xaL µEyaAuv6ELD ,o ovoµa oou 
EW~ OLWVO~, KupLE Rav,oxpa,wp 6EE EUL ,ov IopanA, O 
OLXO~ ,ou ÖOUAOU oou 6aUELÖ EO,aL avwp6wµEVO~ EVWRLOV 
oou. 270,L KupLE Rav,oxpa,wp o 6Eo~ ,ou IopanA, xaL 
vuv xaew~ EAOADOO~ µEyaAUV8ELD ,o ovoµa oou EW~ 
aLwvo~ AEYEL KupLo~ Rav,oxpa,wp 6Eo~ IopanA aREXa-
AU~a~ ... 
1 Chr 17:23-25 
MT: c;,y-,y 10N, ,n,J-;y, ,,Jy-;y n,J, iwN iJin n,n, nny, 23 
n,n, ioN; c;,y-,y 10w ;,l,, 10N,,24 n,J, iwN~ nwy, 
,,~1 ,,Jy,,,,~,Jl ;Niw,; o,n;N ;Niw, ,n;N nlNJY 
... n,;l ,n;N nnN ,~25 1'lD; 
LXX8 : 23xaL vuv KupLE, o Aoro~ oou ov EAaAnoa~ Rpo~ ,ov 
RaLöa oou 4xaL ERL ,ov oLxov au,ou RLO,w6n,w Ew~ OLWVO~. ~ AEYOV,WV KupLE KupLE Rav,oxpa,wp 6EO~ 
IopanA· xaL OLXO~ 6aUELÖ RaLÖO~ oou avwp6wµEVO~ EV-
aV,LOV oou. 250,L ou nvoL~a~ ... 
91 Schulz, p. 69. 
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LXXbe2: 23xaL vuv KupL€, 0 AOYO~ oou ov €AaAnoa~ RPO~ ,ov 
RQLOQ oou XQL €RL ,ov OLXOV au.ou RLO,wen,w €W~ 
aLwvo~. xaL RoLnoov xa8w~ €AeAnoa~. 24xaL RLO,w8n,w 
XQL µ€yaAuv8n,w .o ovoµa oou €W~ QLWVO~ A€YOV,WV 
KupLo~ Rav,oxpa,wp o 8€0~ ,ou IapanA 8€0~ ,w IapanA, 
XQL O OLXO~ AaU€LO ,ou RQLOO~ oou n,oLµaOµ€VO~ 
€VWRLOV oou. 250,L ou, KupL€ 0 8€0~ µou QR€XQAU~a~ ... 
In the middle of David's prayer in 2 Sam 7, we 
find a case in which MT contains both a plus and a minus 
vis-a-vis cod Bin, vv.25-27. In this case, the MT for the 
parallel passage in 1 Chr 17:23-25 also contains a plus vis-
a-vis its Greek text of cod B, although the two are not co-
extensive. 
Only a few commentators have taken note of this 
variant for 2 Sam here. Budde followed Smith in proposing 
that the text missing in 2 Sam cod B, from inM? in v.26 to 
nnM-'~ in v.27, is due to an expansion in the MT which was 
an insertion made by the Chronicler which later affected the 
text of Samue1. 92 Dhorme, on the other hand, explained the 
omission in 2 Sam cod B through a haplography caused by 
homeoteleuton at nlM~~ n,n,.93 
In this case, a simple accident of haplography does 
not seem sufficient to explain entirely the form of the text 
in cod B, because of the absence there of any trace of inM7. 
Rehm suggested that the word was "perhaps purposely left out 
since it was unintelligible. 1194 It appears, however, in 
almost all the Greek texts except cod Band its affiliates, 95 
as well as in the Greek for 1 Chr 17:24. It may be that the 
problematic inM7 was purposely left out of the Vorlage of 
LXX, but that at the same time more was excised that was 
intended since in eliminating inM7 the scribe's eye passed 
over to the second n1M~~ n1n,. That it was the second 
nlM~~ n,n, that was read and not the first is indicated by 
92 Smith, p. 304. Budde, KHAT, p. 237. 
93 Dhorme, p. 332. 
94 Rehm,Textkritische Untersuchungen, p. 15. 
95 Mss a h v a 2 , as well as the hexaplaric Ac x. 
,ou IapanA, corresponding to ,Miw, of v.27 rather than to 
,Miw,-~v of v.26. Thus, the absence of this MT plus in B 
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is due to homeoarcton at n,M~~ n,n,. Then later, KupL€ 
Ilav,oxpa,wp 0€€ ,ou IapanA was re-inserted into the text 
represented by cod B, but after the EW~ .ou aLwvo~ of v.25 
instead of after Ew~ aLwvo~ of v.26, thus accounting for the 
plus in cod Bin v.25 which is not shared by Ant or by cod A. 
The repetitive nature of these verses seems to 
have made them particularly susceptible to variants. All 
the major variants, both for 2 Sam and for 1 Chr, except for 
the addition in v.27 of cod A of 2 Sam, occur just after one 
or the other occurrences of c,,y-iv. Cod A contains the 
plus of MT at v.26, except for inM,, and then repeats in 
v.27 a portion of vv.25 f. in a form similar to that of Cod B 
(cf. xaL vuv). Cod B for 1 Chr 17:23 f. seems to have suf-
fered a haplography as well, for everything between the two 
occurrences of c,,y-iy is missing from that text, but present 
in mss b e2 . The texts of Vg, Tg and Syr for 2 Sam follow 
MT here. 96 
Is it possible, as Smith and Budde suggested, that 
the text of Chr has influenced that of Sam here? If we 
consider the form of cod B for both texts, it is striking 
how the absences dovetail. 1 Chr 17:23 breaks off at Ew~ 
aLwVOi, continued in 2 Sam 7:25 by KupL€ Rav,oxpa.wp .•. Ew~ 
aLwvo~, where it breaks off and the text is picked up by 
Chr, in its v.24, with AEyov,wv. If Smith and Budde were 
correct, however, then the text of LXX for Sam should pre-
serve the more original reading here. We have seen, though, 
that cod B contains an insertion attested nowhere else, 
KupL€ Rav,oxpa,wp 0€€ ,ou IapanA in v.25, as well as a trun-
cated form for v.25b.26 (cf. misreading of nwy, as nny, ~aL 
vuv] leading to the absence of ROLnaov), as well as the 
abrupt passage in vv.26 f. Ew~ aLwvo~ KupL€ Rav.oxpa,wp, 
96 Ulrich, QTSJ, does not discuss this passage and thus the 
text of 4QSama is not available here. 
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which can hardly be said tobe a better text than that of 
MT here. If any influence has been exerted here, it seems 
to have been by 1 Chr on the text of LXX8 Sam for the trans-
lation 
prove. 
fr·om 1 
of opn as RLa,waov, but even that is difficult to 
Rehm admits that an influence from 1nN,/RLa,w8D,W 
Chr 17:23 is possible, but no longer verifiable. 97 
DlP in hiphil is never elsewhere translated by a form of 
RLa,ouv, and further, eighteen out of the twenty-three in-
stances of a form of opn with ,~, (-nN) use La,avaL or one 
of its compounds.98 As far as 2 Sam 7:25 is concerned, two 
possibilities seem to suggest themselves. The first, perhaps 
less likely but nevertheless feasible, is that nICTQCON re-
presented an erroneous attempt at EITICTHCON, 99 which would 
preserve the otherwise generalized use of a form of La,avaL. 
A second possibility is that indeed the Greek 
translator was influenced by another passage, although not 
necessarily the parallel in Chr. At 1 Kgs 8:26, 2 Chr 1:9; 
6:17 we find passages remarkably similar to 1 Chr 17:23, all 
with ,~i-nN 1DN' and all translated by RLO,W8D,W. The u-
niqueness of opn in MT for 2 Sam 7:25 vis-a-vis RLa,ouv in 
LXX and 1nN, in all other texts mentioned here attests to 
its originality. The passages mentioned above, 1 Kgs 8:26 
and its parallel at 2 Chr 6:17, as well as 2 Chr 1:9 are all 
posterior·references precisely to the text of 2 Sam 7:25. 
opn contains the notion of "to found, to establish", emi-
nently logical for the first occurrence of the prayer to 
Yahweh to found a house/dynasty, as David utters it in 2 Sam 
7:25. 1nN in niphal, on the other hand, meaning "to confirm", 
is more understandable in the mouth of Solomon as he repeats 
David's prayer. In Greek, RLa,ouv corresponds to 1nN, but 
97 Rehm, p. 9; cf. also Dhorme, p. 332. 
98 1 Sam 1:23; 15:13; 1 Kgs 2:4; 6:12 (in A;>B Ant); 8:20 
12:15; 2 Kgs 23:3.24; 2 Chr 6:10; 10:15; Dt 9:12; Neh 5:13; 
9:8; Dan 9:12; Isa 44:26; Jer 28:6; 29:10; 34:18. The 
only exceptions are 1 Sam 3: 12 ( e:Re:-ye:pw); 1 Sam 15: 11 
(E,DPDOe:v); 2 Sam 7:25 (RLa,waov); Dt 27:26 (e:µµe:ve:L). 
99 Cf. Jer 29:10 (LXX 36:10): e:RLO,Daw for ,nnpn,. 
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does not contain the meaning "to found or establish". It 
may be, therefore, that 1 Chr 17:23 MT was influenced by the 
subsequent uses of 1~M', while LXX 2 Sam 7:25 was influenced 
by the other uses of RLa,wa~,w. In using a different form 
of this verb, however, it attempted to mark the difference 
between this occurrence in 2 Sam and the other uses in Kgs-
Chr. 
Thus, we may consider here that the text of cod B 
is faulty, having succumbed to a haplography in the Greek, 
or already in its Vorlage. The various attempts at correc-
tion of the text, as witnessed by Ant and cod A, as well as 
the parallel in 1 Chr, invite us to accept MT as the original 
form here. 
Conclusions 
In this section we have noted a high incidence of 
genuine textual accidents in the text of LXX which have 
caused words or entire phrases to fall out of its text where 
MT has faithfully preserved the original readings. Thus at 
1 Sam 4:9; 19:15; 20:34; 25:13; 26:5; 2 Sam 7:23-25 we 
found pluses in MT whose absence from LXX has been caused by 
an accident due to homeoteleuton or homeoarcton. In one 
case only, 1 Sam 19:15, does it seem certain that the accident 
had taken place in LXX's Vorlage, as it is only in the Hebrew 
here that the homeoarcton was present. In all the others, 
the accident could have occurred either in the Greek or in 
the Hebrew text. 
In one case, 2 Sam 6:3 f., the plus in MT is due 
to a dittography in proto-MT, which caused six words from 
v.3 tobe repeated accidentally, where LXX and 4QSama have 
preserved the original text. 
In three cases, 1 Sam 2:31 f.; 6:4; 23:11 f., LXX 
or its Vorlage may have deliberately omitted words from the 
text. We saw above 100 that the LXX indicates a text which 
was not afraid to eliminate passages which it saw as somehow 
disturbing to the overall narrative. At 1 Sam 2:31 f., the 
100 Cf. Part 1.1 on "non-haplogenic" pluses in MT. 
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text of LXX may have taken advantage of the similarity of 
two phrases in order to omit the material in between which 
appeared to allude to Eli's experiencing the fulfillment of 
the prophecy against his house, which was no langer in keeping 
with the later application of the text to the priests of 
Nob and to Abiathar. At 1 Sam 6:4, the mention of the five 
golden mice appeared to contradict the number of mice in 
6:18 and was thus eliminated for the sake of harmony. Fi-
nally, at 1 Sam 23:11 f., David's anticipated question was 
eliminated, again for the sake of coherence and harmony in 
the text. In each of these places, LXX, or its Vorlage 
had taken the initiative in eliminating what it found dis-
turbing. In the first two of these, 1 Sam 2:31 f. and 6:4, 
the excision was made at a point where a word or words were 
repeated in the text, thus giving the impression that they 
could have fallen out through an accident due to haplography. 
Thus, for these pluses in MT, the text of LXX, 
in each case but one, shows evidence either of a genuine 
textual accident or of a deliberate modification of its 
text. In each case, MT presents us with the more original 
reading. 
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G E N E R A L C O N C L U S I O N S 
By way of general conclusions from the foregoing 
study of significant pluses and minuses in the text of Samuel, 
we may note, first of all, that in the vast majority of cases 
a large plus or minus occurring in the LXX or 4QSama vis-a-vis 
MT indicates a further literary activity by LXX or 4QSama. 
In Part 1.1, we saw that the vast majority of pluses 
in LXX indicate an expansionist type of activity on the part 
of LXX or of its Vorlage. ln l.2, MT was shown tobe the 
more original, although langer text, where LXX had frequently 
shortened its text in order to produce a smoother or more 
unified narrative. Thus, LXX may not be described as simply 
"expansionist", but rather it shows a preference for harmony 
and greater coherence, achieved either by addition to or 
subtraction from its ancestor text. 
In 1.3, 4QSama witnessed to a certain number of 
expansions in the text, which were found neither in MT nor 
in LXX and which suggest a typical Palestinian type of text 
that had produced its own traditions. 
The importance of the double translations in 1.4 
is not only the presence of insertions in later Greek editions 
which attempt to bring the text closer to MT, but also the 
fact that when a divergence exists between the older Greek 
text and that of MT, even here MT was shown frequently, al-
though not always, to contain the more original text form. 
In addition, we saw that some of these insertions of a second 
translation have been made in such a way that, by beginning 
and ending on the same word, the resultant text appears to 
have a haplogenic form even though the fact of the second 
translation proves that the longer, double text is not or-
iginal. 
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In Part 2.1, many of the texts which we described 
as haplogenic in LXX were shown to witness to later insertions 
into the shorter, more original form of MT. These insertions 
followed the same general patterns as those examined in 1.1, 
where the texts were non-haplogenic in form. This phenomenon 
led to the suggestion that where a text is haplogenic in form, 
this may indicate a kind of scribal technique which purposely 
inserted an expansion in such a way that it began and ended 
with the same ward or words. This was not true in all cases, 
however, for some of the LXX pluses show that MT has truly 
suffered an accident of homeoteleuton or homeoarcton, although 
the possibility of this insertion technique suggests that MT 
has not undergone nearly as many accidents as is generally 
believed. 
On the other hand, 2.2 showed that where MT contains 
a fuller text in this haplogenic form, the shorter text of 
LXX is most often attributable to a genuine textual accident, 
where MT has preserved the longer, even though occasionally 
more problematic text. 
Barthelemy concluded that "les plus de la LXX 
facilitent generalement le travail de l'exegete concordiste, 
alors que les 'plus' du MT compliquent d'ordinaire ce tra-
vail."1 The foregoing study seems to have amply borne out 
this Observation. 
The text of LXX, and frequently that of 4QSama, 
have been shown to have modified the text in the overwhelming 
majority of the cases which we have studied here. If our 
analysis is correct in all, or even in some of the cases we 
have discussed, this must modify our attitude toward the use 
of LXX and 4QSama where these large pluses or minuses are 
concerned. It is undeniable that in the long history of 
transmission of the Hebrew text of the Old Testament cor-
ruptions have crept into the text and that the texts of LXX 
and 4QSama are helpful for their restoration. Where it is a 
question of these long pluses and minuses, however, especially 
those which facilitate the reading of the less carefully 
Barthelemy, "La qualite du Texte ..• ," p. 20. 
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elaborated text which MT seems often to witness to, perhaps 
more caution must be used before emending MT too quickly on 
the basis of another text, and the particular characteristics 
of MT, LXX and 4QSama must be respected. 
Further, if our analysis is correct here, we rnust 
modify our approach to those pluses or minuses which appear 
in a haplogenic form, but which in reality may testify to a 
later scribal technique of making an insertion into the text. 
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